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Preface

THE HISTORY OF PROPHETS AND KINGS (Ta'rikh al-rusul wa'l-
muluk) by Abu Ja`far Muhammad b. Jarir al -Tabari (839-923),
here rendered as the History of al-Tabari, is by common consent
the most important universal history produced in the world of
Islam . It has been translated here in its entirety for the first time
for the benefit of non-Arabists, with historical and philological
notes for those interested in the particulars of the text.

Tabari's monumental work explores the history of the ancient
nations, with special emphasis on biblical peoples and prophets,
the legendary and factual history of ancient Iran, and, in great
detail , the rise of Islam, the life of the Prophet Muhammad, and
the history of the Islamic world down to the year 915. The first
volume of this translation will contain a biography of al-Tabari
and a discussion of the method, scope, and value of his work. It
will also provide information on some of the technical consider-
ations that have guided the work of the translators.

The History has been divided here into 38 volumes, each of
which covers about two hundred pages of the original Arabic text
in the Leiden edition . An attempt has been made to draw the
dividing lines between the individual volumes in such a way that
each is to some degree independent and can be read as such. The
page numbers of the original in the Leiden edition appear in the
margins of the translated volumes.

Al-Tabari very often quotes his sources verbatim and traces the
chain of transmission (isnad ) to an original source . The chains of
transmitters are, for the sake of brevity, rendered by only a dash
(-) between the individual links in the chain . Thus, "According
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to Ibn llumayd-Salamah-Ibn Ishaq" means that al -Tabari re-
ceived the report from Ibn I lumayd , who said that he was told by
Salamah, who said that he was told by Ibn Islhaq , and so on, The
numerous subtle and important differences in the original Arabic
wording have been disregarded.

The table of contents at the beginning of each volume gives a
brief survey of the topics dealt with in that particular volume.
It also includes the headings and subheadings as they appear in
al-Tabari 's text, as well as those occasionally introduced by the
translator.

Well-known place names , such as, for instance , Mecca,
Baghdad, Jerusalem , Damascus, and the Yemen , are given in their
English spellings . Less common place names , which are the vast
majority, are transliterated . Biblical figures appear in the accepted
English spelling. Iranian names are usually transcribed according
to their Arabic forms, and the presumed Iranian forms are often
discussed in the footnotes.

Technical terms have been translated wherever possible, but
some, such as dirham and imam, have been retained in Arabic
forms . Others that cannot be translated with sufficient precision
have been retained and italicized as well as footnoted.

The annotation aims chiefly at clarifying difficult passages,
identifying individuals and place names, and discussing textual
difficulties . Much leeway has been left to the translators to in-
clude in the footnotes whatever they consider necessary and
helpful.

The bibliographies list all the sources mentioned in the an-
notation.

The index in each volume contains all the names of persons
and places referred to in the text, as well as those mentioned in
the notes as far as they refer to the medieval period. It does not
include the names of modern scholars . A general index, it is hoped,
will appear after all the volumes have been published.

For further details concerning the series and acknowledg-
ments , see Preface to Volume I.

Ehsan Yar-Shater
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Translator's Foreword

Volume XXI of the History of al-Tabari spans a period extending
from the year 66 (685/686) to the year 73 (692./693), corresponding
to series II, pages 642-854 of the Leiden edition. The events
chronicled in the volume cover the resolution of what historians
have come to call the Second Civil War and the reestablishment
of Umayyad hegemony over the Islamic world. In the course of
the period, the major anti-Umayyad forces-the Shiites of Iraq
and the rival caliphate of `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr in Mecca-
collapsed, leaving `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, in the year 73, as
ruler over a dynastic kingdom similar in extent to the one
Mu`awiyah had governed from Damascus before the dissolution
of Umayyad authority following the death of Yazid.

To understand the complex events of the years A.H. 66-73, one
must go back to the crisis of the Umayyad caliphate after the
death of Yazid b. Mu`awiyah in 64/683. Having earned the im-
placable hatred of the Shi`ah by causing the death of al-Husayn
and the hatred of influential elements in the Hijaz by his use of
force to compel Mecca and Medina to acknowledge his rule,
Yazid bequeathed his caliphate to a thirteen-year-old boy,
Mu`awiyah, who survived his father by only forty days. Yazid's
two other surviving sons, even younger, obviously could not rule;
the people of al-Kufah and al-Basrah expelled their Umayyad
governor, ending Umayyad authority in Iraq; the I;Iijaz was under
the control of `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr; and Syria itself was rent by
tribal factionalism. The situation seemed so bad that the senior
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member of the Umayyad family , Marwan b . al-Hakam , was ready
to acknowledge the authority of 'Abdallah b . al-Zubayr. Only the
vigorous intervention of 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad , the Umayyad
governor of Iraq, seems to have instilled new confidence into the
Umayyad family . Under the leadership of Marwan, who was suc-
ceeded as head of the family the following year by his son, Abd
al-Malik, the Umayyads began the process that would end in
73/692 with the reestablishment of a single central authority,
which , if not universally acknowledged , was accepted by the con-
sensus of the Islamic community, and which had no obvious rival
in the conduct of the affairs of the Islamic state.

Roughly, the process involved three steps . The hostility of pro-
Zubayrid Arab groups in Syria had to be overcome ; Iraq, itself a
battleground between Zubayrid and Shi 'i loyalties, had to be
brought within the Umayyad orbit ; and finally 'Abdallah b.
al-Zubayr himself had to be overcome in the l3ijaz. By 66/685,
Syrian opposition to Umayyad rule, while by no means eliminated,
was well on its way to elimination. The surviving text of al-Tabarl
gives little detail about the final collapse of pro-Zubayrid forces
in Syria and al-Jazirah ; more can be gleaned from al-Baladhuri, or
from the much later Ibn al-Athir . In Iraq, the Umayyads were aided
by a situation in which their opponents weakened each other. In
Rabi` 166 (October 685), al -Mukhtar b . Abi 'Ubayd , formerly a
supporter of Ibn al -Zubayr, but now leading the Kufan Shi'ah, led
an uprising that forced Ibn al-Zubayr 's governor to leave al-Kufah
and retreat to al-Basrah . In keeping with the Shi 'i nature of the
revolt , the ashraf ( tribal dignitaries ) of al-Kufah pledged allegiance
to al-Mukhtar, not as "Commander of the Faithful ," but as the
"helper" ( wazir ) of Muhammad b. al-Hanalyyah , a surviving
son of `Ali. Later in the year , the same ashrdf turned against al-
Mukhtar and tried to expel him , but were defeated; many of them
left for al-Basrah . Al-Mukhtar, who had come to power promising
to avenge the death of al-Husayn , lost no time in killing anyone
he could capture who had been in any way connected with the
death of al-Husayn . Then he tried to expand his power. To the
north, he was successful in two campaigns ( both in 66), during the
second of which the Umayyad commander 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad,
the architect of the death of al-Husayn , died in combat against
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar . To the south, al-Mukhtar 's efforts to attract
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support failed. Realizing how much was at stake, Ibn al -Zubayr
sent his own brother, Mus`ab b . al-Zubayr, to govern al-Basrah
and to deal with al-Mukhtar . Mus`ab defeated the forces of al-
Mukhtar at the Battle of al-Madhar; al-Mukhtar retreated to al-
Kufah , was besieged, and died in combat in Ramadan 67 (April
687).

'Abd al-Malik now faced Ibn al-Zubayr. On each side, the years
68, 69, 70, and 71 presented certain internal threats to be
overcome before there could be a final confrontation. Al-Tabari's
account of events in Syria is very brief for these years. The
Damascus revolt of `Amr b. Said al-Ashdaq in 69 or 70 is
covered in some detail . The difficulties of the Zubayrids are
presented rather fully. The Zubayrid governors of al-Basrah were
continuously threatened by the Azarigah, a Kharijite sect, who in
68/687 carried their depredations into the heartland of Iraq, and
who drained off military resources that otherwise might have
been used against the Umayyads . Also, there seems to have been
widespread rural brigandage led by such figures as `Ubaydallah b.
al-Hurr, whose picaresque biography appears under the year 68.

The decisive events that reestablished Umayyad primacy came
in 71 (or 72.) and 73. In each case, much was due to the Umayyad
sense of politics-the ability to persuade potential opponents
that more was to be gained by going over to the Umayyad side
than by opposition, and that the stability and security of Iraq
could best be served by an Umayyad victory. Mus`ab b. al-
Zubayr's support melted under the sun of Umayyad promises to
his erstwhile supporters ; the treachery of many of Mus`ab's
supporters at Dayr al-Jathaliq in 7r (or 72.) sealed his fate. `Abd al-
Malik was then free to deal , through his commander, al-I Iajjaj b.
Yusuf, with Abdallah b. al-Zubayr.

Al-Tabari's brief account of al-IIajjaj's siege of Mecca and the
defeat and death of Ibn al-Zubayr in 73/692. (more external details
of the battles are to be found in al-Baladhuri ) centers on a portrait
of the heroic death of Ibn al-Zubayr, whose brave, but hopeless,
fight earned the admiration of even al-Iiajjaj 's second-in-
command, who pronounced the following judgment: "Women
have borne none manlier [than Abdallah b. al-Zubayrj." Abd
al-Malik, we are told , seconded the judgment.

Thus, `Abd al-Malik was left in virtually uncontested posses-
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sion of the title "Commander of the Faithful." (The Kharijites
formed a significant exception to recognition of his claim.) More
than settling the possession of a title , the end of the Second Civil
War settled important questions about the nature of authority
over the Muslim state . The Umayyads , in the person of Abd al-
Malik , reestablished a caliphate based on a family dynasty and a
strong military base in the Syrian Arab army. The principle of a
single strong authority was reasserted over the various centrifugal
forces at work among the Arabs. Had Ibn al-Zubayr prevailed, a
much weaker caliphate would have been the result . However, the
Umayyad triumph by no means put an end to alternative ideas
about authority in Islam . Indeed, for the Shi`ah, the years of the
Second Civil War witnessed the development of many tendencies
that would bear fruit only much later. In particular, the revolt of
al-Mukhtar, with its idea of an Imam living in retirement, his
cause energetically furthered in political action by a "wazir" or
"helper," foreshadowed a constellation of ideas important for the
genesis of the `Abbasid revolution . Furthermore , Kharijite ideas
about the free election of a leader by the community certainly did
not die out with the triumph of `Abd al-Malik.

A Note on the Text

The translation follows the text of the Leiden edition, which
appeared in installments between 1879 and 1898 under the
overall editorship of M. J. De Goeje. The task of editing Part II,
pages 5 80-1340 ( A.H. 65-99 ), was assigned to the Italian scholar
Ignazio Guidi. For establishing the text of the section here
translated (II, 642-854 ), Guidi had five manuscripts at his
disposal:1

i. Constantinople , Kopriilii 1047 ( Siglum Co). This was a
composite manuscript . The older portion, which Guidi
singled out for special praise , was copied in A.D.
the eleventh or perhaps the tenth century . It ended at

i. See ed . Leiden , Introductio, pp. LV-Lxut.
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II, 706, and was followed by a section in a later hand,
perhaps of the thirteenth century, much less carefully
executed , and apparently from an original of a different
family. This manuscript formed the based text for the
edition.

2. Oxford, Bodleian, Uri 650 (Siglum O).2
3. Berlin, Petermann II, 635 (Siglum Pet ). Beginning with

II, 674, a fourth manuscript could be used:
4. Constantinople , Koprulu 1044 ( Siglum Q. Finally,

from II, 789, a fifth manuscript was available:
5. Berlin, Ms. Or. Fol. 69 (Siglum B).3

Guidi divided these manuscripts into two families : an "older
and much superior" family including Co (older hand), Pet, and C;
and a more recent family including B, Co (younger hand), and O.
(Ibn al-Athir used a manuscript of this family.) Thus, throughout
the section here translated , textual witnesses from two families
were available.

To the five manuscripts used by Guidi, the 1960 Egyptian
edition of Muhammad Abu al-Fadl Ibrahim adds only one addi-
tional authority for establishing the text of the section here
translated : Ms. Istanbul, Ahmet III, 2929. Its readings,
occasionally preferable to any that were available to Guidi, are
given in the notes of the Cairo edition; otherwise, the Cairo text
is the same as the Leiden text, apart from differences of
punctuation and vocalization.

For the events of these years, there are important parallel ac-
counts in al-Baladhuri 's Ansdb al-Ashrdf, Ibn Sa`d's Kitdb al-
Tabagdt al-Kabir, al-Dinawari 's Kitdb al-Akhbdr al-Tiwdl,
al-Isbahani's Kitdb al-Aghdni, and Ibn A`tham al-Kufi's Kitdb
al-Futuh. The notes to the translation indicate some of these
parallels, particularly when they involve interesting differences
or further information, but the notes are not intended to provide
an exhaustive listing of parallels.

The translator wishes to thank Professors Moshe Perlmann,

z. Described by M. J. De Goeje , ZDMG XVI, 759•
3. See Ahlwardt , Berlin Catalogue, IX, 36, n. 9419.
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Seeger A . Bonebakker, and Michael G. Morony , all of the Uni-
versity of California , Los Angeles , for their continued support and
encouragement.

Michael Fishbein
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The
Events of the Year

66 (cont'd)
( AUGUST 8, 685-JULY 27, 686)

go

[AI-MukhtdrActs against the Slayers of al-I-usayn]

According to Abu Ja`far (sc . al-Tabaril : In this year, al-Mukhtar' 16421
seized the slayers of al-Husayn2 who were in al -Kufah3 and those
who were accomplices in his murder. He killed those of them
over whom he gained power; some , however, fled from al-Kufah
and eluded his grasp.

i. The Shi'i leader al -Mukhtar b. Abi 'Ubayd b . Mas'iid al -Thaqafi seized al-
Kufah earlier in 66/685 as the self-proclaimed "assistant" or "helper" ( wazir( of
Ali's son , Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah . See Tabari, II, 598-642 ; El', S.V.

2. Al-Husayn , the grandson of the Prophet, was the son of Ali b . Abi Talib by
Muhammad 's daughter, Fatimah . The Shi'ah, supporters of the right of All and
his family to political and spiritual leadership , considered his death at the hands of
Umayyad forces at Karbala' on to Muharram 61 (October ro, 680 a martyrdom
and demanded vengeance against the Umayyads . See El2, s.v. al-Husayn b. Ali.

3. The Muslim garrison city (mi^r( and provincial capital of al-Kufah was founded
ca. 17/638 in the caliphate of 'Umar on the Euphrates near the older city of al-
Hirah . It grew rapidly and in 36 /657 became Ali's capital . All was assassinated
outside the city 's great mosque in 40/661 , and al -Kufah became a focus of pro-
Alid Shi ' i activity: See Ell, s.v.; Le Strange , Lands, 74ff.
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Why He Seized Them; Names of Those He Killed
and of Those Who Fled and Eluded His Grasp

According to Hisham b. Muhammad (al-Kalbil4_ 'Awanah b. al-
I iakam : s The reason for this was as follows . When Syria had
become completely obedient to him , Marwan b . al-Hakam6 sent
out two armies . One of them was sent to the Hijaz under Hubaysh
b. Duljah al-Qayni, and we have previously mentioned him and
how he perished .? The other was sent to Iraq under Ubaydallah
b. Ziyad, and we have mentioned what took place between him
and the Tawwabun8 of the Shi`ah9 at `Ayn al-Wardah. When
Marwan sent 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad to Iraq , he granted him [the

4. Hisham b . Muhammad b. al-Sa 'ibal-Kalbi (b. ca. 120/737, d. z04/819 or zo6),
often called "Ibn al-Kalbi " after his father ( d. 146 /763), who was himself a gene-
alogist , historian , geographer, and Qur 'an commentator , was a Shi ' i native of al-
Kufah who wrote prolifically on many subjects . The isndd here is introduced by
dhakarahu Hisham , indicating that Tabari used one of lbn al -Kalbi 's books, but
without authorization from a scholar who had studied with Ibn al -Kalbi . Technic-
ally, such a procedure was called "wijddah ." See E12, s.v. al-Kalbi ; F. Sezgin, GAS,
1, z68-171.

5 Awanah b . al-Hakam b . 'Awanah al -Kalbi ( d. 147 /764 or 158 ) was a blind
Kiifan whose interests included history of the Umayyad period , genealogy, and
poetry . The Fihrist of Ibn al -Nadim lists two books of his : a Kitdb al - Tdrikh, and a
Kitdb Sirat Mu'dwiyah wa-Bani Umayyah on the life of Mu'dwiyah and the
Banu Umayyah . Tabari 's material from 'Awanah was probably obtained indirectly
through the works of lbn al -Kalbi and al-Mada 'ini. See E12, s.v.; F. Sezgin , GAS, I,
307-8.

6. The Umayyad caliph Marwan b. al-Hakam ruled for nine months in 64-65
(683-684 ). He began to reassemble the empire that his cousin Mu ' dwiyah, the
first Umayyad caliph , had ruled and that had fallen away from Umayyad allegiance
during the reigns of Yazid and Mu'awiyah II. He was succeeded by his son, 'Abd
al-Malik, in Ramadan 65 (April 685 ). See El', s.v.

7. This army was sent in 65/684 to take Medina from Ibn al-Zubayr , but was
defeated when an army from al-Basrah reinforced the Zubayrid forces in the Hijaz.
See Tabari , 11, 578-79.

8. The Tawwabun ("penitents") were a Shi ' i group. Blaming their own inaction
for having caused the death of al-Husayn , they vowed to expiate their guilt by
exacting vengeance . Their revolt after the death of Yazid ended in defeat at the
battle of 'Ayn al -Wardah on zz Jumada 1, 65 (January 4, 685 ). Sulayman b . Surad,
their leader, was killed , and the Tawwabun were routed by the forces of'Ubayd-
allah b . Ziyad . See Tabari, 11, 497ff .; El' s.v . SulaimAn b . Surad al-Khuza'i;
Dixon , Umayyad Caliphate , 35-37; and Jafri , Origins, 159.

9. Literally, "the followers , group , associates, or partisans," the word shi'ah
came to refer to those who supported the rights of Ali b . Abi Talib and his
descendants to political leadership of the Muslim community and to a special
spiritual leadership (the imamate ). See El' , s.v.; Jafri , Origins, 1-2.3
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governance of ] whatever he conquered and commanded him to
sack al-Kufah, if he overcame its people, for three days.

Awanah said : 'Ubaydallah passed through the land of al-
jazirah10 and was delayed there. Qays Aylan [tribesmen]" were
there, obedient to Ibn al-Zubayr.12 Marwan had inflicted heavy
losses on the Qays at the battle of Marj Rahit,13 when they were
on the side of al-Daliliak b. Qays,14 opposing Marwan and his son
Abd al-Malik, (who ruled] after him. Ubaydallah remained
preoccupied with them and unable to turn his attention to Iraq for
about a year. Then he proceeded to al-Mawsil.15 Al-Mukhtar's
governor of al-Mawsil, Abd al-Rahman b. Said b. Qays, wrote to
al-Mukhtar:

To proceed: I hereby inform you, 0 commander (amir),
that Ubaydallah b. Ziyad has entered the territory of al-
Mawsil and has turned his horsemen and foot soldiers
toward me. I have withdrawn to Takrit16 until your
opinion and command reach me. Peace be upon you.17

lo. Al-jazirah ("the island" or "peninsula ") was the Arabic name for upper
Mesopotamia . It included as its principal towns al -Maw$il, al-Raqqah, and Amid.
See Le Strange , Lands, 86-r14 ; El2, s.v. al-D1azira.

11. Qays Aylan, or Qays (sometimes called "Mudar"), were a group of northern
Arab clans from the Hijaz and western Arabia . They formed the bulk of the men
involved in the first conquests in Syria under Abu Bakr and were rewarded with
lands in al -jazirah . Because Mu'awiyah relied on the support of rival Kalb (Yemeni)
tribes , and also because Yazid, Mu'awiyah 's heir, had a Kalbi mother, many of the
Qays supported Ibn al-Zubayr . Mu'awiyah's opening of al-jazirah to immigration
from unrelated Arab clans may also have been a factor . See EI2, s.v. Kays Ayldn;
Shahan, Islamic History, 1, 8z-84, 92.

i z. Abdallah b. al-Zubayr ruled the Hijaz at this time as a rival caliph and was
recognized by opponents of the Umayyads in Syria , Egypt, southern Arabia, and al-
Kufah . See EI2, s.v.

13. A plain near Damascus where Marwan defeated forces loyal to Ibn al -Zubayr
at the end of 64 (July 684 ). See Yaqut, Mu'jam , s.v.; Tabari, 11, 474ff.; EI2, S.V.

14. Al-Dahhak b. Qays al-Fihri, leader of the Qays and at first a loyal supporter of
the Umayyads against Ali, went over to Ibn al-Zubayr after the death of Mu 'awiyah
11 in 64/684. He was defeated and killed by Marwan at Marj Rahit . See EI2, S.V.

r 5. Al-Maw$il, on the upper Tigris River, was a principal town of al-jazirah. See
Le Strange, Lands, 87-89.

i6. Takrit lay south of al-Mawgil on the Tigris, on the Iraq side of the border
between al-jazirah and Iraq . See Le Strange , Lands, n5, 57; El , s.v.

17. Cf. the longer version in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 2;o: "'Abd al-Rahman b.
Sa'id b . Qays wrote informing al-Mukhtar that the horsemen of 'Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad were approaching al-Maw$il , and that he, having neither horses nor men,
feared he would be too weak to deal with him."

[643]
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Al-Mukhtar wrote to him:

To proceed: Your letter has reached me, and I have
understood all you said in it. You did well to withdraw
to Takrit. Remain where you are until my command
reaches you, God willing. Peace be upon you.

According to Hisham (b. al-Kalbii-Abu Mikhnaf18-Musa b.
`Amir:19 When 'Abd al-Rahman b. Sa' id's letter reached al-
Mukhtar, he summoned Yazid b. Anas20 and said to him,21 "Yazid
b. Anas, one who knows is not like one who is ignorant; truth is
not like falsehood. I tell you the report of one who has not lied and
has not been called a liar, who has not disobeyed or wavered. We
are the believers, the fortunate ones; the victorious, the sound
ones. You are the master of horses whose quivers you draw22 and
whose tails you plait, until you bring them to water in olive
groves, their eyes sunken, their bellies lank." Go out to al-Mawsil
and encamp in its vicinity. I will provide you with men followed
by even more men." Yazid b. Anas said to him, "Send with me
three thousand horsemen whom I shall choose, and leave me to
take care of the region to which you send us. If I need men, I will
write to you." Al-Mukhtar said to him, "Go out and choose, in
the name of God, whomever you like."

Yazid b. Anas went out and chose three thousand horsemen.

18. Abu Mikhnaf Lut b. Yabya b. Said b. Mikhnaf al-Azdi (b. ca. 70/689, d.
157/775) was a late Umayyad composer of historical monographs, about forty of
which can be identified from Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist and other works. His books,
mediated through Ibn al-Kalbi, were one of Tabari's major sources of information
about events of the Umayyad period, particularly those centered around al-Kufah.
See E12, s.v.; F. Sezgin, GAS, 1, 308-9; and U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 40-47.

19. Musa b. 'Amin Abu al-Ash'ar al-Juhani al-'Adawi identifies himself (Tabari,
11, 646) as having been in the army of Yazid b. Anas. All his reports, mediated
through Abu Mikhnaf, deal with All. 66. See U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 113.

zo. Yazid b. Anas b. Kilab al-Asadi, an early supporter of al-Mukhtar, was in-
fluential in drawing Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar to al-Mukhtar's cause and commanded
part of al-Mukhtar's forces in the seizure al-Kufah in 66/685. See Tabari, II, 599-
630, passim.

21. The speech is in rhymed prose (saj'), on which see EP, s.v. Sad".
zz. The meaning of tajurni ii`dbaha is problematic. Ed. Leiden, Glossarium,

p. c.xv: "probably metaphorical for the sheath of the penis of a horse. Horses'
ji'ab are drawn (or slit? ) and tails plaited when they are to make a very long
journey ." No source for this meaning of ji'db or further explanation is given.

z;. I.e., from long and strenuous traveling.
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He put al-Nu`man b. 'Awf b. Abi Jabir al-Azdi in charge of the
fourth" of Medina, Aim b. Qays b. Habib al-Hamdani in charge
of the fourth of Tamim and Hamdan, Warga' b. Azib al-Asadi in
charge of Madhhij and Asad, and Sir b. Abi Si`r al-Hanafi in
charge of the fourth of Rabi`ah and Kindah. Then he set out from
al-Kufah, and al-Mukhtar and the people went out with him to
escort him. When he reached Dayr AN Musa,25 al-Mukhtar said
goodbye to him and turned back, saying, "When you encounter
your enemy, grant them no respite. When opportunity presents
itself, do not delay. Let me have a report from you every day. If
you need assistance, write to me, although I will assist you even if
you do not ask for it; for it will give your arm more strength,
make your army more powerful, and put more fear into your
enemy." Yazid b. Arias said to him, "Assist me only with your
prayer; that will be enough assistance." The people said to him,
"May God accompany you! May He convey you and aid you!"
Then they said goodbye to him. Yazid said to them, "Pray to God
on my behalf for martyrdom! I swear by God, if I meet them and
victory escapes me, martyrdom shall not escape me, God willing."

Al-Mukhtar wrote to 'Abd al-Rahman b. Said b. Qays:

To proceed: Let Yazid [b. Anas] deal with the territory-
God willing! Peace be upon you.

Having marched forth with the men, Yazid b. Anas spent the
night at Sura.26 The next day he marched with them and spent the
night at al-Mad5'in.27 The men complained to him that they were
suffering from the speed of the march, so he stayed there a day [645)
and a night. Then he took them along the territory of Jukh5,28

14. The fourths (rub', pl. arbd ) were divisions of the Kufan army, in accordance
with a system created by Ziyad b. Abihi.

25. Apparently the same as Dayr Musa, a place near al-Kufah on the way to
Sura. See EI2, s.v. Dayr Musa.

26. At Sura , a town on the upper Nahr Sura (modem Shatt Hindiyyah branch of
the Euphrates ), the main road from al -Kufah to al-Mada'in crossed the Euphrates
by bridge. See Yaqut, Mu'iam, s.v.; Le Strange, Lands, 26, 70-72.

27. Al-Mada'in ("the cities," so named because it consisted of a number of sep-
arate towns linked by a floating bridge across the Tigris ) was the former Sasanian
winter capital about Zo miles south of Baghdad . See El2, s.v.

28. Jukha was a district east of al-Mada 'in, extending along the Diyala River.
See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v. Jukha; Le Strange, Lands, 42; Morony, Iraq, 137-141.
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brought them out in the Radhan [districtsj,29 and crossed with
them into the territory of al-Mawsil, encamping at Banat Tala.10
His location and the place at which he had encamped were re-
ported to `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, who asked about their number.
His spies told him that three thousand horsemen had left al-Kufah
with him. `Ubaydallah said, "I will dispatch two thousand for
every thousand." He summoned Rabi`ah b. al-Mukhariq al-
Ghanawi and 'Abdallah b. Hamlah al-Khath'ami and dispatched
them, each with three thousand men. He sent Rabi'ah b. al-
Mukhariq first, waited a day, and then sent Abdallah b. Hamlah
after him. Then he wrote to them, saying, "Whichever of you
arrives first is to be the commander over his fellow. If you both
arrive together, the older of you is to be commander over his
fellow and the entire force." (Continuing,) he31 said: Rabi'ah b.
al-Mukhariq arrived first and encamped by Yazid b. Anas while
he was at Banat Tala. Yazid b. Anas came out to [fight] him sick
and exhausted.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu al-$a1t32-Abu Sa'id al-
$aygal,33 who said: Yazid b. Anas came out to us sick and mounted
on a donkey. Men walked with him, holding him on his right and

29. Upper and Lower Radhan were subdistricts of Jukha. The town of Radhan
lay on the east side of the old bed of the Tigris between the Adhaym and Diyala
Rivers. See Le Strange, Lands, 3 5, 8o; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.; Morony, Iraq, 138-39.

30. Vocalization and location uncertain. The mss. show much uncertainty
about the dotting of the consonants of the name. Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, IV, 229 reads
"Batili ," with variants such as "Mayili" and "Matili."

31. One is tempted to omit in translation this peculiar feature of the reports
collected in Tabari's history-namely, the frequent interruption of narratives by
gdla, "he said." Normally, "he" refers to the earliest source in the previous isnad.
One might thus translate: "(Musa b. 'Amir continued,) saying...." However, in
some cases it is not easy to determine whether the text after gala resumes the
words of the earliest informant or begins a passage of summary by Abu Mikhnaf or
even Hisham b. al-Kalbi. I have therefore thought it best to preserve the ambiguity
of the Arabic. On the other hand, these repeated qdlas should not be omitted. An
argument can be made that they mark places where an account has been short-
ened through the omission of material. See U. Sezgin, Abd Mihnaf, 91-92, for a
discussion of the problem.

32. Abu al-Salt al-Taymi is perhaps to be identified with the Kufan scholar
Za'idah b. Qudamah al-Thaqafi (d. 160/776), author of various works on hadith
and Qur'an readings and a kinsman and friend of al-Mukhtar. See Dixon,
Umayyad Caliphate, 39-40; and U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 149, 226-7.

33. Abu Said al-Saygal, an eyewitness, was a mawla who had fought on al-
Mukhtar's side at the seizure of al-Kufah. See Tabari, II, 623. For mawld, see n. 49.
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on his left by his legs, arms, and sides. He stopped at each fourth
and said, "O choice army (shur.tah) of God, be steadfast, and you
shall be rewarded; vie with your enemy in steadfastness , and you
shall be victorious !34 'Fight you against the friends of Satan ; surely
the guile of Satan is ever feeble.'35 If I perish, your commander [646]
is Warga' b. 'Azib al-Asadi. If he perishes, your commander is
`Abdallah b. I)amrah al-`Udhri. If he perishes, your commander
is Si'r b. Abi Si r al-Iianafi ." [Continuing,] he said: I, by God, was
among those who walked with him and held his arm and hand,
and I saw by his face that death had descended upon him.

[Continuing,] he said: Yazid b. Anas put `Abdallah b. I.?amrah
al-`Udhri in charge of his ' right wing, and Sir b. Abi Sir in
charge of his left wing. He put Warga' b. `Azib al-Asadi in charge
of the horsemen. He himself dismounted and was placed on a
litter among the men. He said to them, "Go forth to encounter
them in the open field. Put me in front among the men. Then, if
you will, fight for your commander; or, if you will, flee and leave
him." [Continuing,] he said: We brought him out in the month of
Dhu al-llijjah, on the Day of `Arafah of the year 66.36 Sometimes
we held him by his back, and he would say, "Do this, do this, and
do this," giving his order. Before long the pain would overcome
him and he would be set down for a while. The men were fighting.
It was the morning twilight, before sunrise . [Continuing,] he said:
Their left wing attacked our right wing, and their fighting became
fierce. Our left wing attacked their right wing and put it to flight.
Warga' b. `Azib al-Asadi attacked with the horsemen and put
them to flight. By midmorning we had put them to flight and
taken their camp.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. `Amir al `Adawi, who
said: We reached Rabi'ah b. al-Mukhariq, their commander. His
forces had been put to flight, leaving him, and he had dismounted

34. Cf. Qur'an 3:200, "0 believers, be patient, and vie you in patience." An
alternate translation would be, "Show endurance for steadfastness )... vie with
your enemy in endurance (or steadfastness)."

3S. Qur'an 4:76.
36. July 7, 686: The ninth day of Dhu al-Hijjah is called "the day of Arafah" (or

Arafat) because it is the day when pilgrims gather on the plain of Arafat, about
15 miles east of Mecca, for the wuquf ("standing," or "station ") that climaxes the
Hajj (pilgrimage). See Ell, s.vv. 'Arafa and Hadd .
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(647]

and was calling out, "0 supporters of the truth , 0 people who
hear and obey, come to me! I am Ibn al -Mukhariq ." (Continuing,]
Musa (b. 'Amir al`Adawi ] said : As for me, I was a young lad, so
I was frightened and halted . 'Abdallah b. Warqa ' al-Asadi and
'Abdallah b . Qamrah al-'Udhri attacked him and killed him.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Amr b . Malik Abu Kabshah al-
Qayni ,37 who said : I was a lad who had just reached adolescence
and was with one of my paternal uncles in that army. When we
encamped by the army of the Kufans, Rabi'ah b. al -Mukhariq set
us in order, and he did so with care. He put his brother 's son in
charge of his right wing and 'Abd Rabbih al-Sulami in charge of
his left wing. He himself went forth with the horsemen and foot
soldiers and said, "People of Syria , you are fighting only runaway
slaves and men who have abandoned Islam and departed from it.
They have no remnant [of strength ]33 and do not speak Arabic!"39
(Continuing,] he said: By God , I supposed it to be so until we
fought with them.

(Continuing,] he said : By God, as soon as the men began to
fight , one of the Iraqis stood in the way of the men with his
sword, saying:

I have disavowed the religion of the Muhakkimun;40
in respect to religion, that is the worst religion among
us.

37. He was an eyewitness on the Umayyad side. See U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf,
198.

38. Following MS Pet , as suggested by ed . Leiden , Addenda , P. Dct .xx, and
reading baqiyyah . For the idiomatic meanings of baqiyyah-"remnant of
strength, firmness of spirit , excellence " or "mercy, indulgence"-see ed . Leiden,
Glossarium , p. cxxxix. The original Leiden text has taqiyyah, which, if correct,
can be understood as a synonym for tagwa, "piety , fear of God."

39. Although Tabari 's account of al-Mukhtar ( mostly from Abu Mikhnaf) does
not pass over the role of non -Arabs, it does not emphasize it as much as some
other accounts . Cf. Dinawari , Akhbar, z96: "Most of those who responded to al-
Mukhtar were ( Arabs ( from the tribe of Hamdan and Persians who were in al-
Kufah and whom Mu`awiyah had enrolled in the military . They were called al-
Hamra ' ('fair-skinned')."

40. The Muhakkimun ( from hakkama, "to pronounce a formula containing the
word hukm") were the Kharijites , who abandoned `Ali when he agreed to arbitra-
tion with Mu`awiyah . Their slogan was Id hukma ilid li-114h , "Judgment [belongs]
to God alone !" See Lane , Lexicon , II, 618.
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There was fierce fighting between them and us for an hour of the
day. By midmorning they had put us to flight. They killed our
leader and took our camp. We went away in flight, until Abdallah
b. Hamlah met us an hour's journey from the village. called Banat
Tali and turned us back. We went with him until he encamped
by Yazid b. Areas. We spent the night keeping watch by turns.
The next day, we prayed the daybreak prayer and went forth in
good order. He put al-Zubayr b. Khuzaymah41 from [the tribe of ]
Khath'am in charge of his right wing, Ibn Ugay^ir al-Quhi fi from
Khath'am in charge of his left wing, and advanced with the horse-
men and foot soldiers. It was the Day of Sacrifice.42 We fought
fiercely with them. They badly defeated us, slew many of us, and
took our camp. We made our way to `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad and [648]
told him what we had encountered.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. Amir [al-Adawi], who
said: `Abdallah b. Hamlah al-Khath'ami advanced toward us. He
met' the defeated troops of Rabi'ah b. al-Mukhariq al-Ghanawi,
turned them back, and then came and encamped at Banat Tali.
The next day, both they and we went forth early. The two troops
of horsemen attacked each other from the beginning of daylight.
Both they and we then withdrew until after we had prayed the
noon prayer, at which time we went forth and fought, defeating
them. [Continuing,] he said: `Abdallah b. Hamlah dismounted
and called out to his forces, saying, "After wheeling round, return
to the fight, 0 people who hear and obey!" He was attacked and
killed by `Abdallah b. Qurad al-Khathami, and we took their
camp and what was in it. Three hundred prisoners were brought
to Yazid b. Anas, who was dying. He gestured with his hand that
they should be beheaded, so they were killed to the last man.43

V. Following the reading of Ms. Ahmet III, adopted in ed . Cairo. The various
manuscripts show so much uncertainty about the dotting of the consonants on
this name, that ed. Leiden omits all dots.

42. The tenth of Dhu aI-Hijjah , when pilgrims sacrifice an animal at Mina in
memory of Abraham's sacrifice . See El', s.v. Hadjdj.

43. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, z3i (from Hisham b. al-Kalbi): "Prisoners were
brought to Yazid b. Anas al-Asadi , who was on the verge of death . He kept saying,
'Kill! Kill!' until his tongue became heavy. Then he began to signal with his hand,
until his hand became heavy. Then he began to signal with his eyebrows, until he
died in that condition."
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Yazid b. Anas said, "If I perish, your commander is Warga' b.
'Azib al-Asadi." Yazid died by evening, and Warga' b. 'Azib prayed
[the funeral prayer] over him and buried him. When his com-
panions saw that, they were bewildered, and their spirits were
broken by his death. After they buried Yazid, Warga' said to them,
"Men, what do you think best? I have been told that `Ubaydallah
b. Ziyad is coming at us with eighty thousand Syrians." They
therefore began to slip away and go back. Warga' then summoned
the heads of the fourths and the most skillful horsemen among
his forces and said to them, "Men, what do you think about what
I have told you? I am only one of you, and not the best among you
in regard to counsel. Advise me. Ibn Ziyad has come at you with
the great army of the Syrians- their greatest men, horsemen, and
ashraf.44 I do not think we and you have power to deal with them
under these circumstances. Yazid b. Anas, our commander, has
died. Part of our forces have dispersed. If we turn back today of
our own accord before we encounter them and before we reach
them, so that they know that only the death of our commander
turned us back, they will continue to fear us because we have
killed their commander and because we can plead the death of
our commander as an excuse for our withdrawal. But, if we meet
them today, we run a risk. If we are defeated today, our having
defeated them previously will be of no use to us." They said,
"Your idea is excellent; turn back, and may God have mercy on
you!" So he turned back. Their having turned back was reported
to al-Mukhtar and the people of al-Kizfah. Not knowing how
things had turned out, people spread alarming rumors that Yazid
b. Anas had been killed and the men defeated.

Then al-Mukhtar's governor of al-Mada'in sent al-Mukhtar one
of his spies, a Nabataean from the Saw5d,45 who gave him a
report. Al-Mukhtar summoned Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar46 and put

44• The ashraf ( plural of sharif ), literally, "eminent or distinguished men,"
were the tribal dignitaries.

4.5. "Nabataean" refers to any of the Aramaic -speaking peasantry of the agri-
cultural lands (sawad, meaning "the black ," i.e., alluvial soil ) of Iraq.

46. Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar, son of the famous Malik b . al-Harith al - Nakha'i, had
become one of al -Mukhtar 's most important military aides earlier in this year and
played a leading role in driving Ibn al-Zubayr 's governor , Ibn Muli ', out of al-
Kufah . See Tabari , II, 609 -30; and E12, S.V.
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him in command of seven thousand men, saying to him, "Go,
and, when you meet the army of Ibn Anas, turn them around with
you, and go meet your enemy and fight it out with them."
Ibrahim went out and encamped at Hammam A'yan.47

[The Ku fan Ashraf Rise against a]-Mukht irJ

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Zuhayr al-Nadr b. $alih,48 who
said: When Yazid b. Anas died, the ashraf in al-Kufah met and
told disturbing stories about al-Mukhtar. They said that Yazid b.
Anas had been killed, and did not believe he had died [a natural
death]. They began to say, "By God, this man has made himself
commander over us without our consent. He has drawn our
mawdlid9 near to himself, mounted them on horses, given them
stipends,-'o and assigned our fayi51 to them. Our slaves have dis-
obeyed us, and our orphans and widows have thus been despoiled."
They settled on the house of Shabath b. Rib'i52 and said, "We
will meet in the house of our shaykh." (Shabath was a man who

47. "A'yan's Hot Spring," near al-Kufah, named for A'yan, the mawla of Sad
b. Abi Waggag . See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.

48. Abu Zuhayr al-Nadr b. Salih b. Habib b. Zuhayr al-Absi, an eyewitness of
events from 61 to 77, also transmits information about earlier events through
informants . He introduces one of his reports for 77/696 by saying that he was a
young man in the prime of youth at the time . See U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 70,
8o-81, 214.

49• Maw1a, pl. mawdli, "client (s), or freedmen," referred to non-Arabs, fre-
quently of Persian origin, who, upon conversion to Islam , were put under the
protection of an Arab tribe or a tribal leader as a way of incorporating them into
the Arab social system . For a discussion of the social status of mawdli at this time,
see Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate, 48-49 ; and E12, s.v.

5o. Literally, "given them 'a(a'," the stipend paid from the treasury on a regular
basis to Arab soldiers registered in the diwdn (military roll). See Ell, s.v. Ata'.

51. Fay', "permanent booty," was the tribute or tax income from which the
stipends of Muslim soldiers were paid . See E12, s.v.

51. Shabath b. Rib' i al-Tamimi headed the Banu Hanzalah (a powerful clan of
the Tamim) in al-Kufah . During al -Mukhtar's uprising in 66 /685, he supported Ibn
al-Zubayr's governor, Ibn Muti', but advised Ibn Muti' to withdraw gracefully
when al-Mukhtar 's victory appeared inevitable . On his role in the events of 66, see
Tabari, II, 614-30, esp . 623 (an incident illustrating his prejudice against mawdli)
and 630 . See also Dinawari , Akhbdr, 223, 243 ; and Tabari, 1, x919 , 3270, 3349,
3380, 3388.
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had lived both in the Time of Ignorance-" and in the time of
Islam.) They gathered and came to his house. After he had led his

[650] companions in prayer, they began to discuss the subject among
themselves. [Continuing,] he said: Among al-Mukhtar' s innova-
tions concerning them, none was more grievous than his having
appointed a share of the fay' for the mawdli.

Shabath said to them, "Leave me until I meet with him." He
went and met with him and left unmentioned none of the things
his companions found objectionable. Whenever he mentioned a
practice, al-Mukhtar said to him, "I will satisfy them regarding
this practice and do everything they like." [Continuing,] he said:
Shabath mentioned the slaves (mamdlik ). Al-Mukhtar said, "I
will return their slaves ('abid) to them." Shabath mentioned the
mawdli to him, saying, "You have had recourse to our mawdli,
who are a fay' that God has made permanent booty, together with
these lands, for us all. We have freed them, and for that we hope
for remuneration, reward, and thanks. But you, not satisfied with
this for them, have made them our partners in our fay'." Al-
Mukhtar said to them, "If I leave you your mawdli and give your
fay' to you, will you fight on my side against the Umayyads and
Ibn al-Zubayr and give me a promise and covenant by God to
fulfill this, together with oaths that I can trust?" Shabath replied,
"I do not know, until I go to my companions and talk to them
about it." He left and did not return to al-Mukhtar. (Continuing,]
he said: The ashrd f of al-Kufah decided to fight al-Mukhtar.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Qudamah b. I;iawshab, who said:
Shabath b. Rib`i, Shamir b. Dhi al-Jawshan, Muhammad b. al-
Ash'ath, and 'Abd al-Rahman b. Said b. Qays came before Ka'b
b. Abi Ka'b al-Khath`ami.54 Shabath spoke. Having praised and
extolled God, he told Ka'b that they had decided to fight al-
Mukhtar, and he asked him to concur with them in the matter.
Berating al-Mukhtar, Shabath said, "He has made himself com-
mander over us without our consent. He has alleged that Ibn

S 3. ,'dhili, someone who has lived in the lahiliyyah, the "Time of Ignorance,"
before the coming of Islam. See Ell , S.V. D 'ahiliyya.

54• These men had supported Ibn al-Zubayr's governor , Ibn Muti ', against al-
Mukhtar . See Tabari , II, 614 , 6 z9, 631.
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al-Hanafiyyah55 sent him to us, but we have found out that Ibn
al-Hanafiyyah did not do so. He has assigned our fay' to our mawdli 1651[1
and taken our slaves, despoiling our orphans and widows by means
of them. He and his Saba'iyyah56 have openly disavowed our
righteous predecessors. ,57 (Continuing,] he said: Ka'b b. Abi Ka'b
welcomed them and responded favorably to their call.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-my58 father, Yahya b. Said: The
ashra f of al-Kufah came before 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf 1al-
Azdij and called upon him to concur with them in fighting al-
Mukhtar. He said to them, "Men, if you insist on rebelling, I will
not fail you; but, if you listen to me, you will not rebel." "Why?"
they asked. He said, "Because I fear you will become divided,
disagree among yourselves, and abandon each other. By God, your
own valiant men and skilled horsemen are on the man's side. Are
not so-and-so and so-and-so with him? Your slaves and mawdli
are also on his side, and they are of one mind. Your slaves and
mawali are more angry with you than your enemy. So he will
fight you with the courage of the Arabs and the hostility of the
Persians. But, if you leave him alone for a while, the arrival of the
Syrians or the coming of the Basrans will spare you the trouble of
dealing with him; you will have been spared dealing with him by
others and will not have set your strength among yourselves."
They said, "We implore you by God not to differ with us or spoil
our plan and the consensus our group has reached." "I am one of
you," he replied; "if you will, rebel." They went among them-

55. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah was Ali 's son by a woman of the Banu Hanifah
who had been brought to Medina as a prisoner . Despite his reluctance to involve
himself in politics and the fact that he was not directly descended from the Prophet,
he became a focus of Shi'i attention after al-Hasan's abdication and al -Husayn's
death at Karbala'. See El', s.v.; Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate, 40; and Jafri, Origins,
228-29, 235-37, 239-42-

56. Saba 'iyyah ("followers of IAbdallah b.j Saba"') is used here as an abusive
epithet for Shi'i extremists ( ghuldt). Abdallih b . Saba' is said to have founded
"heterodox" Shi'ism by attributing supernatural character to Ali , refusing to
recognize his death , and condemning the first two caliphs in addition to'Uthman.
See EIZ, s.v. 'Abd Allah b. Saba'; Jafri, Origins, 3oof.; cf. Tabari, II, 623.

57. Asldfind al-sdlillin : specifically including Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and Uthman.
See Lane, Lexicon, IV, 1408.

58. I.e ., Abu Mikhnaf's father.
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selves and said, "Wait until Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar goes away from
him."

[Continuing,] he said: They delayed until Ibn al-Ashtar had
reached Sabat59 and then rose against al-Mukhtar. [Continuing,]
he said: 'Abd al-Rahman b. Sa' id b. Qays al-Hamdani went out
with [men of) Hamdan to Jabbanat al-Sabi'.6o Zahr b. Qays al-
Ju'fi and Ishaq b. Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath went out to Jabbanat
Kindah.

1652] According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi]-Sulayman b. Muhammad
al-IIadrami, who said: Jubayr al-I;Iadrami went out to the two61
and said to them, "Get out of our cemetery; we do not want to be
involved in trouble." Ishaq b. Muhammad asked him, "And is it
your cemetery?" "Yes," he said. So they left him.62'

Ka'b b. Abi Ka'b al-Khath`ami went out to Jabbanat Bishr,63
and Bishr64 b. Jarir b. 'Abdallah went out to them with [men of
the tribe of ] Bajilah. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf went out to
Jabbanat Mikhnaf. Ishaq b. Muhammad and Zahr b. Qays went to
Abd al-Rahman b. Sa' id b. Qays at Jabbanat al-Sabi'. [The tribes
of I Bajilah and Khath'am went to 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf,
who was with the [tribe of ] Azd. Word reached the men in Jabbanat
al-Sabi' that al-Mukhtar had mustered horsemen to advance on
them. They sent messengers, one after the other, to Azd, Bajilah,
and Khath'am, asking them for the sake of God and kinship to
hasten to them. So they went to them, and all gathered in Jabbanat
al-Sabi'. When word reached al-Mukhtar, he was glad they had
gathered in one place.

59- Sabax , on the west bank of the Tigris at the confluence of the Nahr al-Malik,
was one of the seven cities that formed al-Mada'in. See E12, s.v. al-Mada'in.

6o. The jabbdndt , or tribal cemeteries of al-Kiifah, also served as places of
assembly , mobilization, and taking up arms . See Ell, s.v. al-Kufa. The most recent
attempt to map the topography of Umayyad al- Kufah is Hichem Djait , Al-Kufa,
naissance de la ville islamique . See especially pp. 227-4 t, on the battles connected
with al - Mukhtar, and the map, p. 302.

6r. I.e., Zahr b. Qays al-Ju'fi and Ishaq b. Muhammad b. al-Ash`ath, who had
assembled their men in Jabbanat Kindah.

62. Ms. 0: it.
63. Jabbanat Bishr , named after Bishr b . Rabl'ah, a hero of the battle of Qadisiy-

yah, belonged to the tribe of Khath'am. See Djait, A]-Kufa, 238.
64. Reading 'Bishr," instead of "Bashir," here and at 656, '.1 . Cf. Tabari, II, 857;

Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 297; and al-Mubarrad, Kdmil, 664, 4 fed. Leiden, Addenda,

p. DCLXX).
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Shamir b. Dhi al-Jawshan went out and encamped in Jabbanat
Bani Salul with [the tribe of I Qays. Shabath b. Rib`i, Hassan b.
FA'id al-Absi, and Rabi'ah b. Tharwan al-I)abbi encamped with
[tribesmen of) Mudar65 in al-Kunasah.66 Najjar b. Abjar and Yazid
b. al-Harith b. Ru'aym encamped with those of Rabi`ah between
al-Tammarin67 and al-Sabakhah.68 Amr b. al-Hajjaj al-Zubaydi
encamped in Jabbanat Murad with the men who had followed
him from [the tribe of) Madhhij. The Yemenis sent to them asking
that he come to them, but he refused to do so, saying to them,
"Strive earnestly, and it will be as if I had come to you."

[Continuing,) he said: That very day, al-Mukhtar sent a mes-
senger named Amr b. Tawbah to ride at a gallop to Ibrahim b. [653[
al-Ashtar at Sabat and say, "Do not put this letter down until you
are on your way to me with every man you have." [Continuing,)
he said: That day, al-Mukhtar sent to them, saying, "Tell me
what you want, and I will do everything you like." They said,
"We want you to depart from us. You alleged that Ibn al-Hanafiyyah
had sent you, but he did not send you." Al-Mukhtar sent word to
them, saying, "Send a delegation to him on your behalf, and I will
send him one on my behalf, and then wait until you have clarified
the matter." With this proposal, he wanted to delay them so that
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar could reach him. He commanded his forces,
and they restrained their hands. Meanwhile, the people of al-Kufah

65. I.e., men from the tribes of Tamim (Shabath 's tribe), 'Abs (Hassan 's tribe),
and Dabbah ( Rabi'ah's tribe ), each of which belonged to a larger grouping called
"Mudar." In pre -Islamic times, Mudar and Rabi 'ah were large, powerful combina-
tions of North Arabian tribes. Prominent Mudar tribes included Qays Aylan,
Hudhayl, Khuzaymah , Asad, Kinanah, Quraysh, Dabbah, and Tamim . Prominent
Rabi'ah tribes included Anazah , 'Abd al-Qays, and the two Wi ld tribes (Bakr and
Taghlib). By Umayyad times, the terms had shifted meaning , as new political
conditions caused new alliances among tribes . Mudar meant especially the tribes
of Tamim and Qays; Rabi'ah meant especially Bakr, Taghlib, and the allied Yemeni
tribes of Azd and Quda'ah (Kalb). See E1' Suppl ., s.v. Rabi'a and Mudar.

66. "The Place of the Sweepings," originally a dumping ground west of al - Kufah,
later became an unloading place for caravans from Arabia, a livestock market, a
place of execution, and a poets ' fair similar to al-Basrah 's Mirbad. See Le Strange,
Lands, 74-5; E12, s.v. al-Kufa ; and Djait, Al-Kufa, 130.

67. The Street or Market of Date Sellers (See Djait, Al-Kufa, z36).
68. Sabakhah means a salt marsh or salty ground with sparse vegetation (Lane,

Lexicon, IV, tz9z). The term was applied to the open space between the built-up
area of al-Kufah and the Euphrates River to the east . See Djait , Al-Kufa, 23 t.
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blocked the mouths of the streets against them, so that no water
was reaching al-Mukhtar and his forces, except for a paltry amount
that escaped the people's notice.

[Continuing,] he said: `Abdallah b. Sabi' went out into the
square. The [men of the tribe of ] Shakir fought violently with
him.69 'Uqbah b. Tariq al-Jushami came and fought on his side
for a time until he had turned the attackers away from him. Then
both of them betook themselves to their defense lines . `Ugbah b.
Tariq encamped with Qays in Jabbanat Bani Salul, and `Abdallah
b. Sabi` encamped with the Yemenis in Jabbanat al-Sabi`.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yunus b. Abi Ishaq:70 Shamir b.
Dhi al-Jawshan went to the Yemenis and said to them, "If you
gather in a place where we can form two wings and fight in one
direction, I am your companion; otherwise, I am not . By God, I
will not fight in a place like this, in narrow streets, where we
shall be attacked from all sides." So he went off to the main body
of his people in Jabbanat Bani Salul.

[Continuing,] he said: When al-Mukhtar' s messenger left to go
to Ibn al-Ashtar, he reached him the same day in the evening.
Ibn al-Ashtar announced to the men, "Return to al-Kufah." He
marched the rest of that evening and encamped when night fell.
His forces ate their evening meal and rested their mounts very
briefly. Then Ibn al-Ashtar called them. He marched all that night,
prayed the morning prayer at Sura, marched that day, and prayed
the afternoon prayer of the following day by Bab al-Jisr.71 Then he
went and spent the night at the mosque, accompanied by his
strongest and bravest forces. The morning of the third day after
his enemies had taken the field against him, al-Mukhtar went out
[to the mosque] and ascended the pulpit.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Janab al-Kalbi:72 Shabath b.

69. On the loyalty of the clan of Shakir (part of the tribe of Hamdan) to al-
Mukhtar, see Tabari, II, 619-zo. Al-Mukhtar's chief of police, Abdallah b. Kamil,
was from this tribe.

70. Yunus b. Abi Ishay 'Amr b. Abdallah al-Hamdani al-Sabi`i (d. 159/77.5 in
al-Kufah) is known as a muhaddith who transmitted hadith from his father. See
U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zz5-26.

7 r. The Gate of the (Pontoon) Bridge.
7z. Abu Janab Yahya b. Abi Hayyah al-Kalbi al-Kufi (d. 1471764 or r5o) was a
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Rib'i sent his son `Abd al-Mu'min to al-Mukhtar. `Abd al-
Mu'min said to him, "We are your kinfolk and the palm of your
right hand. No, by God, we will not fight you. Trust this from
us." His plan was to fight al-Mukhtar, but he deceived him.

When the Yemenis assembled in Jabbanat al-Sabi', the time for
prayer came, and each chief of the Yemenis disliked having his
fellow take precedence over him.73 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf
said to them, "This is the beginning of disagreement. Set in front
[of you] the man who is well regarded,74 for among your kinfolk is
the master of this city's Qur'an reciters (qurrd'); let Rif i'ah b.
Shaddad al-Fityani from Bajilah lead you in prayer.i75 They did
so, and he continued to be their leader in prayer until the battle
took place.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Wazi` b. al-Sari: Anas b. `Amr al-
Azdi went forth and entered among the Yemenis. He heard them
saying, "If al-Mukhtar goes to [fight) our brothers from Mudar, we
will go to (help) them; and if he goes to (fight] us, they will go to
[help] us." Having heard them say this, a certain man went swiftly,
climbed up to al-Mukhtar on the pulpit,76 and told him what they (655]
had said. Al-Mukhtar said, "As for the Yemenis, if I go to [fight)
Mudar, they are indeed likely to go to [help] them. But I bear
witness that if I go to (fight) the Yemenis, Mudar will not go to
[help] them." (Later, al-Mukhtar used to invite that man and honor
him.) Al-Mukhtar came down from the pulpit, mustered his forces
in the market (in those days the building that is now in the
market did not exist), and said to Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar, "Against
which of the two groups do you prefer to march?" He replied,
"Against whichever of the two groups you like." Being a man
of discernment, al-Mukhtar considered. He disliked the idea of

muhaddith also known to have collected materials about the Battle of $iffin and
the death of al-Husayn. See U. Sezgin, Abel Mihnaf, z23f.

73. Literally, "place himself before him ," i.e., to lead the prayer.
74. Rida, a man "with whom one is pleased , well pleased , contented, or satisfied;

regarded with good will , or favor; liked, or approved ." Lane, Lexicon , III, rroo.
75. The presence of RifWah b. Shaddad , an early supporter of al-Mukhtar (Tabari,

11, 599-600 (, among the opposition to al-Mukhtar is noteworthy . Cf. Balidhuri,
Ansnb , V, 233, for RifXah's account of how he became angered by al-Mukhtar's
lies and broke with him.

76. Ms. 0: and came to al-Mukhtar, who had climbed into the pulpit.
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having Ibn al-Ashtar go to fight his own kin77 and not do his
utmost in fighting them . So he said, "Go to fight Mudar in al-
Kunasah . Shabath b . Rib'i and Muhammad b. 'Umayr b . 'Utarid
are their leaders . I will go to the Yemenis." [Continuing,] he said:
Al-Mukhtar is still known for his rigor and lack of mercy toward
the Yemenis and others when he was victorious.

Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar went to al-Kunasah ; al-Mukhtar went to
Jabbanat al-Sabi '. Al-Mukhtar halted at the house of 'Umar b.
Sa'd b . Abi Waggas78 and sent Ahmar b . Shumayt al-Bajali al-
Ahmasi and Abdallah b. Kamil al-Shakiri ahead. He said to Ibn
Shumayt, "Stay on this street until you come out upon the people
in Jabbanat al-Sabi' from among the houses of your kinfolk." He
said to 'Abdallah b. Kamil, "Stay on this street until you come
out at Jabbanat al-Sabi' from the house of the family of al-Akhnas
b. Shariq ." He summoned the two of them and confided in them,
saying, "[The tribe of ] Shibam has sent word to me that they have
come at the people from behind ." The two men went forward
along the two streets that al-Mukhtar had commanded them to
take.

When the Yemenis learned that these two men were advancing
1 6561 on them , they divided the two streets among themselves: 'Abd

al-Rahman b . Said b . Qays al -Hamdani, Ishaq b. al-Ash 'ath, and
Zahr b . Qays stood in the street behind the Mosque of Ahmas;
Abd al -Rahman b . Mikhnaf, Bishr b. Jarir b . Abdallah , and Ka'b
b. Abi Ka'b stood in the street beside the Euphrates . Then the
two sides fought as fiercely as men have ever fought . The forces of
Ahmar b . Shumayt as well as those of 'Abdallah b. Kamil were
routed. Al-Mukhtar was surprised when the defeated men came
back to him. He asked, "What has happened to you?" They said,
"We have been defeated ." He asked, "What has happened to
Ahmar b . Shumayt ?" They said, "When we left him, he had dis-

77. Ibn al-Ashtar 's clan, Nakha ', a division of the tribe of Madhhij , belonged to
the Yemeni group ( Lisdn , s.v.; Wostenfeld, Genealogische Tabellen, 8).

78. Umar b . Sa'd b . Abi Waggas, the son of the military leader who had
founded al -Kufah , was particularly hated by the Shi'ah because he had commanded
the Umayyad army that the Umayyad governor of al-Kufah, 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad,
had sent to prevent al -I;Iusayn from reaching al-Kufah.
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mounted [to fight) by the Mosque of al-Qus^as . i79 (They meant
the Mosque of Abu Dawud in [the tribal district of ( Wadi `ah. The
people of that time frequented this mosque to tell stories .) "Some
of his companions had dismounted with him ." The companions
of `Abdallah ( b. Kamil[ said, "We do not know what happened to
Ibn Kamil ." Al-Mukhtar shouted to them , "Turn back !" He went
with them until he reached the house of Abu Abdallah al-Jadali.
He sent out `Abdallah b . Qurad al -Khath'ami, who was at the
head of four hundred men, companions of his, saying , "Take your
forces to Ibn Kamil . If he has perished, you are in his place; fight
the enemy with your forces and his . If you find him alive and
well, take a hundred of your companions , all of them skilled
horsemen , and give him the rest of your forces . Order them to
exert themselves on his behalf and serve him loyally , for they will
thereby be serving me loyally ; and whoever serves me loyally, let
him rejoice ! Then advance with the hundred men until you come
upon the people in Jabbanat al-Sabi ` from the direction of the
Bath of Qatan b. `Abdallah."

Abdallah b. Qurad al -Khath'ami went forth . He found Ibn
Kamil standing by the Bath of Amr b. Hurayth . With him were
some of his forces who had held firm; he was fighting the enemy.
Abdallah b . Qurad gave him three hundred of his companions [657)
and continued on toward Jabbanat al -Sabi`. Then he turned into
those streets, until he reached the Mosque of `Abd al -Qays, where
he halted . He asked his companions, "What do you think?" They
replied, "We will follow what you say." (All who were gathered
with him were from his kinfolk ; they were a hundred .) He said to
them, "By God , I want al-Mukhtar to be victorious. Yet, by God,
I do not want the ashraf of my people to perish today . By God, I
would rather die than that death descend on them by my hands.
But stop for a moment ; I have heard people say that Shibam will
come at them from behind. Perhaps Shibam will do it, and we
shall be spared having to do it." His companions said , "As you
think best ." So he stayed by the Mosque of `Abd al-Qays.

79. As the parenthetical remark explains, the word qusgds (pl. of qd$q) means
"storytellers."
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Al-Mukhtar sent out Malik b. `Amr al -Nahdi with two hundred
men (he was a man of the greatest prowess ) and sent out Abdallah
b. Shank al -Nahdi with two hundred skilled horsemen to Ahmar
b. Shumayt. The latter had remained in the same place. When
they reached him , the enemy had gained the upper hand and were
overwhelming him, so they fought as hard as they could . Ibn al-
Ashtar went and encountered Shabath b . Rib`i, who had many
men from Mudar with him , among them Hassan b. Fa'id al-Absi.
Ibrahim [b . al-Ashtarj said to them, "Woe unto you ! Go back, for I
do not want anyone from Mudar to be killed by my hands. Do not
bring ruin upon yourselves." However , they refused and fought
with him . Ibn al-Ashtar defeated them. Hassan b . FA'id was carried
away to his family and died when he was brought into their
presence . On his deathbed, he regained consciousness briefly and
said, "By God , I do not want to recover from this wound of mine. I
do not want my death to be from anything but the thrust of a
javelin or the blow of a sword ." He spoke not a word afterward
until he died.

16581 The good news reached al -Mukhtar from Ibrahim concerning
the defeat of Mudar . Al-Mukhtar sent the news on to Ahmar b.
Shumayt and Ibn Kamil . The men were in the same state in which
they had been , with the people of each street defending what was
beside it.

[Continuing,] he said : The men of Shibam assembled. They had
made Abu al -Qaliis their leader and had agreed and decided to
come at the Yemenis from behind . But then they said to each
other, "By God , it would be better if you directed your efforts
against opponents who are not from your own tribal group.RO
March upon Mudar or Rabi `ah, and fight them." Their shaykh,
Abu al-Qalus , fell silent and did not speak . They said, "Abu al-
Qalus , what do you think best ?" He said, "God, may His praise be
exalted , has said, '0 believers , fight the unbelievers who are near
to you , and let them find in you a harshness .'8' Arise!" They rose
up; he led them two or three spear lengths,R2 and then said to
them, "Sit down ." They sat down . He led them a little farther and

8o. Shibam was a subdivision (hayy) of Harridan, a Yemeni tribe.

81. Qur 'an 9:123.
82. A spear length ( rump) was about five cubits ( Lane , Lexicon , III, x153).
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made them sit down. Then he said to them, "Get up!" The third
time, he led them a little farther and then made them sit down.
"Abu al-Qaliis," they said to him, "by God, we consider you the
bravest of the Arabs. What is causing you to do what you are
doing?" He replied, "An experienced man is not like one who is
untried. I wanted your hearts to return to you, and that you should
prepare your minds for fighting; I did not want to rush you into
battle while you were in a state of bewilderment." They said,
"You are most clearsighted in what you have done." I

As the men of Shibam came out toward Jabbanat al-Sabi`, al-
A'sar al-Shakiri met them at the mouth of the street. Al-Jundu`i
and Abu al-Zubayr b. Kurayb attacked him, threw him down, and
entered the Jabbanah. The men entered the Jabbanah after them,
shouting, "Vengeance for al-Husayn!" Ibn Shumayt's forces
answered them with "Vengeance for al-Husayn!" When Yazid b.
`Umayr b. Dhi Murran from Hamdan heard this, he said, "Venge-
ance for Uthman!"R3 Rifa`ah b. Shaddad said to them, "What
have we to do with `Uthman? I will not fight alongside men who
seek vengeance for the blood of Uthman." Some of his kinfolk
said to him, "You brought us, and we obeyed you. And now that
we have seen our people being slain by the sword, you tell us,
'Go back and leave them!"' So he attacked [the enemy], saying:

I am Ibn Shaddad; I follow the religion of `Ali.
No friend am Ito `Uthman, the son of Arwa.s4

Today, I will take the heat amidst those who are tested
in war's hottest flame, without flagging.

He fought until he was killed.
Yazid b. `Umayr b. Dhi Murran was also killed, as were al-

83. "Vengeance for 'Uthman !" was the rallying cry of the Umayyads, who
demanded that Ali punish the murderers of their kinsman , the third caliph, and
who withheld their allegiance when he did not do so. Both Yazid b . 'Umayr and
Rifa'ah b. Shaddad are inside Jabbanat al -Sabi'; the episode illustrates the disunity
of the defenders.

84. Arwa, the mother of 'Uthman , is mentioned because through her Uthman
was distantly related through the female line to the Prophet . Arwa 's mother was
Umm Hakim , daughter of 'Abd al -Muttalib, Muhammad 's grandfather . The line
contrasts All, whose relation to the Prophet (first cousin and son-in-law) was very
close, and `Uthman , whose relation was remote . See Tabari , 1, 3055.

[659]
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Nu'man b. $uhban al-Jarmi al-Rasibi, who was an ascetic,85
and Rifa`ah b. Shaddad b. `Awsajah al-Fityani at the Bath of al-
Mahbadhan at al-Sabakhah. He, too, was an ascetic. Al-Furst b.
Zahr b. Qays al-10i was killed, and Zahr b. Qays was carried
away wounded. `Abd al-Rahman b. Said b. Qays was killed, as
was 'Umar b. Mikhnaf. `Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf fought until
he was carried away wounded; the men carried him away un-
conscious, while men of Azd were fighting around him. I lumayd
b. Muslim86 said:

In defense of Abu Hakim," I will strike
the heads of slaves and nobles.

[66o) And Suragah b. Mirdas al-Barigi88 said:

O my soul, if you are not steadfast, you will commit a
blameworthy action;
do not turn away from Abu Hakim.

Five hundred prisoners were taken from the houses of the [tribe
of) Wadi`ah.89 They were brought to al-Mukhtar with their hands
bound behind their backs. A man from the Banu Nahd, one of
al-Mukhtar's chief companions, Abdall ih b. Sharik by name,
whenever he encountered an Arab, would set him free. This was
reported to al-Mukhtar by Dirham, a mawla of the Banu Nahd.
Al-Mukhtar said to him, "Bring the prisoners before me; watch
for any of them who was present at the murder of al-Ilusayn, and
let me know about him." So whenever a man who had been
present at the murder of al-Husayn was led before him, he was

85. Al-Nu 'man b . Suhban was "a ShFi ascetic (ndsik) who had come from al-
Bagrah to fight on the side of the Shi'ah and avenge the death of al-Husayn. When
he heard al -Mukhtar say things he found objectionable, he fought against him
with the people in Jabbanat al-Sabi' and was killed" (Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, z3;).

86. Humayd b. Muslim was a major source for Abu Mikhnaf 's account of the
fight against al-Husayn, in which he was a participant , to his later regret . He was a
friend of Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar (Tabari, II, 613), and later composed an elegy for
'Abd al - Rahman b. Mikhnaf (Tabari , II, 878). See U . Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zi8.

87. The kunyah (agnomen ) of Abd al-Rahman b . Mikhnaf.
88. The poet Suragah b . Mirdas al-Barigi , later a supporter of al-Farazdaq in his

rivalry with Jarir , appears here fighting beside the Azdi leader 'Abd al-Rahman b.
Mikhnaf . The poet 's family , the Banu Bariq , were a clan of the Azd. See F. Sezgin,
GAS, II, 317- 8; Hahn , Surdqa b. Mirdas.

89. Wadi'ah was a group associated with Hamdan . See Lisdn, s.v.
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told, "This is one of those who were present at his murder," and
he had him brought forward and beheaded. Before he left the
place, he killed two hundred and forty-eight men.

Whenever al-Mukhtar's companions saw a man who had an-
noyed them, quarreled with them, or harmed them, they took
him aside and killed him. Many of these men were killed without
al-Mukhtar's knowledge. When al-Mukhtar was informed of this
afterward, he summoned the remaining prisoners and freed them,
making them swear not to aid any enemy against him or seek to
do him or his companions mischief. Suragah b. Mirdas al-Barigi
was an exception; [al-Mukhtar] ordered him to be led with him to
the mosque. [Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar's crier proclaimed,
"Anyone who closes his door will be safe, except for any man who
participated in shedding the blood of the family of Muhammad."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Mujalid b. Sa'id90-`Amir al-
Sha`bi:91 Yazid b. al-Harith b. Yazid b. Ru'aym and IIajjar b.
Abjar92 sent out messengers, saying to them, "Be close to the
Yemenis. If you see that they have gained the upper hand, let the
first of you who reaches us say 'sarafdn.' If they have been de- 166x]
feated, let him say 'jumzdn."' When the Yemenis were defeated,
their messengers came to them, and the first who reached them
said "jumzdn." So the two men arose and said to their people,
"Go back to your houses." So they went back.

'Amr b. al-IIajjaj al-Zubaydi, who was one of those who had
been present at the murder of al-Husayn, left [his house], mounted
his camel, and rode away, taking the road to Sharaf and Wagisah.93

9o. Mujalid b. Said b. 'Umayr al-Hamdani Abu 'Amr Abu Said al-Kufi (d.
144/762 ) transmitted hadith from al-Shabi , was a rdwiyah (prolific transmitter) of
akhbdr (historical reports ), and was credited with the composition of a biography
of the Prophet . See U . Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, Zro- rr.

91. Abu 'Amr 'Amir b. Sharahil al-Sha 'bi (b. r9 /64o, d . 103/721 ) was a Kufan-
born jurist, collector of poetry, and transmitter of hadith , in addition to his interest
in history . He served as a special ambassador to the Byzantines for Abd al-Malik,
and as gddi under 'Omar b. 'Abd al-Aziz . Later historians considered him very
trustworthy and often used him as a source . See El', s.v. al-Sha 'bij F. Sezgin,
GAS, 1, 277; and U . Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 136-37.

92. See above , Tabari , II, 65z. They were encamped with members of the Rabi'ah
tribes "between al -Tammirin and al -Sabakhah."

93. Sharaf and Wigi^ah are two watering places about rro miles south of al-
Kufah on the road to Najd. See Yagiit , Mu'jam , s.v. Sharaf.
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He was never seen again , and no one knows whether the earth
swallowed him up or the sky rained stones on him.9a

When Furat b. Zahr b. Qays was killed , `A'ishah bint Khalifah
b. 'Abdallah al-Ju`fiyyah , who had been the wife of al-Husayn b.
`Ali, sent and asked al-Mukhtar to allow her to bury his body. He
did so , and she buried it.

Al-Mukhtar sent a lad (ghuldm (95 of his named Zirbi to pursue
Shamir b . Dhi al -Jawshan.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yunus b. Abi Ishaq-Muslim b.
`Abdallah al -Dababi , who said : Al-Mukhtar 's lad Zirbi followed
us and overtook us. We had left al -Kufah on lean96 horses of ours.
He approached us, riding at a fast gait . When he came near us,
Shamir said to us, "Run , and get away from me . Perhaps the slave
wants ( to take ) me." (Continuing,) he said: We ran and distanced
ourselves . The slave wanted to take Shamir, but Shamir wheeled
round to draw him away. When the slave had been separated from
his companions , Shamir attacked him and broke his back. When
word of this was brought to al-Mukhtar , he said, "Alas for Zirbi!
Had he asked my advice , I would not have commanded him to go
out after Abu al-Sabighah."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Muhammadv7 al-Hamdani-
Muslim b. `Abdallah al-Dababi , who said : When Shamir b. Dhi
al-Jawshan keft ( al-Kufah ), I was with him. (This was at the time

(66z) when al -Mukhtar defeated us, killed the Yemenis at Jabbanat
al-Sabi ', and sent his lad Zirbi to seek Shamir, with the result

94- Cf. Dinawari , Akhbdr , 310: "Amr b . al-Hajjej )printed text reads Hajjah),
one of the chief murderers of al-tiusayn , fled for al -Basrah . However, he was afraid
the people would gloat over his misfortune ; so he turned toward Saraf. The people
of the watering place told him to leave, since they did not feel safe from al-Mukhtar.
After he rode away , they chided each other , saying, 'We have behaved badly.' A
group of them rode in search of him , to bring him back ; but when he saw them
from afar, he thought they were al-Mukhtar 's men and turned onto the sand at a
place called al-Buyaydah , between the villages of Kalb and those of Tayyi '. It was
the heat of summer . He fell asleep there at midday , and he and his companions
died of thirst ." Cf. also Baladhuri , Ansdb , V, zoo.

95• Ghuldm means "a young lad "; that Zirbi was in fact a slave is shown by the
use of the word `abd ("slave") to refer to him in the next paragraph.

96. Ddmir, " lean and lank in the belly," was applied to a horse that was fattened
and then put on short rations so that it lost weight and became faster for purposes
of racing . See Lane , Lexicon , V, 1804.

97. Perhaps the kunyah of Yunus b. Abi Ishaq . See U . Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, 109,
189.
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that Shamir killed the lad.) Shamir went on until he reached
Satidama.98 Then he went and encamped next to a village called
"al-Kalbaniyyah,"99 on a riverbank beside a hill. He sent to the
village, took a native peasant, beat him, and said, "Hurry with
this letter of mine to al-Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr.i100 He wrote the
address of the letter, "To the Commander, al-Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr,
from Shamir b. Dhi al-Jawshan." [Continuing,) he said: The native
went until he entered a village in which there were some houses.
Abu `Amrah101 was there, having been sent to that village in
those days by al-Mukhtar to be an armed guard [over the road]
between him and the people of al-Basrah.102 That native met a
native of that village and started complaining to him of what he
had suffered at the hands of Shamir. While they were talking, one
of Abu `Amrah's men passed and saw the letter in the possession
of the native, with its address, "To Mus'ab, from Shamir." They
asked the native where he was, and he told them. It turned out
that only three farsakhs103 lay between them and him. [Con-
tinuing,] he said: So they set out toward him.

98. The location is unknown . Ms. 0 omits the phrase ; Mss. Pet and Co leave
the word undotted . Ed. Leiden reads "Satidama " on the basis of Yiqut , Mu'jam,
which mentions that the word occurs in poetry and lists several possible iden-
tifications, none likely in this context . Le Strange, Lands, I I r, places the Sitidami
River near Mayyafirigin . The context indicates that Shamir is apprehended some-
where between al-Kufah and al -Basrah. Dinawari, Akhbdr, 308, reads, "He en-
camped near al-Basrah , in a place called Sidamah."

99. Yaqut , Mu'jam , gives a1 -Kaltiniyyah, a village between al-Sus ( in Khuzistan)
and al -Saymarah (near al-Basrah ), as the place where Shamir was killed . The mss. of
Tabari read "al-Kalbaniyyah," which ed . Leiden originally emended to agree with
Yaqut. However, ed. Leiden, Addenda, P. DCLxx, restores "al-Kalbiniyyah." De
Goeje 's reasons can be found in his edition of Ibn Rustah , Kitdb al-a'laq al -nafisah,
i88d . Morony, Iraq, 198, refers to a place of this name in western Khuzistan.

roo. Mus'ab b. al -Zubayr was governor of al-Basrah for his brother, the anti-
Umayyad caliph Abdallih b. al-Zubayr. See EI', s.v.; Tabari, II, 6oz, 665.

rot. Kaysan Abu Amrah , a mawid of Uraynah , was in charge of al-Mukhtir's
personal guard (tiaras). See Ell, s.v. Kaysan; Tabari, 11, 634. On the use of Kaysi-
niyyah ("followers of Kaysan ") to designate the followers of al-Mukhtar, see El',
s.v. Kaysaniyya.

ioz. Al-Basrah was a Muslim Arab garrison city (misr) and provincial capital
near the Tigris-Euphrates estuary in lower Iraq, just south of the modem city. See
Le Strange, Lands, 44-46; EP, s.v.

103. A farsakh, from Persian farsang, was originally the distance that could be
covered on foot in an hour's march . In Islamic times, it was standardized at three
Arab miles, each of loon bd' (fathoms), each of four canonical ells of 49.875 cm.;
or 5.985 km/3.717 miles. See EIZ, s.v.
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Muslim b. Abdallah, who said:
By God, I was with Shamir that night. We said to him, "If only
you would take us away from this place, for we are apprehensive
in it." He replied, "And all this from fear of the great liar ? By God,
I will not move from here for three days. God has filled your
hearts with panic." [Continuing,) he said: There were many locusts

16631 in the place where we were. By God, I was between waking and
sleeping when I heard the sound of horses' hooves. I said to myself
that it was the sound of the locusts. Then I heard it louder, so I
roused myself and rubbed my eyes. "No, by God," I said, "it is not
locusts." [Continuing,] he said: I went to get up, and suddenly I
saw them looking down at us from the hill. With a shout of
"Alldhu akbar [God is most great) !" they surrounded our tents.
We went out, running on foot, and left our horses. [Continuing,)
he said: I passed Shamir. He had wrapped the lower part of his
body in a cloak with a colored pattern. He was suffering from
leprosy, and I can still see the white of his flanks above the cloak.
He was thrusting at them with a lance, for they had rushed him
before he could put on his sword and his clothes. We went on and
left him. [Continuing,) he said: I had been running only a short
time when I heard, "Alldhu akbar! God has slain the villain."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Mishragi104-`Abd al-Rahman
b. `Ubayd Abu al-Kanud,105 who said: By God, I was the man who
got the letter. I saw it with the native and took it to Abu `Amrah,
and I killed Shamir. [Al-Mishragi] said : I asked [Abu al-Kanud],
"Did you hear him say anything that night?" "Yes," he replied,
"he came out toward us and tried to thrust at us with his lance for
a time. Then he threw down his lance, went into his tent, got his
sword, and came out at us, saying:

You have aroused a bold lion from his covert,
a grim-faced one who breaks the back [of his prey].

Never has he been seen to shrink from a foe,
but rather fighting or killing,

Striking them with force and quenching the spear's thirst."

104. Al-Dahhak b. Abdallah al-Mishraqi, see U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zoo-i.
105. Abu al-Kanud 'Abd al-Rahman b. `Ubayd al-Azdi al-Kufi (born in pre-

Islamic times, d. after 70/689) transmitted traditions from Ali. In 5o, he was Ziyid
b. Abihi 's agent (`amil ) at al-Kufah , according to Tabari, II, ior. See Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, XII, zr3 (who gives a different ism); and U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zi8.
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yunus b. Abi Ishaq: When al-
Mukhtar left Jabbanat al-Sabi' and went to the palace, Suragah b.
Mirdas began to call to him at the top of his voice:106 [6641

Be gracious to me today, 0 best of Ma'add;'°7
0 best of those who dwell at Shihr and al -Janad;108

0 best of those who greet with the Muslim greeting, perform the
pilgrimage, and bow in worship. 109

Al-Mukhtar had him sent to prison and held for a night. The next
morning, he sent and had him taken out. He summoned Suragah.
As the latter approached al-Mukhtar, he recited:

Tell Abu Ishag110 that we
leapt a leap... that was to our harm.

We revolted, thinking the poor 112 were nothing;
but our revolt was insolence and death.

We thought them113 few in their ranks;
but when we met they were like locusts.

We took the field when we saw them; and when
we saw that the people had come out toward us,

We suffered at their hands strong blows
and well-aimed thrusts, so that we turned back.

You were aided against your enemy every day
by squadrons each of which was mourning al-Husayn;

Even as Muhammad was aided on the day of Badr

rob. The Diwdn of Suragah preserves a fuller version of the poet's encounter
with al-Mukhtar. See Hahn, Suraga b. Mirdds, 19-29,3T -33; and Jumahi, Tabaqdt
a]-shu'ard', roS.

107. Ma 'add, the son of Adnan , and father of Nizar, was an ancestor of the
northern Arabian tribes , to which al-Mukhtir 's tribe of Thaqif belonged.

ro8. Shihr, on the south coast of the Arabian peninsula , and al -Janad, in the
highlands, are two places in Yemen . Al-Mukhtar is being praised as the best of the
northern and southern Arabs.

ro9. I.e., best of all Muslims. Use of the greeting al-saldmu 'alaykum (cf. Qur'an
6:54, and 7:46) was a mark of the Muslim and was believed to minor the greeting
of those in Paradise . "Perform the pilgrimage ": the Arabic means, literally, "say
the formula beginning labbayka," which is used by pilgrims to Mecca.

i ro. I .e., al-Mukhtar, whose kunyah was Abu Ishaq.
i r r. I.e ., made an attack , revolted . The verb nazd also suggests rashness, suc-

cumbing to base instincts, or greed.
112. Al-Mukhtar invoked defense of the poor (du'afd') along with vengeance

for al-Husayn as reasons for his revolt. Cf. Tabari, II, 606-7, 609- to.
1 1 3 . Diwdn: You would think them.
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and on the day of the gorge when he reached Hunayn.114
Having obtained your object, grant pardon; had we obtained our

object,
We would have acted unjustly in governing and transgressed.

Accept my repentance; as for me,
I will be thankful if you make the cash a debt. t 1 s

When he reached al-Mukhtar, he said to him, "May God preserve
you, commander! Suragah b. Mirdas swears by God, other than
Whom there is no god,' 16 that he saw the angels fighting on pie-
bald horses between heaven and earth.i'17 Al-Mukhtar said to
him, "Go up into the pulpit and let the Muslims know about
it." So he went up and told them of it; then he came down. Al-
Mukhtar took him aside and said, "I know indeed that you did

16651 not see the angels. But I know what you wanted: that I should not
kill you. Go away from me, wherever you wish, and don't corrupt
my companions for me."

According to Abu Mikhnaf- al-I;Iajjaj b. All al-Barigi118-
Suragah b. Mirdas, who said: "In no oath I ever swore did I lie
more vigorously or outrageously than in this oath of mine, when I
swore to them that I had seen the angels fighting on their side."

They set Suragah b. Mirdas free, and he fled and joined `Abd al-
Rahman b. Mikhnaf in the entourage of al-Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr in
al-Basrah. The ashraf of al-Kufah and leading men left and joined
Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr in al-Basrah. As Suragah b. Mirdas was
leaving al-Kufah, he recited: -

114. The Qur'an says that God gave the Prophet supernatural assistance at
the Battle of Badr , in A.H . z, at which the infant Muslim community defeated a
much larger Meccan force, and the Battle of Hunayn , in A.H . 8, at which a coalition
of tribes was turned back near al-Ta'if. See Qur'an 8:9, 17 (Badr ) and 9:2.5-2.7
(Hunayn). The Sirah literature elaborates upon these incidents . See El', s.vv. Badt
and Hunayn.

115. The sense is, "I will be thankful if you make my obligation , which ought
to be paid immediately in cash , payable as a debt in the future ." The Diwdn adds
another line : "Thus you will find Suragah; so be kind to him, for he will make
your foes ever more contemptible."

t16. Qur'an 59:z2..
117. In ibn Hisham's biography of the Prophet, enemy spies before the Battle of

Hunayn come back terrified at having seen "white men on piebald horses." See
Ibn Hishim, Sirah, IV, 891.

118. See U. Sezgin, Abu Millnaf, z04.
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Tell Abu Ishaq that I
saw that the piebald horses were black and of one color!

I deny your revelation, and I have bound myself by vow
to fight you to the death.

I make my eyes see what they did not perceive;
both of us are experts in lies!

When they speak, I say to them, "You have lied."
And when they come out, I gird on my weapon for them.l 19

According to Abu al-Sa'ib Salm b. Junadah-Muhammad b.
Barrad (one of the descendants of Abu Musa al-Ash`ari)-a shaykh,
who said: When Suragah al-Barigi was taken prisoner, he said,
"Was it you who took me prisoner? No, I was taken prisoner by
men wearing white garments and riding piebald horses." [Con-
tinuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar said, "Those were the angels!" And
he released him. Then Suragah recited:

Tell Abu Ishaq that I
saw that the piebald horses were black and of one color!

I make my eyes see what they did not see;
both of us are experts in lies!

According to Abu Mikhnaf-'Umayr b. Ziyad: 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Said b. Qays al-Hamdani said on the day of the Battle
of Jabbanat al-Sabi ', "Alas for you! Who are these who have come 16661
at us from behind?" When he was told that they were men from
Shibam, he said, "0 the wonder of it! One who has no kindred
fights me by means of my kindred!"

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Rawq:120 Shurahbil b. Dhi
Buglan, a member of the Na`it, 121 was killed that day. He was
one of the nobility122 of [the tribe of) Hamdan. That day, before
he was killed, he said, "What a way of killing! How misguided

jig. The Diwdn adds : "When al-Mukhtar learned of his having gone to al -Bagrah
and of these verses of his , he tore down Suragah 's house . Mu^'ab rebuilt it after al-
Mukhtar was killed."

12o. Full name: 'Atiyyah b. al-Harith Abu Rawq al-Hamdani. He is known as a
traditionist and Qur'anic commentator , in addition to his activity as a historian.
See U. Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, t99•

tzr. Wit was a clan (bath) of the tribe of Hamdin.
rzz. Arabic, buyGtdt, "the (noble) houses."
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those who were slain ! A fight without a leader ! A fight without a
purpose! A hastening of the separation from loved ones! Even if
we kill them , we shall not be safe from them . 'Surely we belong to
God, and to Him we return." By God, I went out only to share
the lot of my people , fearing that they would be oppressed . I swear
by God that I have not escaped from that , neither have they been
saved . I have been of no avail to them, neither have they availed
anything." [Continuing ,] he said : A man named Ahmar b. Hadij,
from the FA'ish [ clan) of Hamdan , shot him with an arrow and
killed him.

(Continuing,) he said : Three men fought with 'Abd al -Rahman
b. Said b . Qays al-Hamdan : Si'r b . Abi Si`r al-Hanafi , Abu al-
Zubayr al -Shibami , and another man. Si 'r said, "I hit him with a
thrust [of the lance]." Abu al -Zubayr said, "But I struck him ten
blows [with the sword ], or more , and his son said to me, 'Abu al-
Zubayr, will you kill `Abd al -Rahman b . Said, the lord ( sayyid)
of your people? ' I said to him, 'Thou shalt not find any people
who believe in God and the Last Day who are loving to anyone
who opposes God and His Messenger, not though they were their
fathers, or their sons , or their brothers , or their clan.',,124 Al-
Mukhtar said, "You all did well ." The battle left seven hundred
and eighty of his people slain.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Nadr b. $alih: At that time,
there was great slaughter among the Yemenis . Of the people of

16671 Mudar in al-Kunasah a dozen or so were struck down . They then
went and passed by the men of Rabi`ah, whereupon Hajjar b.
Abjar, Yazid b . al-Harith b. Ru'aym , Shaddad b . al-Mundhir ]the
brother of Hudayn125 ) and Ikrimah b. Rib ` i retreated , all of them
returning to their homes. Ikrimah attacked the enemy and fought
violently with them , but retreated from them wounded . He came
to his house and entered it. Then he was told that horsemen had
passed by the quarter of the tribe . He went out of the house and
tried to jump from the wall of his house to another house beside
it, but was unable to do so until a [slave ] lad of his lifted him up.

113. Qur 'an 2:156.
rz4. Qur 'an 58:22.
1 z5. Corrected by ed . Leiden , Addenda, p. DCLXX , from "Husayn."
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The battle of Jabbanat al-Sabi' took place on Wednesday, six days
before the end of Dhu al-IIijjah, 66.12E

]AI-Mukhtar Acts against the Murderers of al-Ilusayn]

[Continuing,] he said: The ashraf left and reached al-Basrah.127
Al-Mukhtar turned his attention to the murderers of al-IIusayn.
He said, "It is no part of our religion to leave people who mur-
dered al-Husayn walking alive in this world and safe. What a bad
avenger128 of the family of Muhammad I should then be in this
world! I should then be the liar they have called me. I take God as
my helper against them. Praise be to God, Who has made me a
sword whereby He has smitten them, a lance whereby He has
thrust at them, the avenger of the family of Muhammad, and the
upholder of their right! Verily, God's right it is to slay those who
slew them and humble those who ignored their right. Name them
to me, and follow them until you annihilate them."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. 'Amir: Al-Mukhtar said
to them, "Seek me out the murderers of al-Husayn; food and
drink will have no savor for me until I purify the earth and cleanse
the city of them."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Malik b. A`yan al-Juhani:129
Abdallah b. Dabbas (he was the man who killed Muhammad b.
`Ammar b. Yasir, of whom the poet said:

Slain by Ibn Dabbas; he hit the back of his head)

was the man who guided al-Mukhtar to some of the men who had
murdered al-IIusayn, among them Abdallah b. Usayd b. al-Nazzal
al-Juhani from [the clan] of Huragah, Malik b. al-Nusayr al-Baddi,

1 z6. Literally, "six nights remaining ," i.e., 23 Dhii al-Hijjah 66 A.H. (July 21,
686), which, however, fell on Saturday, not Wednesday.

127. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansab, V, 237: "After the men had been defeated at the
Battle of Jabbanat al -Sabi`, the Kufan ashraf left and joined Mu$ ab b . al-Zubayr,
who had come to al-Bagrah as governor of the two provinces of Iraq."

128. Nasir, literally, "helper," but for this meaning see Lane , Lexicon, VIII,
2802 , s.v. na$ara.

129. Perhaps to be identified with the Abu Man^lir al-Juhani who passed on a
collection of Ali's sermons collected by Zayd b. Wahb al -Juhani . See U . Sezgin,
Abu Mihnaf, zo9.

(668]
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and Hamal b. Malik al-Muharibi. Al-Mukhtar sent one of his
chief companions, Abu Nimran130 Malik b. 'Amr al-Nahdi, after
them. He came upon them while they were in al-Qadisiyyah,131
took them, and brought them back to al-Mukhtar in the evening.

Al-Mukhtar said to them, "Enemies of God, enemies of His
Book, enemies of His Messenger and the family of His Messenger!
Where is al-Husayn, the son of 'Ali? Deliver al-Husayn to me.
You killed him whom you were commanded to bless during
prayer." They replied, "May God have mercy on you. We were
sent unwillingly. Be gracious to us and spare us." Al-Mukhtar
said, "Why were you not gracious to al-Husayn, the son of your
prophet's daughter? Why did you not spare him and give him
drink?" Then al-Mukhtar said to al-Baddi, "You took his hood?"132
'Abdallah b. Kamil said to him, "Yes, he is the very man." Al-
Mukhtar said, "Cut off his hands and feet, and leave him. Let him
thrash about until he dies." This was done to him. He was left
and continued bleeding until he died.133 (Al-Mukhtar] gave orders
for the other two. They were brought forward. 'Abdallah b. Kamil
killed 'Abdallah al-Juhani, and Si'r b. Abi Si'r killed Hamal b.
Malik al-Muharibi.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu al-$alt al-Taymi-Abu Said
al-$aygal: Al-Mukhtar was guided to some of the murderers of al-
Husayn by Si'r al-Hanafi. [Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar sent
'Abdallah b. Kamil. We went out with him. He passed through
the Banu Dubay'ah134 and took from them a man named Ziyad
b. Malik [Continuing,] he said: Then he went to (the clan of]

(669) 'Anazah135 and took from them a man named 'Imran b. Khalid.
(Continuing,] he said: Then he sent me, together with some of his

130. Ed . Leiden , Addenda, pp. DCLXIX -DCLXX , emends ms . "Abu Nimr" to
"Abu Nimran " on the basis of Tabari , II, 7z7.

13 r. Al-Qadisiyyah , 19 miles southwest of al-Kiifah , was a large hamlet at the
first stage on the road to Mecca . In 14/635 , the Muslims had won their first great
victory over the Persians near it. See E/Z , s.v. al-Kadisiyya; Yaqut , Mu'jam, s.v.;
and Le Strange , Lands, 76.

13 z. Burnus , which at first meant a long, pointed hat or hood , later was applied
to any cloak with a hood attached . See Lane , Lexicon , I, 196.

133. Cf. the equally graphic account in Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 239 , where Malik
is gradually dismembered , with each limb being thrown into a fire.

134. A clan of the tribe of Bakr b. Wa'il, or from the Rabi'ah group . See Lisdn,
s.v.

135. A tribe from the Rabi 'ah group. See Lisdn, s.v.
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men who were called "the investigators, W36 to a house in the
Persian section. 131 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Khushkarah al-Bajali
and `Abdallah b. Qays al-Khawlani were in it. We brought them
back to (al-Mukhtarj. He said to them, "Murderers of the righteous!
Murderers of the lord of the youth of Paradise! Do you not see
that God has retaliated against you today? The wars13R came to
you on an unlucky day." (They had taken some wars that had
been in al-I;Iusayn's possession.) "Take them out to the market
and behead them." This was done to them. They were four men.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Sulayman b. Abi Rashid1i9-
Humayd b. Muslim, who said: Al-SA'ib b. Malik al-Ash`ari 140
came with al-Mukhtar's horsemen to take us. I went our toward
(the tribe ofJ 'Abd al-Qays, and `Abdallah and `Abd al-Rahman,
the two sons of $alkhab, l41 went out following me. The arrest of
the two diverted al-Mukhtar's men from me, so I escaped. Taking
the two men, they passed by the house of a man named `Abdallah
b. Wahb b. 'Amr, a cousin of A`sha Hamdan,142 from the Banu

136. Dabbdbah , from the verb "to creep," could mean either (as collective pl. of
dabbdb) "those much given to creeping about," or (as a nomen instrumenti) "a
machine for creeping ." In the latter sense, it was applied to a siege engine (Latin
testudo ) used to protect men advancing to breach the walls of a city . Either sense
could be extended to give the meaning suggested by the Leiden edition glossary.

137. Literally, "in (the section of) al-Hamra '. The Hamra ' ("fair or light-com-
plexioned people ") were originally a group of Persian soldiers who went over to
the Arab side at the Battle of Qadisiyyah . Later , some of them were settled at al-
Kufah with the Muslim army . They included some 4,000 Daylamis, who became
allies of the Banu Tamim and had their own chief (nagib ) and mosque . See Morony,
Iraq, 197-98.

138. Wars is a bright yellow dye derived from a plant grown in Yemen. Mixed
with oil, it makes an ointment still used in parts of the Arabian peninsula to pro-
tect against sunburn . The Arabic rhymes and has a proverbial ring to it : jd'akumu-
1-wars bi-yawmi nails.

139. He mediated reports on the deaths of All and al -Husayn and on the cam-
paign of Sulayman b. Surad . See U . Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, 217.

140. One of al-Mukhtar 's early supporters and chief companions , al-Si'ib b.
Malik had spoken out in opposition to Ibn al -Zubayr 's governor of al-Kufah before
al-Mukhtar 's seizure of the city and had been present when al-Mukhtar approached
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar seeking his support. See Tabari, II, 6oi, 603, 612.

141. Variant in P, "Salhab"; Ibn Athir has "Salhat."
142. A'shi Hamdan (Abd al-Rahman b. Abdallah Abu al-Mugabbih), of the

Jusham clan of the South Arabian tribe of Hamdan, was a major poet. He was
consistently hostile to the Umayyads and was to meet his death in 93/702 for his
part in Ibn al-Ash'ath's rebellion against al-Hajjaj . See EI2 , s.v.; F. Sezgin , GAS, II,
345-46•
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`Abd, and took him. They brought these men to al-Mukhtar; he
gave orders concerning them, and they were killed in the market.
They were three men.

When he escaped from al-Mukhtar 's men, Humayd b. Muslim
said:

Have you not seen me in dismay?
I escaped, but almost did not escape.

The hope for God saved me;
I hope for nothing but Him.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. 'Amir al `Adawi from
(the tribe of) Juhaynah (Shahm b. `Abd al-Rahman al-juhani also
knew this report), who said: Al-Mukhtar sent Abdallah b. Kamil

(670) to (take) `Uthman b. Khalid b. Usayr al-Duhmani from Juhaynah
and Abu Asma' Bishr b. Sawt al-Qabidi. Both men were among
those who had been present at the murder of al-Husayn and had
participated in shedding the blood of 'Abd al-Rahman b. Aqil b.
Abi Talib143 and in taking his spoils. About the time of the mid-
afternoon prayer, `Abdallah b. Kamil surrounded the mosque of
the Banu Duhman and said (to us), "If Uthman b. Khalid b.
Usayr is not brought to me, upon me be sins like those of the
Banu Duhman from the day they were created until the day on
which they shall be resurrected, if I do not behead you to your last
man." "Give us time," we said to him, "and we will seek him."
So the men went out with horses to seek him. They found the
two men sitting in the cemetery (jabbanah), about to leave for
al-Jazirah. They were brought to `Abdallah b. Kamil, who said,
"Praise be to God, Who 'spared the believers a fight! 144 Had they
not found this man together with that one, it would have put us
to the bother of going to his house to seek him. Praise be to God,
Who has brought the time of calamity upon you, so that it has
overpowered you." He took them away to the site of Bi 'r al-Ja`d
and beheaded them. Then he returned and gave al-Mukhtar a
report about them. The latter ordered him to go back to them and
burn them with fire, saying, "They shall not be buried until they
are burned." These were two men.

143. A1-Husayn 's cousin , killed at Karbala '. See Tabari , II, 357, 387.
144. Qur'an 33:2.5.
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A`sha Hamdan recited the following verses as an elegy for
`Uthman al-Juhani:

Weep, my eye, for the most valiant of young men, `Uthman;
0 young man of the family of Duhman, do not go afar.

Recall a glorious young man of beautiful character;
there is no horseman like him among the people of
Hamdan.'4s

[Continuing,] Musa b. Amir said: Al-Mukhtar sent out Mu`adh
b. Hani' b. Adi al-Kindi, the son of Hujr's brother,'46 and Abu
`Amrah, the head of his bodyguard. They went and surrounded
the house of Khawali b. Yazid al-Asbahi, the man who had taken
al-Husayn's head and brought it [to al-Kufah]. Khawali concealed
himself in the latrine .147 When Mu`adh ordered Abu `Amrah to
seek him in the house, Khawali's wife came out to them. They
asked her. "Where is your husband?" She said, "I do not know
where he is." But she pointed with her hand to the latrine. They
went in and found him-he had put a basket over his head. They
brought him out. Al-Mukhtar was walking in al-Kufah and going
to see his companions. Abu 'Amrah sent him a messenger, and
al-Mukhtar received the messenger at the house of Abu Bil5l.148
Ibn Kamil was with him. The messenger told him the news. Al-
Mukhtar went to meet them and took charge of Khawali. He
brought him back and killed him in the presence of his family.
Then he called for fire and burned him, not leaving until the body
had turned to ashes; then he departed. Khawali's wife (she was
from Hadramawt and was named al-`Ayuf bint Malik b. Nahar b.
`Agrab) had become hostile to Khawali when he had brought
al-Husayn's head [to al-Kufah].

145. Diwdn (ed. Geyer), poem no. 48; translation in von Goutta, DerAgdniartikel
nber 'A'Id von Hamddn, 50.

146. In 51/671, the Kufan Shi'i leader Hujr b. Adi al-Kindi and his associates
revolted against Mu' iwiyah and the governor of Iraq, Ziyad b. Abihi. Ziyad arrested
Hujr and sent him to Syria, where he was beheaded. See Tabari, II, III-S5; E12,
s.v. Hud'r b. Adi al-Kindi; and Jafri, Origins, 159-66.

147. Makhraj ("exit") also means "a place in the open air where one satisfies
the needs of nature" (Dozy, Supplement, 1, 360(. The context suggests an enclosed
outhouse.

148. Probably to be read "Bilil," without "Abu," as at Tabari, II, 735. See ed.
Leiden, Addenda, P. DCLXX.
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. 'Amir Abu al-Ash'ar:
One day while al-Mukhtar was talking to his companions, he
said, "Tomorrow I will kill a man with big feet, sunken eyes, and
prominent eyebrows. His death will gladden believers and the
angels stationed near [God]." [Continuing,) he said: Al-Haytham
b. al-Aswad al-Nakha'i was close to al-Mukhtar when he heard
this statement. It occurred to him that the man whom al-Mukhtar

[67x.] meant was 'Umar b. Sa'd b. Abi Wagqas; so when he returned to
his house, he called his son al`Uryan and said, "Meet Ibn Sa'd
tonight and tell him about such-and-such a matter. Tell him,
'Take care, for he means no one else but you."' [Continuing,] he
said: The son went to 'Umar b. Sa'd, took him aside, and told
him what had been said. 'Umar b. Sa'd said to him, "God reward
your father for his brotherly behavior! How could he intend to do
such a thing to me after the promises and covenants he has given
me?" Now when al-Mukhtar had first achieved victory, he had
behaved in the best and friendliest possible manner toward people.
Umar b. Sa'd had spoken to 'Abdallah b. ja'dah b. Hubayrah
(one of the men most honored by al-Mukhtar because of his close-
ness to 'Ali) and had said to him, "I do not feel safe from this
man"-meaning al-Mukhtar. "Get me a guarantee of safety (am an )
from him." Abdallah had done so.'a9

[Continuing,] he said: I saw his guarantee of safety and read it:

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate:
This is a guarantee of safety from al-Mukhtar b. Abi
'Ubayd for Umar b. Sad b. Abi Wagqas. You are safe,
with God's protection for yourself, your property, your
family, and the people of your house and your children.
You will not be taken to task for any offense committed
by you in the past , so long as you heed and obey and keep
close to your domicile,150 your family, and your city.
Whosoever encounters 'Umar b. Sa'd, whether one of
the police (shurtat Allah), the supporters (Shi'ah) of the

149. Cf. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 237, according to which `Umar b . Sa'd had gone
into hiding after al-Mukhtar 's victory and had come out only after obtaining an
amdn.

15o. Rahi, "a man 's dwelling, or habitation" ( Lane , Lexicon, III, 1054 ): 'Umar
was not to leave al -Kufah for any of his other properties.
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family of Muhammad, or anyone else, let him do him
only good.

Witnessed by: al-Sa'ib b. Malik, Ahmar b. Shumayt,
`Abdallah b. Shaddad, and `Abdallah b. Kamil. And al-
Mukhtar has taken upon himself an oath and covenant
by God to uphold for `Umar b. Sa'd the guarantee of
safety he has given him, unless he cause some offense.
He has made God his witness-"and God suffices for a [673]
witness."15'

[Continuing,] he said: Abu Ja`far Muhammad b. Ali152 used to
say, "As for al-Mukhtar 's guarantee of safety for `Umar b. Sa'd,
'unless he cause some offense,' he meant by it: 'if he enters the
privy and causes offense!ii153

[Continuing,] he said: When al-`Uryan had brought him this
message, `Umar b. Sa'd left under cover of that night. Having
come to Hammam [Umar],'54 he said to himself, "I will go and
stay in my house." So he returned to it, passing al -Rawlha',155 and
reaching his house in the morning . He told a mawla of his what
had happened concerning his guarantee of safety and what had
been planned for him. His mawla said, "What offense is greater
than what you have done? You have left your residence and your
family and come here. Go back to your residence [in al-Kufah].
Do not give the man a way against you." So he returned to his
home. His departure was reported to al-Mukhtar, who said, "No,
indeed. On his neck there is a chain that will bring him back even
if he does his utmost to depart." [Continuing,] he said: The next
morning, al-Mukhtar sent Abu Amrah to him and ordered him
to bring Umar to him. Abu `Amrah went before Umar and said,

151. Qur'an 4:79•
i z. I.e., Abu Ja`far Muhammad b. Ali b. al-Husayn, called Muhammad a]-

Bagir (d. 113/731(, the fifth Imam according to both the Twelvers and the Isms' ilis.
153. AI-Mukhtar tricked 'Umar by an equivocation . Arabic ahdatha badathan,

"he caused an incident," was a euphemism for "he voided excrement."
154. Hammam `Umar (the text reads "his hammdm," but the context requires

a place name, not "his bath") was a village on the Nars Canal, some 40 miles
northeast of al-Knfah . See Le Strange, Lands, 73; Djait, Al-Kufa, 282. Morony,
Iraq, z69-70, places it at the village of Bitri, across the Euphrates from al-Kufah.
Tabari, II, 9io, locates it between Qa^r Hubayrah and Qubbin.

15 5. A village of al -Rawha' near al-Sindiyyah on the Nahr 'Isa close to Baghdad
is mentioned by Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.
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"Obey the commander!" 'Omar got up, but tripped over his coat
(jubbah), and Abu Amrah struck him with his sword and killed
him. He brought the head, wrapped in the lower part of his tunic
(gabs'), and set it before al-Mukhtar. Al-Mukhtar said to the man's
son, Hafs b. 'Umar b. Sa'd, who was sitting in his presence, "Do
you recognize this head?" (Hafs] exclaimed, "Surely we belong to
God, and to Him we return! W56 and said, "Yes, and there is no
good in life after his death." "You are right," al-Mukhtar said to
him, "for you shall not live after him." He gave orders concerning
him; he was killed, and his head was with his father's. Al-Mukhtar
said, "This one is for Husayn, and that one for All b. Husayn!
But there is no equivalence; by God, if I killed three-fourths of
Quraysh157 in requital for IHusayn, they would not measure up to
one of his fingernails!"

Humaydah, the daughter of 'Umar b. Sa'd, recited the following,
lamenting her father:

Had someone other than a brother of Qasiyy158 deceived him,
or other than one of Yemen, or other than a Persian,

That would have consoled me somewhat. Know
this concerning him (and a patrician is not like a most base
man):

In the scroll, he gave Ibn Sa'd and his son
a promise that even a speckled snake would treat him gently.

When al-Mukhtar killed 'Umar b. Sa'd and his son, he sent
their heads with Musafir b. Said b. Nimran al-Na'iti and 7,abyan
b. 'Umarah al-Tamimi, who brought the heads to Muhammad b.
al-Hanafiyyah. Al-Mukhtar wrote Ibn al-Hanafiyyah a letter con-
cerning the matter.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. Amir, who said: What
aroused al-Mukhtar to kill Umar b. Sa'd was the fact that Yazid
b. Sharahil al-Ansari had come to Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah;
after greetings, the conversation had turned to the subject of al-

156. Qur 'an x:156 , traditionally said in times of misfortune.
157. Quraysh, as the Prophet's tribe, was the most prestigious and "valuable"

tribe.
15 S. Qasiyy b. Munabbih was the brother of Thaqif, the ancestor of al-Mukhtar's

tribe, and Qasiyy became a nickname for the entire tribe. There is an allusion here
to the derivation of the name from gasa "he was cruel." See Lisan, s.v.
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Mukhtar, his rebellion, and his call for avenging the blood of the
people of the Prophet's family.159 Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah
said, "To his least important messengers he alleges that he is a
partisan (shiah) of ours, yet the murderers of al-Husayn are his
table companions, seated on chairs, and conversing with him."
[Continuing,] he said: The other man noted what he had said.
When he came to al-Kufah, he went to al-Mukhtar and greeted
him. A1-Mukhtar asked him, "Did you meet the Mahdi?"160 He
replied, "Yes." Al-Mukhtar asked, "What did he say to you and
what did he discuss with you?" [Continuing,) he said: So he gave
him a report.

[Continuing, j he said: Al-Mukhtar therefore lost no time in
killing `Umar b. Sa'd and his son and then sent their heads to Ibn
al-Hanafiyyah with the two messengers named above. He sent
the following letter with them to Ibn al-Hanafiyyah: [6751

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
To the Mahdi, Muhammad b. `Ali, from al-Mukhtar b.
Abi `Ubayd. Peace be upon you, 0 Mahdi! I praise God to
you, the God save Whom there is no god. To proceed: God
has sent me as a vengeance upon your enemies. They
have either been killed or imprisoned, or are outcasts and
fugitives. Praise be to God, who has slain those who slew
you and assisted those who helped you. I have sent you
the head of `Umar b. Sa'd and his son. We have killed
whoever participated in [shedding] the blood of al-I lusayn
and his household-God's mercy upon them!-all those
over whom we have gained power. Those who remain
will not escape from God. I will not cease from them,
until no vestige of them on the face of the earth is reported
to me. Write to me, 0 Mahdi, giving your opinion, and I
will follow it and conform to it. Peace be upon you, 0
Mahdi, and God's mercy and blessings!

159. AN al-bayt , means literally, "people of the house ." I have translated it as
"people of the Prophet's family." The phrase occurs in Qur'an 33:33 in a passage
referring to Fatimah, All, and their sons . Jafri, Origins, 9ff., argues that even
before Islam the phrase was used to honor the Ban6 Hashim as hereditary keepers
of the Ka`bah , and that the Shi`i use of the phrase reflects the idea that the pre-
Islamic eminence of this family climaxed in the appearance of the prophetic office
in it . See E12, S.V.
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Then al-Mukhtar sent `Abdallah b. Karnil to [take] Hakim b.
Tufayl al-T51 al-Sinbisi, who had taken the spoils of al-Abbas b.
`Ali161 and shot Husayn with an arrow. (He used to say, "My arrow
caught in his coat of mail 16' and did not harm him.") `Abdallah b.
Kamil came, seized him, and led him away. I iakim's family went
and sought help from `Adi b. Hatim.163 The latter overtook the
men in the street and spoke to Abdallah b. Kamil about Hakim.
`Abdallah b. Kamil said, "I have nothing to do with his affair. It is
a matter for the commander, al-Mukhtar." Adi b. Hatim said, "I
will go to him." `Abdallah b. Kamil said, "Then go to him-and
may you take the right way! ,164 So 'Adi went to al-Mukhtar.
Now al-Mukhtar had already accepted 'Adi's intercession for a
group of his tribesmen taken prisoner on the day of Jabbanat al-
Sabi' who had said nothing concerning al-Husayn or the members
of his family. The Shi'ah therefore said to Ibn Kamil, "We are
afraid that the commander will accept the intercession of `Adi b.

(676] Hatim for his villain, whose guilt you know. Let us kill him." He
said, "Do what you want with him." They took him with his
hands bound to the place where the tribe of 'Anazah lived and set
him up as a target . Then they said to him, "You despoiled Ali's
son of his clothing; by God, we will despoil you of your clothes
while you are alive and watching." So they stripped off his clothes.
Then they said to him, "You shot Husayn and used him as a

16o. Mahdi, "the rightly guided one," was in the early days of Islam used as an
honorific epithet in poems praising the Prophet, 'All, and various Umayyad rulers.
Sometime during the Second Civil War, the term developed the sense of a restorer
of religion and justice after a period of injustice such as saw the martyrdom of al-
Husayn . Al-Mukhtar was not the first to apply the term to Ali and his descendants.
Sulayman b. Surad, the leader of the Tawwibun , had used it in reference to al-
Husayn (Tabari, II, 5461, calling him "the Mahdi, son of the Mahdi." The novelty,
if one can call it that , in al-Mukhtar 's use of the term lay in the application' of it
to Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah . See Ell, s.v. al-Mahdi ; and Dixon , Umayyad
Caliphate, 36.

161. Al `Abbas b. Ali, the half-brother of al-Husayn, was killed at Karbala'. See
Tabari, II, 386.

162. Sirbdl, which can mean either "shirt" or "coat of mail." See Lane, Lexicon,
IV, 1343; and ed. Leiden, Glossarium, p. ccxc.

163. 'Adi b. Hatim al-Tali was the leader of the powerful tribe of Tayyi' and an
old supporter of Ali. See EI2, s.v.

164. Literally, "Go to him, taking the right way, or being well guided (rdshidan)."
The phrase is based on an idiom: "One says to the traveller, rashidta, 'Mayest
thou take, or follow, the right way."' (Lane, Lexicon, IV, 1089).
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target for your arrows, and you said, 'My arrow caught in his coat
of mail and did not harm him.' We swear to God that we will
shoot you the way you shot him with arrows, and let what sticks
in you be sufficient for you!" [Continuing,] he said: They shot
him with one volley of arrows, many of which hit him, and he fell
dead.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu al-Jarid165-someone who
saw him dead: He had so many arrows in him that he looked like
a hedgehog.

When `Adi b. Hatim came before al-Mukhtar, the latter gave
him a seat with him in the place he was sitting. `Adi told al-
Mukhtar why he had come, and al-Mukhtar said to him, "Abu
Tarif,166 do you think it permissible to petition for the murderers
of al-Husayn?" `Adi replied, "He has been falsely accused, God
preserve you!" Al-Mukhtar said, "Then we leave him to you."
[Continuing,) he said: Before long Ibn Kamil entered. Al-Mukhtar
said to him, "What has happened to the man?" He replied, "The
Shi'ah have killed him." Al-Mukhtar, who would not have been
pleased had he not killed him, said, "What made you hurry to kill
him before bringing him to me?Adi, here, has come for him, and
he is a man whose intercession deserves to be accepted and whose
wish should be carried out." Ibn Kamil said, "By God, the Shi`ah
overcame me." Adi said to him, "You are lying, enemy of God!
You thought someone better than you was going to accept my
intercession for him, so you forestalled me and killed him, and
you had no nobility161 to restrain you from what you did." [Con-
tinuing,] he said: Ibn Kamil cursed him roundly, but al-Mukhtar
put his finger on his mouth, commanding Ibn Kamil to be still
and leave `Adi alone. So `Adi arose satisfied with al-Mukhtar and
angry with Ibn Kamil, about whom he complained to any of his
tribesmen he encountered.

165. Abu al-Jared Ziyad b. al-Mundhir (d. between 150/767 and 160/776), a
famous student of Abu Ja'far al-Bagir and, after the latter's death, a follower of al-
Bagir's brother Zayd. The Jariidiyyah (a Zaydi Shiite group) took their name from
him. See Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, III, 386-387; Shahrastani, Milal, 161; EI2, S.V. al-

Djarudiyya; and U. Sezgin, AN Mihnaf, zz7.
t66. Adi's kunyah.
167. On khatar as "eminence , nobility, dignity" see Lane , Lexicon, II, 764; and

ed. Leiden, Glossarium, p. ccxxvl.

[677]
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Al-Mukhtar sent Abdallah b. Kamil to [take] the slayer of `Ali
b. al-I iusayn . This was a man from 'Abd al-Qays named Murrah
b. Munqidh b. al-Nu'man al -`Abdi . He was a brave man; when
Ibn Kamil came for him and surrounded his house , he came out to
meet them, lance in hand , and mounted on a swift horse. He
thrust at `Ubaydallah b. Najiyah al-Shibami and threw him down,
but did not injure him. [Continuing,] he said: Ibn Kamil would
strike him with his sword, and he would ward it off with his left
hand. Soon the sword had cut into it, but the horse spirited him
away . He escaped and joined Mus'ab , but his arm was paralyzed
after that.

[Continuing,[ he said : Al-Mukhtar also sent out 'Abdallah al-
Shakiri to [take ] a man from Janb16s called Zayd b. Ruqad, who
used to say , "I shot one of their young men with an arrow: he was
holding his hand on his forehead, warding off the arrows, and I
pinned his hand to his forehead, so that he could not remove his
hand from his forehead."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Abd al-A`la al-Zubaydi:
The young man was 'Abdallah b. Muslim b. `Agil.169 When his
hand was pinned to his forehead, he said, "0 God, they have
despised and humiliated us; slay them , 0 God, as they have slain
us, and humiliate them , as they have humiliated us." Then Zayd
b. Rugad hit the young man with another arrow and killed him.
Zayd said, "I came to him when he was dead and pulled out of his
body my arrow with which I had killed him. I kept working the
arrow in his forehead back and forth until I pulled it out, but the
arrowhead remain fixed in his forehead ; I could not pull it out."

[Continuing,] he said : When Ibn Kamil came to Zayd b . Rugad's
[678] house , he surrounded it, and the men rushed in to seize him. Zayd,

who was a brave man, came out to meet them with his sword
drawn. Ibn Kamil said, "Do not strike him with the sword or
thrust at him with the lance ; shoot him with arrows and pelt him
with stones ." They did this , and he fell. Ibn Kamil said , "If there
is still a last gasp of life in him, bring him out ." They brought him

168. Janb was a Yemeni tribal group of uncertain affiliation . See Lisan, s.v.
169. In the account of the death of Abdallah b . Muslim b . Agil b . Abi Talib in

Tabari, Ii, 3 S7, the man who shot him is identified as Amr b. $ubayh al-$uda'i.
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out; there was still life in him. In Kamil called for fire, and they
burned him alive, before he had given up the ghost.170

Al-Mukhtar sought out Sinan b. Anas, who claimed to have
killed al-Husayn. Finding that he had fled to al-Basrah, he tore
down his house.

Al-Mukhtar sought out `Abdallah b. 'Uqbah al-Ghanawi.
Finding that he had fled and reached al-Jazirah, he tore down his
house. This al-Ghanawi had killed one of the young men [of the
family of al-Husayn], and another man, of the Banu Asad (his
name was Harmalah b. Kahil), had also killed a man from al-
Husayn's family. Ibn Abi 'Aqib al-Laythi recited the following
about these two men:

Amongst [the tribe of ] Ghani there is a drop of our blood;
and amongst [the tribe of] Asad there is another [drop] to be
counted and remembered.

Al-Mukhtar sought out a man from Khath'am called `Abdallah
b. `Urwah al-Khath'ami, who said that he had shot twelve arrows
at them unsuccessfully. When Abdallah eluded him and joined
Mus'ab, al-Mukhtar tore down his house.

Al-Mukhtar sought out a man from [the tribe of ] $uda"71 named
'Amr b. $ubayh, who said, "I thrust at some of them and wounded
them, but killed none of them. ,112 They came to get him at night,
after people were at rest. He was on his roof, unaware, though
with his sword under his head. When they grabbed him and took
his sword, he said, "God damn you, sword; so close, yet so far!"
He was brought to al-Mukhtar, who imprisoned him with him
in the palace. The next morning, he gave audience to his com-
panions, and it was announced, "Let anyone who wants to enter
enter." The people came in, and 'Amr was brought in, bound. He
said, "You band of infidels and liars, if my sword were in my
hand, you would know that I do not tremble or quake at the blade
of a sword. Since it is my fate to be killed, I want no one but you

170. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, z39, for a version in which he is flayed alive.
171. Sudi ' was a Yemeni tribe ( Lisdn, s.v.!.
i 7z. "But some said that he was the man who had shot Abdallah b. Muslim in

the forehead , while Zayd b . Rugid had pierced his heart " (Balidhuri , Ansdb, V,
239).

[679]
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to kill me. I know you are the worst of God's creatures. But I wish
there were a sword in my hand so that I could strike you with it
for a time." Then he lifted his hand and slapped Ibn Kamil, who
was beside him, in the eye. Ibn Kamil laughed, grabbed his hand,
and held it. Then he said, "He claims to have wounded and thrust
at some of the family of Muhammad. Give us your command
concerning him." Al-Mukhtar said, " Bring me lances! " They were
brought. "Thrust at him," he said, "until he dies." So he was
thrust with lances until he died.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Hisham b. 'Abd al-Rahman' 73
and his son al-Hakam b. Hisham: Al-Mukhtar's companions
passed by the house of the sons of Abu Zur'ah b. Masud, who
shot at them from atop the house. So they went into the house
and killed al-HibyatL74 b. `Uthman b. Abi Zur'ah al-Thagafi and
Abd al-Rahman b. `Uthman b. Abi Zur`ah al-Thaqafi. 'Abd al-
Malik b. Abi Zur'ah escaped from them with a blow on his head.
He went swiftly and came before al-Mukhtar, who gave orders to
his wife, Umm Thabit bint Samurah b. Jundab, who nursed the

1680] wound. Then al-Mukhtar called him and said, "I am not at fault.
You shot at the men and angered them."

Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath b. Qays175 was at the village of al-
Ash`ath next to al-Qadisiyyah. To take him, al-Mukhtar sent out
Hawshab, the Keeper of the Chair,' 76 with a hundred men, saying,
"Set out after him. You will find him diverting himself hunting,
or standing cringing with fear, or afraid and turning this way and
that in confusion, or lurking hidden. If you overpower him, bring
me his head." Hawshab went out, reached Muhammad b. al-
Ash'ath's palace, and surrounded it. The latter left and joined
Mus`ab. The men stayed by the palace, thinking that he was in it.
When they entered and learned that he had eluded them, they
returned to al-Mukhtar, who sent and had the house town down.

173. Hisham b. Abd al-Rahman al-Thagafi; see U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zoo.
174. Ms. 0, al-Himyat.
175. Muhammad b. al-Ash`ath b. Qays al-Kindi, a descendant of the kings

of Kindah, was the father of the `Abd al-Rahman (often called simply "Ibn al-
Ash'ath"), who in 81/700 led a major revolt against al-Hajjaj in Iraq.

176. On the Chair that al-Mukhtar exhibited as a relic of `All, see below,
Tabari, II, 70z-o6.
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With the adobe bricks and clay he [re]built the house of Hujr b.
Adi al-Kindi, which Ziyad b. Sumayyah177 had torn down.

[The Swearing of Allegiance to al-Mukhtdr in
a]-Basrah]

According to Abu Ja`far [sc. al-Tabari]: In this year, al-Muthanna
b. Mukharribah al-Abdi summoned the people of al-Basrah to
swear allegiance to al-Mukhtar.

According to Ahmad b. Zuhayr178-Ali b. Muhammad (al-
Mada'ini]179-Abdallah b. Atiyyah al-Laythi and Amir b. al-
Aswad: Al-Muthanna b. Mukharribah al-`Abdi was among those
who had witnessed [the Battle of ] 'Ayn al-Wardah with Sulayman
b. $urad. Afterwards, he returned with the surviving Tawwabun
who returned to al-Kufah. Al-Mukhtar was then being detained.
Al-Muthanna waited until al-Mukhtar came out of prison and
then swore allegiance to him secretly. Al-Mukhtar said to him,
"Make your way back to your territory in al-Basrah and summon
the people, keeping your activity secret." Al-Muthanna went
to al-Basrah and received a favorable response from some of his
tribesmen and others.

When al-Mukhtar evicted Ibn Muti` from al-Kufah and pre-
vented `Umar b. Abd al-Rahman b. al-Harith b. Hisham from
entering al-Kufah, al-Muthanna b. Mukharribah went out and 1681]
took possession of a mosque. His tribesmen gathered round

177. The governor Ziyad b. Abihi, whose paternity was notoriously unclear, is
in this form of his name given a nisbah to his mother Sumayyah , a notorious
prostitute of al-Ta'if. Ms. 0 adds, "May God curse him!"

178. Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Abi Khaythamah Zuhayr b. Harb al-Nasa'i (b. 185/8or,
d. 279/892) was a Baghdad traditionist, historian, and literary scholar, probably of
Khurasanian origin . He was a student of al-Mada 'ini and a teacher of al-Tabari. See
F. Sezgin , GAS, I, 329-20; Rotter, "Zur Uberlieferung einiger historischer Werke
Mada'inis," 120.

179. Abu al-Hasan Ali b. Muhammad b. Abdallah b. Abi Sayf al-Mada'ini (b.
135/752, d. ca. 228 /843), a historian of the generation following Abu Mikhnaf, was
active al-Basrah (his birthplace ), al-Mada 'in, and Baghdad , and was credited with
over zoo works on history and literature , most of which survive only as quoted in
the works of later authors . See Ell, s.v.; Rotter, "Zur Uberlieferung einiger histor-
ischer Werke Mada 'inis"; and Schoeler, "Die Frage der schriftlichen oder mund-
lichen Uberlieferung."
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him,180 and he propagandized for al-Mukhtar. Then he went to
the provision depot"' and encamped by it. (Food was stored and
camels were slaughtered in "the city.") Against them, al-Quba'182
dispatched 'Abbad b. Husayn, the head of his police, and Qays b.
al-Haytham with police and soldiers. Turning into the street of
the mawdli, they came out into al-Sabakhah and halted. People
remained in their houses; no one came out. 'Abbad kept waiting
to see someone he might question. Seeing no one, he said, "Isn't
there any man here from the Banu Tamim?" Khalifah al-A'war, a
mawld of the Banu 'Adi ('Adi al-Rib5b),183 replied, "This is the
house of Warrad, a mawld of the Banu Abd Shams." "Knock on
the door," he said. So Khalifah knocked on the door, and Warrad
came out to him. 'Abbad cursed him, saying, "Woe unto you!
Here I am standing, and you did not come out to me." Warrad
replied, "I did not know what would please you." "Put on your
sword," he said, "and get your mount." He did so. They waited.
Al-Muthanna's forces came and stood opposite them. 'Abbad said
to Warrad, "Stay where you are with Qays." Qays b. al-Haytham
and Warrad stayed where they were. While the men waited in al-
Sabakhah,Abbad went back and turned into al-Dhabbahint84
Street until he reached al-Kalla'.1R5 Now the supply depot had
four gates: one adjoining al-Basrah, one toward al-Khallalin,' 116
one toward the mosque, and one toward the quarter from which
the north wind blows. 'Abbad came to the gate facing the river,

18o. Ms . 0: "some of his tribesmen gathered around him in it ." Al-Muthanni's
tribe was Abd al-Qays (nisbah, "al-Abdi").

181. Madinat al-rizq "the city of provisions." After the Arab conquest, a supply
depot was set up at Zabugah , one of the abandoned Sasanian fortresses at the site
of al-Basrah . It had a courtyard and was called a "village of provisions" (qaryat al-
arzdq). It was rebuilt and enlarged by Ziyad b. Abihi and his son 'Ubaydallah, so
that it resembled a city and had four iron gates . See Morony, Iraq, 6z-64; Yaqut,
Mu'jam , s.v. Rizq.

181. AI-Harith b. Abdallih b. Abi Rabi'ah al-Qurashi al-Makhzumi al-Quba ,
one of the first men to have sworn allegiance to Ibn al -Zubayr as caliph in 64/683,
was Ibn al -Zubayr 's governor for al-Basrah . See Madelung, "'Abd Allah b. at-
Zubayr and the Mahdi," 194; Tabari, II, bor.

183. Since several tribes or clans had the name Adi , his tribe is further defined
as the 'Adi of the al -Ribab confederation , which included the tribes of Dabbah,
Thawr, 'Ukl, Taym, and 'Adi. See Lisdn, s.vv. Adi and Ribab.

184. Butchers ' Street.
185. Al -Kalla' ("the place where boats are drawn up") was a riverside market.
186. The street or section of vinegar makers or sellers.
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next to the people who deal with rubbish . 187 It was a small gate.
There he halted and called for a ladder, which he placed against
the wall of the depot. Thirty men climbed up. He told them,
"Stay on top. When you hear the shout of 'Alldhu akbar,' shout
'Alldhu akbar' on the roof."'Abbad then went back to Qays b. al-
Haytham and said to Warrad, "Incite the men to attack." Warrad
attacked al-Muthanna's forces. The fighting became confused. (682)
Forty of al-Muthanna's men and one of `Abbad's men were killed.
Hearing the tumult and the shouts of "Alldhu akbar," the men
on the roof of the supply depot188 shouted "Alldhu akbar." Those
who were in the depot fled. Hearing shouts of "Alldhu akbar"
behind them, al-Muthanna and his forces took to flight. `Abbad
and Qays b. al-Haytham ordered the men to stop pursuing them.
They took the supply depot and its contents, while al-Muthanna
and his forces went to the tribal district of) `Abd al-Qays. When
`Abbad and Qays and their forces returned to al-Quba`, he sent
them to the Abd al-Qays district. Qays b. al-Haytham approached
from the direction of the bridge; `Abbad came at them from the
Mirbadt89 road, and they met.

While al-Quba' was in the mosque, sitting on the pulpit, Ziyad
b. `Amr al-Atakii9o came to him. Ziyad entered the mosque on his
horse and said, "Turn your horsemen away from our brothers,191
man, or we will fight them ." Al-Quba` sent al-Ahnaf b. Qays19z

187. Sagaf, which can mean rubbish, household goods of small value, or the
offal of slaughtered animals (Lane, Lexicon, IV, 1381).

r88. Here the term is Dar al-rizq, rather than Madinat al-rizq.
189. Al-Mirbad ("the Kneeling Place for Camels"), near the western gate of al-

Bagrah, was the place where desert caravans halted and one of the busiest parts of
the city. See Le Strange , Lands, 45; and E12, S.V.

r9o. Ziyad, a member of the Atik , a division of the powerful Yemeni tribe of
Azd, had become the leader of the Azd in al -Ba^rah after the assassination of the
Azdi leader Masud b. 'Amr in 64/663. This assassination had provoked severe
tribal conflict in al-Bagrah between the Azd, allied with Bakr b. Wail (or Rabi'ah;
Malik b. Misma' was its leader ) and 'Abd al -Qays, on the one hand, and Tamim
(Mudar; al-Ahnaf b. Qays was its leader), on the other. This tribal animosity now
threatens to blaze up again . See Tabari , Ii, 461.

191. I .e., the Abd al-Qays, with whom the Azd were allied.
r 9z. Abu Bahr Sakhr b. Qays al-Tamimi al-Sa'di , surnamed al-Ahnaf ("having a

misshapen foot"), headed the tribe of Tamim in al-Bagrah . In the tribal fighting
that had racked al-Ba^rah in 64/663, he had worked for a moderate settlement and
appears here again as a force for moderation . Compare the very different account
of al-Ahnaf's behavior (Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 244-45), where the mediators are
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and `Umar b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Makhzumi to bring about a
settlement. The two went to the tribal district of `Abd al-Qays.
Al-Ahnaf said to Bakr and Azd and to the general population
('ammah), "Are you not in a state of allegiance to Ibn al-Zubayr?"
"Yes," they said, "but we will not hand over our brothers." "Then,"
he said, "order them to leave for any territories they like and
not disturb this city for its people who are dwelling in safety.
Let them depart wherever they will." So Malik b. Misma', Ziyad
b. `Amr, and their most prominent companions went to al-
Muthanna and said to him and his companions, "By God, we do
not hold your opinion, but we do not want you to be harmed.
Go join your leader,193 for those who have responded favorably
to your opinion are few; then you will be safe." Al-Muthanna
accepted their proposal and advice and went away. Al-Ahnaf

[683) returned and said, "Never have I been deficient in my judgement,
except today. I went to these people and left Bakr and Azd be-
hind me." `Abbad and Qays returned to al-Quba', while al-
Muthanna went to al-Mukhtar in al-Kufah with a small band of
his companions.

Suwayd b. Ri'ab194 al-Shanni and 'Ugbah b. `Ashirah al-Shanni
fell in that fighting. The latter was killed by a man from the Banu
Tamim, who was in turn killed. The brother of'Ugbah b. `Ashirah
lapped up the blood of the Tamimi and said, "My revenge!"

When al-Muthanna arrived [in al-Kufah), he told al-Mukhtar
what Malik b. Misma' and Ziyad b. `Amr had done, how they had
come to him and had defended him until he left al-Basrah. Hoping
to win them to his side, al-Mukhtar wrote to them:

To proceed: Heed and obey, and I will give you what-
ever you want of this world and guarantee Paradise to
you.,95

Umar b. 'Abd al-Rahman a]-Makhzumi and Abdallah b. Muti`, and where al-
Ahnaf resists attempts at conciliation, despite his reputation for moderation (hilm).
The Baladhuri account, with al-Ahnaf as head of Tamim stubbornly hostile to al-
Muthanna's tribe of 'Abd al-Qays and its allies (Bakr and Azd) better explains al-
Mukhtar's hostile letter to al-Ahnaf (below, Tabari, 11, 683-84). See El', s.v. al-
Ahnaf b. Kays.

r93. I.e., al-Mukhtar.
194. Ms. 0: Ziyad. Shann was a clan (hayy) of the tribe of 'Abd al-Qays. See

Lisdn, s.v. Shann.
195. Cf. the longer version, in rhymed prose (saj'), in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 2.45.
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Malik said to Ziyad, "0 Abu al-Mughirah,196 Abu Ishaq has given
us a great deal: this world and the next!" Ziyad replied jestingly to
Malik, "0 Abu Ghassan,197 as for me, I do not fight on credit; if
someone gives me cash, I fight for him."

Al-Mukhtar wrote to al-Ahnaf b. Qays:

From al-Mukhtar to al-Ahnaf and those who are with
him. May you be at peace! To proceed: Woe to the mother
of Rabi'ah from Mudar! 198 AI-Ahnaf is taking his tribes-
men to drink of Saqar,'99 whence he cannot bring them
forth. I have no power over what has been written in the
divine dispensation. I have been told that you call me a
liar. The prophets were called liars before me, and I am no [6841
better than many of them.200

He also wrote to al-Ahnaf :

If you buy a horse with your money
and take a shield in your left hand,

Make sharp sword fighting your concern.201

According to Abu al-Sa'ib Salm b. Junadah-al-Hasan b. IIam-
mad-Habban202 b. `Ali-al-Mujalid-al-Sha`bi, who said: I
entered al-Basrah and sat down by a circle of men among whom
was al-Ahnaf b. Qays.203 One of the men said to me, "Who are

196. The kunyah of Ziyad b. 'Amr.
197. The kunyah of Malik b. Misma'.
198. Cf. the variant below, Tabari, II, 685 : "Woe to the mother of Rabi'ah and

Mudar! " This makes better sense , since al-Mukhtar has reason to condemn both
Mudar (al-Abnaf's tribe) for opposing al-Muthanna and Rabi'ah for sending al-
Muthanna back to al-Kufah. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z45, reads "Rabi'ah and Mudar."

199. A Qur'anic name for hell.
zoo. Cf. Qur'an 3:184 . "But if they cry lies to thee , lies were cried to mes-

sengers before thee." Al-Mukhtir's language is ambiguous about whether he lays
claim to being among the prophets. Cf. Balidhuri's version (loc. cit.): "By my life,
if you fight me and call me a liar , those who were before me were called liars; and I
am not the best of them."

201. The text is difficult and the manuscripts show many variants. My trans-
lation assumes the following text: Idhd shtarayta farasan min malikd/thumma
akhadhta 1-jawba fi shimdlikd/fa-j`al misd'an hadhiman min balikd.

zoz. Ms. Hayyan, corrected in ed. Leiden on the basis of Dhahabi, Mizdn (Luck-
now, 1301 /11883-41, 182.

203. The context makes it clear that the conversation took place after the
defeat and death of al-Mukhtar. Cf. al-Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 245.
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you?" "A Kufan," I said. He said, "You are mawdli of ours."
"How so?" I asked. "We saved you," he said, "from the hands of
your slaves, the forces of al-Mukhtar." "Do you know," I said,
"what the shaykh of Hamdan204 said about us and about you?"
Al-Ahnaf b. Qays asked, "And what did he say?" I said, "He said:

Will you boast, if you killed slaves
and once defeated unarmed people?

If you view with us for glory, remember
what we did to you on the Day of the Camel: 205

Both old man with dyed beard
and young man, white, bright-faced, in long garments.

He came to us tottering206 in a long coat of mail,
and we slaughtered him in the morning as one slaughters a
lamb.

We gave, but you forgot our giving;
you were ungrateful for the bounty of God the Most High.

You killed members of the Khashabiyyah2O1 instead of them-
the worst of substitutions on the part of your people!"

16851 Al-Alhnaf became angry and said, "Boy, bring that scroll here!" A
scroll was brought. It contained:

In the name of God, the Merciful the Compassionate.
From al-Mukhtar b. Abi Ubayd to al-Ahnaf b. Qays. To
proceed: Woe to the mother of Rabi'ah and Mudar! Al-
Ahnaf is taking his tribesmen to drink of Saqar, whence

204. I.e., the poet A'shi Hamdan . Another version of the incident is found in
Aghdni, V, 157-58.

205. Cf. the explanation in Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 245: "We spared (or pardoned)
you, but you gave no thanks ." At the Battle of the Camel (36/656), reinforcements

from al -Kufah helped `Ali dislodge the rebels Talhah and Zubayr from al-Bagrah.
See E12 , S.V. al-Djamal.

zo6. Yahdiju: Aghdni reads yarfulu, walking proudly.
207. An alternative translation would be, "You killed members of the Khasha-

biyyah instead-from your own kinsmen-the worst of substitutions ." The term

Khashabiyyah (from khashabah, a piece of wood, club) was applied disparagingly
to al-Mukhtir' s followers because some of the mawdli were armed with clubs,
rather than swords. Other explanations connect the name with the rescue of Ibn
al-Hanaflyyah narrated below (Tabari, It, 693), either because al-Mukhtar's men
used clubs in order not to violate the prohibition on drawing swords in the Meccan

sanctuary or because they took the wood Ibn al-Zubayr had prepared for burning

Ibn al-Hanaflyyah . See Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z31; also EI2, s.v. Khashabiyya.
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they cannot come forth. I have been informed that you
call me a liar. If I am called a liar , messengers were called
liars before me, and I am not better than they.

"Is this [man] one of us or one of you?" al-Ahnaf asked.
According to Hisham b. Muhammad [ai-Kalbi]-Abu Mikhnaf-

Mani` b. al-`Ala' al-Sa`di: Miskin20B b. `Amir b. Unayf b. Shurayh
b. Amr b. Was was among those who fought al-Mukhtar. When
the men were defeated, he joined Muhammad b. `Umayr b. 'Utarid
in Adharbayjan209 and said:

Dukhtanus210 marveled when she saw
that a veil of gray hair had come over me.

She raised her voice and cried out.
[I said to her:] Do not be frightened that my beard has turned
gray.

If you see that the vigor of my youth has departed
and that ages have passed since my birth,

[I am] a man of fifty-two years;
what lifetime is there that does not have turns of fortune?

Would that she had had my sword and I her dress
the day she said, 'Is there no generous man who is
indignant?"

Would that we had died before that day,
or had done what free men do.

But, like men from whom the good flees,
we did not fight, but the brave man fought.

I turned away from them, and they were stricken;
disgrace and shame have exiled me from them.

0 the sadness of my spirit for "the meteor of Quraysh,"211
the day his head was brought to al-Mukhtar!

zo8. Known as Miskin al-Ddrimi (from the Dirim clan of the tribe of Tamim),
he wrote poems in praise of Mu`iwiyah and Yazid and an elegy upon the death of
Ziyad b_Abihi. He is said to have died in 89 /708. See F. Sezgin, GAS, II, 32.3.

209. Adharbayjan was the province in northwestern Iran with its capital at
Ardabil. See El2, s.v.; Le Strange , Lands, 158 ff.

2.to. Dukhtanus was a pre -Islamic poetess of the Ddrimi clan of Tamim (Diwdn
Miskin al-Ddrimi, 42.).

z1 t. The "Meteor of Quraysh" refers to'Umar b. Sad b . Abi al-Waggas (Diwdn
Miskin al-Ddrimi, 43).

]686]
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Al-Mutawakkil212 said:

They killed Husayn; then they lament his death.
Verily, time brings changes to people!

Do not be far away at al-Taff,213 0 slain ones who have been left
untended,
whose heads' resting places have been soaked by rains.

The picked troops of al-Dajja1214 under his banner
are not more astray than those whom al-Mukhtar has
deceived.

0 Banu Qasiyy,215 bind fast your Dajjal,
and the [obscuring] dust will clear away; you will be free.

If your fellow tribesman had had knowledge of the unseen,
the learned216 would have agreed with you about him,

And it would have been a clear matter,
related in the past by prophecies and reports.

I hope that thrusts that break your lances and a siege
will prove that your inspiration is a lie,

And that to you will come men whose swords
in their hands under the dust of battle are like fire.

They will not retreat when they meet you,
until the heads of your armored men are broken in pieces.

2.1 1. Al-Mutawakkil b. 'Abdallah b. Nahshal Abu Juhmah al-Laythi was a poet
from the tribe of Layth b. Bakr (Kinanah) who lived in al-Kufah and visited Da-
mascus, where he wrote poems in praise of Mu'awiyah and Yazid. See F . Sezgin,
GAS, II, 322.

213. AI -Taff is the desert region west of al-Kufah along the alluvial plain of the
Euphrates. It is higher than the low-lying ground by the river and forms the
transition to the central Arabian plateau . The area contains a number of springs
and was the site of a number of Sasanian border forts. Karbala', where al-Husayn
was killed, was located within it. See EI', s.v.; Yaqut, Mu'jam, III, 359. The trans-
lation given here amends the vocalization of the Leiden text from 16 tab'adan
(energetic second person singular ) to Id tab 'adun ( energetic second person plural).
"Do not be far away " was a ritualized expression of mourning. Cf. the poem
quoted in the Lisdn, s.v. ba'uda: "As they bury me, they shall say, 'Do not be far
away !' But where is there a place of (greater( remoteness than my place?"

214. Al-Dajjal ("the Liar") is an apocalyptic figure similar to the Antichrist; see
EI2, s.v. al-Dadj±Al.

zr 5. I.e., al-Mukhtar's tribe of Thaqif.
zr6. Ahbar, pl. of habr or hibr: a Jewish scholar, or one who has become a

Muslim ( Lane , Lexicon , II, 498). Such scholars were often credited with an ability
to predict the future. See below, Tabari, II, 786, and note 57z on Ka'b al-Ahbar.
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[Al-Mukhtar Sends an Army to Trick Ibn al-ZubayrJ

According to Abu Ja `far [sc . al-Tabaril : In this year, al-Mukhtar
dispatched an army to Medina to trick Ibn al-Zubayr . He pretended
to Ibn al-Zubayr that he had sent the army to help him fight the
army that `Abd al -Malik b . Marwan217 had sent to fight him and
that had encamped in Wadi al -Qura.218

Al-Mukhtar's Motive in Sending This Army; What
Befell Them

According to Hisham b. Muhammad [al-KalbiJ-Abu Mikhnaf-
Musa b . `Amir, who said: Having been expelled by al-Mukhtar [6871
from al -Kufah, Ibn Muti ' went to al-Basrah . Not wishing to
proceed to Ibn al -Zubayr in Mecca in a state of defeat and flight,
he stayed in al-Basrah until `Umar b . `Abd al-Rahman b . al-Harith
b. Hisham came to him. Thus, both of them were in al-Basrah.

The reason for `Umar 's coming to al-Basrah : When al-Mukhtar
came into the open in al-Kufah and met with success in his enter-
prise (the Shi'ah thought he was merely propagandizing for Ibn
al-Hanafiyyah and seeking to avenge the blood of the members of
the Prophet 's family), he set out to deceive Ibn al -Zubayr and
wrote to him as follows:

To proceed : You know my sincere advice to you and
my effort against the people hostile to you and what you
for your part gave to me, on condition that I do this. But
when I satisfied you and carried out my obligation to you,
you stood me up and did not fulfill what you had promised
me, although you saw on my part that which you saw. If
you wish to return to me, I will return to you ; if you want
my sincere advice, I will advise you.

By this means, al-Mukhtar wanted to keep Ibn al -Zubayr at arm's
length until the success of his own enterprise . He told the Shi`ah

1i7. Abd al -Malik b. Marwin ( b. 23/643 or 26/646 , d. 86/705) succeeded his
father Marwin b. al-Hakam as Umayyad caliph upon the latter 's death in 65/684.
See EP, s.v.

2.r8. Wadi al -Qura ("the Valley of the Villages ") was a fertile valley stretching
north from Medina on the road to Syria . See Ell, s.v. Wadi 'l-Kura ; Yiqut, Mu'jam,
s.vv. Qura and Wadi al-Qura.
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nothing about the matter ; if anything about it reached them, he
pretended to them that he was of all men the most remote from
such a thing.

[Continuing,] he said : Desiring to know whether it was war or
peace, Ibn al -Zubayr summoned `Umar b. Abd al -Rahman b. al-
Harith b . Hisham al-Makhzumi and said to him, "Make ready to
go to al-Kufah , for we have appointed you its governor ( wali)."
"How can that be," he asked, "when al-Mukhtar is there?" Ibn al-
Zubayr said, "He claims that he heeds and obeys ." [Continuing,]
he said : `Umar b . `Abd al -Rahman outfitted himself at a cost of
between thirty and forty thousand dirhams and set out for al-
Kufah . [ Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar 's spy came from Mecca
and reported the news . Al-Mukhtar asked, "At that cost did he
outfit himself ?" The spy answered, "Between thirty and forty
thousand ( dirhams]."

[688] [Continuing,] he said : Al-Mukhtar summoned ZA'idah b. Quda-
mah and said to him, "Take seventy thousand dirhams with you-
twice what he spent on his journey to us-and meet him in the
desert. Take Musafir b . Sa` id b . Nimran al -Na'iti with you, with
five hundred skilled horsemen armed with chain mail , lances,
and helmets , and say to Umar b . `Abd al -Rahman, 'Take this
sum, which is twice your expense , for we have learned how much
you spent to outfit yourself and do not want you to lose money.
Take it and go back .' If he does, [good ]; if not, show him the
horsemen , and say to him, 'Behind them are a hundred squadrons
like them !"' [Continuing ,] he said : ZA'idah took the money and
went out with the horsemen . He met `Umar b . `Abd al - Rahman
in the desert, offered him the money, and commanded him to
go back . Umar said to him , "The Commander of the Faithful
appointed me governor of al-Kufah , and his order must be carried
out." Za 'idah summoned the horsemen , whom he had kept hid-
den out of sight. When `Umar saw them coming, he said, "This
furnishes me more of an excuse and makes me look better. Hand
over the money!" Za'idah said to him , "He has sent it to you only
on account of [the relation ] between you and him ." Then he paid
him the money . `Umar took it and retreated toward al-Basrah.
There he met with Ibn Muti '. It was during the time when al-
Harith b . `Abdallah b. AN Rabi`ah was in command, before the
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uprising of al-Muthanna b. Mukharribah a1-Abdi in al-Basrah.219
According to Abu Mikhnaf-Ismail b. Nu`aym:220 Having

been informed that the Syrians were approaching Iraq, al-Mukhtar
knew he would be the first to be attacked]. Therefore, fearing
that the Syrians would come at him from the west and Mus'ab b.
al-Zubayr would come at him from al-Basrah, he sought a recon-
ciliation with Ibn al-Zubayr, beguiling him and deceiving him.
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan had sent 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Harith b.
al-Hakam b. Abi al-As to Wadi al-Qura. Deceiving and beguiling
Ibn al-Zubayr, al-Mukhtar wrote to him:

To proceed: I have been informed that Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan has sent an army against you. If you want me to
provide you with help, I will help you.

`Abdallah b. al-Zubayr wrote to him:

To proceed: If you are in a state of obedience to me, I
am not averse to your sending the army to my territories
and having the men swear allegiance to me before you.
When news of your having sworn allegiance reaches me, I
will believe what you say and withdraw my soldiers from
your territories. Hurry and dispatch to me the army you
are sending. Command them to march against the soldiers
of Ibn Marwan who are in Wadi al-Qura and fight them.
Peace!

Al-Mukhtar summoned Shurahbil b. Wars, from Hamdan, and
sent him with three thousand men, mostly mawdli, with only
seven hundred Arabs among them. He said to him, "Go and enter
Medina. When you have entered it, write to me, so that I can give
you my command." His intention was that, when they had entered
Medina, he would send a commander to be over them in his
name221 and would order Ibn Wars to advance on Mecca, besiege

219. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 244: "It was during the governorship of al-Quba`
(al-Harith b. Abda1lih b. Abi Rabi`ah(, and before the coming of Mug'ab b. al-
Zubayr to al-Bagrah."

zzo. Full name : Ismail b. Nu`aym al-Namari al -Bursumi, see U. Sezgin, Abu
Mihnaf, 209.

zzr. I.e., he would replace Ibn Zubayr' s governor of Medina with his own man.

(689]
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Ibn al-Zubayr, and fight him there. Shurahbil left for Medina. lbn
al-Zubayr, however, afraid that al-Mukhtar was merely deceiving
him, sent `Abbas b. Sahl b. Sa'd from Mecca to Medina with two
thousand men and ordered him to seek aid from the Bedouin
Arabs. Ibn al-Zubayr said to him, "If you see that the men are
obedient to me, welcome them. If not, use deceit against them
until you have destroyed them."

This, then, is what they did. `Abbas b. Sahl went and met Ibn
Wars at al-Ragim.222 Ibn Wars had deployed his forces: In charge
of his right wing he had placed Salman b. I iimyar al-Thawri from
Hamdan; in charge of his left wing he had placed 'Ayyash b.
Ja'dah al-Jadali. His entire cavalry was in his right and left wings.

(690] (`Abbas] approached and greeted him. [Ibn Wars] had dismounted
to walk with the foot soldiers. `Abbas and his forces came sep-
arated from each other and not drawn up in order. He found Ibn
Wars encamped by the watering place, with his forces drawn up
for battle. He approached and greeted them. Then he said, "Come
apart with me here." Ibn Wars went apart with him. `Abbas said
to him, "God have mercy on you! Aren't you under obedience to
Ibn al-Zubayr?" Ibn Wars replied, "Yes." "Then," he said, "march
with us against this enemy of his in Wadi al-Qura; Ibn al-Zubayr
has told me that your master223 has made you journey here only
to attack them." Ibn Wars said, "I was not commanded to obey
you. I was only commanded to go to Medina and, having reached
it, to follow my own judgment." `Abbas b. Sahl said to him, "If
you are under obedience to Ibn al-Zubayr, he has ordered me to
march with you and your forces against our enemy in Wadi al-
Qura." Ibn Wars said to him, "I was not ordered to obey you, nor
will I follow you, until I enter Medina and write to my master
for his orders." When `Abbas b. Sahl saw his obstinacy, he real-
ized his disobedience. Not wishing to let him know that he saw
through him, he said, "Your opinion is better; do what seems best
to you. As for me, I will march to Wadi al-Qura."

Abbas b. Sahl then came and encamped by the water. He sent

zzz. Ms. Pet. and Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z46, read "al-Raqam," which Yagnt,
Mu'jam, gives as a place near Medina . The reading "al-Ragim" may reflect the
Qur'anic "al-Raqim ," the place associated with the Men of the Cave ( Surah 18!.

zz;. I.e., al-Mukhtar.
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Ibn Wars some camels fattened for slaughter that he had brought
and gave them to him as a gift. He also sent him flour and sheep
that had been skinned. Ibn Wars and his men had been perishing
of hunger. Abbas b. Sahl sent a sheep for each ten of them. So
they slaughtered the sheep and busied themselves with them.
They mixed with each other at the watering place; the men left
their battle array and felt safe with each other. When Abbas b.
Sahl saw how they had busied themselves, he gathered about a
thousand of his bravest and most courageous men and went to
the tent of Shurahbil b. Wars. When Ibn Wars saw them coming
toward him, he called for his men. Before a hundred men had
come to him, `Abbas b. Sahl reached him. Shurahbil was saying,
"0 picked troops (shurtah) of God, come to me! Come to me!
Fight those who hold it permissible to shed innocent blood224 and
are friends of Satan, the accursed. You are followers of truth and
right guidance; they have betrayed and acted wickedly."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Yusuf:225 `Abbas b. Sahl
reached them while he was reciting:

I am the son of Sahl, a skilled horseman, no weakling who
commits matters to others!
Exciting admiration, bold to advance when the leader turns
aside!

I smite the head of the celebrated hero,
with sword on the day of battle, so that it is severed.

[Continuing,) he said: We had hardly fought for any time at all
before Ibn Wars was skilled, together with seventy of the guards.
`Abbas b. Sahl raised a banner of safety for Ibn Wars's companions;
they went over to it, except for about three hundred men who
retreated with Salman b. Himyar al-Hamdani and `Ayyash b.
Ja`dah al-Jadali. When they fell into the hands of Abbas b. Sahl,
he gave orders and they were killed. However, about two hundred
men were released because some of the men into whose custody

224. A1-muhillin: literally, "those who make (the illicit) licit," i.e., shedders of
innocent blood. Here, the word designates those who had shed, or had allowed to
be shed, the blood of al-Husayn. For al-Mukhtar's use of the word, see Tabari, II,

599.
z25. Full name: Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Thabit al-Angari al-Khazraji Abu Yusuf,

see U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 21 2.

1691)
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they had been placed were unwilling to kill them. They went
back, but most of them died along the way.

When al-Mukhtar learned what had happened to them, and
those who came back returned, he stood up to preach and said:
"Verily, the wicked libertines have killed the excellent pious
ones. Verily, it was a thing fulfilled and a decree decreed."

Al-Mukhtar sent $alih b. Masud al-Khath'ami with the fol-
lowing letter to Ibn al-Hanafiyyah:

169z] In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
To proceed: I sent you an army to humble your enemies
for you and take possession of the country for you. They
marched toward you, until, having approachedTaybah,226
they were met by the army of the blasphemer. The latter
deceived them by appeal to God and beguiled them by
a promise in the name of God. When they felt at ease
with them and trusted them because of this, they rose up
against them and killed them. If you deem that I should
send to the people of Medina a densely mustered army
from me, while you send them messengers227 from you,
so that the people of Medina may know that I am under
obedience to you and only sent the army at your order, do
so. Then you shall find most of them readier to acknowl-
edge your right and show pity toward you, the members
of the Prophet's family, than they are toward the family of
al-Zubayr, the wrongdoers and blasphemers. Peace be
upon you!

Ibn al-Hanafiyyah wrote to him:

To proceed: When your letter reached me, I read it and
took cognizance of the veneration in which you hold me
and of how you intend to render me joyful. Verily, the
most pleasing of all things to me is that wherein obedience
is showed to God. So obey God as much as you can in
what you do openly and what you do secretly. Know that

z26. Taybah, meaning "the fragrant," is an epithet for Medina . See Yaqut,
Mu'jam , s.v. Taybah.

2z7. Ms. 0: a man.
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if I wanted fighting, I would find men hastening to me and
my helpers to be many. But I am keeping apart from them
and waiting patiently until God judges in my favor; and
He is the best of judges.228

$alih b. Masud came to Ibn al-Hanafiyyah, who said farewell to
him, wished him peace, and gave him the letter, saying, "Tell al-
Mukhtar to fear God and turn away from blood." [Continuing,) he
said: I229 said to him, "May God preserve you! Have you not
written to him saying so?" Ibn al-Hanafiyyah said, "I have ordered
him to obey God. Obedience to God gathers together all that is
good and prohibits all that is evil." When Ibn al-Iianafiyyah's
letter reached al-Mukhtar, the latter proclaimed to the people: "I
have been commanded with an order that gathers together piety
and ease and casts away unbelief (kufr) and betrayal."

[The Khashabiyyah Perform the Pilgrimage]

According to Abu Ja 'far [sc . al-Tabarij : In this year the Khasha-
biyyah"0 came to Mecca and performed the pilgrimage. Their
leader (amir ) was Abu Àbdallah al -Jadali.

Why the Khashabiyyah Came to Mecca

According to Hishim [b. al-Kalbij-Abu Mikhnaf and `Ali b.
Muhammad [al-Madi 'inij-Maslamah b. Muhirib , the reason
was as follows : Àbdallah b . al-Zubayr imprisoned Muhammad
b. al-Hanafiyyah and those members of his family who were
with him , together with seventeen notables from al-Kufah, at
Zamzam .231 Unwilling to swear allegiance to someone upon
whom the community ( ummah) had not united in agreement,

228. Cf . Qur'an 7 : 87, ro : ro9, and r2:8o.
229. Leiden note suggests that one should read "He said...."
230. For the origin of the name, see note 207.
231. Zamzam was the sacred well within the Meccan sanctuary (haram!. See

EI', s.v. Ibn al -Athir, Kdmil, IV, 250, explains Ibn al -Zubayr 's motive as follows:
"After al-Mukhtar gained control of al-Kufah and the Shi 'ah began propagandizing
for Ibn al -Hanafiyyah, Ibn al-Zubayr feared that people would unite in approval
of Ibn al -Hanafiyyah . So he pressured the latter and his companions to swear
allegiance to him."

16931
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they had fled to the sacred precinct (haram]. [Ibn al-Zubayr]
threatened to kill them and burn them. He swore an oath to God
that, if they did not swear allegiance, he would carry out his
threat to them; and he set them a deadline.

Some of those with Ibn al-Ilanafiyyah counseled him to send
al-Mukhtar and the Kufans a messenger to inform them of their
condition, the condition of those with them, and of Ibn al-Zubayr's
threat. And so, while the guards at the door of Zamzam slept, Ibn
al-Ilanafiyyah sent three Kufans with a letter to al-Mukhtar and
the people of al-Kufah, informing them of his condition, the con-
dition of those with him, and of Ibn al-Zubayr's threat to kill
them and burn them with fire; he asked them not to fail him, as
they had failed al-Ilusayn and the members of his family. The
messengers came to al-Mukhtar and gave him the letter. He sum-
moned the people and read them the letter, saying, "This is the
letter of your Mahdi, the pure descendant of the family of your
Prophet. They have been left penned up like sheep, waiting all
night and all day to be killed and burned in the fire. I am not Abu
Ishaq if I do not aid them effectively and send them troop after
troop of horsemen, as one torrent follows another, until woe
descends on the son of the woman from the tribe of K5hil."232

Al-Mukhtar sent Abu Abdallah al-Jadali with seventy riders,
men of strength. He sent Zabyan b. Uthman,233 a member of the
Banu Tamim, with four hundred men, Abu al-Mu'tamir with one
hundred, Hani' b. Qays with one hundred, `Umayr b. Tariq with
forty, and Yunus b. `Imran with forty.

Al-Mukhtar wrote to Muhammad b. 'Ali234 by way of al-Tufayl
b. `Amir and Muhammad b. Qays about the sending of the armies
to him. The men set out, one group on the heels of the other. Abu
`Abdallah ]al-Jadali] came to Dhat Irg235 and encamped with
seventy riders . Then `Umayr b. Tariq overtook him with forty

z3z. This refers to Ibn al-Zubayr, whose great- grandfather , Khuwaylid, was the
son of a woman (Zuhrah bins Amr) from the Bann Kihil b. Asad b. Khuzaymah.
See Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 25o.

733. Cf. Tabari, II, 674, above (Zabyan b. 'Umarah), which is probably the cor-
rect reading (ed. Leiden, Addenda, P. DCLXXI).

234. I.e., Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah.
235. Dhat 'Irq lay two days ' march northeast of Mecca, at the intersection of

the two pilgrim roads from Mesopotamia to the Hijaz-one from al -Kufah, the
other from a1-Bagrah . See Le Strange, Lands, 83.
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riders, and Yunus b. `Imran with forty riders, so that they num-
bered one hundred and fifty in all. Abu `Abdallah led them until
they entered the sacred mosque, carrying clubs236 and proclaiming,
"Vengeance for al-Ijusayn!" Finally they reached Zamzam. With
two days remaining until the deadline, Ibn al-Zubayr had already
prepared the wood to bum the prisoners. Al-Mukhtar's men chased
away the guards, broke the wooden bolts (a`wdd) of Zamzam,
went inside to Ibn al-Hanafiyyah, and said to him, "Leave us free
to deal with God's enemy, Ibn al-Zubayr." Ibn al-Hanafiyyah said
to them, "I do not deem it lawful to fight in God's sacred precinct."
Ibn al-Zubayr said, "Do you think I will release them without the
pledge of allegiance from him and them?237 Abu `Abdallah al-
Jadali replied, "By the Lord of the Corner238 and the Station,239
the Lord of what is permitted and what is forbidden, you shall set
him free, or we will contest it with you by our swords in fighting
that will make the followers of falsehood doubt. "240 Ibn al-Zubayr
replied, "By God, they are paltry in number241 If I gave my forces
permission, their heads would be plucked before an hour had
passed ." Qays b. Malik said to him, "By God, if you try it, I expect
you will be reached before you see done to us what you want to
do." Ibn al-Hanafiyyah restrained his companions and cautioned
them against discord (fitnah).

Then Abu al-Mu'tamir arrived with one hundred men, Hani' b.
Qays with one hundred, and 7,abyan b. `Umarah with two hundred
men and the money.242 Having entered the mosque, they shouted,

236. Kdfirkubdt: from Arabic kdfir, infidel, and Persian kub, smash, pound, i.e.
"infidel smashers." Cf. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 23 1, and Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 25 t,
on their unwillingness to carry swords in the sacred precinct.

237. Ms. 0 reads "you," instead of "them."
238. I.e., the comer (rukn) of the Ka'bah, where the Black Stone kissed by

pilgrims is affixed to the building.
239. I . e., the Station or Standing Place !magdm ) of Abraham : according to

Qur'an 2:125 and 3:97, the Ka'bah in Mecca was located at the place where
Abraham had prayed. A stone on which Abraham stood is said still to show the
imprint of his feet . See von Grunebaum , Muhammadan Festivals, i9.

z4o. Cf. Qur'an 29 :48. The meaning is that the fighting will be so violent that
because of it those who follow falsehood (i.e., those who follow Ibn al-Zubayr) will
doubt their allegiance.

241. Literally, "they are eaters of a head," i.e., so few that they could satisfy
their stomachs with a single sheep. See Lane , Lexicon, 1, 73.

242. Al-Mukhtir had sent 4oo,ooo dirhams. See Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 250.

16951
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"Vengeance for al-Husayn!" When Ibn al-Zubayr saw them, he
was frightened of them. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah and those
with him departed for Shi'b'Ali. They were reviling Ibn al-Zubayr
and asking Ibn al-Hanafiyyah for permission to go to fight him,
but he continued to refuse . Four thousand men gathered with
Muhammad b. 'Ali at Shi'b [`Ali], and he divided the money
among them.2a3

[The Siege of the Banu Tamim in Khurasan]

According to Abu Ja'far [sc. al-Tabari): In this year 'Abdallah b.
Khazim244 besieged the men of Banu Tamim in Khurasan in order
to kill those of them who had killed his son Muhammad.

According to 'Ali b. Muhammad (al-Mada'ini)-al-kiasan b.
Rushayd al-Juzjan1245-al-Tufayl b. Mirdas al `Ammi'246 who

[696] said: When the Banu Tamim dispersed in Khurasan during the
days of Ibn Khazim, a number of their skilled horsemen-between
seventy and eighty-went to the fortress of Fartana.247 They made
'Uthman b. Bishr b. al-Muhtafiz al-Muzani248 their leader, and
with him were Shu'bah b. Zahir al-Nahshali, Ward b. al-Falaq al-
Anbari, Zuhayr b. Dhu'ayb al-'Adawi, Jayhan b. Mashja'ah al-
Pabbi, al-Hajjaj b. Nashib al-'Adawi, and Raqabah b. al-Ilurr,
with the skilled horsemen of the Banu Tamim. [Continuing,) he
said : Ibn Khazim came against them . He besieged them and dug a
fortified trench. [Continuing,] he said: The Banu Tamim would
come out to fight him and then return to the fortress.

[Continuing,] he said: One day Ibn Khazim came out of his

243. Except for mentioning his presence at the pilgrimage in 68 (see Tabari, II,
782, below ), Tabari does not record the subsequent fate of Ibn al-Hanafiyyah. See
Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, IV, 251-54; Ibn Sa'd, Tabagat, V, 66-86.

244. Abdallah b. Khazim al -Sulami was the governor of Khurasan province. For
the events leading up to the siege , see Tabari , II, 488-96, 593-97; also EI2, s.v.
Abd Allah b. Khazim.

245. See Rotter, "Zur Oberlieferung einiger historischer Werke Mada'inis,"
127; Dhahabi, Mizdn, I, 218.

246. The Banu Amm were a subtribe of the Tamim . See Rotter, op. cit ., 119- zo.
247. The fortress of Fartana was located at Marv; al -Rudh . See Yaqut , Mu'jam,

s.v.
248. His nisbah is given as al-Mazini below (Tabari, II, 700). The latter may be

correct , since the Banu Mazin were a subtribe of Tamim, while the Muzaynah
(nisbah , al-Muzani ) were a separate Mu4ar tribe ( Lisan, s.v.).
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trench with six thousand men in battle order, and the men from
the fortress came out to meet him. `Uthman b. Bishr b. al-Muhtafiz
said to the Banu Tamim, "Avoid Ibn Khazim today, for I do not
think you have strength to prevail against him." But Zuhayr b.
Dhu'ayb al-Adawi swore that he would divorce his wife if he
retreated before he had broken their battle lines.249 Beside them
there was a riverbed into which water came during the winter,
but there was no water in it at that time. Zuhayr descended into it
and advanced. None of Ibn Khazim's men noticed him until he
attacked them and pressed back those in the forefront against
those in the rear. They250 circled around. He hurried back, and
they followed him on both sides of the riverbed, shouting at him,
but with no one going down25' to fight him, until he had reached
the spot where he had climbed down. Coming out [of the river-
bed), he attacked them, so that they got out of his way until he
made his way back.

[Continuing,] he said: Ibn Khazim said to his men. When you
fight with Zuhayr, put hooks on your spears, and grapple them
into his gear, if you gain the upper hand over him. One day,
Zuhayr came' out against them-they had attached hooks to their
spears in readiness for him. They fought him and caught four
spears in his armor, but he turned to attack them, and their hands
became unsteady. They let go of their spears, and he went back to
the fortress dragging four spears. [Continuing,] he said: Ibn Khazim
sent Ghazwan b. Jaz' al-'Adawi to Zuhayr, saying to him, "Say
to Zuhayr, 'If I guaranteed your safety, gave you a hundred thou-
sand [dirhams), and granted you Basar252 as a means of support
(tu`mah), would you be loyal to me?"' Zuhayr replied to Ghazwan,
"Woe unto you! How can I be loyal to people who killed al-Ash'ath
b. Dhu'ayb?"Ghazwan let word of this slip out in the presence of
Musa, the son of `Abdallah b. Khazim.

749. An oath to divorce one's wife was one of the most serious oaths that could
be made.

750. Ms. 0: he.
151. Ms . 0: no one daring to go down.
zsz. Ms. "Basin"; Ms. 0, "Maysan ." Ed. Leiden, Addenda , P. DCLxxi, amends

to 'Bask" on the basis of Basara , a city in Khurasan mentioned by Ibn Khurra-
dadhbih ! al-Masdlik wa-al -mamdlik , 37, 1. 8), and Baskin, mentioned by al-
Ya`qubi (Kitdb-al-bulddn, z89, I. i8).

(697]
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(Continuing,] he said: When the siege became too long for the
Banu Tamim, they sent a message to Ibn Khazim, saying, "Let us
leave, and we will disperse." He replied, "Not unless you submit
to my judgment." They said, "We will submit to your judgment."
Zuhayr said to them, "May your mothers be bereft of you!253 By
God, he will kill you to the last man. If you are content to die, die
as honorable men. Let us all go out: Either you will all die, or
some of you will escape and some will die. I swear to God that if

[698] you attack them with true bravery, they will make a way for you
as broad as the road to al-Mirbad. If you wish, I will be in front of
you; and, if you wish, I will be behind you." [Continuing,] he said:
They refused. So he said, "Then I will show you." He and Raqabah
b. al-Hurr went out (Raqabah had a young Turkish lad (ghul6m] of
his with him), along with Shu'bah b. 7,ahir.

(Continuing,] he said: They attacked with unusual vigor, so
that the men made way for them and they advanced. Zuhayr,
however, returned to his companions. Entering the fortress, he
said to his companions, "You see! So obey me." (Raqabah and his
lad and Shu'bah continued to press forward.) But Zuhayr's com-
panions said, "Among us there are men who are too weak for this
and who desire to live. ,254 Zuhayr said, "May God bring evil
upon you! Will you abandon your companions? By God, I will not
be the most timorous among you at the time of death!"

[Continuing,] he said: So they opened the fortress and came
down. Ibn Khazim sent someone to them and had them bound.
They were brought to him one by one. He wanted to spare them,
but his son Musa refused, saying, "By God, if you pardon them, I
will fall on my sword so that it comes out of my back!" Abdallah
[b. Khazim] said to him, "By God, I know what you are ordering
me to do is wrong." Then he killed all but three of them. [Con-
tinuing,] he said: One of those three was al-Iiajjaj b. Nashib al-
Adawi. He had shot Ibn Khazim while the latter was besieging
them and had broken his tooth. Ibn Khazim had sworn that if he
captured him, he would kill him or cut off his hand. Now al-
Hajjaj was a youth, and some of the Banu Tamim who had kept

2.53. This imprecation is not as strong as the literal translation suggests, but
more like "You fools!"

254. Ms. 0: They said, "We are too weak for this and desire to live."
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aloof from 'Amr b. Hanzalah spoke to Ibn Khazim concerning
him. One of them said, "He is my cousin and a young, ignorant
lad. Give him to me." [Continuing,] he said: Ibn Khazim gave him
to him, saying, "Get away, and let me not see you." [Continuing,]
he said: There was also Jayhan b. Mashja`ah al-Dabbi, who had
thrown himself on Ibn Khazim's son Muhammad the day the
latter was killed.255 Ibn Khazim said, "Let this mule that walks
[on two feet] go." And there was a man from the Banu Sad who
had said on the day they met Ibn Khazim, "Turn back from the
skilled horseman of Mudar."

[Continuing,] he said: They brought Zuhayr b. Dhu'ayb. They
wanted to carry him bound, but he refused and walked with his
legs shackled, until he sat down before Ibn Khazim. The latter
said to him, "What thanks will you give if I release you and give
you Basar as a possession?" Zuhayr said, "If you did nothing but
forbear to shed my blood, I would thank you." But Ibn Khazim's
son Musa stood up and said, "Will you kill the female hyena and
leave the male? kill the lioness and leave the lion?" Ibn Khazim
said, "Woe unto you! Shall we kill a man like Zuhayr? Who will
there be to fight the Muslims' enemies? who to protect the women
of the Arabs?" Musa replied, "By God, had you-even you!-
participated in shedding the blood of my brother, I would kill
you." Then a man from the Banu Sulaym approached Ibn Khazim
and said, "I beseech you to be mindful of God concerning Zuhayr."
But Musa said to him, "Use him as a stud for your daughters!" Ibn
Khazim became angry and ordered Zuhayr to be killed. Zuhayr
said to him, "I have a request." "What is it?" he asked. "That you
kill me separately," he said, "and not mix my blood with that of
these base men; for I told them not to do what they did. I com-
manded them to die as honorable men and come out against you
with drawn swords. By God, had they done so, they would have
given this little son of yours a fright and would have made him
too worried about his own life to seek vengeance for his brother.
But they refused. Had they done it, not a man of them would have
been killed before he had killed several men." Ibn Khazim gave
orders concerning him, and he was taken aside and killed.

[699]

255. He had tried to prevent the murder. See Tabari, 11, 594.
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According to Maslamah b. Muharib: Whenever al-Ahnaf b.
Qays mentioned them, he said, "God curse Ibn Khazim! As the
price for his son , a foolish and stupid boy not worth anything of
value,256 he killed many men from the Banu Tamim. Had he
killed but one of them for him , he would have done enough.
[Continuing,] he said : The Banu 'Adi asserted that , when they
tried to carry Zuhayr b . Dhu'ayb , he refused. Leaning on his spear

[700] and gathering his legs together , he jumped the trench.
When news of their death reached al -Harish b . Hilal,257 he said:

You who find fault with me, I did nothing blameworthy in the
fight with them;
my sword struck their chief and penetrated to the bone.

You who find fault with me, I did not turn away until men
dispersed
and I found no place to advance.

You who find fault with me, the sword has destroyed me:
Whoever fights long with heroes returns wounded.

My eyes, if you shed tears , pour out
the blood that adheres closely to me, before pouring out any
[other] blood.

After Zuhayr and the son of Bishr followed each other [ in death],
and after Ward , shall I hope for any gain in Khurasan?

You who find fault with me , how many days of war have I
witnessed,
wheeling to charge again when the bad horseman drew back!

By "after Zuhayr," he meant Zuhayr b. Dhu 'ayb. "The son of
Bishr" is 'Uthman b. Bishr b . al-Muhtafiz al-Mazini . Together
with Ward b. al-Falaq al-'Anbari , they were killed on that day,
and Sulayman b. al-Muhtafiz, Bishr's brother , was also killed.

]Those in Office during the Year]

According to Abu Ja'far (sc. al-Tabari]: 'Abdallah b . al-Zubayr led
the pilgrimage this year . Mus'ab b . al-Zubayr was in charge of

256. With no change of consonants, Arabic 'i1q, "something of value ," can be
read as 'a1aq, "a blood clot."

z57. Al-Harish b . Hilal b . Qudamah is mentioned as a skilled horseman of the
tribe of Tamim , famous for his exploits in Khurasin (Ibn Durayd, Ishtigaq, 257).
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Medina on behalf of his brother, 'Abdallah. Al-Harith b. `Abdallah
b. Abi Rabi`ah was in charge of al-Basrah, and Hisham b. Hubayrah
was in charge of its judiciary. Al-Mukhtar controlled al-Kufah,
and Abdallah b. Khazim Khurasan.

(Ibrahfm b. al-Ash tar Goes to Fight `Ubaydalldh b.
ZiyadJ

In this year, Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar went out, heading toward
Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, to fight him . this took place eight nights
before the end of the month of Dhu al-Hijjah.258

According to Hisham b . Muhammad 1al-Kalbil-Abu Mikhnaf
-al-Nadr b. $alih (who was alive at that time ), Fudayl b . Khadij259
(who witnessed the event ), and one or more others, who said:260
After al-Mukhtar finished dealing with the people of (Jabbanat]
al-Sabi` and the people of al-Kunasah, Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar re- 1701]
mained [in the city] only two days before al-Mukhtar sent him
forth in the same direction as before to fight the Syrians. He left
on Saturday , eight nights before the end of the month of Dhu
al-Hijjah in the year 66. With him, al-Mukhtar sent his most
eminent companions , skilled horsemen and valiant men who had
seen and experienced war. Qays b. Tahfah al-Nahdi went out with
him in charge of the fourth of the people of Medina .26t He ap-
pointed `Abdallah b. Hayyah al -Asadi commander of the fourth of
Madhhij and Asad, sent al -Aswad b . Jarad al -Kindi in charge of
the fourth of Kindah and RabFah, and sent Habib b. Munqidh

258. I.e., zi for zz, if the month had 3o days ) Dhu al -Hijjah 66, corresponding to
i9 or zo July, 686 . Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z48, reads: "six (some say eight ) nights
into Dhu al -Hijjah." Neither date is consistent with the date given above (Tabari,
II, 668 ) for the battle of Jabbanat al-Sabi'. There is a discussion in Wellhausen,
Oppositionsparteien, 84n.

159. Fu4ayl b. Khadij al -Kindi, see U . Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zoi.
z6o. The verb gdlu is in the plural, implying a composite account , not the

words of one observer. See the discussion of Abu Mikhnaf 's methods in U. Sezgin,
Abu Mihnaf, 68.

z6r. Cf. Tabari , II, 138z (anno ror ): "The people of the Highland (al-Aliyah)
included the tribes of Quraysh , Kinanah, Azd, Bajilah , Khath'am, all of Qays
Aylan, and Muzaynah . In al-Kufah, the people of al-'Aliyah are called 'the fourth
of the people of Medina.' In al-Ba^rah, they are called 'the fifth of the Highland (al-
Aliyah)."'
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al-Thawri from Hamdan in charge of the fourth of Tamim and
Hamdan.

Al-Mukhtar went out with ]Ibn al-Ashtar] to escort him.
When (Ibn al-Ashtar] reached Dayr `Abd al-Rahman b. Umm
al-Hakam,262 al-Mukhtar's companions met him with the Chair
]al-Kursi),263 borne upon a gray mule on which they used to carry
it. They halted for him on the bridge. The man in charge of the
Chair, Hawshab al-Bursumi, was saying, "0 Lord, preserve us
alive in Thy obedience, and help us against enemies; be mindful
of us, forget us not, and protect us." His companions answered,
"Amen, amen." Fudayl continued: I heard Ibn Nawf al-Hamdani
say: Al-Mukhtar said:

By the Lord of "the loosed ones [sent out] successively,"264
we will kill rank after rank

And thousand upon thousand deviators.265

Fudayl continued: When al-Mukhtar and Ibn al-Ashtar reached
them, they crowded together in a great throng on the bridge.
Together with Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar, al-Mukhtar proceeded to the
bridges of Ra's al-Jalut, which are beside Dayr `Abd al-Rahman.
Behold, the people with the Chair had halted on the bridges of
Ra's al-Jalut, calling [on God] for assistance.

17021 When al-Mukhtar arrived between the bridge of Dayr `Abd al-
Rahman and the bridges of Ra's al-Jalut, he halted, since he wanted
to go back. He said to Ibn al-Ashtar, "Receive three charges from
me: Fear God in your secret and public actions; march quickly;
and, when you meet your foe, fight them as soon as you meet
them. If you meet them by night, and can do so, do not wait for
morning before attacking them. If you meet them by day, do not
wait for night to descend on them before summoning them to the
judgment of God." Then he said, "Have you committed my advice

262. Dayr Abd al-Rahman was located about one stage north of al-Nukhaylah.
See E12, s.v.; al-'Ali, "Mintagat a]-Kulah," 240.

263. For a discussion of this cult object, see Tabari, II, 70z-o6.
264. Qur'an 77:1.
265. AI-gasitfn: 'All applied the word to his opponents at Siffin on the basis of

Qur'an 7z: r 5: "Those who have surrendered sought rectitude, but as for those
who have deviated, they have become firewood for Gehenna!" See Lane, Lexicon,
VII, 2523, and Jafri, Origins, 96.
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to memory ?" Ibn al-Ashtar said, "Yes." "God accompany you,"
said al -Mukhtar and turned back . Ibrahim 's army had been located
at the site of Hammam A`yan, and from there he set forth with
his army.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Fudayl b . Khadij, who said: After
al-Mukhtar turned back, Ibrahim went on with his forces until he
reached the people with the Chair . They were circling round it
with hands upraised to heaven , praying for assistance . "0 God,"
said Ibrahim, "do not take us to task for what the foolish ones
have done after the manner of the Children of Israel-by Him in
Whose hand my soul lies!-when they circled about their calf.i266
After Ibrahim and his forces crossed the bridge , the people with
the Chair went back.

An Explanation of the Chair Whereby al -Mukhtdr and
His Companions Prayed forAssistance267

According to Abu Ja `far [sc. al-Tabari ]: Its origin was as follows,
according to what I was told by `Abdallah b . Ahmad b. Shab-
bawayh, from his father, from Sulayman, 268 from Abdallah b. al-
Mubarak , 269 from Ishaq b. Yahya270 b. Talhah , from Ma'bad b.
Khalid [al -Jadali] , from Tufayl b. ja`dah b . Hubayrah, who said: I
was once in need of money . While in that state, I went out one
day and came upon an oil merchant , a neighbor of mine , who had
a chair covered with a thick [coat of ] filth . It occurred to me that I
should speak to al-Mukhtar about it. So I went back and sent

z66. The story of the Golden Calf worshipped by the Children of Israelis found
in Qur 'an 7:147ff . There is also an echo of Qur'an 2 : x86 and 7:155.

z67. In an article tracing the survival of Persian royal symbolism into Islam, S.
Shaked has drawn a connection between the veneration of Ali's Chair and Persian
throne symbolism . That many of al-Mukhtar's followers were Persians may sup-
port Shaked 's view. On the other hand , the poem by A`sha Hamden quoted below
(Tabari , II, 704 1 identifies the venerators of the Chair as Arabs from the tribe of
Hamden. See Shaul Shaked, "From Iran to Islam," 81-8z.

z68. An isndd in Tabari, II, 2o8 gives the name in fuller form as Abu Salih
Sulayman b . Silih.

269. Abdallah b. al-Mubarak b. Wadih al -Hanzali al-Tamimi Abu 'Abd al-
Rahman ( b. 118 /736, d . 181/797 in Hitt was a famous traditionist , historian, and
Sufi, active both as transmitter of earlier works and as an author in his own right.
See F . Sezgin , GAS, II, 95.

27o. Ms. 0: "Abdallah."

[703]
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17041

word to the oil merchant, saying, "Send me the chair." He sent it
to me. I went to al-Mukhtar and said, "I have been concealing
something from you which I do not think I ought to. It seems best
that I mention it to you." "What is it?" he asked. I answered, "A
chair on which [my father) Ja'dah b. Hubayrah271 used to sit as if
he thought that in regard to it there was a vestige of some knowl-
edge.i272 (Al-Mukhtarl said, "Praise God! And you put the matter
off until today? Send to him! Send to him!" [Continuing,) he said:
When it was washed, it turned out to be tamarisk wood, and it
shone from the oil it had absorbed. It was brought to al-Mukhtar
covered. He ordered me to be paid twelve thousand (dirhams], and
then he summoned to congregational prayer.

Ma'bad b. Khalid al-Jadali continued, saying: Tufayl b. Ja`dah
took me and Ismail b. Talhah b. 'Ubaydallah and Shabath b.
Rib`i. People were running to the mosque. Al-Mukhtar said,
"Nothing has existed among past communities but that its like
will exist in this community. Among the Children of Israel there
was the Ark, in which there was a remnant of what the family of
Moses and the family of Aaron left behind.273 Among us, this is
like the Ark. Uncover it!" When they removed its draperies, the
Saba'iyyah274 stood up, raised their hands, and shouted "God is
great !" three times . Shabath b. Rib`i stood up and said, "People
of Mudar, do not become infidels." But they pushed him aside and
drove him away; they shunned him and put him out. (Ishaq [b.
Yahya b. Talhahl said : "By God, I hope these words will be
accounted to the credit of Shabath!") Presently, someone said,
"Behold, `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad has encamped with the Syrians
at Bajumayra .i275 So they took the Chair out on a mule. It was
covered; seven men held it on its right and seven on its left. The

z7r. Ja dah was the nephew of Ali; hence, it would be plausible for him to
possess some relic of Ali. See below, Tabari, II, 705.

z7z. The Arabic atharah (uthrah, or athrah) min 'ilm echoes Qur'an 46:4. The
meaning is that Ja 'dah used to sit upon the chair as if family tradition reported
that it had belonged to Ali. See Lane, Lexicon, s.v. atharah. The reading in lbn
al-Athir, Kamil, IV, z58 (atharan min'All, "a relic of Ali") should be rejected on
textual grounds as a lectio facilior.

2.73. Cf. Qur'an 7.:z48.
2.74. See note 56 above.
z75. Bajumayra (for which Mss. 0 and Pet read "Bakhumayra") is near Takrit.

See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.
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Syrians suffered a massacre such as they had never suffered before,
and this tempted them even further; they advanced until they
vied with each other in infidelity. I said, "We belong to God! "276
and I regretted what I had done. The people spoke about the
matter , and the Chair was made to disappear; I never saw it again.

According to Abdallah (b. Ahmad b. Shabbawayhl-his father
-Abu $alih (Sulayman b. $alih]: On this subject, A`sha Hamdan
composed the following, as I have been told on the authority of
someone other than Abdallah [b. al-Mubarak]:

I bear witness against you that you are Saba'iyyah;
0 picked troops of polytheism,27 I know you well!

I swear that your Chair is no Sakinah,278
even if cloths have been draped over it;

And that it is not like the Ark among us, even if
Shibam, Nahd, and Kharif279 walk around it.

I am a man who loves the family of Muhammad;
I have followed a revelation contained in the books [of the
Qur'an].

I followed Abdallah [b. al-Zubayr],
when the hoary-headed and noble men of Quraysh, one after
another, followed him.280

276. See note 156 above.
277. Shirk, literally "associating (other gods with Allah(," is a sin that would

render a person outside the Islamic community.
278. Arabic sakinah is a loan word from Hebrew shekhinah , "dwelling," specifi-

cally the Divine Presence in the Tabernacle in the wilderness (Exod . 25:8( and in
the temple in Jerusalem . In Qur 'an 2:248 , the word occurs in a context referring to
the Ark of the Covenant : a prophet (unnamed ) tells the Children of Israel , skeptical
about whether Saul is really a God-appointed king over them, that "The sign of his
kingship is that the Ark will come to you , in it a Sakinah from your Lord, and a
remnant of what the folk of Moses and Aaron's folk left behind , the angels bearing
it." Arabic exegesis explains the word in many ways , either abstract, "a (cause of (
tranquillity " (based perhaps on the Christian notion of the Holy Spirit asparacletos,
"comforter"), or as some sort of physical image that inspired fear in the enemy.
See Ei', s.v.

279. Shibam, Nahd , and Khirif are clans of the tribe of Hamdin.
28o. The Diwdn of A`shi Harridan ( Poem 3 1(, adds four extra lines: "Even

though the tribesmen of Shikir circle round it , touch its wood, and devise, it will
not help . Because of it, we ourselves have become obedient to Ibn al-Zubayr:
among us there is no deception, nor are precedents cut off. The outcome , I think,
will be in favor of the family of Muhammad ; the wronged will be helped , and the
fearful become secure . My Lord will gather together a community that has become
fragmented , among whom wars and enmities have raged."

17051
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Also, al-Mutawakkil al-Laythi said:

Tell Abu Ishaq, if you come to him,
that I am a nonbeliever as regards your Chair.

[The tribe of I Shibam goes leaping round its boards,
and [the tribe of ] Shakir ascribes inspiration to it.

Their eyes are as red around it
as if they were swelling chickpeas.

Abu Mikhnaf, however, on the authority of certain of his
shaykhs, mentions a story of this Chair different from the one
that 'Abdallah b. Ahmad mentions with the chain of authorities
we have given going back to Tufayl b. Ja'dah. We have been told
Abu Mikhnaf's account according to Hisham b. Muhammad (al-
Kalbi)-(Abu Mikhnafl-Hisham b. `Abd al-Rahman and his son,
al-Hakam b. Hisham: Al-Mukhtar said to the family of Ja`dah b.
Hubayrah b. Abi Wahb al-Makhzumi (Ja'dah's mother was Umm
Hani' bint Abi Talib, the full sister of 'Ali b. Abi Talib), "Give me
the Chair of `Ali b. Abi Talib." "No," they replied, "by God, we

(706] do not have it, nor do we know whence we can obtain it." "Do
not be foolish," he said. "Go and bring it to me." [Continuing,] he
said: Thereupon, the family suspected that he would accept from
them any chair they would bring him, saying it was the one. So
they brought a chair and said, "That is it," and he accepted it.
(Continuing,] he said: Having wrapped it with silk and brocade,
the men of Shibam and Shakir and the chief companions of al-
Mukhtar marched out with it.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. Amir Abu al-Ash'ar
al-Juhani: When Ibn al-Zubayr was told about the Chair, he said,
"Why don't some of the Jundabs of Azd go to see it?"281 (Con-
tinuing,] Abu al-Ash'ar said: When the Chair was obtained, the

2.81. For the idiom, "ayna...'an," see Dozy, Suppldment, II, 46. Cf. the parallel
passage in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 24z: "Ibn'Umar, upon being told that al-Mukhtar
had sought out 'All 's Chair and was carrying it about on a gray mule , and that his
companions were encircling it, praying for rain and victory, said, 'Why don't the
Jundabs of Azd go to see it? One of them would not be deceived by it."' (Read Id
yaghtarru bihi, for the printed edition 's Id yu'agribuhd.) The allusion is to a pious
companion of the Prophet, Jundab b. Ka'b al-Azdi, who was so incensed by the
impostures of a sorcerer in al-Kufah ( the man had pretended to cut off his assistant's
head and reattach it), that he struck off the sorcerer 's head . He is supposed to have
said , "If he is genuine, let him revive himself." Al-Mukhtar , in other words, needs
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first person to serve as its keeper was Musa b. Abi Musa al-Ash`ari,
who used to come to al-Mukhtar and serve him when [al-Mukhtar[
first came, because his mother was Umm Kulthum bint al-Fadl b.
al-`Abbas b. Abd al-Muttalib. Afterwards, he was reproved and
became ashamed of it. He therefore gave it to Hawshab al-Bursumi,
who was the man in charge of it until al-Mukhtar perished.

[Continuing,) he said: One of al-A`sha's paternal uncles was a
man called Abu Umamah. He used to come into the majlis282 of
his companions and say, "Today there has been established for us
a [source of[ inspiration the like of which men have never heard
of. In it there is news of what will come to be."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Musa b. `Amir: It was `Abdallah
b. Nawf who used to do this for them, and he used to say, "Al-
Mukhtar commanded me to do it." But al-Mukhtar disavowed
him.

someone like Jundab to deal with his impostures. See Ibn Hajar , Isdbah , 1, 5 r r -
13; Aghdni, IV, x85-86.

z8z. The sitting place or assembly.
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Among the events of this year was the death of `Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad and of the Syrians who were with him.

The Death of `Ubaydalldh b. Ziyad

According to Hisham b. Muhammad [ al-Kalbi]-Abu Mikhnaf-
Abu al-$alt [al-Taymi]-Abu Said al -$aygal, who said: We de-
parted with Ibn al-Ashtar, heading toward Ubaydallah b. Ziyad
and the Syrians who were with him . We went out quickly, not
turning aside , wanting to encounter him before he entered the
land of Iraq .283 (Continuing,] he said : We arrived well before him
at the borders of the land of Iraq and pushed on into the land of al-
Mawsil . Hurrying toward him and marching quickly , we met him
at the Khazir [ River], beside a village called Bar`ita , five farsakhs
from al -Mawsil . 284 In charge of his vanguard, Ibn al -Ashtar had

28;. See above , Tabari , II, 64;. "Iraq " means the part of Mesopotamia south of
Takrit ; al-Maw^il constituted a separate province.

284. I.e ., about IS miles east of al -Maw.il. The KhAzir for Khazar) River is a
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placed al-Tufayl b. Lagit, from the Wahbil [clan] of [the tribe of ]
Nakha', a fellow tribesman of his and a brave and valiant man.
Having approached Ibn Ziyad, Ibn al-Ashtar drew Humayd b.
Hurayth close to himself and began to march only in battle order.
He drew all his forces close to himself, with his horsemen and
foot soldiers, and began to advance with them all, not dividing
them. He did, however, send al-Tufayl b. Laqit ahead with advance
forces, so that he entered that village.

[Continuing,] he said: Ubaydallah b. Ziyad came and en-
camped near them on the bank of the Khazir. `Umayr b. al-Hubab [7o8)
al-Sulami285 sent word to Ibn al-Ashtar, saying, "I am on your side
and want to meet you tonight." Ibn al-Ashtar sent to him, saying,
"Meet me, if you wish." The whole of Qays was in al-lazirah and
were286 opponents of Marwan and the family of Marwan. At that
time, Marwan's army was from Kalb. Their commander was Ibn
Bahdal.

`Umayr came to Ibn al-Ashtar at night and swore allegiance to
him, informing him that he was in charge of his commander's
right wing, and promising him that he would fall back with his
men. Ibn al-Ashtar said, "What do you think best? Should I dig
myself in and wait two or three days?"`Umayr b. al-Hubab replied,
"Don't do it! We belong to God! What do they want but this? If
they keep putting you off and procrastinating, it will be better for
them. They greatly outnumber you; and the few gain no advantage
over the many by procrastination. Rather, attack them, for they
have been filled with fear of you. Come at them; for if they draw
within sight of your companions and fight them day after day and
time after time, they will feel at ease with them and gain courage
against them." Ibrahim [b. al-Ashtar) said, "Now I know you are
advising me sincerely. You have spoken the truth. What you have

tributary of the Greater Zab, which flows into the Tigris south of al -Maw$il.
(Yaqut, Mu'jam , s.vv. Khazir and Zab) . The mss . show uncertainty about the
name of the village . Ed. Leiden , Addenda, P. DCLXXI, amends the Ms. Pet reading
Birbithi to Bir' iti on the basis of Syriac Bir`idti . Balaadhuri , Ansdb, V, 248, reads
"Bariti," which Goitein argues may reflect the actual pronunciation.

285. 'Umayr b. al-Hubib's tribe , the Banu Sulaym (nisbah al-Sulami !, were part
of the Qays Aylin; thus there was a tribal element in his offer. Cf. above , Tabari,
II, 643 ; and the parallel account in Dinawari, Akhbdr, 30t-02.

z86. Mss . 0 and Co: some of them were.
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said is the right idea; indeed, my commander recommended this
idea to me and commanded me to follow it." `Umayr said, "Do
not go against his opinion. War has tested the old man,287 and he
has experienced in it what we have not experienced.288 Rise early
and fight with the man."

`Umayr then went back. That night, Ibn al-Ashtar kept his
guards on alert all night long, and not a wink of sleep entered his
eyes. At the crack of dawn he set his men in order, formed his
battalions, and gave orders to his commanders. He sent out Sufyan
b. Yazid b. al-Mughaffal al-Azdi in charge of his right wing, and
`Ali b. Malik al-Jushami (the brother of Abu al-Ahwas) in charge
of his left wing. He sent out `Abd al-Rahman b. `Abdallah (Ibrahim
b. al-Ashtar's half-brother by his mother) in charge of the horse-
men. Since his horsemen were few, he kept them near him, so
that they were in the right wing and the main part of the army. He
placed al-Tufayl b. Laqit in charge of his foot soldiers, and his
banner was with Muzalhim b. Malik. (Continuing,) he said: When
dawn broke, Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar led them in the morning prayer
in the twilight. Then he led them out and lined them up, placing
the commanders of the fourths in their positions. He made the
commander of the right wing join the right wing, the commander
of the left wing join the left wing, and the commander of the foot
soldiers join the foot soldiers. He gathered the horsemen to him-
self, with `Abd al-Rahman b. `Abdallah, his half-brother on his
mother's side, in charge of them, so that they were in the midst of
the men.

Ibrahim dismounted and walked. He said to the men, "March,"
and the men marched with him at a gentle pace, advancing little
by little, until he reached the top of a great hill overlooking the
enemy. There he sat down; none of the men of the enemy had
yet moved. He dispatched `Abdallah b. Zuhayr al-Saluli, who
rode a horse of his that shone with sleekness . Ibrahim said to him,
"Ride your horse at a gallop and bring me a report about them."
`Abdallah departed. Shortly thereafter he came back and said,
"The enemy have come out in a state of confusion and dismay.
One of their men met me, and all he could say over and over again

x87. Literally, "Wars have bitten into him." `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad is meant.
288. Another reading is, "what no one else has experienced."
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was, '0 Shi'ah of Abu Turab!289 0 Shi'ah of the liar al-Mukhtar!'
I said, 'The issue between you and us is too momentous for abuse.'
He replied to me, '0 enemy of God, to what are you summoning
us? You are fighting without an imdm.r290I said to him, 'No, it is
vengeance for al-Husayn, the son29i of the Messenger of God.
Hand over to us 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, who killed the son of the 17101
Messenger of God and the lord of the youth of Paradise, so that we
can kill him to avenge some of our mawdli whom he killed with
al-Husayn; for we do not consider him al-Husayn's equal, that we
might agree to his being retaliation for him. If you hand him over
to us and we kill him for some of our mawdli whom he killed, we
will set between you and us the Book of God or any righteous
Muslim you wish as mediator.' He said to me, 'We had experience
with you another time involving this sort of thing'-he meant
two mediators-'and you acted treacherously."How so?' I asked.
He said, 'We appointed two mediators between you and us, but
you were not satisfied with their decision.' I said to him, 'You
have produced no proof [of treachery]. Our peace was made on
condition that if both mediators agreed on a man, we would follow
their decision, accept him, and swear allegiance to him. But they
did not agree on one man and went each his own way. God did not
direct and rightly dispose the two of them.' 'Who are you?' he
asked. I told him and asked him, 'Who are you?' 'Gee up!' he said
to his mule, urging it on. I said to him, 'You haven't given me my
due! This is the beginning of your treachery."'

[Continuing,] he said: Ibn al-Ashtar called for a horse of his,
mounted it, and passed by all the standard-bearers, stopping be-
side each banner that he passed. Then he said, "0 helpers of the
religion [of Islam ], partisans of truth, picked army of God, here is
Ubaydallah b. Marjanah'292 the murderer of al-Husayn, the son

2.89. Abu Turab ("Father of Dust ," or "Dusty") was a nickname given to Ali by
Muhammad . Accounts differ about why it was given and whether it was meant to
be laudatory or pejorative . The Umayyads, as is clear from this passage, used it
pejoratively, sometimes calling the Shi'ah "Turabiyyah." Shi'i writers explain it
as laudatory. See Tabari, 1, 1271 -72 for one version of the story; full discussion in
Kohlberg, "Abu Turab," 347-52.

290. Another possible translation: "You are fighting on the side of a non -imam."
z9r. I.e., the descendant . He was Muhammad 's grandson.
292.. Marjanah was the mother of `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad (Ibn Qutaybah, Ma'arif,

347). Calling a man by his mother's name was an insult.
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of `Ali and of Fatimah, the daughter of the Messenger of God. He
prevented him, his daughters, his wives, and his partisans from
reaching the water of the Euphrates and drinking of it when they
were in sight of it. He prevented him from coming to the son of
his paternal uncle293 so as to reach a peaceful settlement with
him. He prevented him from going back to his dwelling and his
family. He prevented him from traveling anywhere in the wide
world, until he slew him and slew the members of his family. By
God, Pharaoh never did to the noble sons of the Children of Israel
what the son of Marjanah did to the members of the family of
the Messenger of God-God bless him and grant him peace!-
people from whom God removed uncleanness and whom he truly
purified.294 God has brought him to you and has brought you to
him. By God, I hope God has brought you and him together in this
place only that He may give relief to your hearts through the
shedding of his blood by your hands; for God knows that you have
come forth in zeal for the family of your Prophet."

Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar went between the right wing and the left.
He went among all the men, arousing their desire for holy war,295
and urging them to fight. Then he returned and dismounted under
his banner, and the enemy advanced toward him. Ibn Ziyad had
placed al-I Iusayn b. Numayr al-Sakuni in charge of his right wing,
`Umayr b. al-Hubab al- Sulami in charge of his left wing, and
Shurahbil b. Dhi al-Kala` in charge of the horsemen. He himself
walked among the foot soldiers. When the two battle lines drew
near each other, al-Husayn b. Numayr with the right wing of the
Syrians attacked the left wing of the Kifans, which was under
`Ali b. Malik al-Jushami. The latter held his ground against him
by himself and was killed. His banner was taken up by Qurrah,
`Ali's son, who, together with some men of the guard, was also
killed. The left wing was put to flight. The banner of Ali b. Malik
al-Jushami was taken up by 'Abdallah b. Warga' b. Junadah al-

793. Al-Husayn sent his cousin , Muslim b . 'Aqil b. Abi Talib, to al-Kufah in
response to the invitation of the Kufan Shi'ah. Muslim was received enthusias-
tically and wrote to al-Husayn to come to al-Kufah . For this, Muslim was beheaded
by'Ubaydallah b. ZiyAd. See Jafri , Origins, 182.-84.

z94. Cf. Qur'an 33:33.
795. The implication is that the enemy are unbelievers , against whom holy war

(jihdd ) is an obligation.
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Saluli, the nephew of Hubshi b. Junadah, the companion of
the Prophet. Confronting the men of the left wing as they were
fleeing, he said, "To me, 0 picked troops of God!" Most of them
went to him. He said, "Here is your commander fighting. Let us
go to him." He went forward until he came to him. There he was,
head uncovered, calling out, "0 picked troops of God, to me! I
am Ibn al-Ashtar. The best of those of you who fled are those of
you who turn back [to fight): he who turns from evil is no wrong-
doer. ,296 So his men returned to him. He sent to the commander
of the right wing, saying, "Attack their left wing," for he hoped at
that time that `Umayr b. al-Hubab would fall back before them,
as he had said. The commander of the right wing, Sufyan b. Yazid
b. al-Mughaffal, attacked, but `Umayr b. al-Hubab held his ground
against him and fought him vigorously. When Ibrahim saw that,
he said to his companions, "Head toward this main body of men;
by God, if we disperse it, those of them you see to the right and
the left will flee like frightened birds taking wing."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Ibrahim b. Abd al-Rahman al-
Ansari-Warga' b. AAzib [al-Asadi), who said: We walked toward
them. Having drawn near them, we fought briefly with spears
and then turned to swords and maces and struck blows at each
other with them for a large part of the day. By God, I can compare
the sound I heard of iron on iron as we fought with each other
only to that of fullers' mallets in the house of al-Walid b. 'Uqbah
b. Abi Mu'ayt. [Continuing,) he said: Thus it was. Then God
defeated them and made them turn their backs to us [in flight).

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Harith b. Ijasirah297-Abu
$adiq:298 Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar would say to his standard bearer,
"Plunge into them with your banner." The standard bearer would
reply to him, "May I be made your ransom! I have no room to
advance." "Indeed you have," Ibn al-Ashtar would reply. "Your

296. Proverbial: see Freytag, II, 641 !Maydini, II, 2o3!.
2,97. Al-Harith b. Ha*irah a]-Azdi Abu Nu'min al-Kufi was a muhaddith of the

sixth "class" and lived to the age of zoo. The traditions related from him concern
the virtues of the family of the Prophet. He was considered an extreme Shi'i,
even a Khashabi. See U. Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, zo5.

298. Abu Sidiq al-Azdi al-Kufi : his full name is variously given as Muslim b.
Yazid or Abdallih b. Nijid. See U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zo6.

17121
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comrades will fight299 and, God willing, they will not flee." When
his standard bearer advanced with his banner, Ibrahim attacked
with his sword and felled every man he struck, driving the men
before him as if they were sheep. Whenever he attacked with his
banner, his companions attacked as one man.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Mishragi:30U 'Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad had with him on that day a sharp sword that spared no-
thing it touched. When his forces were defeated, 'Uyaynah b.
Asma' picked up his sister, Hind hint Asma' (she was the wife of
`Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, and took her3°i away. He recited the fol-
lowing verse of rajaz poetry:302

If you sever our bonds, oft
in the fray will I make the courageous distinguished man
perish.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Fudayl b. Khadij: When Ibrahim
[b. al-Ashtarl attacked Ibn Ziyad and his forces, the latter were
defeated after fierce fighting and many deaths on both sides. When
'Umayr b. al-I3ubab saw that Ibrahim's men had defeated those of
'Ubaydallah, he sent word to Ibrahim, saying, "Shall I come to you
now?" Ibrahim replied, "Do not come to me until the anger of
God's picked troops abates, for I fear they may do you harm."

Ibn al-Ashtar said, "I killed a man who smelled of musk.3U3 His
arms went to the east and feet to the west. He was under a separate
banner on the bank of the Khazir River. ,304 They looked to see
who he was, and it turned out to be'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad who had
been slain: Ibrahim had struck him and cut him in two, so that his
feet had gone to the east and his arms to the west. Shank b. jadir al-
Taghlibi attacked al-Iiusayn b. Numayr al-Sakuni, supposing him

299. Mss. 0 and Co add, "behind it."
300. Full name: al-Dahhak b. Abdallah al-Mishtagi (U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf,

zoo).
301. Possibly, "took it (i.e., the sword) away."
302. Rajaz, the least formal of the Arabic meters, is often used for hastily

improvised verses.
303. The parallel in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, zso, adds that Ibn al-Ashtar did not

know for certain who the man was. Cf. also Dinawari, Akhbdr, 303.
304. Mss. 0 and Co read: "'I killed a man under a separate banner on the bank

of the Khazir River.' So they looked for him, and I smelled the odor of musk from
him. His arms had gone to the east and his feet to the west."
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to be `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad. Each of them grasped the other, and al-
Taghlibi cried out, "Kill me and the son of the whore." Ibn al-
Numayr was killed.

According to Abdallah b. Ahmad-his father-Sulayman (b.
$alihI-Abdallah b. al-Mubarak-al-Hasan b. Kathir, who said:
Shank b. Jadir al-Taghlibi had been with `Ali (may God bless him
and grant him peace) and had been injured in the eye with him 3os
When the war involving Ali ended, he made his way to Jerusalem
and was there when the murder of al-Husayn was reported to him.
He said, "I swear to God that if I am given the power to do so,"-
that is, to avenge the blood of al-Husayn-"I will kill Ibn Marjanah
or die in the attempt." When he was told that al-Mukhtar had
come out seeking vengeance for the blood of al-Husayn, he went to
him. [Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar sent him with Ibrahim b.
al-Ashtar, and he was placed in charge of the horsemen from [the
tribal group of J Rabi'ah. He said to his companions, "Thus have I
sworn to God." Three hundred men swore allegiance to him until
death. When the encounter took place, he attacked and with his
companions began to rip apart line after line until they reached
`Ubaydallah. The dust rose and nothing was to be heard but the din
of iron and swords. When the men separated, the two lay dead, al-
Taghlibi and `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, with no one between them.
(Continuing,) he said: It was he who said:

All life I think loathsome,
save planting the spear firmly in the horse's shadow.

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbil-Abu Mikhnaf-Fudayl b.
Khadij, who said: Shurahbil b. Dhi al-Kalil' was killed. Three
men claimed to have killed him: Sufyan b. Yazid b. al-Mughaffal
al-Azdi, Warga' b. 'Azib al-Asadi, and `Ubaydallah b. Zuhayr al-
Sulami.

[Continuing,] he said: When `Ubaydallah's forces were defeated,
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar's men pursued them. Those who drowned
were more than those who were slain. Their camp was taken,
with all sorts of things in it. This was reported to al-Mukhtar,
who had been saying to his companions, "Victory will come
to you today or tomorrow, God willing, at the hands of Ibrahim

17151

3o5. Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 264, adds: "at (the Battle of) Siffin."
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b. al-Ashtar and his forces, who will have defeated the forces
of 'Ubaydallah b. Marjanah." [Continuing,] he said: Having ap-
pointed al-Sa'ib b. Malik al-Ash'ari as his deputy over the city,
al-Mukhtar left al-Kufah. He led the men out and encamped at
Sabat.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Mishragi-al-Sha'bi, who said:
My father and I were among those who went out with him. [Con-
tinuing,] he said: When we had passed beyond Sabat, al-Mukhtar
said to the people, "Rejoice, for God's picked troops have indeed
slain them with the sword for a day until nightfall at Nasibin,3o6
or close to Nasibin, and just this side of their own homes.307 Most
of them, however, are besieged at Nasibin."

[Continuing,] he said: We entered al-Mada'in and assembled in
his presence. He ascended the pulpit. By God, even while he was
preaching to us and commanding us to be earnest, hold right
beliefs, exert ourselves, and be firm in obedience and in seeking
vengeance for the blood of the people of [the Prophet's] family, the
good news came to him, one message after another, about the
death of 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, the defeat of his forces, the taking
of his camp, and the killing of the Syrian ashraf. So al-Mukhtar

1716l said, "You picked troops of God, did I not announce this good
news to you before it took place?" "Yes," they said, "you said so."

(Continuing,] he said: A certain neighbor of ours from the tribe
of Hamdan said to me, "Do you believe now, 0 Sha'bi?" [Con-
tinuing,) he said: I said, "What should I believe? Should I believe
that al-Mukhtar knows the invisible? I will never believe it." He
said, "Didn't he tell us they had been defeated?" I said to him,
"He told us they had been defeated at Nasibin in the land of al-
Jazirah, but it was at Khazir in the land of al-Mawsil." He said,
"By God, 0 Sha'bi, you will not believe until you see 'the painful
chastisement.' ,308 Al-Mishragi said: I asked al-Sha`bi, "Who
was this man from Hamdan who was saying this to you?" He
answered, "A man who, by my life, was brave and who was later

306. Nasibin, an important city of al -Jazirah province, lay about r zo miles north-
west of al -Maw$il . See Yaqut , Mu'jam, s.v.

307. Mss. 0 and Co read, "and have inherited their homes."
308. The Qur 'an speaks frequently of the "painful chastisement ," i.e., the

punishment in hell that awaits people who deny God 's signs.
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killed with al-Mukhtar at the Battle of Harura'. He was called
Salman b. Himyar, from the Thawr clan of Hamdan."

[Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar returned to al-Kufah. Ibn al-
Ashtar went from his camp to al-Mawsil and sent out his financial
agents (`ummal) over the territory. He sent out his brother, 'Abd
al-Rahman b. `Abdallah, to be in charge of Nasibin, and he sub-
dued Sinjar, Dar!, and the adjacent territory of al-Jazirah.309 The
people of al-Kufah whom al-Mukhtar had fought and defeated3lo
went out and joined Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr in al-Basrah. Among
those who went to Mus`ab was Shabath b. Rib`i.

Praising Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar and his companions for kill-
ing `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, Suragah b. Mirdas al-Barigi said the
following:

There came upon you a young man, one of the chiefs of [the tribe
of ] Madhliij,
courageous against enemies, unflinching.

Son of Ziyad, be slain in retaliation for the greatest Malik;31 I
taste the blade of a burnished, piercing two-edged [sword].

We smote you with the cutting of the sword in fury,3t2
when we slew a slayer in retaliation for a man slain.

May God reward the picked troops of God, for they
sated my thirst for vengeance upon `Ubaydallah yesterday.

fMus'ab b. al-Zubayr Becomes Governor of
a1-Ba$rahJ

In this year, `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr removed al-Quba`313 from al-
Basrah and sent his own brother Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr to be in
charge of it.

309. Sinjar lies about 55 miles west of al-Maw $il. Dara lies about zo miles west
of Nagibin . See Yaqut , Mu'jam , s.vv. Cf. the longer lists of agents to be found in
Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, zsr; Dinawari, Akhbdr, 302.

310. I.e ., the ashrdf whom al-Mukhtar had defeated at the Battle of Jabbanat
al-Sabi' in Dhu al-Hijjah 66 (July 686).

3 t r. I.e., Malik b. al-Harith al-Nakha`i, surnamed al-Ashtar, the father of
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar. Appointed by Ali to the governorship of Egypt, he was
poisoned by an agent of Mu'awiyah. See Tabari, I, 3393f.

3112. Instead of "in fury," the Diwdn, 34, reads, "and we did no wrong."
3 r 3. Full name: Al-Harith b. Abdallah b. Abi Rabi'ah al-Qurashi al-Makhzumi

al-Quba'.

17171
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According to `Umar b. Shabbah314-Ali b. Muhammad (al-
Mada'ini]-al-Sha`bi-Wafld b. Abi Yasir, who said: `Amr b.
Sarh, a mawld of al-Zubayr, used to come to us . He said to us: "By
God, I was with the party that came from Mecca to al-Basrah with
al-Mus`ab315 b. al-Zubayr." [Continuing,] he said: Mus'ab came
with his face muffled. Having made his camel kneel by the door
of the mosque, he entered and ascended the pulpit. The people
said, "Commander! Commander!"

(Continuing,] he said: When al-Harith b. `Abdallih b. Abi
Rabi`ah, who had been the city' s commander before him, came,
al-Mus`ab unveiled his face. The people recognized him and said,
"Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr!" He said to al-Harith, "Come up! Come
up!" So the latter ascended and sat a step below Mus`ab on the
pulpit. (Continuing,] he said: Then al-Mus`ab stood. Having
praised and extolled God (and, by God, he did not speak a great
deal), he said, "'In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Compas-
sionate. Ta, Sin, Mim. Those are the signs of the Manifest Book.
We will recite to thee something of the tiding of Moses land
Pharaoh].' ,316 When he reached the words, "He 317 was of the
workers of corruption," he pointed his hand in the direction of
Syria. (Continuing to recite, he said,] "'Yet We desired to be
gracious to those that were abased in the land, and to make them
leaders, and to make them the inheritors."' Here he pointed his
hand in the direction of the Hijaz. "'And to show Pharaoh and
Haman, and their hosts, what they were dreading from them."'
Here he pointed his hand in the direction of Syria.

According to `Umar b. Shabbah-'Ali b. Muhammad (al-
Mada'ini]-`Awanah, who said: When Mus'ab came to al-Basrah,
he delivered a sermon to the people and said: "People of al-Basrah,
I have been told that you nickname your commanders. I have
named myself 'al-Jazzir ' (the Slaughterer). ,318

314. Abu Zayd `Umar b. Shabbah (b. 173/789, d. 262/875), a traditionist and
historian , was a pupil of al-Mada'ini . According to Tabari, II, i68, Tabari
personally studied 'Umar b. Shabbah's Kitab akhbdr ahl a1-Bastah under the
author. See F. Sezgin, GAS, 1, 345; U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, 44-5; and Rotter, "Zur
Uberlieferung einiger historischer Werke Mad a'inis," 110.

315. Mss. 0 and Co, Mus'ab
316. Qur'an z8:i-5.
317. I.e., Pharaoh.
318. The nickname alludes to generosity (slaughtering many camels to feed
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fMus`ab b. al-Zubayr Defeats al-Mukhtar)

During this year, Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr marched against al-Mukhtar 171181
and killed him.

Why Mus`ab Marched against Him; an Account of
Mukhtar's Death

According to Hisham b. Muhammad lal-Kalbil-Abu Mikhnaf-
Habib b. Budayl, who said:319 When Shabath lb. Rib'i] came to
join Mus`ab, he was riding a female mule whose tail had been
docked and the tip of whose ear had been cut. He had torn his
tunic (qabd') and was shouting, "Help! Help!" Someone went to
Mus`ab and told him that there was a man at the gate with his
tunic torn shouting for help, and he described him. Mus'ab said,
"Yes, this is Shabath b. Rib' i; no one else would do this. Bring
him in." Shabath was brought before Mus`ab. The Kufan ashraf
came before Mus'ab and told him how they had gathered around
Shabath, what they had suffered, and how their own slaves and
mawal had risen against them. They complained to him and
asked him to assist them and march against al -Mukhtar with
them.

Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath b. Qays also came to them. He had
not been present at the fighting in al-Kufah, having been in a
fortress of his at Tizanabadh, near al-Qadisiyyah. When the defeat
of the men was reported to him, he prepared himself to march
forth. Al-Mukhtar inquired about him, was told where he was,
and sent `Abdallah b. Qurad al-Khath'ami with a hundred men to
deal with him. When Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath was told that
they were marching against him and had drawn near, he went out
into the desert in the direction of al-Mus`ab, until he joined him.
Having reached al-Mus'ab, he urged the latter to go forth. Mus`ab
drew him near to himself and honored him because of his high

guests ), rather than to bloodthirstiness . Cf. Dozy, Supplement , I, 192 (s .v. jazur).
In Baladhuri , Ansab, V, z8 r , the remark occurs in the context of descriptions of
Mus'ab 's generosity.

31g. Habib b. Budayl al-Nahshali was governor of al-Rayy in 131/748. See Tabari,
III, z, 3.
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rank. (Continuing,) he said: Al-Mukhtar sent men to the house of
Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath and destroyed it.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yusuf32° b. Yazid: When al-
Mus'ab was about to march against al-Kufah, many men having
come to him,321 he said to Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath, "I will not
go until al-Muhallab b. Abi $ufrah comes to me." Al-Mus'ab
wrote to al-Muhallab, who was his governor over Fars,322 saying,
"Come to us, so that you may be present in our enterprise, for
we are about to march against al-Kufah." However, al-Muhallab
and his companions delayed, giving as reason something having
to do with taxes (khardj), not wishing to go forth. Mus'ab there-
fore ordered Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath, among the things he urged
him to do, to go to al-Muhallab and bring him. He informed him
that he would not set out unless al-Muhallab came . Muhammad b.
al-Ash'ath took al-Mus'ab's letter to al-Muhallab. When the
latter read it, he said to Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath, "Does someone
like you, Muhammad, come as a letter carrier? Could al-Mus'ab
find no letter carrier besides you?" Muhammad lb. al-Ash'athl
replied, "By God, I am nobody's letter carrier-except that our
slaves and mawdl have taken our wives, children, and families
from us by force!"

Al-Muhallab therefore set out. He came bringing many troops
and much money with him, with such troops and in such a state
of readiness as none of the people of al-Basrah could match. When
al-Muhallab entered al-Basrah, he went to al-Mus'ab's door in
order to go in to meet him, having obtained permission for the
men. However, the gatekeeper barred his way, not recognizing
him Al-Muhallab raised his hand and broke the man's nose. The
man went inside to al-Mus'ab with his nose dripping blood.
"What happened to you?" asked Mus'ab. He answered, "A man I
do not know hit me." Al-Muhallab entered. When the gatekeeper

3zo. Ed. Leiden, Addenda, P. DCLXXII, corrects ms. "Abu Yusuf" to "Yusuf."
321. The parallel in Dinawari, Akhbar, 3to, puts the number of Kufans who

had left for al-Basrah at ro,ooo.
322. Arabic, Faris (Persian, Fars or Pdrs): The Iranian province lying on the

Persian Gulf, east of Khuzistan and west of Kirman. Its chief city at this time was
Istakhr. Shiraz, located in it, was founded later by al-Hajjaj. See Ell, s.v.; Yaqut,
Mu'jam , s.v.; Le Strange , Lands, 6, z48ff.
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saw him, he said, "That's the one!" Al-Mus`ab said to him, "Go
back to your post."

Al-Mus'ab ordered the men to encamp by the Great Pontoon
Bridge (a1-Jisr al-Akbar]. Summoning Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf,
he said to him, "Go to al-Kufah and induce everyone you can to
come out to me. Invite them to swear allegiance to me secretly,
and induce al-Mukhtar's companions to abandon him." So Abd [720]
al-Rahman left him clandestinely and remained in his home,
concealing himself, and not appearing [in public]. Al-Mus`ab set
out. He sent `Abbad b. al-Husayn al-Habati of the Banu Tamim
ahead in charge of his vanguard. He sent `Umar b. `Ubaydallah b.
Ma`mar in charge of his right wing, and al-Muhallab b. Abi $ufrah
in charge of his left wing. He put Malik b. Misma' in charge of
the Bakr b. Wa'il fifth,37 Malik b. al-Mundhir in charge of the
Abd al-Qays fifth, al-Ahnaf b. Qays in charge of the Tamim fifth,
Ziyad b. Amr al-Azdi in charge of the al-Azd fifth, and Qays b. al-
Haytham in charge of the Highland324 fifth.

This was reported to al-Mukhtar, who stood up among his
companions, praised and extolled God, and said, "People of al-
Kufah! People of the religion [of Islam], upholders of the truth,
helpers of the weak, and partisans of the Messenger and of the
family of the Messenger! Those who have fled from you, who
sought to harm you, have gone to their fellow transgressors and
drawn them into error against you, that truth may cease and
vanity be lifted up, and that the friends of God may be slain. By
God, if you perish, God will be worshiped on earth only with
lying against God and cursing against the family of His Pro-
phet.325 Rally to the call with Ahmar b. Shumayt. If you meet
them, you will slay them, God willing, as Ad and Iram were
slain."326

323. Khums, pl. akhmas, "fifth": The army of al-Bagrah was divided into five
divisions.

324. Arabic al-Aliyah refers to the highlands of the Hijaz north and east of
Medina. Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v., gives a list of tribes included in this area . See note
261.

325. A reference to the Umayyad practice of cursing All from the pulpit.
3z6. Ad and Tram appear in the Qur' an as examples of nations that perished,

Ad because it rejected the prophet sent to it by God. The two names are
juxtaposed in Qur'an 89 :7. See Elz, s.vv.
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Ahmar b. Shumayt went out and encamped at Ijammam A'yan.
Al-Mukhtar summoned the heads of the fourths (arbd') who had
been with Ibn al-Ashtar and sent them with Ahmar b. Shumayt as
they had been with Ibn al-Ashtar. (They had left Ibn al-Ashtar
because they thought he was making light of al-Mukhtar's enter-
prise, and had departed from him.) Al-Mukhtar sent them with
Ibn Shumayt and sent a massive army with him. Ibn Shumayt
went out. In charge of his vanguard, he sent Ibn Kamil al-Shakiri.
Ahmar b. Shumayt marched until he arrived at al-Madhar.327
Al-Mus'ab came and encamped near him.

Each of them mustered his army, and they advanced toward
each other. Ahmar b. Shumayt put 'Abdallah b. Kamil al-Shakiri
in charge of his right wing, 'Abdallah b. [Anas b.]328 Wahb b.
Nadlah al-jushami in charge of his left wing, Razin Abd al-Saluli
in charge of the horsemen, Kathir b. Ismail al-Kindi (at the battle
of Khazir he had been with Ibn al-Ashtar) in charge of the foot
soldiers, and Kaysan Abu'Amrah (a mawdd of'Uraynah) in charge
of the mawdli.

Having been put in charge of the left wing, Abdallah b. Wahb
b. Anas329 al-Jushami came to Ibn Shumayt and said to him,
"Mawdli and slaves are weaklings when it comes time to show
true fortitude. Although you are walking, they have many men on
horseback with them. Order them to dismount with you, for they
will have an example to emulate in you. I fear that if they are
assaulted for a time and attacked with spears and swords, they
will flee on the backs of their horses and abandon you. However,
if you make them go on foot, they will have no choice but to hold
out." (Abdallah b. Anas] said this only out of rancor toward the
mawdli and slaves, because of what they (sc. the ashraf ] had
experienced at their hands in al-Kufah. If the battle turned against
them, he wanted them to be on foot and none of them to escape.
Ibn Shumayt did not suspect him; believing that he only wanted
to give him good advice, so that they would hold out and fight, he

32.7. Al-Madhar, the main city of the Maysan district, lay about zoo miles
southeast of al-Kufah and 40 miles north of al- Basrah , on the shore of a backwater
formed by a former bed of the Tigris. See Le Strange, Lands, 42-3.

3z8. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansab, V, 153 (and note.
319. Sic, except in Ms. C, which omits "b. Anas."
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said, "You mawdli, dismount with me and fight ." So they dis-
mounted with him and walked in front of him and his banner.

Mus`ab b . al-Zubayr came . He had put `Abbad b . al-Husayn in [722]
charge of the horsemen . Having approached Ibn Shumayt and his
forces, `Abbad said, "We summon you only to the Book of God,
the Sunnah of His Messenger, and allegiance to the Commander
of the Faithful `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr." The other side said, "We
summon you to the Book of God, to the Sunnah of His Messenger,
to allegiance to the commander al-Mukhtar , and to our making
this issue a matter to be determined by consultation ( shurd ) among
the family of the Prophet . As for any person who alleges that
someone ought to rule over them ,330 we disavow him and will
strive against him ." `Abbad returned and reported to al-Mus`ab.
Al-Mus`ab said to him, "Go back and attack them ." `Abbad went
back and attacked Ibn Shumayt and his forces , but none of them
gave way; then he returned to his position. Al-Muhallab attacked
(Abdallah] b. Kamil . The forces [ of the latter] jostled33' each other
in the fray ,332 and Ibn Kamil dismounted . Al-Muhallab then drew
back from him , and [Ibn Kamil ]333 stood his ground . They stopped
[fighting] for a time ; then al -Muhallab said to his forces , "Charge
them with true bravery, for the enemy have given you hope by
their confusion ." So he made a formidable attack on them, and
they retreated . Ibn Kamil held his ground with foot soldiers from
Hamdan , and al -Muhallab could hear the men 's battle cry, "I am
the young man of Shakir ! I am the young man of Shibam ! I am the
young man of Thawr !" But it was only a short time before they
were defeated.

`Umar b. Ubaydallah b. Ma`mar attacked `Abdallah b. Anas.
The latter fought for a time and then retreated . All the men together
attacked [Ahmar] b . Shumayt , who fought until he was killed. His
men called to each other, "Men of Bajilah and Khath'am, be
steadfast !" But al -Muhallab called to them, "Flee! Flight is safer
for you today . Why will you kill yourselves on the side of these
slaves? God has led your enterprise astray ." Then he looked toward [7231

330. Viz., the family of the Prophet.
331. Mss. 0 and Co read: "They jostled each other."
332. For this meaning of jala, see Blachere, Dictionnaire, s.v.
333. The antecedent is unclear.
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his companions and said, "By God, I think the killing has been
vehement today only among my men." The horsemen turned on
Ibn Shumayt's foot soldiers, who separated and fled, taking to the
desert. Al-Mus'ab dispatched `Abbad b. al-Ilusayn in charge of
the horsemen, saying, "Behead any prisoner you take." And he
sent Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath with a large body of horsemen,
Kufan horsemen who were among the people al-Mukhtar had
expelled, saying, "Take your revenge!" The Kufans were even
more severe than the Basrans toward those who were defeated.
They killed every fleeing man they overtook and pardoned no
prisoner that they took. [Continuing,] he said: Of that army, only
a group of horsemen escaped; the foot soldiers perished, except for
a few.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Ibn `Ayyash al-Mantuf,334 who
said: Mu`awiyah b. Qurrah al-Muzani335 said [to me], "I caught
up with one of them, put the head of my spear into his eye, and
began mashing his eye with the head of my spear." I said to him,
"You did that to him?" "Yes," he said, "we thought it more per-
missible to spill their blood than to kill Turks and Daylamites. X336
Mu'awiyah b. Qurrah was a judge of the people of al-Basrah.
Concerning (the battle at al-Madhar], al-A'sh5337 said:

Yea, has it reached you? Reports are told
about what [the tribe of ] Bajilah encountered at al-Madhar.

There a strong blow was ordained for them,
and a well-aimed thrust at the beginning of the day.

It was as if a cloud had hurled thunderbolts upon them
and encompassed them with destruction there.

Announce humiliation to al-Mukhtar's Shi'ah,

334• Abdallah b. Ayyash b. Abi Rabi'ah al-Mantuf Abu al -Jarrah (d. 158/775)
was an expert in genealogy and poetry . See Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, r9r.

335• Ibid., p. 191.
336. The Daylamites were an Iranian people living in the highlands of Gilen

in northern Iran. They had served the Sasanians as mercenaries and stubbornly
maintained their independence despite many Muslim expeditions against them.
See Ell, s.v. Daylam.

337. I.e., A'shi Hamdan. The version in the Diwdn, 330, adds two lines at the
end of the poem: "What happened to them did not displease me, whether things
go badly or well for me. Rather, I was gladdened, my sleep became sweet, and I
rested calmly because of their death."
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if you pass by the little city338 of al-Kufah.
Their fallen men and the many remnants of their army

slaughtered in the deserts delighted my eye.
I did not rejoice that my people were killed,

even if they, in truth, were empowered to choose;339
Rather, I rejoiced at what overtook

Abu Ishag340-shame and disgrace.

Al-Mus'ab advanced across the reeds in the direction of Wasit.341
(The present city of Wasit had not yet been built at that time.) He
took the road to Kaskar,342 and then loaded the foot soldiers, their
baggage, and those who were weak onto boats and traveled by
way of a canal called the Khurshadh. From that canal, he came
out onto a canal called Qusan, whence he brought his men out
onto the Euphrates.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Fudayl b. Khadij al-Kindi: The
people from al-Basrah would get out and pull their boats, saying:

Al-Mus'ab has accustomed us to pulling hawsers
and ships long and hollow.

(Continuing,) he said: When the Persians who were with al-
Mukhtar learned what had befallen their brethren with Ibn Shu-
mayt, they said in Persian , "In bar durogh guft," meaning, "This
time he has lied."

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Hisham b. `Abd al-Rahman al-
Thagafi-`Abd al-Rahman b. Abi `Umayr al-Thaqafi, who said:
By God, I was sitting by al-Mukhtar when the defeat of the men

338. A1-Kuwayfah, the diminutive of al-Kufah, is probably being used con-
temptuously . There was, however , a place called Kuwayfat Ibn 'Umar, near
Bazigiya in the district of al-Kufah . See Yaqut , Mu'jam , s.v. al-Kuwayfah.

3 39. The translation follows the Leiden text (f f khiyari) and von Goutta, Agani-
artikel, S r. The sense would be: "even if they willingly chose to follow the error of
al-Mukhtar."

340. I.e., al-Mukhtir.
341• The city of Wisit, founded in 84/703 by al-Hajjaj, lay on the Tigris, ap-

proximately equidistant (So leagues ) from Baghdad , al-Kufah , al-Bagrah, and
Ahwiz . From al-Madhar, the site of Wasit lay about loo miles to the northwest.
South of Wisit , the Tigris flowed into the Great Swamp , the "reeds " to which the
text refers . See Le Strange , Lands , 39-40; El', s.v.

342. Kaskar was a town across the river from Wasit and gave its name to the
surrounding district . See Le Strange , loc. cit .; Ei2, s.v.

17241
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and what had befallen them was reported to him. [Continuing,] he
said: Al-Mukhtar turned to me and said, "By God, the slaves have
been killed on an unheard-of scale." Then he said, "Ibn Shumayt
and Ibn Kamil have been killed, as well as others," and he named
Arab casualties each of whom was better in war than a multitude
of men. [Continuing,] he said: I said to him, "By God, this is a
disaster." He said to me, "There is no escape from death, and
there is no death I would rather die than one like that of Ibn
Shumayt. How excellent the deaths of noble men!" [Continuing,]
he said: Thus, I realized that the man had resolved inwardly that,
if he did not attain his object, he would fight until he died.

When it was reported to al-Mukhtar that Mus`ab's forces were
coming toward him by water and by land, he took his men and
encamped at al-Saylahin,343 facing the confluence of the al-Hirah,
al-Saylahin, al-Qadisiyyah, and Yusuf341 canals. He dammed the
Euphrates below the confluence of the canals, so that all the water
of the Euphrates went into these canals, and the boats of the
Basrans were left in the mud. When they saw this, they got out of
the boats and walked. Their horsemen galloped forward, reached
the dam, broke it, and headed toward al-Kufah. When he saw
this, al-Mukhtar went toward them and encamped at I;Iarura',341
blocking their way to al-Kufah. He had fortified his palace and the
mosque and had brought provisions for the siege into his palace.

Al-Mus'ab came marching toward al-Mukhtar, who was at
Harura' and had left `Abdallah b. Shaddad as his agent in charge of
al-Kufah. Al-Mukhtar came out to meet Mus`ab, having put
Sulaym b. Yazid al-Kindi in charge of his right wing and Said
b. Munqidh al-Hamdani al-Thawri in charge of his left wing.
`Abdallah b. Qurad al-Khath'ami was in charge of al-Mukhtar's
picked troops (shurtah) that day. Al-Mukhtar sent `Umar346
b. `Abdallah al-Nahdi in charge of the horsemen and Malik b.
Amr347 al-Nahdi in charge of the foot soldiers. Mus`ab put al-
Muhallab b. Abi $ufah in charge of his right wing, `Umar b.

343. Al-Saylahin (or al-Saylahun) was located between al-Hirah and al-Qadisiy-
yah. See Yaquy Mu'jam, s.v.

344• Corrected from the ms. reading "Bursuf " (ed. Leiden, Addenda, p. DCLXXII).
345• Harura' was about two miles from al-Kufah (Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.).
346. Mss. 0, Co and Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 170: "Amr."
347• Mss. 0, Co and Ibn al-Athir, loc. cit., "Abdallah."
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Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar al-Taymi in charge of his left wing, `Abbad
b. al-Husayn al-Habati in charge of the horsemen, and Mugatil b.
Misma` al-Bakri in charge of the foot soldiers. He himself
dismounted to go on foot, shouldering a bow of his.

[Continuing,] he said : Mus'ab put Muhammad b. al-Ash`ath in
charge of the Kufans. Muhammad came and encamped between [726]
al-Mus'ab and al-Mukhtar, moving to the west and to the right.
[Continuing,] he said: When al-Mukhtar saw that, he sent one of
his companions against each of the fifths of the Basrans . He sent
Sal d b. Munqidh, the commander of his left wing, against the
(fifth of ] Bakr b. Wail, which was led by Malik b. Misma' al-
Bakri. He sent `Abd al-Rahman b. Shurayh al-Shibami, who was
in charge of his treasury, against the [fifth of ] Abd al-Qays, which
was led by Malik b. al-Mundhir. He sent `Abdallah b. Ja`dah al-
Qurashi al-Makhzumi against the [fifth] of the Highlanders, who
were led by Qays b. al-Haytham al-Sulaml. He sent Musafir b.
Said b. Nimran al- Na'iti against the (fifth of] al-Azd, which was
led by Ziyad b. Amr al-Ataki. He sent Sulaym b. Yazid al-Kindi,
the commander of his right wing, against the (fifth of ] Banu
Tamim, which was led by al-Ahnaf b. Qays. He sent al-Sa'ib b.
Malik al-Ash'ari against Muhammad b. al-Ash`ath. He himself
halted among the rest of his forces.

The men advanced and closed with each other. Said b. Munqidh
and `Abd al-Rahman b. Shurayh attacked [the fifths of] Bakr b.
Wa'il and `Abd al-Qays, which were in the left wing under `Umar
b. `Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar. The forces of Rabi`ah348 fought them
fiercely and held their own against them, but Said b. Munqidh
and `Abd al-Rahman b. Shurayh did not abandon the attack:
when one attacked and withdrew, the other then attacked, and
sometimes both attacked together.

(Continuing,] he said: Al-Mus`ab sent word to al-Muhallab,
saying, "Why are you waiting to attack those across from you?
Don't you see what these two fifths have been encountering since
the day began? Attack with your forces." Al-Muhallab replied,
"By my life, I am not one to make the Azd and Tamim slaughter,

348. I.e., the forces from the tribes of Bakr b . Wail and `Abd al-Qays, both of
which belonged to the grouping of Rabi `ah tribes.
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for fear of the people of al-Kufah, until I see my opportunity. 049
[Continuing,] he said: Al-Mukhtar sent word to Abdallah b.

Ja`dah, saying, "Attack those opposite you." Accordingly, he
attacked the Highlanders and put them to flight, so that they
came at last to al-Mus`ab. Not being one to flee, al-Mus`ab knelt
on his knees and shot his arrows, and the men took up a position
beside him. The two sides fought for a time and then separated.

[Continuing,] he said: Al-Mus`ab sent to al-Muhallab, who was
with two large and numerous fifths and the skilled horsemen,
saying, "May you have no father!350 Why are you waiting to attack
the enemy?" The latter waited not far away and said to his com-
panions, "The men have fought since the day began, while you
have been standing still. They have done a good job; now it re-
mains for you to do what you ought to do. Attack! Pray for God's
help, and be steadfast." [Al-Muhallab] vigorously attacked those
who were near him; they crushed al-Mukhtar's forces badly and
put them to flight. `Abdallah b. `Amr al-Nahdi,35' a veteran of
$iffin,352 said, "0 God, I am in the same state of mind as I was
that Thursday night at $iffin. 0 God, I declare to Thee that I have
no part in the action of these men"-meaning his companions
when they fled-"and I declare to Thee that I have no part with
the souls of these men"-meaning the companions of al-Mus`ab.
He then fought with his sword until he was killed.

Malik b. `Amr Abu Nimran al-Nahdi, who was in charge of [al-
Mukhtar'sJ foot soldiers, was brought his horse and he mounted.
Al-Mukhtar's forces were in full flight, as if they were a canebrake
set ablaze. Having mounted, Malik said, "What am I going to do
by mounting? By God, I would rather be killed here than be killed
in my house. Where are the men of valor? Where are the men of

349. The reading in Baladhuri, Ansab, V, 259, is superior: "I am not one to
make the Azd and Tamim slaughter the Khashabiyyah of the people of al-Kufah,
until I see my opportunity." The words khashyah (fear) and khashabiyyah are
easily confused in Arabic script.

350. La aba laka, which is more an expletive or an expression of impatience
than a real curse.

351. He was commanding al-Mukhtar's cavalry. See Tabari, 11, 7z5, above.
352. At Siffin, a plain on the right bank of the Euphrates near al-Raqqah, in

38/657, forces loyal to the caliph Ali confronted those of Mu`awiyah, the governor
of Syria and leader of the party demanding vengeance for the death of the caliph
'Uthman.
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steadfastness?" About fifty men returned to him-it was toward
evening-and he wheeled round to attack the forces of Muhammad
b. al-Ash'ath. Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath was killed next to him-
both hei53 and most of his companions. Some men therefore say
it was Abu Nimran who killed Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath. ]Abu
Nimran was found slain next to him.) But Kindah assert that
Abd al-Malik b. Asha'ah al-Kindi was the man who killed him;
that when al-Mukhtar with his companions passed by Muhammad
b. al-Ash`ath lying dead, he said, "0 supporters, attack the guile-
ful foxes"; they attacked, and Abu Nimran was killed. Khath'am
assert that Abdallah b. Qurad3s4 was the man who killed lIbn al-
Ash'ath].

According to Abu Mikhnaf : I heard Awf b. Amr355 al-Jushami
assert that one of their mawdli killed him. Four persons claimed
his killing, each of them asserting to have slain him.

The forces of Sa` id b. Munqidh retreated. He fought amid a
band of his tribesmen, about seventy men, until they were killed.
Salim b. Yazid al-Kindi fought amid ninety men, tribesmen of
his and others. He fought until he was killed. Al-Mukhtar fought
at the entrance of the Shabath Road 1,56 He dismounted, intending
not to withdraw, and fought most of that night, until the men left
him. Among his companions, men of his bodyguard, who were
killed with him that night were 'Asim b. `Abdallah al-Azdi,
Ayyash b. Khazim al-Hamdani al-Thawri, and Ahmar b. Hadij al-
Hamdani al-Fayishi.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu al-Zubayr:357 The men of
Harridan called to each other that night, saying, "People of Hamdan
strike them with swords and fight them as hard as you can."

When they dispersed, leaving al-Mukhtar, his companions said
to him, "Commander, the men have gone away. Go back to your
dwelling, to the palace." Al-Mukhtar said, "By God, I did not
dismount intending to go to the palace. But since they have gone

353. I.e., Ibn al -Ash`ath.
354• Commander of al-Mukhtar 's police.
3 5 5. Mss. 0 and C: Amr b. Awf.
356. This road was probably located in the southeast part of al-Kiifah. See' Djait,

Al-Knfa, I.
357. Full name : Abu al-Zubayr al-Arhabi al-Hamdani. See U. Sezgin, Abu

Mihnaf, r9o.

17281
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away, let us ride in the name of God." So he came and entered the
palace.

Concerning the death of Muhammad b. al-Ash`ath, al-A`sha
[Hamdan] said:3ss

To your eye its rheum returned;
to your soul its recollection returned.

You returned to one of your nights;
you were wakeful, though watchers sought sleep.

Not until its dawn brightened
did the eye taste the savor of slumber.

Those who announced the death of Abu Qasim359 arose;
and their weeping caused tears to flow.

It was right that for the son of al-Ashajj36o
eyes should not cease their flowing,

That they should continue to weep for him,
and that their lashes be moist with tears.

For you, Muhammad, since you have been slain,
the lands and their trees weep.

Whenever people mention you, they weep-
whenever a pact is betrayed by its protector.

Many a bare winter's night,
when the maysir361 players distributed nothing;

When the savage dogs did not bark,
and there was nothing but growling and torpor [because of
the cold];

When a cloak was of no benefit to the youth,
nor the woman's close place of concealment to the lady;

On such nights, Muhammad,
you regarded camels as of little value and butchered them.

Your bowls remained set out,
their edges running over with fat.

358. The poem can be found in the Diwdr; (ed. Geyer), 331-3z-
3 59. The kunyah of Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath.
360. The son of al-Ashajj is Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath. Al-Ashajj ("the man

whose head was wounded") is another nickname for al-Ash'ath ("the man with
dissheveled or matted hair") b. Qays al-Kindi. Cf. Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-ghdbah, 1,

97.
361. Maysir was a game in which players cast lots for the pieces of a slaughtered

camel; see E12, S.V.
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The last drops in your milk skin were completely consumed [by
your guests],
when the camels whose milk was drying up were led back
from pasture.

O bestower of comely servants;
if they are measured , their stature is full.

O bestower of short -haired [horses swift] as arrows:
those who display them please the battle line.

O bestower of young she-camels of good breed
that have recently foaled , and their first-born foals answer
each other.

You were like the Tigris when its current
heaps itself up and rushes into the sea.

You were bold and full of strength,
when proof of these traits was sought of you.

If a town ever came to be in tumult,
and its tyrant proclaimed war,

You sent against it men of piercing eyes,
so that reports about it came succeeding one another-

With God's permission ! And the horses'
training place was prepared for that campaign.

You fed your horses swift running,
until their colts were neglected.

The stout camel cutting its first teeth
knew that you would tire it on the plain.

Oh my grief the day you encountered them,
when those who fled betrayed your men!

The horsemen came back defeated,
in distress , their backs wounded,

At the river bank of Harura '; and there gathered
against you the mawali and their beguiler.362

You risked your life in their defense,
and the risking of it gained disaster.

Do not be far, 0 Abu Qasim!
For the soul 's measure will reach it;

The accidents of fortune and the passage
and succession of nights have made our lords perish.

1 7301
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362.. I.e ., al-Mukhtar.
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173 21

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi): My father said that al-SA'ib
came with Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr and was killed by Warga' al-
Nakha`i from [the clan of] Wahbil. Warga' said:

Who will take a message from me to `Ubayd, that I
have overcome his brother with a sword of Indian steel?

If you seek knowledge about him, he is
lying prostrate by the two monasteries, with no pillow for his
head.

Resolutely I sought him and brought his head low with a
trenchant blade;
and I bereaved him of [his son), Sufyan, after [the death of I
Muhammad.

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi]-Abu Mikhnaf-Hasirah b.
`Abdallah:363 Every extremist of the Shi'ah used to gather and
talk at the house of Hind bint al-Mutakallifah al-Nd'itiyyah and
at the house of Layla bint Qumamah al-Muzaniyyah. The latter's
brother, RifYah b. Qumamah, was a member of the Shi'ah of
`Ali, but, since he was a moderate, she did not like him. Abu
Abdallah al-Jadali and Yazid b. Sharahil had informed Ibn al-
Hanafiyyah about these two women and their extremism and
about Abu al-Alhras al-Muradi, al-Butayn al-Laythi, and Abu al-
Harith al-Kindi.

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi)-Abu Mikhnaf-Yahya b.
Abi `Isa, who said:36a Ibn al-l;lanafiyyah had sent a letter with
Yazid b. Sharahil to the Shi'ah in al-Kufah, warning them of
these people. He wrote to them:

From Muhammad b. `Ali to those of our Shi'ah who
are at al-Kufah. To proceed: Go forth to the assemblies
and the mosques; remember God both publicly and
secretly, and do not take for yourselves intimates outside
the believers.365 If you fear for your souls, beware those
who speak lies against your religion . Be frequent in

363. Ilagirah b. Abdallah b. al-Harith b . Durayd al-Azdi was born probably ca.
50/670. All his reports, mediated through Abu Mikhnaf, concern the troubles in
Iraq between A.M. 66 and 72. See U. Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, 207.

364. Full name : Yahya b. AN `Isa al -Azdi . See ibid., 22.4.
365. Cf. Qur'an 3:118.
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worship, fasting, and prayer; for no creature has power to
hurt or profit anyone, except as God wills. Every soul
shall be pledged for what it has earned 366 No soul laden
bears the load of another.367 God stands over every soul
for what it has earned.368 Work righteousness, and
forward goodness for your souls; and do not be among the
heedless.369 Peace be upon you.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Hasirah b. `Abdallah: When the
men went forth to I;iarura', `Abdallah b. Nawf came out of the
house of Hind bint al-Mutakallifah, saying, "The day of Wednes-
day: the sky has risen aloft and judgment has descended, bringing
the defeat of the enemy. Go forth then in the name of God to
Harura'.i370 He went forth. When the men encountered each
other to fight, he was struck a blow on his face. As the men were
retreating in defeat, `Abdallah b. Shank al-Nahdi, who had heard
his saying, met him and said to him, "Didn't you assert to us, Ibn
Nawf, that we would defeat them?" `Abdallah b. Nawf replied,
"Have you not read in the Book of God, 'God blots out, and He
establishes whatsoever He will; and with Him is the Essence of
the Book.' ,371

[Continuing,] he said: The next morning, al-Mus`ab marched
forth with the Basrans who were with him and the Kufans who
had gone out to him, taking them toward al-Sabakhah.372 When

366. Cf. ibid., 74:38.
367. Ibid., 6:164-
368. Cf. ibid., 13:33-
369. Cf. ibid., 7:205-
370. The saying of Abdallah b. Nawf is in rhymed prose (saj'), the form in

which pre-Islamic soothsayers delivered their predictions; see note 11, above. If
the reading, "The sky has risen aloft," is correct , it is an allusion to daybreak. Ed.
Leiden, Addenda, P. DCLXXII, suggests reading tazabba'at, "has become stormy."

371. Qur'an 13 : 39. Al-Mukhtar is said to have to derived a doctrine called
"bids"' ("change of mind ") from this verse . Muslim theology accepted the idea
that God might alter or abrogate earlier commands (e.g., that He might command
the Muslim community to abstain from fighting at one time , but later command
it to fight ). What was not accepted was the idea that God's eternal decree could at
one time be one thing (victory for someone ) and at another time be different
(defeat for that person ). This is the position the heresiographers say al-Mukhtar
adopted in order to explain why some of his predictions failed to be fulfilled. See
Shahrastani, al-Milal wa -al-nihal, 151.

372. See note 68 . An area between al-Kufah and the Euphrates was referred to
by this name.
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[733]
he passed by al-Muhallab, the latter said to him, "What a victory!
What a joy it would have been, had Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath
not been killed!" Mus'ab replied, "You are right. May God have
mercy on Muhammad!" He walked a short way and then said,
"Muhallab-." "At your service, commander!" he replied. "Do
you now," said Mus'ab, "that 'Ubaydallah b. Ali b. Abi Talib
has been killed?" Al-Muhallab replied, "'Surely we belong to
God, and to Him we return."'373 Al-Mus'ab said, "Indeed, he was
someone I wanted to have seen this victory. We do not consider
ourselves more entitled to anything we now have than he was.
Do you know who killed him?" "No," he said. Mus'ab said, "He
was killed by someone who claims to be a partisan of his father.
And they killed him, knowing who he was! ,374 [Continuing,] he
said: Mus'ab then went and encamped at al-Sabakhah, cutting off
water and supplies from al-Mukhtar's forces. He sent 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath, who encamped at al-
Kunasah. He sent `Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf b. Sulaym to
Jabbanat al-Sabi'. He asked 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf,375
"What have you done in the matter I entrusted to you?" He
replied, "God make you prosper! I found the people to be of two
sorts: whoever had an inclination toward you went out to you;
whoever held the opinion of al-Mukhtar would not abandon him
or prefer anyone over him. So I did not leave my house until you
came ." Mus'ab said, "You have spoken the truth."

Mus'ab sent 'Abbad b. al-Husayn to Jabbanat Kindah. All these
men were cutting off water and supplies from al-Mukhtar and his
companions who were in al-Mukhtar's palace. He also sent Zahr
b. Qays to Jabbanat Murad and sent 'Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr to
Jabbanat al-$a'idiyyin.376

373. See note 156.
374. Cf . Dinawari , Akhbdr, ; 12-13 (where his name is given as 'Umar, not

'Ubaydallah ): "He had come from the Hijaz to al -Mukhtar . Al-Mukhtar asked
him, 'Do you have Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah 's letter with you?' 'No,' said
'Umar b . Ali, 'I do not have his letter with me .' 'Then go away , wherever you
wish,' said al - Mukhtar, 'for I have nothing to give you .' He therefore left al-
Mukhtar and went to Mug`ab, who met him on the way and gave him a gift of
roo,ooo dirhams."

375. Mu$'ab had sent Abd al -Rahman ahead to induce as many of al-Mukhtar's
partisans as possible to abandon al-Mukhtar and go over to Mu^ 'ab. See Tabari, II,

719.
376. The problem of its location is discussed in Djait, AI-Kufa, 245f.
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Fudayl b . Khadij, who said: I saw
`Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr charging and fighting al-Mukhtar 's horse-
men in Jabbanat al-$a'idiyyin . Sometimes I saw their horsemen
chase away his horsemen , while he was behind his horsemen
inciting their ardor ; when he had reached the house of 'Ikrimah,
he wheeled round and chased them until he made them reach
Jabbanat al -$a'idiyyin. Sometimes I saw `Ubaydallah 's horsemen
take and beat one or more water carriers . Because of the difficulty
they encountered, they would bring them water only if they gave
them one or two dinars for each bag of water.

Sometimes al-Mukhtar and his companions would come out
and fight feebly, inflicting no damage on their foe . Whenever
horsemen of his came out, they were bombarded with stones
from the housetops and doused with filthy water . The people
were emboldened against them . Most of their sustenance came
from their wives . A woman would leave her house carrying food,
dainties , and water over which she had thrown her outer gar-
ment . 377 She would leave as if intending to go to the Great Mosque
for prayers , or as if she were going to her kin and visiting a woman
relative of hers . When she approached the palace , someone would
open for her and she would bring in food and drink for her husband
or relation . When word of this reached al-Mus`ab and his com-
panions , al-Muhallab , who was experienced, said to him, "Set up
barricades378 against them , so that you prevent their families and
children from coming to them and so that you leave them in their
stronghold until they die in it."

When the people in the palace were hard pressed by thirst, they
quenched their thirst with the water of the well. Al-Mukhtar
ordered honey [to be given] to them; it was poured into [the well]
to alter its taste , so that they might drink from it. Most of them
satisfied their thirst in this way. Mus `ab then ordered his forces
to approach the palace . Abbad b . al-Husayn al-Habati came and
took up a position by the Mosque of Juhaynah. Sometimes he
advanced until he reached the Mosque of the Banu Makhzum,379

377. Literally, "over which she had put on her lihaf." The lihaf was an unlined
sheet of cloth used as an outer wrap.

378. Durub: the exact meaning is unclear ; perhaps gates at the end of certain
streets . See Djait , Al-Kufa, z46.

379. This mosque was named after the clan of the tribe Abs to which Hu-

[734]
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so that his forces might shoot arrows at any of al-Mukhtar's men
who showed themselves to them from the palace. Whenever he
met a woman close to the palace, he said to her, "Who are you,
where have you come from, and what do you want?" One day, he
seized three women, wives of men from the tribes of Shibam and
Shakir, going to their husbands in the palace and sent them to
Mus`ab. They had food with them. Mus'ab turned them back,
but did them no harm.

Mus`ab sent out Zahr b. Qays, who took up a position at the
[Street] of the Smiths,380 where riding animals were hired out.
Also, he sent out `Ubaydallah b. al-Burr: his position was by the
house of Bilal. He sent out Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Ralhman b.
Said b. Qays: his position was by his father's house. He sent out
Ijawshab b. Yazid, who halted by the Lane of the Basrans, at the
mouth of the Street of the Banu Jadhimah b. Malik, [a clan] of the
Banu Asad b. Khuzaymah. Al-Muhallab came and took up a
position at the crossroads of Khunays. `Abd al-Rahman b.
Mikhnaf came from the direction of Dar al-Sigayah.38i

Some young Kufans and Basrans, inexperienced fellows with no
knowledge of war, rushed to the marketplace and began to shout-
they had no commander: "Son of Dawmah! Son of Dawmah! "382
Al-Mukhtar looked out at them and said, "By God, even if the
person reproaching me with the name 'Dawmah' were 'a man of
moment from the two cities,'383 he would not reproach me with
it." Noting their disorganization, the state of their appearance,
and how scattered they were, he felt a desire to subdue them, and
said to a group of his companions, "Go out with me." About two

dhayfah b . al-Yaman , a famous companion of the Prophet , had belonged . See Djait,
Ai-Kufa, 147.

38o. Djait locates it in the southwest part of the city , not far from al-Kunasah
(A1-Kufa, 148).

381. Dar al-Sigayah: "the building for providing water."
382. Dawmah bins Amr b . Wahb b. Mu'attib was al -Mukhtar's mother (Bala-

dhuri, Ansab, V, 114).
383. Referring to Qur 'an 4331 , where Muhammad 's opponents are said to have

reproached the Prophet by asking, "Why was this Qur'an not sent down upon
some man of moment in the two cities?" The parallel text in Baladhuri, Ansab, V,
x61, reads : "He whom you are reproaching is indeed the son of 'a man of moment
from the two cities . (Goitein 's note to the Baladhuri passage mentions that
some commentators identified one of the men as al-Mukhtar 's grandfather or
great-grandfather.)
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hundred of them made a sortie with him. He attacked them, [736]
wounded about a hundred of them, and put them to flight. They
fled in confusion in the direction of the house of Furat b. Hayyan
al-`Ijli.

Then a man from the Banu Dabbah, a Basran named Yahya b.
Damdam, so tall that when he rode his feet almost touched the
ground, a man most deadly to other men and awesome to behold,
began to attack al-Mukhtar's forces . No man toward whom he
directed himself held his ground. Al-Mukhtar, seeing him, at-
tacked him and struck him a blow on his forehead, causing his
forehead and brainpan to fly off; and he fell dead.

Then those commanders and chiefs [whom Mus'ab had sta-
tioned] advanced from all sides. Al-Mukhtar's forces had no
strength to stand up to them and so entered the palace. There
they stayed, and the siege tightened around them. Al-Mukhtar
said to them, "Alas! The siege is only making you weaker. Let us
go down and fight until we are killed as honorable men, if we are
to be killed. By God, I have not lost hope that if you fight them
steadfastly, God will help you." But they lacked strength and
hung back. So al-Mukhtar said to them, "As for me, by God, I will
not submit, neither will I allow them to pass judgment over my
life." When `Abdallah b. Ja'dah b. Hubayrah b. Abi Wahb saw
what al-Mukhtar wanted, he let himself down from the palace by
a rope, joined some of his brothers, and went into hiding among
them.

Seeing the weakness of his companions and their discourage-
ment, al-Mukhtar determined to make a sortie against the enemy.
He sent to his wife, Umm Thabit bint Samurah b. Jundab al-Fazari,
and she sent him a large quantity of perfume. He washed, sprinkled
his clothes with spices,384 and put the perfume on his head and
beard. Then he went out with nineteen men. Among them was [737]
al-Sa'ib b. Malik al-Ash'ari, who was al-Mukhtar's deputy over
al-Kufah whenever al-Mukhtar went out to al-Mada'in. He was
married to 'Amrah bint Abi Musa al-Ash'ari, who bore him a
child whom he named Muhammad. This Muhammad was with

384. As if preparing himself for burial : Lane, Lexicon , II, 657, s.v. talhannafa,
refers to a tradition in which a man going into battle does this to prepare himself
for death and to induce himself to endure the fight with patience.
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his father in the palace. When his father was killed and those in
the palace taken, he was found and released, since he was a young
lad.

When al-Mukhtar left the palace, he said to al-Sa'ib, "What do
you think best?" Al-Sii'ib replied, " It is for you to say. What do
you think?" Al-Mukhtar said, "I think? or God thinks?" Al-SA'ib
said, "Nay, what God thinks." Al-Mukhtar said, "Alas for you!
You are a fool. I am a man of the Arabs. I saw Ibn al-Zubayr seize
the Hijaz for himself; I saw Najdah385 seize al-Yamamah, and
Marwan386 Syria. Not being inferior to any man among the Arabs,
I took this country and was like one of them-except that I sought
vengeance for the members of the Prophet's family, while the
Arabs were asleep about the matter. I killed those who partici-
pated in shedding their blood and have spared no effort in the
matter until this very day. Fight, then, for the glory of your name,
if you have no inner intention. ,387 Al-Sa'ib said, "'Surely we
belong to God, and to Him we return.'388 What have I been doing
that I should fight for the glory of my name? Thereupon, al-
Mukhtar quoted the verses of Ghaylan b. Salamah b. Mu'attib al-
Thagafi:389

385. In 66 /685, Najdah b. Amir al -Hanafi became leader of a group of Kharijites
who had controlled central Arabia (al-Yamamah ( since 64/683. See Tabari , II, 517;
Balidhuri, Ansab, XI, 117-18; Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate, 74.

386. I.e ., the Umayyad caliph , Marwin b . al-Hakam.
387. The exchange is more cynical in tone in Dinawari, Akhbdr, 313: Al-Mukhtar

says to al -Sa'ib, "Let us go out to fight for the glory of our names, not for religion's
sake." Shocked, al-Sa'ib exclaims , "Abu Ishaq, people think you undertook this
enterprise as a matter of religion !" AI-Mukhtar replies, "No, by my life it was only
to seek jthe goods of] this world . I saw that 'Abd al -Malik b . Marwan had seized
Syria, Abdallah b . al-Zubayr the Hijaz , Mus'ab al-Basrah , Najdah the Haruri
al-Arud ( i.e., Arabiaj , and Abdallah b. Khazim Khurasen . I am inferior to none of
them. Only by advocating vengeance for the death of al-Husayn, was I was able to
do what I wanted ." In al-Tabari 's version , al-Mukhtar combines Shi'i dedication
with opportunism ; in Dinawari he is a cynical opportunist.

388. See note r56.
389. A slightly different version of the poem, together with a story that throws

light on the imagery, can be found in Aghani, XII, 48. The poet Ghaylan b. Salamah
has accompanied Abu Sufyan b. Harb and a group of Quraysh and Thaqif on a
trading caravan to Iraq . As they cross into Iraq , Abu Sufyan gathers the men,
warns them of the danger of entering the kingdom of a tyrant ( jabbdr) whose
country is not their accustomed place of trade , and asks who is willing to go first
and receive half the profit of the entire enterprise . Ghaylan volunteers . To illustrate
the value of daring , he goes to a stream bed and begins striking (shaking off ?) the
leaves of the trees, reciting the poem.
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Were Abu Ghaylan to see me, when anxieties retired
from me because of some affair having consequence,

He would say in fright and fear that two things are joined
together:
life's profit , and soul 's terror and fear.39o

Either you obtain glory and noble deeds,
or the leaves are an example for you in regard to the one
whom you destroy.39'

Al-Mukhtar went out with nineteen men. He said to Mus`ab's
men, "Will you give me an assurance of safety , and I will go out to
you?" They said, "No, except on condition of your submitting
to judgment ." Al-Mukhtar said, "I will never allow you to pass
judgment over my life"; and he fought with his sword until he
was killed . He had said to his companions when they refused to
follow him out, "If I make a sortie against them and am killed,
you will only become weaker and more humiliated. If you submit
to their judgment , your enemies whose relatives you have killed
will jump up; each of them will say about one of you, 'This one is
my revenge for my kinsman ,' and the man will be killed, while
you watch each other being struck down . Then you will say, 'If
only we had obeyed al-Mukhtar and done what he thought best.'
Had you gone out with me, failing to gain victory , you would
have died as honorable men; or if any of you had escaped and
reached his people, his people would have protected him. At this
hour tomorrow , you will be the most abject people on the face
of the earth." And it came to pass as he had said . [Continuing,]
he said : People have asserted that al -Mukhtar was killed at the
present site of al-Zayyatin lStreet] ,392 and that he was killed by
two men of the Banii Hanifah , brothers , one of whom was named
Tarafah, and the other Tarraf, sons of Abdallah b. Dajajah of the
Banu Hanifah.

The day after al-Mukhtar 's death, Bujayr b . Abdallah al-Musli

39o. Version in Aghnni : "He would say that desire and fear are joined together:
the love of life , and the soul 's terror and fear."

391. Version in Aghnni : "Either you continue in [pursuit of [ glory and fame, or
the leaves are an example for you as regards those who perish ." As the story in
Aghnni shows, the life of a man who dies without glory is being compared to
leaves that fall.

392. I.e., the oil sellers ' street.

[7381
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said, "Men, yesterday your commander gave you good advice:
would that you had obeyed him! Men, if you submit to the enemy's
judgment, you will be slaughtered like sheep. Go forth with your
swords, and fight until you die nobly." But they disobeyed him
and said, "Someone with more claim to our obedience and better
than you at advising us commanded us to do it , and we disobeyed
him. Shall we obey you?" So the men gave themselves up and
submitted to be judged . Mus`ab sent Abbad b . al-Ilusayn al-Ilabati
to deal with them. He brought them out with their hands tied
behind their backs. `Abdallah b. Shaddad al-Jushami made a will
to `Abbad b . al-Husayn .39i `Abdallah b. Qurad sought a stick or a
piece of iron or anything with which to fight , but found nothing;
that was because he was seized with regret after they came in,
took his sword, and brought him out with his hands tied. `Abd al-
Rahman [b. Muhammad b. al-Ash `ath] passed by him as he was
saying:

I was not afraid that I would be seen a prisoner:
Those who disobeyed the commander

Have been humbled and utterly destroyed.

So `Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath said, "Bring
this one to me . Give him to me so that I can cut off his head."
`Abdallah b. Qurad said, " If I didn 't smite your father and kill him
with my sword, then I have the same religion as your grandfather,
who believed and then became a nonbeliever ! ,394 Abd al-Rahman
b. Muhammad dismounted and said , "Bring him near me." They
brought him near, and `Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad killed
him. `Abbad became angry and said , "You killed him, though you
were not commanded to kill him."

`Abd a1-Rahman passed `Abdallah b. Shaddad al-Jushami, who
was a sharif. Abd al-Rahman asked Abbad to detain him until he
had spoken to the commander concerning him. He then went
to Mus'ab and said, "I would like you to give me `Abdallah b.
Shaddad so that I may kill him . It is a matter of blood revenge."

393• The meaning apparently is that he asked 'Abbad to protect his children
after his death . See Dozy, Suppldment , II, 8zz.

394. This refers to the fact that al -Ash'ath had taken part in the Riddah, the
defection of some Arab tribes from Islam after the death of Muhammad.
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Mus'ab ordered him to be given to `Abd al-Rahman. The latter
went to him, took him, and beheaded him. `Abbad used to say,
"By God, had I known that you only wanted to kill him, I would
have given him to someone else and he would have killed him.
But I thought you would speak to him concerning him and would
then release him."

The son of Abdallah b. Shaddad was brought, Shaddad by name.
He had reached puberty, but had applied a depilatory to himself.
`Abd al-Rahman said, "Uncover him. Has he matured?" They
said, "No, he is still is boy." So they released him.

Al-Aswad b. Said had asked Mus'ab to offer his brother assur-
ance of safety, and, if he submitted, to leave him to him. Al-Aswad
therefore went to him and offered him assurance of safety, but the
brother refused to submit, saying, "Dying with my comrades is [7401
more pleasing to me than life with you." He was named Qays,
and he was brought out and killed among those who were killed.

When Bujayr b. `Abdallah al-Musli-it is said that he was a
mawld of theirs-was brought to Mus`ab together with many of
al-Mukhtar's men, he said to Mus`ab, "Praise be to God, who has
tested us with shackles, and tested you by your forgiving us. There
are two stations: one of them is God's good pleasure, the other His
wrath. Whoever forgives, God forgives him and increases him
in might ; whoever punishes is not safe from retaliation . Ibn al-
Zubayr, we are people who turn to the same giblah395 as you and
hold your creed;396 we are not Turks or Daylamites. If we have
quarreled with our brothers and fellow countrymen, either we are
right and they are wrong, or we are wrong and they are right. We
have fought among ourselves as the people of Syria fought among
themselves, who fought each other and then drew together; or as
the people of al-Basrah fought among themselves, who quarreled
and fought among themselves and then made peace and drew
together. Now that you have obtained power, be gentle; having
prevailed, forgive." He kept saying this and things like it until the
men felt pity for them. Mus'ab himself felt pity for them and

395• The qiblah is the direction of the Ka`bah in Mecca, which Muslims face in
prayer. See E12, s.v. Kibla.

396. Millah means both a religious creed and the community that holds that
creed.
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wanted to free them, but `Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. al-
Ash`ath arose and said, "Will you free them? Choose us, Ibn al-
Zubayr; or choose them!" And Muhammad b. `Abd al-Rahman b.
Said b. Qays al-Hamdani jumped up and said, "My father and
five hundred men of Hamdan, ashraf of the people, and men of
the city were killed; and you set them free, while our blood still is
surging in their bodies! Choose us, or choose them!" Every man
and member of a family that had lost a member jumped up and
said something similar.

When Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr saw this, he ordered the men to be
killed. They cried out to him all together, "Ibn al-Zubayr, do not
kill us! Make us your vanguard against the Syrians tomorrow; by
God, neither you nor your forces will be able to do without us
tomorrow, when you meet your enemy. If we are killed, we shall
have weakened them for you before being killed. If we win victory
over them, it will be to your advantage and to the advantage of
those who are with you." But Mus`ab refused them and followed
what pleased the generality of the people. Bujayr al-Mush said,
"My request to you is that I not be killed with these men. I com-
manded them to come out with their swords and fight to the death
as honorable men, but they disobeyed me." So he was brought
forward and killed.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-his father-Abu Rawq: Musafir b.
Said b. Nimran said to Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr, "Ibn al-Zubayr,
what will you say to God when you come before Him after having
put to death a group of Muslims who made you judge over their
lives?-when the right thing in regard to their lives was that you
not kill a Muslim soul except for a Muslim soul. If we killed a
number of your men, kill as many [of us] as we killed of you, and
free the rest of us. Among us now there are many men who were
not present for a single day at any battlefield of the war between
you and us. They were in al-Jib5l397 and the Sawad,398 collecting
taxes and securing the roads." But Mus`ab did not listen to him.

397. Al-Jibal ("the mountains ") was the region known earlier as Mah or Media.
It was bounded on the east by the great desert of Khurasan, on the southeast by
Fars, on the south by Khuzistan, on the west and southwest by Iraq, on the
northwest by Adharbayjan, and on the north by the Alburz range. See El z, s.v.
iDjibal; Le Strange, Lands, r85ff.

398. See note 45; and Le Strange, Lands, z4.
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So Musafir said, "God's curse upon people I ordered to make a
night sortie against the guards of one of these roads, so that we
might drive them off and join our kin, but who disobeyed me
until they drove me to suffer what is most contemptible, base,
and low, insisting upon dying the death of slaves! I ask you not to
mix my blood with theirs." So he was brought forward and killed
separately.

Al-Mus`ab then ordered al-Mukhtar's hand to be cut off and
nailed with an iron nail to the side of the mosque. There it re- (742]
mained until al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf arrived.399 He looked at it and
said, "What is this?" They said, "Al-Mukhtar's hand." He ordered
it to be taken down.

Mus`ab sent his financial agents in charge of al-Jibal and the
Sawad. Then he wrote to [Ibrahim] b. al-Ashtar, summoning him
to obedience to him, and saying to him, "If you respond to me and
become obedient to me, Syria will be yours; you shall have control
of the horses and of whatever land of the west400 you subdue, as
long as the family of al-Zubayr has dominion."Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan also wrote to Ibn al-Ashtar from Syria, summoning him
to obedience to him, and saying, "If you respond to me and become
obedient to me, you shall have Iraq." Ibrahim [b. al-Ashtar] sum-
moned his companions and said, "What do you think?" Some of
them said, "You should become obedient to `Abd al-Malik."
Others said, "You should become obedient to Ibn al-Zubayr." Ibn
al-Ashtar said, "Had I not killed `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad and the
leaders of the Syrians, I would follow Abd al-Malik, even though
I do not want to choose (the people of ] another city over the
people of my city, or other tribesmen over my tribesmen." He
therefore wrote to Mus'ab, and Mus'ab wrote him to come. So he
came to him in obedience.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Janab al-Kalbi: Mus'ab's
letter came to Ibn al-Ashtar containing the following:

To proceed: God has killed the liar al-Mukhtar and his
partisans who adopted unbelief as their religion and be-

399• After being appointed governor of Iraq by Abd al-Malik, al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf
reached al-KUfah in RamaSlan of A.U. 75. (December 694-January 695). See Tabari,
11,872.

400. For "west" (maghrib), Mss. 0, Co and C read "of the Arabs" ('arab).
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guiled4oi with enchantment. We summon you to the Book
of God, the Sunnah of His Prophet, and allegiance to the
Commander of the Faithful. If you respond favorably to
this, come to me. You shall have the territory of al-Jazirah
and all the territory of the west, as long as you live and as
long as the dominion of the family of al-Zubayr remains.
In this matter you have an oath and covenant by God, and
the strictest oath or bond that God accepted from the
prophets. Peace!

`Abd al-Malik b. Marwan wrote to him as follows:

To proceed: The family of al-Zubayr have revolted
against the Imams of guidance, have tried to wrest com-
mand from those entitled to it, and have blasphemed in
the Sacred House.402 God will give power over them,403
and will bring an evil turn upon them.404 I summon you
to God and the Sunnah of His Prophet. If you accept and
respond favorably, you shall have authority over Iraq, as
long as you live and I live. You have my oath and covenant
by God that I will fulfill this.

Ibn al-Ashtar called his companions, read the letter to them,
and asked their advice. One said `Abd al-Malik; another said Ibn
al-Zubayr. So he said to them, "And my opinion is to follow the
Syrians; but how can I do so, when there dwells not a tribe in Syria
but I have slain members of it, giving it cause to seek revenge? Also,
I am not going to leave my tribesmen and the people of my city."
He therefore went to Mus`ab. When word of his arrival reached
Mus`ab, the latter sent al-Muhallab to the district where he was
to serve as governor. (This was the year in which al-Muhallab
took up residence in the Euphrates [district].)

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Algamah al-Khath`ami:411

401. Mss. 0 and Co read: "and were learned men of enchantment."
402. I.e., the Ka'bah. Mss. 0 and Co add: "and have profaned the sacred precinct."
403. Cf. Qur'an 8:71.
404. Cf. Qur'an 9: 98 and 48:6.
405. Abu 'Alqamah Abdallah b. Algamah al-Khath'ami died in 87/706 as

the last surviving Companion of the Prophet )$ahdbi) in al-Kufah, cf. Ibn Hajar,
TahdhIb, V, ; 2.4, 15 1-z; and U. Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, 191.
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Al-Mus'ab sent for Umm Thabit bint Samurah b. Jundab, al-
Mukhtar's wife, and Amrah bint al-Nu`man b. Bashir al-Ansari,
who was also al-Mukhtar's wife, and said to them, "What do you
say about al-Mukhtar?" Umm Thabit said, "What should we say?
We say about him only what you yourselves say." So they told her
to go. `Amrah, however, said, "God's mercy upon him, if 406 he
was one of God's righteous servants ." Mus'ab therefore had her
taken away to prison and wrote concerning her to `Abdallah b.
al-Zubayr, saying that she claimed al-Mukhtar was a prophet.
`Abdallah wrote back that he should take her out and kill her.
Mus'ab therefore had her taken out between al-Hirah and al-Kufah
after nightfall, and Matar gave her three strokes with the sword.
(Matar, a servant ]tabi`] of the Qafal family of the Banii Taymallah
b. Tha`labah, was with the police.) `Amrah cried out, "0 my
father! 0 my family! 0 my people!" One of the Ansar heard about
her-it was Aban b. al-Nu`man b. Bashir-and went to Matar
and slapped him, saying, "Son of a whore! You cut off her soul;
may God cut off your right hand!" Matar held fast to him, until he
had taken him to Mus`ab, where Matar said, "My mother is a
Muslim woman." He claimed that the Banu Qafal would bear
witness. No one, however, bore witness to him. Mus'ab said,
"Let the young man go free, for he has seen something horrible."

`Umar b. AN Rabi ah al-Qurashi407 composed (the following
verses] about Mus`ab's killing of `Amrah bint al-Nu`man b.
Bashir:

A thing most amazing in my eyes
is the slaying of a fair-skinned , free, graceful-necked woman.

Though without fault, she was killed in this way:408
Oh what an excellent person has been killed!

Killing and fighting have been prescribed for us,
but for chaste women the dragging of skirts.

406. Ed. Cairo reads, "verily, he was." Cf. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 263: "I only
know that he was a Muslim , one of God's righteous servants."

407. 'Umar b. Abi Rabi `ah, a resident of Medina , was one of the most famous
early writers of ghazal (love poetry) in Arabic. The verses are also attributed to
Abdallah b. al-Zabir al-Asadi (Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 164).

408. For "in this way," Diwdn, 498, reads, "in vain "; Baladhuri , Ansdb, loc.
cit., reads , "unjustly."

1 7441
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Muhammad b. Yusuf: Mus'ab
met `Abdallah b. `Umar,4°51 and, greeting him, said, "I am your
brother's son, Mus'ab." Ibn `Umar replied to him, "Yes, you are
the man who in a single morning killed seven thousand people
who turn toward the qiblah. Live as long as you are able!" Mus`ab
said, "They were unbelievers, beguilers." Ibn `Umar said, "Had
you killed their number in sheep from your father's inheritance,
it would have been extravagance."

Concerning this [viz. the killing of al-Mukhtar's wife], Said b.
`Abd al-Rahman b. Hassan b. ThAbit410 composed [the following
verses]:

A rider came bringing amazing tidings:
the killing of al-Nu`man's daughter, a woman of religion and
nobility:

The killing of a young woman pleasing of mien, modest,
refined in character, disposition, and lineage;

A woman most pure, a descendant of noble men
who chose virtue in ages past.

The friend and helper of the Chosen Prophet,
his companion in war, misfortune, and grief,

Reported to me that the blasphemers agreed
upon killing her: may they themselves not be spared killing
and plundering!

May life give no joy to the family of al-Zubayr!
May they taste the garment of humiliation, fear, and
despoliation!

You would think that when they brought her out and she was cut
to pieces
by their swords, they had won the kingdom of the Arabs!

Did the people not marvel at the killing of a free woman,
chaste411 of religion, praiseworthy of manners:

409. Abdallah b. Umar , the son of the caliph `Umar b. al-Khattib , was one of
the most frequently cited authorities for traditions . He was married to al-Mukhtar's
sister, Safiyyah, and had interceded with the Umayyad authorities on al-Mukhtar's
behalf in 64 /783 )Tabari , II, 52z-7 3 ) and with the Zubayrids in 66 /685 (Tabari, II,
599-600 ). See Ell, s.v.

410. A Medinan poet , grandson of the Prophet 's "court poet," Hassan b. Thibit.
See F . Sezgin , GAS, II, 4z3.

411. Dinawari , Akhbar, 315, reads, "sincere of religion."
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A woman of leisure, a believer free
from blame, slander, doubt, or lying?

Upon us the divine decree of slaying and valor is incumbent;
but women are to be chaste in their bridal pavilions and veils.

In the religion of her noble grandfathers and fathers,
she passed on, not shaming her kin or acting immodestly.

A bashful woman, not frequent in going forth or unseemly in
speech,
one who promoted harmony, [not] envious of the neighbor
not of her clan,

Nor of the neighbor who was a kinsman: she did not know what
foul speech was;
she never made evil draw near, nor did she like it.

I marveled on her account, when she was wrapped in a shroud,
while alive.
Verily, this affair is a most extraordinary wonder.

According to `Ali b. Harb al-Mawsili412-Ibrahim b. Sulayman
al-II Ianafi (the son of the brother of Abu al-Ahwas)413-Muhammad
b. Aban- Algamah b. Marthad-Suwayd b. Ghaflah, who said:
While I was journeying behind al-Najaf,414 a man overtook me
and struck me from behind with his staff. When I turned to him, he
said, "What do you have to say concerning the shaykh?" "Which
of the shaykhs?" I asked. He said, "`Ali b. Abi Talib." I said, "I
bear witness that I love him with my hearing and sight and my
heart and tongue." He said, "And I make you a witness that I hate
him with my hearing and sight and my heart and tongue." Then
we journeyed on until we entered al-Kufah and parted. (After this,
Suwayd stayed there some years, or, he may have said, for some
time.)

[Continuing,] he said: Once while I was in the Great Mosque, a
man wearing a turban entered. He carefully examined the faces of

41 z. Abu al-Hasan Ali b. Harb al-Mawsili (b. 170/786, d. 265/8791 was a tradi-
tionist , scholar of ancient Arabian history , and poet . See F. Sezgin , GAS, I, 145•

413. On Abu al-Ahwas, see Dhahabi, Tadhkirat a1-buffdZ, ed. F. Wiistenfeld
(Gottingen, 1833-34), 9, 71 (Leiden note(.

414. Al-Najaf lies about four miles west of al -Kufah . Ali was buried there, but
for security reasons the site was kept secret during this period. In 175/791, the
Caliph Hariln "discovered" the spot and ordered a shrine to be built there. See EI',
s.v. al-Nadjaf.
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the people and kept looking at them. Seeing no beards more foolish
than those of Hamdan, he sat down with them. I therefore moved
and sat down with them. They asked, "Where have you come
from?" He said, "From the family of your Prophet." They said,
"What news have you brought us?" "This is not the right time for
it," he said and arranged to meet them the following day. When
he came the next day-I came, too-he took out a letter he had
with him (at the bottom of it there was a lead seal), handed it to a
young lad, and since he himself was illiterate and could not write,
said to him, "Read it, boy." The boy said, "'In the name of God,
the Merciful, the Compassionate. This is a letter to al-Mukhtar b.
Abi `Ubayd, which the legatee's of the family of Muhammad
wrote to him. To proceed...,"' and so forth. The people having
burst out in tears, the man said, "Boy, put your letter aside until
the people pull themselves together." I said, "People of Hamdan, I
bear witness by God that this man once met me behind al-Najaf,"
and I told them his story. But they said, "By God, you insist upon
holding people back from the family of Muhammad and com-
mending Na'thal, who rent the books of the Qur'an. i416 [Con-
tinuing, he said]: I said, "People of Hamdan, I tell you only what
my ears have heard and my heart remembers from All b. Abi
Talib (peace be upon him!). I heard him say, 'Do not call `Uthman
"him who ripped up the books of the Qur'an"; by God, he ripped
them up only after consultation with us, the companions of
Muhammad. Had I come across them,417 I would have done to
them as he did."' They said, "God! You heard this from Ali?" I
said, "By God, I heard it from him." (Continuing, he said]: They
therefore left him. He then turned to the slaves, made use of
them, and plied his craft.

415. On Ali's special role as wasi, "legatee" of the Prophet, in the ideology of
early Shi'i Islam, see Jafri, Origins, 924, 97, 119, 121, 153. Here the term is ex-

tended to Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah.
416. The Lisdn, s.v., gives two explanations for na'thal. Either it means "foolish

old man," or it is the name of a long-bearded Egyptian who resembled 'Uthman.
In any case, 'Uthman's enemies applied the term abusively. The epithet shaqqdq,
"he who ripped up (the books of the Qur'an(," refers to'Uthman's attempt to im-
pose a standard recension of the Qur'an and suppress variant texts. Some Shi'ites
accused him of altering or suppressing passages supporting the claims of 'Ali and
the family of the Prophet to leadership.

417. Le., books containing variant texts of the Qur'an.
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According to Abu Ja`far (Sc. al-Tabaril: Part of what we have
reported about al-Mukhtar b. Abi `Ubayd has been related by al-
Wagidi,418 who differs on the subject from some of the people
whose reports we have given. He alleges that al-Mukhtar openly
opposed Ibn al-Zubayr only when Mu,'ab came to al-Basrah.
When Mus'ab set out toward al-Mukhtar and news of his setting
out reached the latter, he sent Ahmar b. Shumayt al-Bajali against
Mu§'ab, ordering him to attack him at al-Madhar and saying,
"Victory is at al-Madhar." [AI-Wagidi] continued: Al-Mukhtar
said that only because it was said that, "A man from the [tribe of]
Thaqif will be granted a great victory at al-Madhar." He thought
it was he, but it really had to do with al-IIajjaj b . Yusuf and his
fight with `Abd al-Rahman b. al-Ash`ath.419

Mus'ab ordered the commander of his vanguard, 'Abbad al-
Habati, to march toward the assembled forces of al-Mukhtar.
`Abbad advanced, and with him went `Ubaydallah b. `Ali b. Abi
Talib. Mus'ab encamped at Nahr al-Basriyyin, on the bank of the
Euphrates. (He dug a canal there which for that reason came to be
called Nahr al-Basriyyin.)420 [Al-Wagidi) continued: Al-Mukhtar
went forth with twenty thousand men and halted facing them.
Mus'ab and his forces advanced and came upon al-Mukhtar by
night ready for battle. Al-Mukhtar sent word to his forces when
evening came, saying, "Let none of you leave his place until he
hears a crier cry out, 'Yd Muhammad.' When you hear it, attack."
One of al-Mukhtar's companions said , "This man, by God, is a
liar against God." He and those with him went over to al-Mus`ab.
Al-Mukhtar delayed until the moon rose and then gave orders
to a crier, who cried out, "Yd Muhammad." Then they attacked
Mus`ab and his forces, put them to flight, and made him enter his
camp, and they continued fighting them until morning. In the

418. Muhammad b. 'Omar al-Wagidi fib . 130/747 in Medina , d. 207/823 in
Baghdad) : major historian , author of Kitdb al-maghdzi on the early Islamic con-
quests . See F . Sezgin, GAS, I, 294-97.

419. In 81-82 /701, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn al-Ash 'ath led a revolt against the
governor of Iraq , al-Hajjaj b . Yusuf . Of two battles in which al-I.3ajjaj defeated Ibn
al-Ash`ath (al-Zawiyah and Dayr al -Jamajim), the former seems more likely to
be meant here . Although both locations lie between al-Kufah and al-Basrah, al-
Zawiyah is closer to al-Madhar . See E12 , s.v. Ibn al -Ash'ath; Yiqut , Mu'jam, s.v.
al-Madhar, Dayr al -Jamijim.

410. I.e ., the river or canal of the Basrans.
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morning, al-Mukhtar, having no one with him, and with his forces
having penetrated into the forces of Mus `ab, retreated in flight
and entered the palace in al-Kufah . When al-Mukhtar 's forces
came in the morning, they waited for a time and, not seeing al-
Mukhtar , said, "He has been killed ." Those who were able fled
and went into hiding in the houses of al-Kufah ; about eight thou-
sand of them, finding no one to lead them in fighting , betook
themselves to the palace . There they found al-Mukhtar, and they
went inside with him. During that night, al-Mukhtar 's forces had
killed many men from Mus 'ab's forces , including Muhammad
b. al-Ash'ath. In the morning, Mus`ab came and surrounded the
palace . Mus`ab continued besieging it for four months. Every day,
al-Mukhtar made a sortie against them and fought them in the
market of al-Kufah from one direction, but he was unable to
overcome him. Finally , al-Mukhtar was killed.

After al-Mukhtar was killed, those in the palace sent and asked
for a guarantee of safe -conduct . Mus'ab refused, until they sub-
mitted to his judgment . After they submitted to his judgment, he
killed about seven hundred of the Arabs ; the rest of those he
killed were Persians . [AI-Wagid3 ) continued : When they came
out, Mus'ab wanted to kill the Persians and spare the Arabs; but
those with him spoke to him , saying, "What kind of religion is
this? How do you hope for victory when you kill the Persians and
spare the Arabs , though their religion is the same!" So he had the
Arabs brought forward and beheaded.

According to Abu Ja 'far (sc . al-Tabari]-`Umar b. Shabbah-
`Ali b. Muhammad [al-Mada'inil , who said : After al-Mukhtar had
been killed , Mus'ab consulted his companions about the besieged
men who had submitted to his judgment . `Abd al - Rahman b.
Muhammad b. al-Ash 'ath, Muhammad b. Abd al - Rahman b.
Said b . Qays, and others like them whose kinsmen al -Mukhtar
had slain said , "Kill them ." [The tribe of] Qabbah also raised an
outcry and said, "The blood of Mundhir b. I lassan ! X421 Ubayd-

421. Al -Mundhir b. Hassan b. Dirar al-Dabbi was a Kufan sharif . After al-
Mukhtar 's victory over Ibn Muti', Ibn al-Zubayt 's governor, in 66 /685, al-Mundhir
had gone to swear allegiance to al-Mukhtar . As he left the palace , a group of
Shiites attacked him as "one of the chief tyrants," killing him and his son Hayyan,
despite the attempts of their leader , Said b . Munqidh , to restrain them. See
Tabari , II, 633.
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allah b . al-Hurr said, "Commander, turn over each man you have
to his people, bestowing them as a favor to them ; for, if they have
killed us , we have killed them . Also, we need them on our
frontiers . Turn over our slaves that you have to their masters; for
they belong to our orphans and widows and those who are frail,
that they may return them to their work . But kill these mawdli; for
their unbelief has become obvious , their pride great , and their
thankfulness small." Mus`ab laughed and said to al-Ahnaf [b.
Qays), "What do you think, Abu Bahr?" Alluding to them, he
replied, "Ziyad wanted me to, but I refused him. X422 Mus`ab then
gave orders concerning all the men, and they were killed. They
were six thousand . `Ugbah al -Asadi composed [the following
verses]:

You killed the six thousand in cold blood,
their hands tied behind them, in spite of a firm pledge.

You made the protection of al-I jabati423 a bridge
whose back was easy for the tramplers.

The morning they were called and deceived by their pledge,
they were not the first men to perish by their own
foolishness.

I had commanded them-if only they had obeyed me!-
to fight in the lanes, unsheathing their swords.

Al-Mukhtar was killed , it has been said , at the age of sixty-seven,
on the fourteenth day of the month of Ramadan in the year 67
(April 3, 687).

4zz. The reference is unclear. "Ziyad" is the Leiden editor 's conjecture (the
mss. have "Riyad"). Apparently , al-Ahnaf recommended mercy , alluding to a
previous occasion on which he had refused to give in to pressure to kill prisoners,
but his advice was rejected by Mu$'ab. Cf. Baladhuri , Ansdb , V, z63 : "(According
to Abdallah b. Salih al-Mugri'-al-Haytham (b. Adij-Awanah ) When Mu§'ab
was about to kill al-Mukhtar 's companions who had submitted to his judgment,
he consulted al-Ahnaf b . Qays about them . Al-Ahnaf said, 'I think you should
forgive them ; forgiveness is nearer to piety .' But the Kufan ashrdf said , 'Kill them,'
and became unruly . After they were killed , al-Ahnaf said, 'Now that you have
taken vengeance by killing them , may there be no evil consequence in the future
(or, in the world to come )."' Another report in Baladhuri , loc. cit., has Mu$'ab's
wife send a message recommending mercy, but the message arrives too late.

413. I .e., Abbad b. al-Hu$ayn al-Habati, Mu$'ab 's commander, to whom the
besieged partisans of al-Mukhtar had surrendered . See Tabari , II, 738f.
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Having concluded the affair of al-Mukhtar and his companions,
and with Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar having come to him, Mus'ab sent
al-Muhallab b. Abi $ufah to be in charge of al-Mawsil, al-Jazirah,
Adharbayjan, and Armenia; he himself resided in al-Kufah.

[Ibn al-Zubayr Removes Mus'ab from al-Basrah)

During this year, `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr removed his brother
Mus'ab from al-Basrah and sent his own son, I iamzah b. Abdallah,
there. Differing reasons have been given for his removal of Mus'ab
from al-Basrah and of how it took place.424 Some have said what
'Umar [b. Shabbah] told me, [as follows]:

According [to 'Umar b. Shabbahj-'Ali b. Muhammad [al-
Mada'ini], who said: Al-Mus'ab continued in charge of al-Basrah
until he went from there to fight al-Mukhtar, leaving as his deputy
over al-Basrah `Ubaydallah425 b. `Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar. Al-
Mukhtar having been killed, Mus'ab went to visit 'Abdallah b.
al-Zubayr, who removed him from office and detained him in his
house. He excused his removing him, saying to him, "By God, I
know you are worthier and more qualified than Hamzah, but my
opinion in the matter is that of `Uthman concerning `Abdallah b.
`Amir,426 when he appointed him (governor] and removed Abu
Musa al-Ash`ari."

According to Umar [b. Shabbah]-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-

424. The chronology of Mug'ab's movements is not easy to determine. Com-
pare the following notice in Balidhuri, Ansdb, V, 264-65: ")According to al-
'Umari-al-Haytham b. Adi-Awanah, and others) Mu§'ab went (to Mecca( to
visit his brother Abdallah three times . The first time was from al - Kufah after the
death of al-Mukhtar , and Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar was with him. The second time was
from al -Ba$rah , bringing the tribute from Iraq ; and on that occasion (Abdallah)
removed him from (the governorship ) of al-Bagrah and appointed his son Hamzah."
Hamzah having proved incompetent , Abdallah removed him "and reappointed
Mu^'ab to a] -Kufah and al -Bagrah . Finally, Mu$'ab needed to speak face to face
with his brother concerning Abd al-Malik, when he learned of the latter's deci-
sion to invade Iraq. He went to see him , stayed only a day , and then rode back
to Iraq."

425. Mss. 0 and Co: Umar.
426. In 29/649, 'Uthman removed Abu Musa al-Ash'ari from the governorship

of al-Ba$rah, to which he had been appointed by 'Umar in 17/649, and replaced
him with Abdallah b. Amir b. Kurayz, after a delegation of Ba$rans had com-
plained about abuses allegedly committed by Abu Musa . See Tabari , I, z8z9ff;
Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z56; E12, s.v. al-Ash'ari.
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Mada 'ini), who said : Hamzah came to al-Basrah as governor.
He was munificent and generous , but disorderly in his affairs:
sometimes he was generous to the point of not sparing anything
he possessed ; sometimes he held back what someone like him
[ordinarily) would not hold back . In al-Basrah, his unsteadiness 427
and weakness became apparent . It is said that one day he rode to
the estuary428 of al-Basrah. When he saw it , he said, "If they
handle the matter properly, this pond will suffice them for their
summer." Some time afterwards , he rode out to it and chanced to
come upon it when the water had ebbed . "I have already seen this
once," he said, "and I suspected it would not be sufficient for
them ." Al-Alhnaf [b. Qays ) said to him, "This is water that comes
to us and then ebbs away from us ." He set out for al -Ahwaz.429
When he saw its mountain , he said, "This is Qu`aygi` an," re-
ferring to the place near Mecca , and therefore they named the
mountain Qu`aygi ` an. He sent to Mardanshah430 and urged him
[to hand over] the taxes . When the latter delayed , he betook him-
self to him with his sword , smote him , and killed him. Al-Ahnaf
said to him, "How sharp the commander's sword is!"

According to Umar [b. Shabbah )-`Ali b. Muhammad (al-
Mada 'ini), who said : When Hamzah had caused such confusion in
al-Basrah, these traits of his having become apparent , and when
he was about to smite `Abd al -Aziz b . Bishr, al-Ahnaf wrote to
Ibn al-Zubayr about it and asked him to reinstate Mus'ab. [Con-
tinuing,) he said : It was Hamzah who put `Abdallah b. `Umayr al-
Laythi in charge of fighting the Najdiyyah43t in al-Bahrayn.

According to `Umar [b. Shabbahj-'Ali b. Muhammad [al-

4z7. Khiffah ( literally, "lightness") also connotes bad judgment , as illustrated
in the next paragraph.

4z8. The faytl of al-Bagrah, i.e., the Tigris-Euphrates estuary, the present Shall
al-Arab . See Le Strange , Lands, 43.

4z9. Al-Ahwaz was a city in Khiizistan , about 70 miles northeast of al-Basrah.
See E12, s.v.

430. According to Baladhuri , Ansdb V , z56, this was the name of the dingan of
al-Ahwaz . Dingans were Persian landlords in Iraq who administered subdistricts.

431. These Kharijites , followers of Najdah b . 'Amir al•Hanafi, had extended
their control from Central Arabia to the coastal region of al -Bahrayn. Abdallah b.
`Umayr 's expedition failed to dislodge them . Najdah remained in control until
7z/691 , when his followers deposed him and settled on Abu Fudayk as his suc-
cessor . See below , Tabari , II, 8z9 ; Baladhuri, Ansdb , XI, 133ff; Dixon, Umayyad
Caliphate , t69ff.

(752)
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Mada'ini], who said: When Ibn al-Zubayr removed Hamzah, the
latter carried off a great deal of money from the treasury of al-
Basrah. Malik b. Misma' confronted him, saying, "We will not
allow you to go away with our stipends. X432 However, 'Ubaydallah
b. Ubayd b. Ma'mar guaranteed him the stipend ('ata') and he
yielded. Hamzah took away the money. When Iiamzah left his
father and came to Medina, he deposited the money with some
men, but they made off with it, except for a Jew with whom he
had deposited money and who fulfilled his obligation. When Ibn
al-Zubayr heard what Hamzah had done, he said, "God curse
him! I wanted to vie for glory with the sons of Marwan through
him, but he retreated."

Hisham b. Muhammad [al-Kalbi), on the authority of Abu
Mikhnaf, mentions a different story about Mus'ab and how his
brother removed him from al-Basrah and then reinstated him.
What he mentions on the subject is in the course of a report that
has been related to me [as follows]:

According to [Abu Mikhnaf]-Abu al-Mukhariq al-R5sibi:433
After Mus'ab had subdued al-Kufah, he resided there for a year,
having been removed from the governorship of al-.Basrah. (Abdal-
lah [b. al-Zubayr] had removed him and had sent his own son
Hamzah.) Having stayed there a year, Mus'ab went to visit his
brother'Abdallah in Mecca, and the latter reinstated him over al-
Basrah.

It has also been said that when Mus'ab had concluded the
affair of al-Mukhtar, he returned to al-Basrah and put al-Harith b.
'Abdallah b. Abi Rabi'ah in charge of al-KUfah.434

According to Muhammad b. 'Umar [al-Wagidi]: After Mus'ab
killed al-Mukhtar, he held both al-Kufah and al-Basrah.

431. On the role of Malik b. Misma ' in leading the opposition to Hamzah, see
Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, z65; Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, z8i; E12, S.V. Masami`a.

433. He is, according to U. Sezgin, perhaps to be identified with Abu al-Mukhariq
al-Kufi, who belonged to the fourth "class" of traditionists . See her Abu Mihnaf,

189.
434• Ibn al -Athir, Kdmil, IV, 179 , gives a fuller version : "It has been said that

Mug'ab returned to al-Basrah after having killed al -Mukhtar. He made al -Harith
b. Abi Rabi'ah his agent for al-Kufah , for both Icitiesi were in his governorate.
Then his brother removed him from al -Basrah and appointed his son Hamzah to
be its governor . He afterwards removed Hamzah at the petition of al-Ahnaf and
the people of al-Basrah and reinstated Mug'ab."
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[Those in Office during the Year]

`Abdallah b . al-Zubayr led the pilgrimage this year . His governor
(`dmil ) in charge of al-Kiifah was Mus`ab. (I have mentioned how
the historiansa35 differ about the governor of al-Basrah .) `Abdallah
b. `Utbah b. Masud was in charge of the judiciary of al-Kufah.
Hisham b . Hubayrah was in charge of the judiciary of al-Basrah.
'Abd al -Malik b . Marwan was in Syria , and `Abdallah b. Khazim
al-Sulami was in charge of Khurasan.

[7531

435. Ahl al•siyar, literally, "people concerned with biographies , stories of how
men conducted themselves."
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Among these events was Abdallah (b. al -Zubayr's) returning of
his brother Mus'ab to Iraq as commander ( amir) . We have already
mentioned why `Abdallah returned his brother Mus`ab to Iraq as
commander after having removed him . Having been returned there
as commander , Mus'ab sent al -Harith b. Abi Rabi`ah to be com-
mander in charge of al-Ki:Ifah . This was because Mus`ab, after his
removal , began his return to Iraq as commander in a1-Basrah and
went there.

[The Azdriqah Return from Fars to Irag]436

In this year, the Azarigah437 returned from Fars to Iraq. They
came into the vicinity of al-Kufah and entered al-Mada'in.

436. Parallels, often implying different chronology , in Balidhuri , Ansdb, X1,
rioff; Ibn al-Athir , Kdmil, IV, z8rff.

437. The Azarigah (pl. of Azraqi ) were a group of Kharijites named for their
leader, Nafi' b. al-Azraq , who is said to have held that all his adversaries, with
their wives and children , should be put to death . In 64/683, these Kharijites took
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An Account of Them, Their Departure, and Their
Return to Iraq

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbil-Abu Mikhnaf-Abu al-
Mukhariq al-Rasibi: Mus'ab sent `Umar b. `Ubaydallah b.
Ma'mar as commander in charge of Fars . After al-Muhallab's
onslaught upon them in al-Ahwaz, the Azarigah had gone to Fars,
Kirman, and the neighborhood of Isbahan.438 When al-Muhallab
left that area and was sent as governor in charge of al-Mawsil and
its neighborhood,439 'Umar b. `Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar being
in charge of Fars, the Azarigah, with al-Zubayr b. al-Mahuz, de- 17541
scended upon `Umar b. `Ubaydallah in Fars . He met them at
Sabur,44O fought them vigorously, and won a clear victory over
them; however, not many of them were killed, and they went
away as if on the defensive, having left the battle in that condition.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-a shaykh of the tribe [of Azd]44i in
al-Basrah, who said: I heard the letter of `Umar b. `Ubaydallah
being read:

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
To proceed: I hereby inform the commander-may God
preserve him!-that I met the Azarigah, who have strayed
from the religion of Islam and followed their caprices
without guidance from God. With the Muslims, I fought
them most vigorously for a part of the day. God then

advantage of the disturbances in al-Basrah to gain temporary control of the city;
they were expelled , but remained a threat centered in neighboring Khuzistan
province. In 65/684 , both Nifi' b . al-Azraq and the Zubayrid commander Muslim
b. 'Ubays were killed fighting each other in Khuzistin . The Aziriqah regrouped
under 'Ubaydallah b. al-Mahuz and spread terror between al-Ahwiz and al-Basrah.
In 66/685 , al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah was sent from al-Basrah to deal with them;
he defeated to Aziriqah at Silli wa-Sillibri , near al-Ahwiz. 'Ubaydallah was
killed, but his successor, al-Zubayr b . al-Mahuz, retreated to Firs and regrouped
his forces. See, in addition to the parallels cited above , Balidhuri, Ansab, XI, 78ff.;E12, S.V.

438. Isbahin lay north of Firs, in the province of al-libil . See EI2, s.v.; Le
Strange , Lands, 2.04-6.

439• Mus'ab's strategy was to use al-Muhallab as a barrier between himself and
the forces of 'Abd al-Malik. See Ibn al-Athir, Kamil , IV, 282.

440. Sibur, or Shaper, is a city in Firs province, some 65 miles west of Shiraz.
See Yiqut, Mu'jam , s.v.; Le Strange, Lands, z48, z6zf.

441. I.e., of Abu Mikhnaf 's own tribe . See U. Sezgin, Abu Mihnaf, zoo.
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smote them before and behind and made them turn their
backs to us. Those whom God killed suffered by failing to
attain and by losing [what they hoped to gain in this world
and the hereafter]-and all are [destined] for loss! I have
written this letter of mine to the commander while on
the back of my horse, seeking the foe, whom I hope God
will exterminate, if He so wills. Peace.

`Umar b. `Ubaydallah followed them. They immediately went
and encamped by Istakhr.442 He went after them, met them at
the Tamastan bridge, and fought them vigorously. His son was
killed, but he won a victory over them. Having cut the Tamastan
bridge,443 the Azarigah removed to the neighborhood of Isbahan
and Kirman, where they remained until they had recovered and
become strong, ready, and numerous. They then passed into Fars,
where `Umar b. Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar was, crossing its territory
in an area other than the one where he was. They made their way
past Sabur and then went out through Arraj5n.444 When 'Umar b.
`Ubaydallah saw that the Kharijites had crossed his territory,
heading toward al-Basrah, he became afraid that Mus`ab b. al-
Zubayr would not forgive him for this . Hastening after them, he
reached Arrajan and found that they had left it, heading toward
al-Ahwaz. The coming of the Azarigah was reported to Museab,
who went forth and encamped with his men at the Great Bridge.445
He said, "By God, I don't know what I have gained by putting `Umar
b. `Ubaydallah in Fars and giving him an army whose provisions
(arzdq) I pay every month, whose stipends Ja`tiydt) I pay in full
every year, and for whom I order special grants (ma'dwin)446 every

441. I,Iakhr, just north of ancient Persepolis ( modern Takht-e-Jamshid ), lay on
the Pulwar River about 40 miles northeast of Shiraz . See E12, s.v.; Yaqut, Mu'jam,
s.v.; Le Strange, Lands, 175ff.

443. They cut the bridge to hinder the forces pursuing them . See Ibn al-Athir,
Kamil, IV, 181.

444. Arrajan, on the Tab River (modern Ab-i Kurdistan or Markin ), lay on the
border between Fars and Khuzistan . See Ell, s.v. Arradlan; Le Strange , Lands,
168ff.

445• Arabic, al-jisr al-akbar.
446. Ma'rinah , pl. ma`6win , referred to money given to a tribe to prepare it to

make an expedition , then to a special levy made when the public treasury was
depleted , and finally was extended to cover taxes in general . See Dozy, Supplement,
II, 192 ; and E12, S.V.
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year equal to the stipends ! I have cut off any pretext he might
have, supplied him with men , and made them strong-and the
Kharijites cross his territory toward me ! By God, had he fought
them and then fled, it would have been more excusable for him in
my eyes , even though someone who takes flight should not have
his excuse accepted and has not acted in a way that deserves
honor."

Led by al-Zubayr b . al-Malhuz, the Kharijites came and en-
camped at al-Ahwaz . Their spies having reported to them that
`Umar b . `Ubaydallah was on their heels and that Mus`ab b. al-
Zubayr had left al -Basrah to fight them , al-Zubayr arose among
them , praised and extolled God, and said , "To proceed : For you to
fall between these two forces would be bad strategy and con-
fusion. Let us hasten toward our enemy and meet them from one
direction."

He led them across the district of Jukha , turned toward the
Nahrawan districts ,447 and followed the bank of the Tigris until
he reached al-Mada 'in, where Kardam b . Marthad b . Najabah al-
Fazari was. They made a raid on the people of al-Mada'in, killing
children , women , and men, and ripping open pregnant women.
Kardam fled . Then they went to Sabat and used their swords on
the people, killing a slave woman who had borne a child448 to
Rabi'ah b. Najid, and also killing Bunanah , the daughter of Abu
Yazid b. 'Asim al -Azdi . Bunanah had read the Qur'an and was
exceedingly beautiful . When they came at her with swords, she
said, "Woe unto you ! Have you ever heard of men killing women?
Woe unto you! You kill someone who stretches out no hand
against you, wishes you no harm , and has no power to help her-
self. Will you kill someone who grew up bedecked with ornaments
and was never seen in conflict ?" One of them said, "Kill her." A
certain man among them said , "You should leave her." Somebody
said [ to him], "Her beauty pleases you , you enemy of God! You
have fallen into unbelief44s and been seduced ." Then the man

447• The Nahrawan districts (Upper, Middle, and Lower) lay on a canal east of
the Tigris. See Le Strange, Lands, So, 57ff.

448. Literally, "an umm walad," i.e. a slave woman who had home a child to
her master . Such a woman was normally freed and her children recognized as
legitimate after her master died . See Schacht, Islamic Law, rx9.

449. Kafarta, "you have disbelieved, become a kafir ( nonbeliever)."

[756]
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went away and left them. We thought he had left them no longer
disagreeing [with himj,4so but they attacked her and killed her.

Raytah bint Yazid said, "Praise God! Do you think God is pleased
with what you do, killing women, children, and those who have
done you no wrong?" Then she went away. They attacked her. In
front of her was al-Ruwa` bint Iyas b. Shurayh al-Hamdani, the
daughter of Raytah's full brother. They attacked Raytah and struck
her on the head with the sword; the point of the sword hit the
head of al-Ruwa`, and the two fell to the ground together. Iyas b.
Shurayh fought the attackers for a time, but was thrown down
and lay among the slain; they left him, thinking they had killed
him. A man from Bakr b. Wail, named Razin b. al-Mutawakkil,
was also injured. When the Kharijites went away from them, only
Bunanah bint Abi Yazid and the slave woman who had borne a
child to Rabi'ah b. Najid died; the rest of them recovered. They
gave each other water to drink, bandaged their wounds, hired
mounts, and went toward al-Kufah.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-al-Ruwa` bint Iyas, who said: I
never saw a man more cowardly than one who was with us. His
daughter was with him; when they came at us , he put her into our
hands and fled, leaving her and us. On the other hand, I never saw
a man nobler than one who was with us. We did not know him,
nor he us. When they came at us, he fought to protect us until
he was thrown down [wounded) among us. It was Razin b. al-
Mutawakkil al-Bakri. Afterwards, he used to visit us and befriended
us. He perished during al-Hajjaj's term of office. The Arab tribes-
men were his heirs: he was a righteous worshiper [of Godl.

According to Hisham b. Muhammad [al-Kalbi]-Abu Mikhnaf-
his father45t-his paternal uncle:452 Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr had
sent Abu Bakr b. Mikhnaf to be in charge of Upper Ustan.453
When al-Harith b. Abi Rabl'ah came,454 he removed him. After-

450. For this meaning of faraqa, see Dozy, Supplement, II, 259.
451. Abu Mikhnaf's father was Yahya b. Sa'id b. Mikhnaf.
45 z. i.e., Muhammad b. Mikhnaf b. Sulaym, the paternal uncle of Abu Mikhnaf's

father. From Tabari, 1, 3266, one can deduce that he was born about 19/640 and
was present at the Battle of Siffin . See U. Sezgin , Abu Mihnaf, zz4f.

453- Ustan aI-'dl: Middle Persian ostdn, which designated Sasanian crown
land, occurs in Arabic as us tan, istan, or astan. Upper Ustan was the territory
controlled from al-Anbir on the middle Euphrates. See Le Strange, Lands, So;
Morony, Iraq, 545.
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wards, however, he confirmed him in charge of his financial dis-
trict ('amal) in the second year. When the Kharijites came to
al-Mada'in, they dispatched one of their bands, led by $alih b.
Mikhraq, to fight him. He encountered him at Karkh,4ss fought
him for a time, and then they dismounted: Abu Bakr dismounted
and the Kharijites dismounted [to fight]. Abu Bakr, his mawld
Yasar, `Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Ji' al, and one of his tribesmen
were killed, and the rest of his forces were put to flight. Suragah b.
Mirdas al-Barigi (from a subtribe of Azd) said:456

Help, 0 people, against the anxieties that visit by night!
Against the event that has brought distress!

The death of a chieftain of noble descent;
one who was daring, a protector, and exceedingly brave!

The death of [Abu Bakr] b. Mikhnaf was reported to me just before
[I reached] the foothills,4s7
when the first of the flickering stars had set.

I said, "May God receive you with mercy!
May God, the Lord of East and West, bless you!"

May God cover with shame a people who turned aside from you
in the morning
and did not endure steadfastly the shining, flashing [swords].

They turned their backs; in the morning they distanced
themselves from our leader
and master in the distressing strait.

Therefore, whenever you come to us in our houses,
you hear wailing from women and young girls.

They weep for a man of praiseworthy nature, glorious,
steadfast in battle for those he must defend.

Therefore my soul has become sad,
and my hair has turned white from the burden I bear because
of him.

454• I.e., when he came to al-Ba$rah to serve as governor for Ibn al-Zubayr. This
happened in 66 /685; see Tabari, II, bor.

455• Karkh: a village that became a southwestern suburb of Baghdad . Baladhuri,
Ansdb, XI, i1 5 , reads "Karkh of Baghdad." See Yagnt, Mu'jam, s.v.

456. See Diwdn, 35-36.
457. Al-khayf can either be a generic term or refer specifically to Khayf

al-Mina , near Mecca. See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.

[758]
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Hadrah b. `Abdallah al-Azdi, al-
Nadr b. $alih al `Absi, and Fudayl b. Khadij (all of whom report-
ed this to me): The people of al-Kufah came to al-Harith b. Abi
Rabi`ah458 and cried out to him, saying, "Go out [to fight]; be-
hold, our enemy has drawn near us, and he has no mercy." He
went out, exerting himself energetically, until he encamped at
al-Nukhaylah.459 There he stayed for several days. Ibrahim b. al-
Ashtar jumped up before him; having praised and extolled God,
he said: "To proceed: A merciless foe has come toward us, killing
men, women, and children, terrorizing travelers, and laying waste
to towns. Let us hasten to meet him. Order a departure." So al-
Harith went forth and encamped at Dayr Abd al-Rahman. There
he stayed until Shabath b. Rib'i came before him and spoke to
him as Ibn al-Ashtar had spoken. So he departed, but did not exert
himself. When the people saw how slowly he was traveling, they
recited this verse of rajaz about him:

Al-Quba` has led us an arduous march:
he travels for a day and halts for a month!

They made him journey on from that place, but whenever he
encamped with them, he halted until the people raised a clamor
about it and cried out around his tent. It took him something
over ten days to reach al-$arat.460 When he came to al-$arat, the
enemy's vanguard and first horsemen had already reached it.

When spies brought the Azariqah word that the forces of the
people of the garrison city [sc. of al-Kufah) had come to them,
they cut the bridge between them and these forces. The people
began to recite this verse of rajaz:

Al-Quba` has traveled a smooth journey:
five days between Dabira and Dabaha!461

458. Mss. 0 and Co add: "who was nicknamed al-Quba`."
459. Al-Nukhaylah is close to al-Kufah, on the road to Syria (Yaqut, Mu'jmn,

s.v.). Al=Ali, "Mintagat al-Kufah," 237-38, locates it as the first stage north of al-
Kufah, close to present-day fisr al-Abbasiyyat.

460. There were two canals named al-Sarat. The first, which is probably the one
meant here, branched from the Nahr `Isa between al-Anbar and Baghdad, and
flowed into the Tigris. The second lay further south, was usually called the Great
Sarat, and flowed from the Euphrates just north of al-Hillah, to the Tigris. See Le
Strange , Lands, 66, 72.

461. Dabira is mentioned by Yaqut as a village near Baghdad; Dabaha is men-
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According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yunus b. Abi Ishaq-his father:
There was a man from Sabi`462 with a touch of insanity about [760]
him in a village called Jawbar, near al-Kharrarah." He was named
Simak b. Yazid. The Kharijites came to his village and took him
and his daughter. His daughter they brought forward and killed.
Abu al-Rabi` al-Saluli stated to me that his daughter's name was
Umm Yazid and that she kept saying to them, "People of Islam,
my father is afflicted;464 do not kill him. As for me, I am only a
girl. I swear to God I have never committed indecency, harmed
any neighbor of mine, or been proud and conceited. ,46-5 When
they brought her forward to kill her, she started to cry out, "What
is my offense? What is my offense?" She fell down in a faint or
dead, and then they cut her up with their swords. Abu al-Rabi'
said: This report was given to me by her nurse, a Christian woman
from the people of al-Khawarnaq,466 who was with her when she
was killed.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Yunus b. Abi Ishaq-his father:
The Azarigah brought Simak b. Yazid with them, until they came
within sight of al-$arat. [Continuing,] he said: Turning to our
army and seeing the large number of men assembled, Simak b.
Yazid began to shout to us in a loud voice, "Come over to them;
they are few and wicked." Thereupon, they beheaded him and
crucified him, while we were looking on at him. [Continuing,] he
said: When night fell, a tribesman and I crossed over, took him
down, and buried him.

tioned by him as a village near Baghdad in the administrative subdistrict ( tassaj)
of Nahr al -Malik . See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.vv.

46z. Sabi' was a division of the Hamdan tribe. Note that the report is being
related on the authority of Yunus b. Abi Ishaq 'Amr b. Abdallah al-Hamdani al-
Sabi' i.

463. For Jawbar, Mss. 0 and Co read Juwayn, which is in Khurasan, nowhere
near al -Kharrarah , a place near al -Saylahun , in the district of al-Knfah (Yaqut). The
Leiden editor corrects to Jawbar . Yaqut, Mu'jam , lists a village named Jawbar
in the sawdd of Baghdad. The Nahr Jawbar canal connected the Tigris and the
Euphrates just south of al-Mada 'in (Le Strange, Lands, 68).

464. A euphemism for "weak -minded," or "insane."
465. The verbs tafalla 'tu ... tasharraftu also have the literal sense of looking

down from a high place, perhaps to spy.
466. Al-Khawamaq Palace , built according to tradition by al-Nu'man, prince of

al-Hirah , for the Sasanian king Bahram Gur (reg. 421-43 r, or 42.0-438 ), lay a few
miles south of al-Kufah and about one mile east of Najaf. See Ell, s.v.; Le Strange,
Lands, 75ff; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.
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17611 According to Abu Mikhnaf-his father : Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar
said to al -Harith b . Abi Rabi`ah , "Send the men with me, so that
I can cross over to these dogs and bring you their heads right
now." But Shabath b. Rib ' i, Asma ' b. Kharijah , Yazid b. al-
Harith, Muhammad b . al-Harith , and Muhammad b. `Umayr
said, "May God preserve the commander ! Let them go; don't
start anything with them ." [Continuing,] he said: They seem to
have been jealous of Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Hasirah b . 'Abdallah [b. al-Harith
al-AzdiJ and Abu Zuhayr [al-Nadr b . $alihJ al-`Absi : When the
Azariqah reached the bridge of al-$arat and saw that the army of
the people of the garrison city [sc . of al-Kufah] had come out to
fight them , they cut the bridge . Al-Harith , taking advantage of
the opportunity to delay , sat down with the men , praised and
extolled God, and said : "To proceed : The first part of fighting is
the shooting of arrows , then the pointing of spears , then the
thrusting of them right and left ; and the end of it all is the
drawing of swords ." [Continuing,] he said : A man stood up before
him and said , "The commander-may God preserve him!-has
described it well . But how long shall we keep doing this, while
this river lies between us and our enemy ? Order this bridge
rebuilt the way it was , and lead us across to them . God will make
you see a result you will like concerning them."

Al-Harith therefore commanded that the bridge should be re-
built , and the men crossed toward the Azariqah . The latter fled
until they reached al -Mada'in . When the Muslims arrived at al-
Mada'in, some horsemen from the Azariqah came and weakly
charged some Muslim horsemen at the [floating] bridge and then
drew back from them . Al-Harith b . Abi Rabi 'ah had 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Mikhnaf pursue them with six thousand men to expel
them from the territory of al-Kufah ; however, they were to let
them go, if they reached the territory of al-Basrah . So he pursued

[762] them until they left the territory of al-Kufah and went toward
Isbahan ; then he turned away from them , not having fought them;
no fighting had taken place between him and them . The Azarigah
proceeded and encamped near Attab b. Warqa', who was at Jay.467

467. Jay was one of two adjacent cities that together formed Isbahan. See Le
Strange , Lands, 203. Ibn al -Athir, Kamil, IV, :84-87, reports that before besieging
Isbahan , the Kharijites went to Rayy , where the local inhabitants ( non-Muslims?)
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They stayed there and besieged him. He made a sortie and fought
them, but was unable to prevail against them. They attacked his
forces, so that they went back into the city. (At that time, Isbahan
was assigned as a grant (tu`mah) to Ismail b. Talhah from468
Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr. [lsmail b. Talhahl had sent 'Attib to be in
charge.) 'Attib held out against them; every day he made a sortie
and fought them at the gate of the city, and they bombarded the
Azarigah from the wall with arrows and stones.

There was with `Attab a man from lladramawt469 named Abu
Hurayrah b. Shurayh. He used to go out with `Attab and was a
brave man. As he attacked the Azarigah, he would recite:47o

You dogs of hell! What do you think
of the attack of Abu Hurayrah, the snarler?

He snarls at you by night and by day,
O Ibn AN al-Mahuz and you evil ones.

What do you think of Jay47' as a goal?

When his recitations had gone on too long for the Kharijites, one
of them (he is supposed to have been Abidah b. Hilal) laid wait
for him. Abu Hurayrah went out one day and did as he had been
doing, saying what he was accustomed to say. Suddenly, `Abidah
b. Hilal attacked him and struck him a blow with the sword on
the muscle472 of his shoulder blade and threw him down. Abu
Hurayrah's companions attacked 'Abidah b. Hilal; they carried
away Abu Hurayrah, brought him inside the city], and treated
him. Afterwards, the Azarigah began calling at them, saying, "You

helped them defeat the governor, Yazid b. al-Harith b. Ru'aym, whose son Hawshab
fled ignominiously. Mug'ab later ordered 'Attib b. Warga' to punish the inhabi-
tants of Rayy for helping the Kharijites. 'Attib did so, defeating them and their
leader al-Farrukhan.

468. Correcting ibn, "son of," to min, "from," as proposed in ed. Leiden,
Addenda, p. octxxm. No son of Mufab named Talhah is known. On the other
hand, Ismail b. Talhah b. 'Ubaydallah is mentioned by Ibn Qutaybah, Ma'drif,
12o, and is given the kunyah Abu al-Bakhtari in Tabari, II, 8o8.

469. Hadramawt is the extreme south of the Arabian peninsula, modem South
Yemen. See E12, S.V.

470. The lines , in rajaz meter, pun on the literal meaning of "Abu Hurayrah,"
"father of the cat," i.e. a man fond of cats. Variants can be found in al-Mubarrad,
Kdmil, 1096, and in Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, 'Iqd, I, zip.

471. Another reading: "What do you think of fighting me..." (Mss. 0, Co, and
Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 285).

47z. Habl can mean muscle, nerve, or vein !Lane, Lexicon, II, so4f).

[763]
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enemies of God! What did Abu Hurayrah, 'the snarler/do? " They,
in turn, would call out, "You enemies of God! By God, he has
nothing to fear." Abu Hurayrah soon recovered and afterwards
went out against them. The Azarigah began to say, "You enemy
of God! We had hopes that we had sent you to visit your mother!"
He said to them, "You ungodly ones! Why do you mention my
mother?" They started to say, "Indeed, he is angry on account of
his mother and is going to visit her shortly!" Abu Hurayrah's
companions said to him, "Woe unto you! They mean hell." Re-
alizing what they meant, he said, "You enemies of God, how
undutiful you are to your mother when you separate yourselves
from her! She473 is your mother and unto her you are destined to
go!„

The Kharijites continued attacking them for several months,
until their horses died and their food ran out; the siege had become
very severe, and they were afflicted by great weariness. So Attab b.
Warga' summoned the people of Jay. Having praised and extolled
God, he said, "To proceed: People, you see what weariness has
befallen you. By God, naught remains save that each of you die in
his bed and that his brother come to bury him, if he can. But the
brother will most likely be too weak to do it; so each will die by
himself and find no one to bury him or pray over him. Then fear
God; for by God you are not so few in number that your strength
will be contemptible to your enemy. Among you there are skilled
horsemen from the garrison city, and you are the most pious
among your fellow tribesmen. Let us make a sortie against these
men, while there is life and strength in you, before each of you
becomes unable to march toward his enemy from weariness or
defend himself from a woman if she comes at him. May each man
fight to protect himself; may he be steadfast and brave! By God, I
have hope that if you fight bravely, God will make you victorious
over them and cause you to subdue them."

The people cried to him from every side, "You have gone straight
to the mark. Let us make a sortie against them." So he gathered the
people to himself at night and ordered them given a large evening
meal. They ate the evening meal at his house. The next morning,

473. l.e., the fire of hell. ("Fire" is grammatically feminine in Arabic.)
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he led them out under their banners . They came upon the enemy in
their camp in the morning, when they felt safe that they would not
be come upon in their camp . They attacked the enemy beside the
camp and fought with them . The Kharijites cleared away from the
front of the camp , so that the attackers reached al -Zubayr b. al-
Mahuz . Together with a band of his companions , he dismounted
and fought until he was killed . The Azarigah withdrew and joined
Qatari ,474 to whom they swore allegiance . Attab reentered his
city, having taken whatever he wanted from their camp. Qatari
came pursuing him, apparently intending to fight him , and halted
at the camp of al-Zubayr b. al-Mahuz . The Kharijites assert that
one of Qatari's spies came to him and said , "I heard `Attab say, 'If
these men were to ride donkeys and lead horses , and if they were to
sojourn today in one land and tomorrow in another , they would be
more likely to survive."' When that was reported to Qatari, he
went away and left them alone.

According to Abu Mikhnaf-Abu Zuhayr [ al-Nadr b. $alih] al-
'Absi (who was with them ): We went forth to meet Qatari the
following day, on foot, with drawn swords . [Continuing,] he said:
They departed ; and, by God , it was the last they were encountered.
[Continuing,] he said : Qatari then went until he reached the area
of Kirman ,475 where he stayed until many troops had joined him.
He pillaged the land ,476 appropriated the revenues, and became
strong . Then he turned to the territory of Isbahan , came out by
way of the Nashit mountain pass to Idhaj,477 and stayed in the
territory of al-Ahwaz.

Al-Harith b . Abi Rabi'ah was Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr's governor in
charge of al -Basrah . He wrote informing Mus`ab that the Kharijites
had descended upon al -Ahwaz and that only al-Muhallab could
deal with them . Mus'ab therefore sent to al-Muhallab, who was
in charge of al-Mawsil and al -Jazirah , ordering him to go and fight

474. On the career of Qatari b. al-Fuja 'ah, the last and most famous leader of
the Azarigah, see E12, s.v. Katari b. al-Fudii'a.

475. Kirman, major city of the province of the same name, lay about 350
miles southeast of Isbahan . See EI2, s.v.

476. Literally, "He ate up the land." For this meaning , see Dozy , Supplement,
1, .3t.

477. Modern Persian, Izeh, 8o miles northeast of Ahwiz, at the foot of the
Zagros Mountains . See EI2, S.V.

17651
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the Kharijites , and sending Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar to [ take charge of ]
his district . Al-Muhallab went to al-Basrah , chose men, and led
out the men he had selected. He then headed toward the Kharijites,
and they advanced toward him . They met at Sulaf478 and fought
there for eight months in some of the hardest fighting the men
had ever seen , with neither side sufficiently injuring the other
through spear thrusts and sword blows to force it to yield.

[Events in Syria]

According to Abu Ja 'far [sc . al-Tabari]: In this year , there was severe
drought in Syria, so severe that they were unable to campaign.

In this year, Abd al-Malik b . Marwan encamped at Butnan
Habib in the territory of Qinnasrin .479 They were rained on there,
and there was so much mud that they called the place "Butnan al-
Tin.i480Abd al-Malik spent the winter there and then returned
to Damascus.

[The Death of `Ubaydalldh b. al-Hurr]

In this year, `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr was killed.48'

478. SUlaf was a village in Khuzistin , about zo miles north of al -Ahwaz, west
of the Dujayl river and near the town of Manadhir al-Kubra . See Yiqut, Mu'jam,
s.v.; Le Strange, Lands, p. 239.

479. Qinnasrin is in northern Syria near Aleppo . Butnan Habib ( the name
means "the lowlands of Habib ," after Habib b. Maslamah , the Muslim conqueror
of the area ) is a wadi about 3o kilometers east of Aleppo. See E12, s.v. Butnan;
Yaqut , Mu'jam , s.v. Butnan and Qinnasrin.

480. I.e ., "the lowland of mud."
481. `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr al -Ju'fi: Further information on this KUfan sharif-

outlaw in Dinawari , Akhbdr, 243-56 , 265-7z ; Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 290-98; Ibn
al-Athir, Kdmil , IV, 287-95 . On his activity as a poet , see F . Sezgin , GAS, II,
355-6 . In 51/671, he witnessed the arrest in al-KUfah of Hujr b . Adi (Tabari,
II, 135). In 60 /680, when Mu ' awiyah died , he was present in al-KUfah when a
group of ashrdf invited al -Husayn to come to the city ; but when the governor
`Ubaydallah b. Ziyid arrested al-Husayn 's agent , Muslim b. Agil, Ibn al-Hurr
left al-KUfah and encamped at Qasr Bani Mugatil ( in the desert near present-day
Ukhaydir ). In 61 /681, al -Husayn passed by `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr's camp and
called on him to help ; Ibn al-Hurr refused (Tabari , II, 305, 388 -90), but offered
al-Husayn a swift horse on which to escape . Later, Ibn al-Hurr expressed his grief
over the events at Karbala ' in a poem . In 67/686 , he fought for Mus'ab against al-
Mukhtar in the siege of al-KUfah (Tabari , II, 633-34).
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His Death; the Circumstances That Brought It upon
Him

According to Ahmad b. Zuhayr-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-Mada'inil
-`Ali b. Mujahid: `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr was one of the best of
his tribesmen482 in righteousness, excellence, prayer, and exertion.
After `Uthman was killed,483 and conflict erupted between `Ali
and Mu`awiyah, he said, "Truly, God knows that I love `Uthman
and will avenge him, now that he is dead." He therefore went to
Syria and was on the side of Mu`awiyah. (Malik b. Misma' also
went to Mu`awiyah, being of similar opinion concerning the [7661
`Uthmaniyyah.484) `Ubaydallah remained with Mu`awiyah, was
present with him at $iffin, and continued with him until `Ali
(peace be upon him!) was killed.485 After `Ali was killed, Ubayd-
allah came to al-Kufah. He went to his brothers and whoever had
been active in the civil strife and said to them, "Men, I do not
think anyone's standing aside will benefit him. We have been in
Syria, and thus and so has happened in regard to Mu`awiyah's
enterprise." And the people said to him, "Thus and so has hap-
pened in regard to `All's enterprise." So he said, "Men, if we have
the opportunity, throw off your restraint and take charge of your
own affairs." They said, "We will meet." So they used to meet
together concerning the matter.

When Mu` awiyah died, the conflict erupted in the civil strife
(fitnah) of Ibn al-Zubayr. `Ubaydallah said, "I do not think that
Quraysh is doing the right thing. Where are the sons of free
women?" Outlaws486 of every tribe came to him, so that he had

481. The tribe of Ju`fi, to which he belonged, was a Yemeni tribe either allied
to or a subdivision of the tribe of Madhhij.

483. `Uthmin, the third caliph, was killed in 35/656.
484. The `Uthmaniyyah was the party that demanded that the murderers of

`Uthmin be punished . Mu' iwiyah , the governor of Syria , emerged as the leader
of the party, based on his blood relationship to Uthmin (although he was not
the next of kin).

485. The Battle of $iff-m was in 38/657; Ali was killed in 4o/66r.
486. The term khali` referred to a man whose crimes had rendered him an

outcast from his family, clan, or tribe . In effect , the tribe served notice that it
would no longer protect such a man; if anyone wished to avenge himself on him
for his crimes, he would no longer incur the wrath of the tribe for killing one of
its members . Since in pre-Islamic Arabia the protection of a man 's tribe was
essential for survival, the khali"s life was in real danger . He could either
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seven hundred skilled horsemen with him . "Give us your com-
mand," they said.

When Ubaydallah b. Ziyad fled and Yazid b. Mu`awiyah
died ,487 `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr said to his young men, "Dawn has
become visible to anyone who has eyes.488 So if you want I to act,
do it)." He went out to al-Mada 'in and left no money that was
brought from al -jibal province to the government but that he took
it and took from it his stipend and the stipends of his com-
panions. Then he said, "You have partners in this money in al-
Kufah , men who have a claim to it ; but take the coming year's
stipend in advance ." To the official in charge of the treasury he
wrote a quittance489 for the money he had collected and began to
range the rural districts (kuwar ) in a similar manner.

[Al-Mada 'inil said : I asked [Ali b. Mujahid), "Was it his practice
to help himself to people 's money and that of merchants?" He
said to me, "You do not know Abu al-Ashras . 490 By God, there
was no Arab tribesman in the land more respectful toward free
women , or more abstemious from unseemly behavior and wine
drinking than he . All that demeaned him in people 's eyes was his
poetry , for he was one of the young men fondest of poetry."

`Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr continued in this way until al-Mukhtar
rose to power491 and was informed of what he was doing in the

become a lone brigand , trusting to his own skill in eluding enemies, or he could
band together with others in the same predicament.

487. After Yazid b. Mu'awiyah died in 64/683, 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, the
Umayyad governor of al-Basrah and al - Kufah (he had been responsible for the
death of al-Husayn and the repression of the Kufan Shi ` is(, was forced to flee to
Syria . See EI' , s.v. 'Ubaid Allah b. Ziyad.

488. Proverbial for a thing that has become altogether manifest. See Lane,
Lexicon , I, z86, s .v. bana; Freytag, II, 255; Maydani, II, 39.

489. Bard'ah, a document stating that the person in question had fulfilled his
duty and was under no further obligation . See ed . Leiden, Glossarium, p. cxxx.

490. Abu al -Ashras ("the most ill-natured , harsh , or severe ") is the nickname
of 'Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr.

491. I.e., in the events of 66 /685 in al - Kufah . Cf. Dinawari , Akhbnr , 304: "Al-
Mukhtar wrote to Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr al-Ju'fi, who was attacking and raiding
in the region of al-Jabal , and said to him, 'You rebelled only in anger over al-
Husayn . We, too, are among those who are angry on his account . We have devoted
ourselves to avenging his blood . Help us in the matter.' When 'Ubaydallah made
no reply , al-Mukhtar rode to 'Ubaydallah 's house in al-Kufah , destroyed it, and
ordered 'Ubaydallah 's wife to be arrested and imprisoned ." The sequence of events
in Dinawari is: arrest and imprisonment of Ubaydallah 's wife, 'Ubaydallah's
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Sawad. Al-Mukhtar ordered Ubaydallah's wife, Umm Salamah
al-ju`fiyyah, to be imprisoned. Al-Mukhtar said, "By God, I will
kill him or kill his companions." When Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr
learned of this, he came with his young men, entered al-Kufah by
night, broke the door of the prison, and brought out his wife and
every woman and man who was in it. Al-Mukhtar sent some men
to fight him, and he fought with them until he had left the city.
When he got his wife out of prison, he recited:

Have you not known, Umm Tawbah, that I am
the horseman who protects those of Madhliij he is duty-
bound to protect,

And that I came to the prison at the height of the forenoon492
with young men, each of them a protector of what is
inviolable, each of them fully armed?

As soon as the women came out of prison, there appeared to us
a forehead like a sunbeam, unwrinkled,

And a smooth cheek, revealing a young woman beloved
to us-may every rain cloud that approaches give her drink!

The only life for me is to visit you fearlessly,
as was our habit before my warring and my rebelling.

You are the soul's object of solicitude and love:
Peace be upon you from a companion covered with scars!

Because of your imprisonment, I remained imprisoned, downcast,
grieved by what you encountered thereafter.

By God, did you ever see a horseman like me,
when they stormed the prison from every entry?

[A man] such as I will protect such [a woman] as you;
I hold fast whenever a crisis does not loosen its grip.

For you I will fight them with the sword, that you may return
to safety and a life abundant and plentiful.

If they surround me, I will charge them
like the father of two lion cubs cornered in a thicket.

raid on the estate of Amr b. Said al -Hamdani, his rescue of his wife, and his
fighting his way out of al -Kufah.

49z. Either there is a disparity between the poem (he came in the forenoon) and
the associated prose text (he came by night) , as is not uncommon in Arabic sources
that cite poems within historical narratives , or (as seems implied in Dinawari(
`Ubaydallah entered al-Kufah by night and rescued his wife the following day.

[768]
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I challenged Ibn Kamil al-Shakiri to fight me,
but he turned away, galloping swiftly, not turning aside.

If they call out my name, I turn against them
horses generous in battle, most of them with hurting
hoofs.493

No wonder Salma, my wife, says,
"Ibn al-Hurt, truly you are a man who never withdraws from
fighting!

Leave the men; do not fight them. Escape safely;
hasten with the horsemen-God guide you!-and go forth."

I hope, 0 best of women, to be seen
in the best state of one who has hopes; so hope you!

How lovely it was when I said to Ahmar ofTayyi'494
and to Ibn Khubayb, "The dawn has drawn near; journey
forth!"

And when I said to this one, "Travel," to that one, "Depart,"
and to that one afterwards, "Saddle up!"

He began to harass al-Mukhtar's financial agents and partisans.
[The tribe of J Hamdan arose with al-Mukhtar, burned Ibn al-II Iurr's
house, and sacked his estate at al-jubbah and al-Budat.491 When he
learned of this, he went to the estates of 'Abd al-Rahman b. Said
b. Qays at Mah,496 caused them to be plundered, and caused every-
thing belonging to [the tribe of j Hamdan there to be plundered.
Then he went to the Sawad and left no property belonging to any
Hamdani untaken. Concerning that, he said:

493• I.e., because he has driven them so hard.
494• Ahmar of Tayyi' was one of Ibn al-Hurt 's companions . See Tabari , II, 388-

390, and II, 775, below.
495. AI -jubbah and al-Budat (or al-Badat ) are two districts ( tassuj) in the sawed

of al-Kufah ( Yaqut, Mu'jam , s.vv.). The Nahr al-BadAt was a canal that left the
Kufah branch of the Euphrates about a day's journey north of al-Kufah and flowed
south to the Great Swamp. See Le Strange, Lands, 74.

496. Two cities or districts had the name of Mah : Mah al -Bqrah , the Nihawand
district, whose taxes were used for the support of the military population of al-
Balrah, and Mah al -Kufah, the city of Dinawar in al-jibal , whose revenues were
applied to the benefit of the citizens of al-Kufah . Since Abd al-Rahman b . Said b.
Qays (who, according to Dinawari, Akhbdr, 302, had carried out al-Mukhtar's
order to sack and destroy 'Ubaydallah's house ) was one of the ashraf of al-Kufah,
the city of Dinawar seems more likely . See El', s.vv. Dinawar and Mah al-Bagra;
Le Strange, Lands, i89.
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do we bind ourselves with allegiance (bay`ah) to them, when
they are no braver than we in battle or wealthier than we? The
Messenger of God charged us, "No obedience to a creature that
involves disobeying the Creator!" After the four who have passed
away,503 we have seen no righteous imam or pious helper (wazir);
all of them have disobeyed and opposed [God]-strong as to this
world and weak as to the next! Why should our honor be violated,
when we are veterans of al-Nukhaylah, al-Qadisiyyah , Jalula',
and Nihawand?504 We meet spearheads with our necks and swords
with our faces, and then our right and merit go unacknowledged!
Then fight for your wives. Whatever happens, there will be ad-
vantage in it for you. I hereby turn against them505 and show
them hostility. There is no strength but in God!"

So Ubaydallih b. al-Hurr made war on them and raided. To deal
with him, Mus`ab sent Sayf b. Hani' al-Muradi, who said to `Ubayd-
allah, "Mus`ab will give you the tax revenue of Baduraya,506 on
condition that you swear allegiance and become obedient to
him." `Ubaydallah replied, "Don't I [already] have the tax revenue
of Baduraya and other districts? I accept nothing, and on no con-
dition will I trust them. But I see, young man"-Sayf was a young
man at the time-"that you are an intelligent young fellow.
Wouldn't you like to follow me, and I will make you rich?" Sayf
refused.

When he left prison, Ibn al-Hurr said:

Kufah is not my mother, nor is Basrah my father;
neither does laziness deflect me from travel.

(Abu al-Hasan [al-Mada'ini] said the authorship of this verse is
attributed to Suhaym b. Wathil al-Riyahi.)

strength to seize it by force. The expression is proverbial , see Freytag, II, 677
(Maydani, II, 2319).

503. I .e., the first four caliphs : Abu Bakr, `Umar, 'Uthman, and `Ali.
504. Famous battles : At al-Nukhaylah in 4x /661, Kufan forces rescued Mu`a-

wiyah 's Syrians from a band of Kharijites (Tabari, 11, 7-9). Al-Qadisiyyah and
falula' were both sites of great Muslim victories over the Persians in 161637.
The Muslim victory at Nihawand , in 21 /64 r, effectively opened the Iranian plateau
to Muslim penetration.

505. Literally, "I have turned towards them the outer side of the shield." The
expression is a proverb meaning to become hostile to someone after reconciliation.
See Freytag, II, 258 (Maydani, II, 40).

5o6. Baduraya was a village on the west bank of the Tigris later incorporated
into greater Baghdad . See Le Strange , Lands, 3 r.

[772)
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Ibn al-Zubayr, do not think I am like a drowsy man
who, when he alights in a place, sleeps until he is told, "Go
away."

If I do not incite to visit you horses that run grimly,
carrying their riders, may I not be called a man of judgment
and valor.

If you do not see raids against you from every side,
so that you speedily repent, 0 man,

May no chaste woman ever lay off her veil in my household,
and may I live only on vain hopes and excuses!507

This is [part of ] a long poem.
Mus'ab sent al-Abrad b. Qurrah al-Riyahi with a band of men

to fight him, but he was defeated by Ibn al-Hurr, who struck him
a blow on the face. Then Mus`ab sent against him Hurayth b.
Zayd for Yazid), who challenged him to single combat, but'Ubayd-
allah b. al-Hurr killed him. Then Mus'ab sent against him al-
Hajjaj b. Jariyah5O8 al-Khath'ami and Muslim b. `Amr, who met
him at the $arsar canal,509 but 'Ubaydallah fought them and de-
feated them. Then Mus'ab sent him men to offer him safety,
gifts, and charge of any country he wanted; but he refused. He
went to Narsa;510 its dingan,511 Tizjushnas, fled with the revenue
of al-Fallujah and, pursued by Ibn al-Hurr, went to `Ayn al-Tamr,512
where he took refuge with the forces of Bistam b. Masgalah b.

507. An oath to divorce his wife is implied. Such as oath was considered par-
ticularly strong.

508. Ms. "Harithah," corrected by ed. Leiden, Addenda, p. ncLxxm.
509. A canal that left the Euphrates about to miles south of al-Anbar, passed

through the town of Sarsar, just south of Baghdad, and flowed into the Tigris about
5 miles north of al-Mada'in. See Le Strange, Lands, 32, 35, 67.

to. Apparently a variant for the Nars canal (attributed to the Persian Narsa)
that left the Sura channel of the Euphrates near al-Hillah. The districts between
the main branch of the Euphrates and the Sura channel were called Upper and
Lower Fallujah. See Le Strange, Lands, 73f.

5 r r. A dingan was a member of the local class of Persian landlords in Iraq who
administered subdistricts. See Ell, s.v. Mss. Pet, 0 and Co give the first syllable
of the name as Tir-, but vary in dotting the remaining consonants.

5 12. 'Ayn al-Tamr was a town in a fertile depression on the border of the desert
west of the Euphrates, some 6o miles northwest of al-Kufah. Since it commanded
the approach to al-Kufah from the Western Desert, governors of al-Kufah normally
maintained a garrison there. See E12, s.v.; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.
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Of the bulk of our property neither the liar497
nor the blue-eyed498 men of Hamdan have left anything but a
remnant.

Is it right that Shakir should plunder my estates,
and that Ibn Sa ' id's estate should be safe from me?

Have you not known , Umm Tawbah, that I
am not listless when confronting the vicissitudes of fortune?

I tighten my belt for every adversity,
and against every affliction I am exceedingly stalwart.

If I do not come to Shakir in the morning with a squadron
and cure my sword 's thirst with my own two hands-

(They destroyed my house and led my wife off
to their prison-the Muslims are my witnesses.

They gave her no time to tie her veil.
0 the marvel! Will fate avenge me?)

Then I am not Ibn al -I Iurr,499 if I do not suprise them
with armored horsemen who attack like lions.

My horsemen are not cowards ; I have urged them
against an army numerous and well equipped.

This is [part of ] a long poem.
[Continuing,] he said : He used to come to al -Mada 'in and make

the rounds of the Jukha district financial agents , taking whatever
money they had, and then head toward al-Jibal province . He con-
tinued in this manner until al-Mukhtar was killed . After al-
Mukhtar had been killed , people said to Mus`ab in his second
governorship, "Ibn al -Hurr split with both [`Ubaydallah] b. Ziyad
and al-Mukhtar . We fear he may attack the Sawad as he used to
do." Mus'ab therefore imprisoned him. Ibn al -Hun said:

Who will inform the young men
that a strong door and its keeper have come between them
and their brother,

In a dwelling unpleasing?
Whenever he stands up, fetters creak and respond to him.

497. Le., al-Mukhtar.
498. In Arabic poetry, blue eyes are considered a defect : either a sign of poor

vision (cataracts ! or a sign of hostility , See Lane, Lexicon , III, 12z8 . Dinawari,
Akhbdr, 304, reads "the man."

499. Punning on the literal meaning of Ibn al-Hun, "son of the free man."

( 7701
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On the leg above the heel there is something black, mute,
and strong ; it contracts his steps and shortens them.

This did not happen because of a great crime I committed,
but a slanderer spread his lies.

There is a course in the wide world;
for many a man his paths on it have been strait.

For man there is a lesson in fortune, time,
and the past , if ever vicissitudes occur.

Ubaydallah [ b. al-Hurr) asked some men from Madhhij to go to
Mus`ab on his behalf . He sent to the eminent men of the tribe
and said, "Go to Mus`ab and speak to him by himself , for he has
imprisoned me without a crime. Some liars have slandered me
and made him afraid of things I would not do and that would not
be my business ." But he also sent word to some young men from
Madhhij , saying, "Gird on swords and take battle gear . I have sent
some men to Mus'ab to speak to him on my behalf. Stand at
the door . If the men come out and he has accepted their inter-
cession , interfere with no one; let your swords be covered by your
garments."

The men from Madhhij came , entered Mus`ab's presence, and
spoke to him. He accepted their intercession and released `Ubayd-
allah. Ibn al -Huff had said to his companions, "If the men come
out and Mus`ab has not accepted their intercession, take the
prison by force; I will help you from inside ." When Ibn al-Hurr
came out , he said to them, "Show your swords." They showed
them ; no one interfered with him, and he went to his home.
Mus'ab regretted having released him, for Ibn al-Hurr was openly
disobedient . When men came to congratulate him, he said, "This
matter500 is meet only for such men as were your former caliphs.
We see no one equal to them or like them among us, that we
should allow him to conduct our affairs and grant him our sincere
advice. 10' If it is only 'He who overcomes takes the spoil,'-'02 why

500. Arabic amr, which means both "command ," and "matter , thing," is used
like Latin Yes in the phrase res publica to mean "state or commonwealth," and
particularly the caliphate. Cf. Dozy, Supplement, 1, 37.

Sot. The Arabic idiom, "grant sincere advice," is stronger than the English
equivalent . It is regularly used by synecdoche to mean the entire loyalty of a man
to his superior.

Sot. I .e., if the caliphate has become merely the prerogative of whoever has the
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Hubayrah al-Shaybani, who was in charge of the town. Bistam
and his forces went out and fought Ibn al-Hurr. Bistam's cavalry
numbered one hundred and fifty horsemen. Challenged by Ibn
al-Hurr to single combat, Yunus b. Haan al-Hamdani from
Khaywan5t3 said, "The worst that fortune has in store is what it
brings in the end. I never thought I would live until a man
challenged me to single combat."' 14 He met him in single combat,
and Ibn al-Hurr struck him a blow that knocked the strength out
of him; then they grappled, and both fell from their horses. Ibn
al-Hurr took Yunus's turban, tied his hands with it, and then rode
off.

Al-Hajjaj b. Jariyah al-Khath'ami came to them. Al-Hajjaj at-
tacked him, but Ubaydallah also took him prisoner. Bistam b.
Masqalah challenged al-Mujashshirsis to single combat; they ex-
changed blows until each had wearied the other. When Ibn al-
Hurr saw that Bistam was winning, he attacked Bistam . Bistam
grappled with him and both fell on the ground. Ibn al-Hun fell on
Bistam's chest and took him captive. That day, he took many
men captive. One man would say, "I was your companion on
such and such a day"; another would say, "I dwelt among you";
and each of them sought to gain favor by what he thought would
be to his advantage, so that he would be released.

`Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr sent horsemen from among his com-
panions under the leadership of Dalham al-Muradi to seek the
dingan. They found him and took the money before there was
any fighting. Ibn al-Hun said:

If I had four men like Jarir,516
1 would go to the treasury in the morning and collect.

Mus`ab and those with him would not frighten me.
How excellent a young man is Ibn Mashja'ah!

513. Khaywan was a town in Yemen . See Yaqut , Mu'jam , s.v., and Lisdn, s.v.
514• Cf. Baladhuri , Ansab, V, 2.95: "One of Bis4am 's men, Yunus b. Ahan by

name , challenged Ibn al -Hurr to single combat . `Ubaydallah said-and it became
proverbial, 'The worst that fortune has in store is what it brings in the end. I never
thought I would live to see a man such as this one challenge me to single combat."'

515. One of `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr's men.
516. Jarir b. Kurayb commanded Ibn al -Hun's left wing (Baladhuri , Ansdb, V,

z95).

17741
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Then Ubaydallah went to Takrit. Al-Muhallab's financial agent
fled from Takrit, and `Ubaydallah stayed there, collecting the
revenue. Mus'ab sent al-Abrad b. Qurrah al-Riyahi and al-Dawn b.
Ka'b al-Hamdani with a thousand men, add al-Muhallab rein-
forced the two with Yazid b. al-Mughaffal with five hundred men
to fight him. A man from Ju`fi517 said to Ubaydallah, "A large
number have come upon you; do not fight them," but he replied:

My kinsmen try to make me afraid of being killed:
but I shall die only when the appointed Decree518 comes.

Perhaps, spears with their points will draw wealth near,
and we shall live as generous men; or [it may be that) we shall
attack and be killed.519

Then he said to al-Mujashshir...,520 gave him his banner, and
sent Dalham al-Muradi forward with him. He fought them for
two days, having three hundred men with him. Jarir b. Kurayb
was wounded; `Amr b. Jundab al-Azdi and many of his horsemen
were killed. At evening the two sides stopped fighting.

`Ubaydallah left Takrit and said to his companions, "I am
taking you to Abd al-Malik b. Marwan." So they made ready; but
then he said, "I fear I may depart from life without having fright-
ened Mus'ab and his companions. Let us go back to al-Kfifah."
[Continuing,] he said: He went to Kaskar,121 banished its financial
agent, and took its treasury. Then he went to al-Kufah and en-
camped at Lahham Jarir.522 Mus`ab sent 'Umar b. `Ubaydallah
b. Ma'mar against him, and he fought with him. Ibn al-Hurr then

517. ju'fi was Ibn al-Hun 's own tribe.
518. Al-kitdb al-mu'ajjal, literally, "the appointed book," or "the book whose

time is appointed ," i.e. the divine decree fixing the term of a man 's life. The
phrase occurs in Qur 'an 3:145.

519. Baladhuri , Ansdb , V, z96 : "... and we shall live as generous men whom
men ask for gifts and for whose generosity they hope." The Baladhuri version adds
two lines : "Have you not seen that poverty brings contempt upon its people, and
that in wealth there is eminence and adornment ? If you do not venture upon what
is fearful , you will never attain enough wealth to satisfy a friend and provide a
surplus."

5zo. A word such as "Advance!" has apparently dropped out of the text (ed.
Leiden , note).

521. See note 342.
522. Ibn al -Athir, Kdmil , IV, 293 , reads "Hammam Jarir."
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left for Dayr al-A'war.523 Mus'ab sent Najjar b. Abjar against
him. When Najjar was defeated, Mus'ab heaped abuse on him,
sent him back, and had Jawn b. Kab al-Hamdani and 'Umar b.
'Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar join forces with him. So they all fought
Ibn al-Hurr. Many of Ibn al-Hurr's companions were wounded
and their horses hamstrung. When al-Mujashshir, who carried Ibn
al-Hurr's banner, was wounded, he gave the banner to Ahmar of
Tayyi'. I;Iajjar b. Abjar was beaten back, but wheeled round and
returned to the fight. The two sides fought hard until evening. Ibn
al-Hurr said:

If I had three men like young al-Mujashshir,
I would attack them (Sc. the enemy] by night, not
doubting.

He helped me the night of Dayr al-A'war
with spear thrust and sword stroke, and at the crossing;

'Umar b. Ma'mar then would perish.

Ibn al-Hurr then left al-Kufah.
Mus'ab then wrote to Yazid b. al-IHarith b. Ru'aym al-

Shaybani, who was at al-Mada'in, ordering him to fight Ibn al-
Hurr. YazId sent forward his son Hawshab, who met 'Ubaydallah
b. al-Hurr at Bajisra .524 'Ubaydallah defeated him and killed
some of his men. Ibn al-Hurr went and entered al-Mada'in, and [7761
Yazid's forces took refuge in the stronghold. Then 'Ubaydallah
left. Mus'ab dispatched al-Jawn b. Ka'b al-Hamdani and Bishr b.
'Abdallah al-Asadi against him. Al-Jawn encamped at
Hawlaya;525 Bishr went to Tamarra,526 and encountered Ibn al-
Hurr. Ibn al-Hurr killed him, defeated his forces, and then met al-
Jawn b. Ka'b at Ijawlaya. 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Abdallah went out
to fight him; Ibn al-Hurr attacked him, thrust him with a spear,
killed him, and defeated and pursued his forces. Then Bushayr b.
'Abd al-Rahman b. Bushayr al-'Ijli went out to fight him. They

523. Dayr al -A'war lay north of al-Kufah , approximately halfway to Karbala'.
See El', s.v.

524. Bajisra lay on the Nahrawan Canal, about 35 miles north of al -Mada'in.
See Le Strange , Lands, 59.

525. Hawlaya is located in the Nahrawan district (Yaqut , Mu'jam , s.v.).
52.6. Tamarra was the name given to the Nahrawan Canal north of Bajisra. See

Le Strange, Lands, 59f.
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met at Sara and fought hard. Bushayr then turned away from him,
went back to his district (amal), and said, "I have defeated Ibn
al-Hurr." When what he had said reached Mus`ab, the latter said,
"He is one of those who like to be praised for what they have not
done."

Ubaydallah [b. al-Burr] remained in the Sawad, raiding and
collecting the tax revenues. Concerning this, Ibn al-Hurr said:

Ask Ibn Ru'aym about how I fight and take my stand
at the Hall of Khusraw,527 not turning my back to them.

Distinguished [in war], I wheel round to charge them, and you see
them
like goats that take to the rocks for fear of the wolf.

I attacked them by night in the stronghold of Khusraw son of
Hurmuz
with bright whetted [swords] and dark [spears] from al-
Khatt.528

I gave them spear thrusts and sword blows; you see them
seeking refuge from us in the middle of the night atop the
stronghold.

They seek refuge from me out of timorousness and fear,
as doves seek refuge from a hawk.

Then, among other things mentioned, Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr
joined 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan. After he had come to him, `Abd
al-Malik sent him with ten men toward al-Kafah, ordering him to
advance toward it until the [Syrian] army joined him. `Ubaydallah
set out with the men. Having reached al-Anbar,529 he dispatched
people to al-Kafah to tell his companions of his coming and ask
them to come out to him. When the Qays party530 learned of this,

5 z7. fwan Kisrd, the great Sasanian ceremonial hall, located on the east bank of
the Tigris at al-Madi 'in. See Elz , s.v. al-Mada'in.

528. Al-Khatt, a place in the Yamamah (eastern Arabia ) was proverbial for pro-
ducing for importing ) good spears . See Lane, Lexicon, 11, 760.

5z9. Al-Anbir, on the left bank of the Euphrates, is about 12 farsakhs (44.6
miles) in a westerly direction from Baghdad . It was an important crossing place on
the Euphrates near the northernmost navigable canal connecting the Euphrates
with the Tigris. See El', s.v.

530. Al-Qaysiyyah: On the division of the Arab tribes in Syria and al-Jazirah
into two antagonistic groups , Kalb and Qays, and on the loyalty of the Qays to Ibn
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they went to al-Harith b. `Abdallah b. Abi Rabi'ah, Ibn al-Zubayr's
governor for al-Kufah, and asked him to send an army with them,
which he did. When they encountered `Ubaydallah, he fought
them for a time. Then his horse drowned,53i and he boarded a
ferryboat. A local peasant532 jumped on him and grabbed his arms;
the others struck him with stones and cried out, "This is the
man wanted by the Commander of the Faithful." The two men
grappled with each other and drowned. They pulled Ubaydallah
b. al-Hurr out, cut off his head, and sent it to al-Kufah and then to
al-Basrah.533

According to Abu ja` far Isc . al-Tabaril: Another account of his
death has also been given. `Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr is said to have
died for the following reason: He used to visit Mus'ab in al-Kufah
and saw the latter setting the people of al-Basrah ahead of him.
He therefore is said to have written Abdallah b. al-Zubayr a
gasidah,134 reproving Mus`ab, and threatening to go over to Abd
al-Malik b. Marwan. In it he said:

Deliver a message to the Commander of the Faithful,
for I am not of an unseemly opinion trying to outwit him:

al-Zubayr, see note ti. Ibn al -Athir, Kamil, N, z93f., adds that most of Ibn al-
Hurr's men had gone ahead to raise support in al-Kufah , leaving Ibn al-Hurr
vulnerable.

53 r. Ms. 0: "was hamstrung."
532. Literally, "a man from the anbdt," i.e. a Nabataean, any of the Aramaic-

speaking peasantry of Iraq.
533. Cf. the more detailed account in Ibn al -Athir, Kdmil, IV, 294 ( summarizing

Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 297): "They surrounded him, put his companions to flight,
and tried unsuccessfully to take him prisoner. He allowed his companions to
leave; they did so, and no one hindered them. He began to fight alone . A man from
Bahilah named Abu Kudyah attacked him, but Ibn al-Hun hit him with a spear.
They began to shoot arrows at him and crowded around him, but could not come
near him. 'Are these arrows,' he would say, 'or are they spindles?' When the
wounds had weakened him, he waded into a ferry there; he entered it, but his
horse would not enter it. He boarded the boat , and the shipman took him to the
middle of the Euphrates . The horsemen caught sight of him. There were some
Nabataean peasants with the shipman in the boat. The horsemen said to them,
'The man wanted by the Commander of the Faithful is in the boat . If he gets away
from you, we will kill you .' Ibn al -Hurr jumped up to fling himself into the water,
but a powerful man jumped him and grabbed his arms (his wounds were dripping
blood). The rest of the men struck him with oars. When he saw that they wanted
to take him to the Qays, he grabbed the man with him and threw himself with
him into the water. Both of them drowned."

534. I.e., a long ode involving a stylized sequence of themes. See EI2, s.v. Kagida.
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Is it a matter of right that I be turned away and that Mus`ab take
as his two helpers men I have been battling?

How, when I have sworn you my true allegiance,
is my right turned aside when I demand it?

I bestowed on you such a thing as is not to be disregarded;
I did good to you, when the rugged parts of the affair were
difficult.

But when the kingdom shone brightly and enemies had
submitted,
and when he had obtained his desire of the wealth of Iraq,

Mus`ab turned away from me. Had it been anyone else,
I would not reproach him for what happened between us.

What has made me have an evil opinion of Mus`ab is the fact that
Mus`ab
has shown himself the friend of all who bear malice toward
us.

If you drive me away, I will not drink
when the water has been muddied, after [another] drinker has
been favored with the clear!

A man receives only what God sends
to him and what the Writer has inscribed in the Book.

When I stand by the door, Muslim-135 is allowed in,
but the gatekeeper prevents me from entering the door.

This is (part of ] a long poem.
He composed the following addressed to Mus`ab when he was

in his prison. `Atiyyah b. `Amr al-Bakri had been imprisoned
with him. When `Atiyyah was released, `Ubaydallah said:

I say to him, "Patience, `Atiyyah;
it is prison only until God makes a way out."

I see my fate as two kinds of day:
one day a wandering fugitive, one day crowned among kings.

Will you speak ill of my religion when I come to you,
but draw al-Bahili and Hashraj near because of religion?

Have you not seen that the face of the kingdom has been marred

53 S. I.e., Muslim b. 'Amr al-Bahili, the father of Qutaybah b. Muslim. See Ibn
al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 291.
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and the nab' trees of God's earth have become 'awsaj
trees?536

This is [part of J a long poem.
The following was also composed to reprove Mus'ab. He men-

tions how Mus'ab took as a companion Suwayd b. Manjiif, who
had a scanty beard.

For which deed of endurance537 and which favor [they bestowed]
are Muslim and al-Muhallab made to go ahead of me?

And Ibn Manjuf is summoned ahead of me, as if he were
a gelding come to water when the asses go off to pasture.

The shaykh of Tamim has a head like thaghamah,538
and [the tribesmen of J'Aylan are afraid of us, watching.

I have made the strongholds of Azd, stretching between Manbij539
and the ghaf 540 trees of the valley of Oman,

Lands from which our swords have banished the foe,
from which $ufrah54t dwells remote, and to which he is a
stranger.

He also composed a gasidah in which he satirized [the tribe of J
Qays 'Aylan. In it he said:

I am a son of the Banu Qays; if you ask
about Qays, you will find them uppermost among the tribes.

Have you not seen how the Qays, Qays 'Aylan,542 have veiled
their beards and sold their arrows for spindles?

I continued to have hope in the Azd,543 until I saw
that they fell short of their haughty houses.

536. The hard wood of the nab ' tree was used for arrows ; the soft wood of the
awsaj (boxthorn ) was used for women 's spindles (Lane, Lexicon , V, 1042).

537. For a discussion of bald ' ("steadfastness , deed of endurance , manly deed")
see Bravmann, The Spiritual Background of Early Islam, 83ff.

538. Thaghdmah , a mountain plant , perhaps wormwood or hyssop , was pro-
verbial for its whiteness . See Lane , Lexicon , I, 339•

539• Manbij is about 50 miles northeast of Aleppo in Syria.
540. The ghdf tree, which is said to be large , grows in sand, and has sweet fruit,

is particularly associated with Oman , the original home of the Azd tribe . See Lane,
Lexicon, VI, 2318.

541. I.e., al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah.
542. Qays, the purported ancestor of the tribe of Qays, received the nickname

'Aylan, either from his father or because his horse was no named (Lisan).
543• The Azd were a group of South Arabian tribes, some of whom migrated

[780)
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Zufar b. al-Harith then wrote to Mus'ab, saying, "I took care of
fighting Ibn al-Zarga'544 on your behalf, and now Ibn al-Hurr is
satirizing Qays!"

Then a group of the Banu Sulaym took Ibn al-Hurr and made
him a prisoner. For his part, he said, "I merely said:

Have you not seen how the Qays, Qays Aylan, have come
to us and brought spears and parties of horsemen?"

One of their men, named Ayyash, killed him. Zufar b. al-Harith545
said:

When I saw that men were sons by a stepmother,546
and every speaker slandered us beyond measure,

Our going with our swords toward death spoke for us,
and the wrinkling of the vein of the places where one kicks
the mount [to make it gallop].

Had Ibn al-Huff asked, he would have been told that theys47
are Yemeni and that they are not bartered for spindles.

He would have been told that our swords are acquainted
with necks from the top to the backbone.

to Iraq from Oman . See E12 , s.v. Tabari, II, 463 , quotes these lines in connection
with the tribal conflicts of 64/783 in al-Ba^rah. After Yazid's death, the Umayyad
governor of Iraq, 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, was forced to flee to Syria. Before leaving,
he appointed the leader of the Azd, Masud b. Amr, to serve as his deputy.
Masud was subsequently assassinated (by a Khirijite , but the Azd suspected the
Banu Tamim of having engineered the affair). Violence erupted between the Azd
(and their ally, the Rabi'ah tribe of Bakr b. Wi'il) and Tamim (with its Mudar ally,
Qays Aylan). After many deaths on both sides, the Azd agreed to accept blood
money (diyah) from the Tamim. Although such payments were an accepted way
of ending tribal violence, they laid a group open to the charge of not being bold
enough to exact vengeance in blood. The following additional lines in Tabari, II,
463, make this explicit:

Shall Masud be killed, and they not avenge him?
The swords of Azd have become like sickles.

What good is there in blood-money that has bestowed humiliation upon the Azd,
so that their clans are reviled in gatherings.

544• This pejorative epithet ("son of the blue-eyed woman") refers to Marwin
b. al-Hakam. See Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, IV, 295; Ibn Hajar, Tabsir, 1469. On blue
eyes as evil, see note 498.

545. On the poetry of the Qaysi leader Zufat b. al-Harith al-Kilabi, see F. Sezgin,
GAS, II, 339-40.

546. I.e., when they turned away from us and mistreated us.
547. Le ., our arrows.
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`Abdallah b. Hammam548 said: [781]

Ibn al-l:Iurr, you chanted alone by yourself
the words of a man inebriated or tottering.

Do you remember tribesmen whose spears hurt you,
who protected their relations on the battlefield?

[The tribe of ] Rabi`ah weeps because of what they encountered at
their hands;
moreover, you are not the best among the kinsmen of Bakr.

Why did you not seek revenge for them with a Ju`fi,
since they are your people closely related, in previous years?

On the day of the multitude,549 we left them humiliated,
taking refuge from our swords in the mimosa trees.

On the day of al-Nukhayl, 'Umayr with his troops mixed with
you,
and you did not rejoice over him when he did so.

On the day of Sharahil, we cut off your noses;
on that day he did not act injuriously against us.

With the blade of the sword, we struck the crown of his head,
which had but recently known the services of the hairdresser.

If noses of Madhhij have thereby been rubbed in the dust,sso
so may hateful noses be humiliated and hated.

[Four Separate Banners at the Pilgrimage]

According to Abu Ja 'far [sc . al-Tabari] : In this year, four banners
came to `Arafat. 551

According to Muhammad b. `Umar [al-Wagidi]-Shurahbil b.

548. Abdallah b. Hammam al-Saluli lived mostly in al-Kufah . Tabari, II, 636-
42, shows him as having been originally unsympathetic to the Shi'ah and as
writing a panegyric of al-Mukhtar more or less to save his skin . Later, he became
loyal to the Umayyads. See F . Sezgin, GAS, II, 32.4.

549• Possibly, "on the day (i.e., battle ) of al-Than ja place name)."
55o. "To rub someone 's nose in the dust," means to humiliate him, the nose

held high in the air being, in Arabic as in English , a sign of haughtiness. See Lane,
Lexicon, III, t it 3.

55 t. I.e., four separate groups of pilgrims , led by four standard -bearers, gathered
at Arafat for the wuquf ("standing," or "station") that climaxes the Hajj ( pilgrim-
age). In 68, the day of the wuquf, 9 Dhu al-Hijjah, fell on July 15, 688. See Ell, s.vv.
Arafa and Ha4i4i.
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17821 'Awn-his father, who said : In the year 68, four banners stood at
'Arafat : Ibn al -Ii ianafiyyah with his companions stood with a
banner at Jaba1552 al-Mushat ; Ibn al -Zubayr stood with a banner
at the present standing place of the imam ; then Ibn al -Hanafiyyah
led his companions forward so that they stood opposite Ibn al-
Zubayr ; behind these two was Najdah , the Har iri ,553 and the
banner of the Banu Umayyah was to the left of the two. The first
banner to return [ from `Arafat ] was that of Muhammad b. al-
Hanafiyyah ; he was followed by Najdah , then by the banner of the
Banu Umayyah, and then by the banner of Ibn al -Zubayr, with the
people following it.

According to Muhammad [b. Umar al -Wagid1J-Ibn Nafi'-
his father, who said : That evening, Ibn 'Umar had begun to hurry
back [ from 'Arafat ] with Ibn al -Zubayr 's party; but when Ibn al-
Zubayr went slowly, after Ibn al-Hanafiyyah , Najdah, and the
Banu Umayyah had gone past , Ibn 'Umar said, "Ibn al-Zubayr is
waiting, as was the custom of pre-Islamic times ."554 Then he
rushed forward, and Ibn al-Zubayr rushed after him.

According to Muhammad 1b. 'Umar al -Wagidij-Hisham b.
Umarah-Sa'id b . Muhammad b. Jubayr-his father, who said:
Fearing there would be strife (fitnah), I went on foot to all of
them . I went to Muhammad b. 'Ali at al-Shi'b555 and said, "Abu
al-Qasim, fear God; we are in a place of sacred rites and sacred
territory, and the people are ambassadors of God to this house.556

552. For Jabal ("mountain "), one should read habl ("large sand dune "), as in
the parallel text in Ibn Sa 'd, Tabagat, V, 75 (and note).

553. I.e ., the Kharijite . Because the Kharijites gathered at the town of Harura'
(ca. 2 miles from al-Kufah ) when they "seceded " (kharaja) from Ali 's army in
opposition to the plan for arbitration between All and Mu 'awiyah, they were
called "Haruriyyah " (sing . Haruri ). See Ere, s.v. Harura '. Najdah's followers con-
trolled large areas of al -Yamamah (central Arabia) at this time. See note 385.

554. Pilgrims depart from Arafat after sunset on the ninth of Dhu al-Hijjah and
rush back to Mecca without delay. The parallel text in Ibn Sa'd, Tabagat, V, 76,
makes it clear that Ibn 'Umar left as soon as the sun set , according to what he
considered to be the Prophet 's Sunnah; Ibn al-Zubayr, on the other hand, was
waiting for darkness to fall . On the jahiliyyah , "time of ignorance," or pre -Islamic
paganism, see E12, s.v. DD''ahiliyya.

555• Al-Shi'b ("the path between two mountains ") was a watering place be-
tween al Agabah and al -Qa', three miles from Mecca on the Mecca -Medina road
(Yaqut, Mu'jam , s.v.).

5 56. The term ambassadors ( wafd, pl . of wa/id) normally has the sense of persons
coming to a great man to bring gifts or ask assistance ( Lane, Lexicon, VIII, 2955).
"This house" refers to the Ka'bah.
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Do not spoil their pilgrimage for them ." He replied, "By God, I do
not want that. I will not stand in the way of anybody seeking to
approach this house, and no pilgrim will be harmed by me. How-
ever , I am a man defending myself from Ibn al-Zubayr and what
he seeks from me . I seek this thing557 only so that two men may
not oppose me in it. But go to Ibn al-Zubayr, and speak to him;
and go to Najdah ." Muhammad [b . Jubayr ) continued : I went to
Ibn al-Zubayr and spoke to him as I had spoken to Ibn al-
Ilanafiyyah . He said, "I am a man on whom the people have
agreed and to whom they have sworn allegiance . These men are
people of dissent ." I said, "I think restraint would be best for
you." He said, "I will do it."

Then I went to Najdah al -Haruri . I found him among his com-
panions and found `Ikrimah, the lad (ghulam ) of Ibn `Abbas,
with him . I said, "Ask permission for me to go in to see your
master." Muhammad [b. Jubayr) continued : `Ikrimah went in,
and he admitted me without delay . I entered, greeted him with
respect , and spoke to him as I had spoken to the two other men.
He said, "As for initiating fighting against anyone , no; but I will
fight anyone who begins to fight ." I said, "I think the two men do
not want to fight you ." Then I went to the party of the Banu
Umayyah and spoke to them as I had spoken to the other men.
They said, "Our position is that we will not fight anyone , unless
he fights us." Among those banners , I saw no men more tranquil
or peaceful in their return [to Mecca] than Ibn al -Hanafiyyah.

[Those in Office during the Year]

According to Abu Ja'far [sc . al-Tabari] : In this year, Ibn al -Zubayr's
governor in charge of Medina was Jabir b . al-Aswad b . Awf al-
Zuhri . Ibn al-Zubayr 's brother Mus'ab was in charge of al-Basrah
and al-Kufah . Hisham b . Hubayrah was in charge of the judiciary
of al-Basrah, and `Abdallah b. `Utbah b. Masud was in charge of
the judiciary of al-Kufah . `Abdallah b. Khazim al -Sulami was in
charge of Khurasan, and Abd al-Malik b . Marwan was in Syria.

[783]

557. Amr, see note Soo.
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[The Revolt and Death of Amr b. Sa`fd in Damascus]

According to al-Wagidi, `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan went out to
'Ayn Wardah558 this year and made `Amr b. Said b. al-`As559 his
deputy over Damascus. The latter fortified himself there. When
word of this reached 'Abd al-Malik, he returned to Damascus and
besieged him.

Thus said al-Wagidi. It is also said that `Amr b. Said went out

558. Ayn Wardah ("Rose Spring" I is another name for the city of Ra's 'Ayn
("Spring-Head ") in al-Jazirah province on the upper Greater Khabur River near
the present Syrian-Turkish border . See E12, s.v. Ayn al-Warda ; Yaqut , Mu'jam,
s.v.

559• Abu Umayyah 'Amr b. Said b . a1=Ag b. Umayyah al-Umawi , known as
al-Ashdaq, was an Umayyad governor and general. Governor of Mecca when Yazid
b. Mu'awiyah became caliph ( 60/680), he was appointed governor of Medina the
same year . Upon the death of Yazid, 'Amr was mentioned as a possible successor
to Marwan; he was the caliph 's nephew through his mother and was also related
to him on his father 's side . Marwan, however , manipulated his own sons into the
succession . 'Amr's resentment came out in his attempted coup under Marwan's
successor . See E12, s.v. Amr b. Sa'id al -Ashdalc.
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with `Abd al-Malik, and that when the latter was at Butnan Habib,
`Amr returned to Damascus and fortified himself there, where-
upon 'Abd al-Malik returned to Damascus.

According to Hisham b. Muhammad )al-Kalbi)-`Awanah b. al-
Hakam, who said: After `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan returned from [784)
Butnan Habib to Damascus , he remained in Damascus for a time
and then set out for Qargisiya',560 where Zufar b. al-Harith al-
Kilabi was. `Amr b. Said was with `Abd al-Malik. While at Butnan
Habib, `Amr b. Said devised treachery, turned back by night-
Humayd b. Hurayth b. Bahdal al-Kalbi and Zuhayr b. al-Abrad al-
Kalbi were with him-and reached Damascus, where 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Umm al-Hakam al-Thaqafi was in charge as Abd al-
Malik's deputy. When he learned of `Amr b. Sa`id's return, 'Abd
al-Rahman fled and left his district; 'Amr entered the city and
took control of it and its treasuries.

Someone other than the two previously mentioned authorities
said that this episode took place in the year 70. He also said that
'Abd al-Malik's journey from Damascus was toward Iraq, aimed
at Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr. `Amr b. Said b. al-`As said to `Abd al-
Malik, "Behold, you are going out to Iraq. Your father promised
this thing-161 to me after him. On that basis, I exerted myself for
him; and my effort on his behalf is not hidden from you. Then
grant this thing to me after you." 'Abd al-Malik gave him no
response, so `Amr left him and returned to Damascus. 'Abd al-
Malik returned on his heels and reached Damascus.

Resumption of the account according to Hisham (b. al-Kalbi)-
`Awanah, who said: Having taken control of Damascus, `Amr
looked for Abd al-Rahman b. Umm al-Hakam, but did not find

56o. Qargisiya, was in al -Jazirah province , at the confluence of the Greater
Khabur and the Euphrates . See Yaqut Mu'jam , s.v. 'Abd al -Malik 's intention
would have been to campaign against the pro -Zubayrid leader of the Qays, Zufar
b. al-Harith.

561. Amr, i.e., the caliphate . For the agreement reached at al-Jabiyah in 64/683
between the leaders of the Umayyad family and their supporters , proclaiming
Marwan b . al-Hakam caliph on condition that his successors would be Khalid b.
Yazid b. Mu'awiyah and `Amr b . Said al -Ashdaq, see Tabari, II, 474-76, sum-
marized by Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate, 19. After his victory at Mari Rahit,
Marwan maneuvered his son Abd al-Malik into the succession and excluded
Khalid and `Amr . See Dixon, 1 z4ff ., for this episode ; also Buhl, "Die Krisis der
Umajjadenherrschaft in Jahre 684 ," 50-64.
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him. He therefore gave orders and had his house destroyed. The
people gathered; 'Amr ascended the pulpit, praised and extolled
God, and said : "No one from Quraysh ever stood on this pulpit
before me without asserting that his were a heaven and a hell, and
that he would cause whoever obeyed him to enter the heaven, and
whoever disobeyed him to enter the hell . But I tell you that heaven
and hell are in the hand of God ; nothing of that belongs to me,
save that you have a claim to equal treatment562 and a good stipend
('atiyyah) from me ." Then he descended.

'Abd al-Malik arose in the morning, and `Amr b . Said was
missing . He asked about him and was told what had happened.
'Abd al -Malik therefore returned to Damascus ; and behold, 'Amr
b. Said had covered the wall of ] Damascus with coarse hair-
cloths . 563 'Abd al -Malik fought him there for several days. When
'Amr b. Said sent out I;Iumayd b . Hurayth al -Kalbi in command
of cavalry , Abd al -Malik sent out Sufyan b. al-Abrad al-Kalbi
against him . When Amr b. Said sent out Zuhayr b. al-Abrad al-
Kalbi, 'Abd al -Malik sent out Hassan b . Malik b . Balhdal al-KalbI
against him.

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi]- 'Awanah : One day, the two
groups of horsemen stood facing each other . On the side of 'Amr

.b. Said there was a man from [the tribe of] Kalb named Raja' b.
Siraj . Raja' said, "'Abd al -Rahman b . Sulaym, come out for single
combat ." Abd al -Rahman , who was on the side of 'Abd al -Malik,
said, "He who vies with al-Qarah in archery has done them jus-
tice,"564 and came forward to engage Raja' in single combat. The
two thrust at each other with spears . 'Abd al-Rahman 's stirrup

561. Mu'asdh , "treating as an equal," implies generosity in sharing one's posses-
sions with others . See Lane, Lexicon , 1, 6o. Parallel accounts say that Amr's
generosity drew the people of Damascus to his side . See Baladhuri , Ansdb, IV/', 443
(authority of Abu Mikhnaf).

563. I.e ., in preparation for a siege by 'Abd al-Malik. The parallel text in
Baladhuri (authority of Abu Mikhnaf and others ) makes this clear: "He placed upon
the wall of Damascus coarse haircfoths , wood , coarse cotton cloth, and stuffed
bedding and prepared for a siege " (Baladhuri, Ansdb , IV/r, 443)•

564. Proverbial, see Freytag, II, 2.57 and Lisan, s.v. qdrah (root q-w-r). According
to the most likely explanation , the Qarah were a tribal group known as skilled
archers. The saying originated when one of them gave his opponent choice of a
contest in wrestling, running , or archery . When the opponent chose archery, the
man, before hitting his opponent 's heart with an arrow , replied with the saying,
which became proverbial.
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snapped, and Ibn Siraj escaped from him. `Abd al-Rahman said,
"By God, had the stirrup not snapped, you would have cast forth
the figs565 in your stomach." So there was no truce between Amr
and 'Abd al-Malik.

When their fighting had gone on a long time , the women of
Kalb came with their children and wept, saying to Sufyan b. al-
Abrad lal-Kalbil and lHumayd b. Hurayth] b. Bahdal al-Kalbi, "Why
will you slay yourselves for the ruler of Quraysh?" Each of them
swore he would not go back until his fellow went back. When
they all had agreed to go back, they looked and found that Sufyan
was older566 than Hurayth. So they asked Hurayth, and he went
back. Abd al-Malik and `Amr then made peace and drew up a
written document between them . `Abd al-Malik gave `Amr a
promise of safety. This took place on the eve of Thursday.

According to Hisham lb. al-Kalbil-Awanah: Armed with a 17861
black bow, `Amr b. Said went out with horsemen. He went
forward and made his horse trample the ropes of Abd al-Malik's
tent. The ropes broke, and the tent fell. `Amr dismounted and
sat down. 'Abd al-Malik was furious and said to `Amr, "Abu
Umayyah, armed with this bow, you resemble this tribe of Qays."
"No," he replied, "I resemble someone better than they: al `As b.
Umayyah.i567 Then he rose up in anger, and the horsemen with
him, until he entered Damascus.

`Abd al-Malik entered Damascus on Thursday and sent to `Amr,
saying, "Give the men their provisions. ,568 `Amr sent word to
him, saying, "This is no city of yours; leave it." When Monday
came-four days, that is, after Abd al-Malik's entry into Damas-
cus-he sent to `Amr, saying, "Come to me." (Amr was at the
home of his wife from the tribe of Kalb.) Now 'Abd al-Malik had
summoned Kurayb b. Abrahah b. al-$abbah al-Himyari569 and
consulted him in the matter of `Amr b. Said. Kurayb said to

565. Ed. Cairo emends to "straw."
566. Mss . 0 and Co, "greater."
567. Amr's grandfather.
568. Arabic arzaq, plural of rizq, from Middle Persian rozik, "daily allowance."
569. Kurayb b. Abrahah b. al-Sabbah al-Himyari , a companion of the Prophet,

was the chief of the Yemeni tribe of Himyar in Syria during the days of Mu'awiyah.
He witnessed the Battle of Siffin , served in Egypt under the governor Abd al-'Aziz
b. Marwin , and lived to see al-Hajjij's governorship of Iraq . He died in 75/694. See
Ibn Hajar, I$dbah, V, 641-43.
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him, "In this matter, 570 Himyar has been reduced to naught.
I have no opinion for you on it. Neither my female nor my male
camel is involved in this affair. i571 When 'Abd al -Malik's mes-
senger came to summon 'Amr, the messenger found 'Abdallah b.
Yazid b . Mu'awiyah at 'Amr's house . 'Abdallah said to `Amr b.
Said, "Abu Umayyah, you are dearer to me, by God, than my
hearing and sight . I see that this man has sent word for you to go
to him . My opinion is that you should not do it." 'Amr said to
him, "Why?" He replied , "Because Tubay' , the son of Ka'b al-
Ahbar's wife , 572 said, 'Behold , a great descendant of Ismail shall
return. He shall shut the gates of Damascus and go forth from it.
Shortly thereafter he shall be killed ."' 'Amr said to him, "By
God, even if I were asleep , I would not fear that Ibn al -Zarga'S73
would wake me. He is not the sort of person who would embolden
himself to do that to me. Also , Uthman b. Affan came to me
last night in a dream and clothed me with his shirt ." Now 'Abdal-
lah b. Yazid was the husband of Umm Musa, the daughter of
'Amr b . Said. 'Amr said to the messenger, "Greet 'Abd al-Malik,
and tell him I will come to him this evening, God willing."

When it was evening , 'Amr put on a sturdy coat of mail between
a linen tunic574 and a linen shirt and girded on his sword. At his
home were his wife from the tribe of Kalb and Humayd b. Hurayth
b. Bahdal al -Kalbi. As he rose to leave, he tripped on the carpet.

570. Parallel in Ibn al -Athir, Kamil , IV, z98 : " in such a matter as this."
i71. A proverb meaning, "I have nothing at stake in the affair ." See Freytag, II,

499 (Maydani , II, 144).
571. Tubay ', who settled in Hims in Syria , is said to have passed on the lore of his

stepfather, Ka'b al-Ahbar. The latter , a learned Yemeni Jew (his name means "Ka'b
of the scholars"), introduced many stories of Jewish origin into Islam and often
appears as a foreteller of future events . He is said to have predicted the death of
'Umar . The following anecdote illustrates his reputation, which apparently rubbed
off on his stepson : "When the head of al-Mukhtar was brought to Abdallah b. al-
Zubayr, he said, 'Nothing has happened under my rule but that Ka'b told me about
it. He mentioned , however , that a man from the tribe of Thaqif would kill me; yet
here lies the man's head before me!' Ibn al -Zubayr did not realize that al-Haijaj, also
from Thaqif, lay in wait for him ." ( Ibn Hajar, Isabah, V, 650 ) See ibid ., I, 377, on
Tubay'; Ibn Sa 'd, Tabagat , VII, 452 ; and E12, s.v. Ka 'b al-Ahbar.

573. A derogatory name for Abd al-Malik ("son of the blue -eyed woman"). See

574• Qabd': "a kind of tunic , resembling the gaftan, generally reaching to the
middle of the shank , divided down the front , and made to overlap over the chest"
(Lane , Lexicon, VIII, 2984).

notes 498 and 544•
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Humayd said to him, "By God, if you obey me, you will not go to
him." His wife said the same to him, but he paid no attention to
what they said and went out with a hundred of his mawdli. `Abd
al-Malik had sent to the sons of Marwan, and they had gathered at
his home. When Abd al-Malik was informed that `Amr was at
the gate, he ordered that those with him be barred; `Amr himself
was admitted and entered. Thus, 'Amr's companions remained
barred at each gate, and `Amr entered the courtyard575 of the
house, having only a servant of his with him. 'Amr turned his
eyes toward Abd al-Malik, and behold, around him were the sons
of Marwan, and with them were Hassan b. Malik b. Bahdal al-
Kalbi and Qabisah b. Dhu'ayb al-Khuza`i.576 Seeing their as-
sembly and sensing evil, `Amr turned to his servant and said, "Go
quickly-alas for you!-to Yahya b. Sa`id177 and tell him to
come to me." Not having understood what he had said, the servant
said to him, "At your service!" So `Amr said to him, "Go away
from me into God's burning and fire!"

`Abd al-Malik said to Hassan and Qabisah, "If you wish, arise
and meet with Amr in the house." Then `Abd al-Malik said to
them, as if jesting, so that Amr b. Said might feel at ease, "Which
of you two has been longer [in office ]?" Hassan said, "Qabisah, 0
Commander of the Faithful, has been longer in office than I."
(Qabisah was in charge of the seal.) Amr then turned to his servant
and said, "Go quickly to Yahya and command him to come to
me." Not having understood what he had said, the servant said to
him, "At your service!" So 'Amr said, "Go away from me!"

After Hassan and Qabisah had gone out, `Abd al-Malik ordered
the doors shut. `Amr entered. `Abd al-Malik greeted him, said,
"Here, please'578 Abu Umayyah," seated him on the couch with
him, and began talking to him at length. Then he said, "Lad, take
the sword from him." `Amr said, "We belong to God, 0 Com-
mander of the Faithful! "579 'Abd al-Malik said, "Do you desire to

575• The older sense of gd'ah is the courtyard of a house ; later it comes to mean
the main salon . It is not clear which meaning is intended here.

576. Qabisah was Abd al-Malik's secretary (kdtib!; see below, Tabari, II, 837.
577. Yahya was Amr 's brother.
578. Literally, "God be merciful to you." But the English suggests something

sinister; the Arabic has overtones of affection and intimacy.
579• Here, this expression is said in suprise and as a protest of good intentions.

[7881
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sit with me wearing your sword?"-and he took the sword from
him. They spoke for a time, and then `Abd al-Malik said to him,
"Abu Umayyah!" He replied, "At your service, Commander of
the Faithful!" `Abd al-Malik said, "When you threw off your
allegiance to me , I swore an oath that if I laid eyes on you and
had power over you, I would put you in shackles.i580 The sons of
Marwan said to him, "Then will you release him, 0 Commander
of the Faithful?" Abd al-Malik replied, "Then I will release him.
What [else] might I possibly do to Abu Umayyah?" The sons of
Marwan said, "Carry out the oath of the Commander of the Faith-
ful." Amr said, "God has made your oath come true, 0 Com-
mander of the Faithful." `Abd al-Malik took out a set of shackles
from under his couch, tossed them toward `Amr, and said, "Lad,
bind him in them." The servant lad got up and bound him in
them. `Amr said, "For God' s sake, Commander of the Faithful, do
not make me go out in them before the chiefs of the people."
`Abd al-Malik replied, "Craftiness, Abu Umayyah, even at the
point of death?581 No, by God; we would not make you go out in
shackles before the chiefs of the people. And we will remove
them from you in no other wise than upwards."

Thereupon, 'Abd al-Malik gave 'Amr a pull that made his
mouth hit the couch, breaking his front tooth. 'Amr said, "For
God's sake, 0 Commander of the Faithful, may what moves you
to break a bone of mine not be the commission of something even
worse than that!" `Abd al-Malik said to him, "By God, if I knew
that you would spare me if I spared you and that Quraysh would
prosper, I would release you. But never have two men come
together in a city in a situation like ours but one expelled the
other." When Amr saw that his tooth had been broken and real-
ized what Abd al-Malik planned to do, he said, "Will you commit
treachery, Ibn al-Zarga'?"

It has been said [by another authority]: When 'Abd al-Malik

580. Idmi'ah: a neck shackle to which were attached thongs to bind the hands to
the neck. See Lane, Lexicon, II, 458.

581. A proverb, see Freytag, II, 68o (Maydani, II, z2o1 . Abd al -Malik 's allusion to
Amr's craftiness is clarified by the parallel in Bal3dhuri, Ansdb, IV/r, 445: "Amr
wanted to make a show of not wanting to go out only in order to entice Abd al-
Malik into sending him out . 'Amr's supporters surrounding the palace would then
free him."
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pulled `Amr so that his tooth fell out, `Amr began to rub it. `Abd
al-Malik said to him, "I see that your tooth is so important to you
that you will never again be well disposed toward me." So he gave
orders, and `Amr was beheaded.

Resumption of Awanah's account: The muezzin announced
the afternoon prayer. `Abd al-Malik went out to lead the people in
worship and commanded `Abd al `Aziz b. Marwin to kill 'Amr.
When `Abd al-'Aziz approached with the sword, 'Amr said, "For
the sake of God and kinship, do not carry out my murder yourself;
let someone more distantly related than you take charge of it. So
`Abd al-`Aziz threw away the sword and sat down. 'Abd al-Malik,
having prayed a quick prayer, entered [the palace again), and the
doors were shut. People saw that when `Abd al-Malik came out,
`Amr was not with him. They mentioned this to Yahya b. Said,
and he came with men and alighted at the gate of 'Abd al-Malik; a
thousand of `Amy's slaves were with him and many of his com-
panions afterwards. Those who were with him began to shout,
"Let us hear your voice, Abu Umayyah!" With Yahya b. Said, 179°J
Humayd b. Hurayth and Zuhayr b. al-Abrad came forward, broke
the door of the enclosure (magqurah),582 and attacked the men
with swords. A slave of `Amr b. Said named Masqalah struck al-
Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik a blow on the head. Ibrahim b. 'Arabi,ssa
the official in charge of the diwan,584 carried [al-Walid] away and
brought him into the room where documents were kept.585

Having prayed, `Abd al-Malik came in and found `Amr alive.
He said to `Abd al-Aziz, "What prevented you from killing him?"
He replied, "His beseeching me for the sake of God and kinship
prevented me, so that I softened to him."Abd al-Malik said
to him, "God shame your piss-on-her-heels mother! You take

582. This term has several meanings . It is "the enclosure in a mosque where the
prince sits " ( Lane, Lexicon , VII, 2536 ). In Damascus , the public treasury was also
called maq$drah ; and any gatehouse or railing could also be given the name. A
subsequent reference in Awanah 's account indicates that the magsurah in the
mosque is meant . See Dozy, Supplement, II, 366; Tabari, II, 794.

583. Ms . Pet: "b. Adi"; Baladhuri, Ansdb, IV/r, 448 : "Ibn Arqam."
584. Diwdn , apparently from Middle Persian, meant a list or register , and, by

extension, the administrative department or office in charge of maintaining such a
register. See E12, s.v.

585. Bayt al-gardlis : from girlds, papyrus (later, paper ) or a rolled document.
See Lane, Lexicon, VII, 2517; EI2, s.v. Kirtis.
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after no one but her." (Abd al-Malik's mother was `A'ishah bint
Mu`awiyah b. al-Mughirah b. Abi al `As b. Umayyah; `Abd
al-'Aziz's mother was Layla.586 As Ibn al-Rugayyat said:-87

That is Layla's son, `Abd al-Aziz: at Babilyun588
his food bowls are full to overflowing. )589

`Abd al-Malik then said, "Lad, bring me the lance." He brought it.
`Abd al-Malik brandished it and thrust at `Amr with it. When it
did not penetrate, he did it again. It did not penetrate. He put his
hand on `Amy's arm and felt the coat of mail. Laughing, he said,
"And wearing mail, too! Abu Umayyah, you really came prepared!
Lad, bring me the sword that will not bend." He brought him his
sword. 'Abd al-Malik gave orders: `Amr was thrown down, and
`Abd al-Malik sat on his chest and cut his throat, saying:590

`Amr, if you do not cease reviling me and speaking
contemptuously of me,
I will strike you so that the owl will cry, "Give me drink!
Give me drink! "591

'Abd al-Malik shook with trembling, as has been said to befall a
man if he kills a relative. 'Abd al-Malik was carried from 'Amr's
chest and laid on his bed. He said, "Never have I seen the like of

586. Full name: Layli bint Zabbin b. al-A^bagh al-Kalb! (Balidhuri, Ansdb, IV/i,
448).

587. Ubaydallah b. Qays al-Rugayyat (nicknamed "al-Rugayyat" because he
wrote love poetry to three women, each named Rugayyah), a Qurayshi poet, was
originally a partisan of Ibn al-Zubayr, but went over to the Umayyads after the
death of Mu^'ab and Abdallih b. al-Zubayr and became a panegyrist for them.
These lines are from a ga$idah praising 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Marwan. See Aghdni, IV,
162.

588. Often known as Babylon , this was the Roman fortress still to be seen at Old
Cairo . Because the Arab garrison city of Fustat was nearby , Babilyun (or Babalyun)
could be used as a name for the capital of Arab Egypt . 'Abd al -Aziz b. Marwan was
governor of Egypt under Marwan and'Abd al-Malik. See E/2, s.v. Babalyun; Yiqut,
Mu'jam, s.v.

589. I.e., he is a generous host . The line is quoted in the Lisdn.
59o. The line is from a qasidah by Dhu al-lgba' al-Adwani, a pre-Islamic poet.

See Aghdni, 111, 9.
591. According to pre -Islamic folklore , if a slain man was not avenged , his spirit

became an owl that hovered at his grave and continued to cry "Give me drink!"
until vengeance was taken. See Lisdn , s.v. hdmah.
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this : he was killed by someone who possessed this world and did
not seek the hereafter."

Yahya b. Said and those with him came into the house into
the presence of the sons of Marwan . They reviled the sons of
Marwin and their mawali who were with them, and the latter
fought with Yahya and his companions. Abd al-Rahman b. Umm
al-Hakam al-Thaqafi came. The head was given to him, and he
threw it to the people. `Abd al Aziz b. Marwan arose, took money
in purses , and started throwing them to the people . When the
people looked at the money and saw the head, they grabbed the
money and dispersed.

It has been said that when `Abd al -Malik b. Marwan went out
to prayer, he commanded his servant lad Abu al-Zu`ayzi`ah592 to
kill `Amr. The latter did so, and threw his head to the people and [792]
`Amy's companions.

According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi]-Awanah : It was related to
me that `Abd al-Malik ordered the money that had been thrown
to the people to be collected ; thus it all returned to the treasury.

On that day, Yahya b. Said was hit on the head with a rock.
'Abd al-Malik ordered his bed taken out into the mosque. He left
[the house] and sat down on it. Al-Walid b. Abd al-Malik was
missing, and `Abd al -Malik started saying, "Woe unto you! Where
is al-Walid? By their father, if they have killed him, they have
attained their revenge ." Ibrahim b . Arabi al-Kinani came to him
and said, "Behold, al-Walid is in my house . He has received a
wound , but has not been harmed."

Yahyi b. Sa` id was brought to 'Abd al-Malik, who ordered him
killed . But `Abd al-Aziz [b . Marwin] stood before him and said,
"May God make me your ransom, Commander of the Faithful!
Will you kill [all] the Banu Umayyah in a single day?" So he
ordered Yahya to be imprisoned. Then Anbasah b. Said was
brought, and he ordered him killed. But `Abd al-Aziz stood before
him and said, "I ask you to remember God, Commander of the
Faithful , in the matter of extirpating and destroying the Banu
Umayyah." So he ordered Anbasah to be imprisoned. Then `Amin
b. al-Aswad al-Kalbi was brought in. Abd al-Malik struck his

59z. See below, Tabari, II, 837, where Abu al-Zu`ayzi`ah is identified as a
mawla in charge of Abd al-Malik's correspondence bureau.
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1793)

head with a cane rod he had, and said, "Will you fight against me
on the side of Amr? Will you take his side against me ?" 'Amir
said, "Yes, because 'Amr honored me, and you despised me; he
drew me close, and you drove me away; he brought me near, and
you made me distant ; he treated me well, and you wronged me.
Therefore I took his side against you.'Abd al-Malik ordered him
to be killed; but 'Abd al 'Aziz stood up and said, "I ask you to
remember God, Commander of the Faithful, concerning this my
maternal uncle." So 'Abd al-Malik gave him into his hands and
ordered the sons of Said to be imprisoned.

Yahya (b. Sal d] remained in prison for a month or more. Then
`Abd al-Malik ascended the pulpit. Having praised and extolled
God, he asked the people's advice about putting him to death.
One preacher among the people stood up and said, "Do snakes
bear anything but snakes? By God, we think you should kill him,
because he is a hypocrite, an enemy." Then'Abdallah b. Mas'adah
al-Fazari stood up and said, "Commander of the Faithful, Yahya is
the son of your paternal uncle. You know how closely he is related.
They did what they did, and you did to them what you did; and
you do not feel safe with them. Yet, I do not think you should kill
them. Make them go to your enemy: if they are killed, their affair
will have been taken care of for you by the hand of others; if they
return safely, you will consider what to do with them." Abd al-
Malik took his advice. He sent out the family of Said and had
them go to Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr. When they came to him, Yahya
b. Said went before him. Ibn al-Zubayr said to him, "You escaped,
but your tail was plucked. ,593 "By God," replied Yahya, "the tail
still has its hair!"

Abd al-Malik sent to'Amr's wife from the tribe of Kalb, saying,
"Send me the peace agreement I wrote for 'Amr." She said to his
messenger, "Go back and tell him that I wrapped that agreement
in his shrouds with him so that with it he might call you to task
before his Lord."

Amr b. Said and `Abd al-Malik both traced their descent to
Umayyah. 'Amy's mother, Umm al-Banin, the daughter of al
Hakam b. Abi al "As, was Abd al-Malik' s paternal aunt.

593• Proverbial for someone who narrowly escapes death; see Freytag, II, zor
(Maydani, II , 14); Lisnn , s.v. h-s-s.
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According to Hisham [b. al-Kalbi]-Awanah: What happened
between `Abd al-Malik and `Amr was an old feud. The mother of
the two sons of Said was Umm al-Banin . 'Abd al-Malik and
Mu`awiyah were the two sons of Marwan. When they [all] were
lads, they constantly used to go to Umm Marwan b. al-Hakam al- [794]
Kinaniyyah594 and talk at her home. With `Abd al-Malik and
Mu` awiyah, one of their black servant lads used to go out also.
Whenever they came to her, Umm Marwan used to prepare food
for them and bring it to them, placing a bowl in front of each man
separately. She was continually stirring up quarrels between
Mu`awiyah b. Marwan and Muhammad b. Said, and between
`Abd al-Malik and `Amr b. Said. As a result, they used to fight
with each other and cut each other, sometimes not talking with
each other. Umm Marwan used to say, "If these two have no
intelligence, those two have." Such was her custom, whenever
they came to her, until she had implanted rancor in their hearts.

It has been mentioned [by another authority] that `Abdallah b.
Yazid al-Qasri (Abu Khalid) was with Yahya b. Said when he
entered the mosque, broke the door of the enclosure, and fought
with the sons of Marwan. When `Amr was killed and his head
brought out to the people, `Abdallah and his brother Khalid rode
away and reached Iraq. He remained with the sons of Said who
were with Mus`ab, until unity595 was established under Abd al-
Malik. `Abdallah b. Yazid's eye had been put out at the Battle of
Mari [Rahit];596 he had been on the side of Ibn al-Zubayr, fighting
the Banu Umayyah. After the establishment of unity, he went
before 'Abd al-Malik, and [the latter] asked, "How are you, family
of Yazid?" `Abdallah replied, "Disgrace! disgrace! ,597 'Abd al-

594• I.e., Marwin's mother, who was from the tribe of Kininah.
595. lamd 'ah: "a gathering together," especially the unity or concord of the

Islamic community after civil strife (ed. Leiden, Glossarium, p. CLXX; Dozy,
Supplement, I, 2t 5j. The reference is to the year 73/691, the restoration of a single
caliphal authority over all Muslims after the death of Ibn al -Zubayr.

596. Fought in 64 /683, between Marwin and the supporters of Ibn al-Zubayr, it
ended with a complete defeat for the latter . See E12, S.V.

597. Accepting the emendation khizyan khizyan proposed by ed. Leiden, Glos-
sarium, p. cLxxxvn. Mss. 0 and Co read hizban hizban ("party by party"); C reads
harban harban ("war! war! "); and the editor 's original emendation was huraba'a
hurabd'a ("despoiled! despoiled!").
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Malik said, "That is for what your hands have forwarded: God is
never unjust unto His servants."598

According to Hishim 1b. al-Kalbi]-`Awanah: The sons of Amr
b. Said came before 'Abd al-Malik after the establishment of
unity. They were four: Umayyah, Said, Ismail, and Muhammad.
When he beheld them, `Abd al-Malik said to them, "You are men
of a noble family.599 You have always seen yourselves as having
some preeminence over all your kin, albeit one that God has not
given you. What took place between your father and me was
nothing new ; it was inveterate in the souls of your ancestors
against our ancestors in pre-Islamic times ." Umayyah b. 'Amr,
who was their eldest, found himself unable to speak; he was the
noblest and most intelligent of them. So Said b. Amr, the middle
in age, stood up and said, "0 Commander of the Faithful, now
that God has brought Islam and destroyed former things, prom-
ising Paradise, and warning of the Fire, why do you reproach us
with something that happened in pre-Islamic times? As for what
transpired between you and `Amr, 'Amr was your paternal cousin,
and you know best what you did. `Amr has arrived before God-
'and God suffices for a reckoner.'600 By my life, if you punish us for
what happened between him and you, the interior of the earth
were better for us than its surface!" `Abd al-Malik was much
softened toward them, and said, "Your father made me choose
between his killing me or my killing him; so I chose his death
over my own. But you-how I long for you! How linked I am to
you in kinship, and how mindful of your right!" So he rewarded
them well, showed them favor, and drew them close.

It has been mentioned: One day, Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu` awiyah
said to 'Abd al-Malik, "The strange thing about you and 'Amr b.
Said is how you took him off guard and killed him." `Abd al-
Malik said:

I drew him near me, that his mind might be calm,
and that I might leap upon him with the assault of a man firm
and masterful,

598. Qur'an iz:io . If the reading khizyan khizyan is correct, 'Abd al-Malik is
answering an allusion to Qur 'an 2.z : 9 with an allusion to the following verse.

599• Arabic, ahlu baytin : "people of a (distinguished, noble ! household."
6oo. Qur'an 4:6 and 33:39.
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In anger and in defense of my religion:
the bungler's way is not like the way of the man who does
things right!

According to `Awanah: A man met Said b. 'Amr b. Said in
Mecca and said to him, "By the Lord of this House,60' there was
no one like your father among the kinsmen!602 But he attempted
to wrest from his kin what they had in their hands, and so he 17961
perished."

Al-Wagidi says that only the siege between Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan and `Amr b. Said took place in the year 69. Amr b.
Said fortified himself in Damascus; `Abd al-Malik returned
from Butnan Habib and besieged him, but his killing of 'Amr
took place in the year 70.

[A Kharijite Killed at the Pilgrimage]

During this year, at al-Khayf of Mini,6O3 a Kharijite proclaimed
the slogan, "Judgment belongs to none but God! X604 He was killed
at al-Jamrah.605

According to Muhammad b. 'Umar (al-Wagidi]-Yahya b. Said
b. Dinar-his father, who said: I saw him draw his sword at al-
Jamrah. They were a group, but God restrained their hands. He
came forward from among them and proclaimed, "Judgment
belongs to none but God!" The people turned upon him and killed
him.

6o x. I .e., the Ka'bah.
6oz. I.e ., the Umayyad family.
603. Literally, "the sloping land [between the mountains and the bottom of the

valley] at Mina": At Mina the pilgrims gather from the tenth to the thirteenth of
Dhu al-Hijjah. On the first day, the 'Id al-Adha sacrifice is performed; the fol-
lowing days are days of visiting and social relations before returning to Mecca. See
EI2, s.v. Hadd'.

604. The slogan of the Khariiites when they rejected mediation between Ali
and Mu' awiyah by two men , Abu Musa al-Ash 'ari and `Amr b . al=Ag; see note
40.

605. Al-Jamrah , literally, "the heap of pebbles," is a construction called
"Jamrat al =Aqabah" near the western exit from the valley of Mina . Pilgrims
throw seven stones , now interpreted as stoning the Devil. See EI2 , s.vv. Hades
and al-D2'amra.
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[Those in Office during the Year/

`Abdallah b . al-Zubayr led the pilgrimage this year . His governor
in charge of the garrison cities of al-Kufah and al-Basrah this year
was his brother Mus`ab b. al -Zubayr . Shurayh [b . al-Harith al-
Kind! ] was in charge of the judiciary of al-Kufah . Hisham b. Hu-
bayrah was in charge of the judiciary of al-Basrah . `Abdallah b.
Khazim was in charge of Khurasan.
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[Abd al-Malik and the Byzantines]

In this year, the Byzantines arose and gathered an army against
the Muslims in Syria. For fear of what he might do to the Muslims,
`Abd al-Malik made peace with the Byzantine emperor, on terms
that every Friday he would deliver a thousand dinars to him.606

(Mu$`ab b. al-Zubayr Visits Mecca]

According to Muhammad b. `Umar [al-Wagidij: During this year,
Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr went to Mecca, bringing a great deal of money,
which he divided among his kinsmen and others. He brought
many horses and camels and much baggage. He sent much money
to `Abdallah b. $afwan, Jubayr b. Shaybah, and `Abdallah b. Muti`, 17971
and he slaughtered many fattened camels.

6o6. Cf . Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 199-300.
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[Those in Office during the YearJ

Abdallah b. al-Zubayr led the pilgrimage this year . His governors
in charge of the garrison cities during this year were his agents of
the previous year in charge of finances6O7 and the judiciary.

607. Ma' dwin seems here to be used generally for "financial matters , taxes."
See Dozy, Supplement, II, 191 ; and note 446, above.
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Among these events was Abd al -Malik b . Marwan 's going to
Iraq to fight Mus`ab b . al-Zubayr . According to what some have
said, `Abd al-Malik used to continue drawing closer to Mus`ab
until he arrived at Butnan Habib , while Mus`ab would go out to
Bajumayra608 When winter set in, each of them would go back to
his encampment ; then they would return [to the war]. As 'Adi b.
Zayd b . 'Ad! b . al-Riga` al-`Amili said:

By my life, our horsemen took to the desert
in the vicinity of the Tigris because of Mus`ab.

When the hypocrite of the people of Iraq

6o8. Abd al-Malik encamped at Butnan Habib , near Qinnasrin, in Syria; Mu$'ab
at Bajumayra, near Takrit , at the southern border of al-Jazirah (Yaqut , Mu'jam,
s.v. Bajumayra).

609. Adi b. Zayd b . (Malik ( b. Adi b. al-Riga' al-Amili : Syrian poet and
panegyrist of the Umayyad caliphs Yazid b . Mu'awiyah and al -Walid b . Abd al-
Malik . Lines of the poem , with variants , are found in Aghdni, XVII, i65;
Baladhuri, Ansdb , V, 342; and Dinawari, Akhbdr, 317; see also F . Sezgin, GAS, II,
321f.
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was reproved, but was not made to return ( from his evil
ways),

We advanced toward him under a man possessing might to repel
his enemies,
who gives little thought to those who are absent.

They brandish [ spears] , each of them long -shafted,
the blade and the tip of the shaft close -fitted.

Their shouts as they advance seem like
the crying of the sand grouse of a fruitful land.

Before us went one whose face was bright,
and whose character and origins were noble.

He was aided by us, and we were helped by him:
he whom God helps will not be overcome.

[Khalid b. Abdallah Raises Support for
`Abd al-Malik in a]-Ba.srahJ

According to `Umar b. Shabbah-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-Ma-
da'ini ), who said : `Abd al-Malik came from Syria intending to
fight Mus`ab. (This happened prior to this year , in the year 7o.)
With him was Khalid b. `Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid . Khalid said
to Abd al -Malik, "If you send me to al-Basrah and have a few
horsemen follow me, I hope to subdue it for you." `Abd al-Malik
sent him . Khalid arrived there clandestinely with his mawdli and
close associates , and stayed at the home of `Amr b. Asma` al-
Bahili.

According to Umar [b. Shabbah)-Abu al- Hasan [`Ali b.
Muhammad al-Mada'ini]-Maslamah b . Muharib : `Amr b. Asma`
gave Khalid protection and sent a message to Abbad b . al-I Iusayn,
who was in charge of Ibn Ma'mar 's police. (Whenever Mus'ab
left al-Basrah, he made `Ubaydallah b. `Ubaydallah b. Ma`mar
his deputy over the city. Amr b. Asma` hoped that `Abbad b. al-
Husayn would pledge allegiance to him .) The message was as
follows : "I have given Khalid protection, and would like you to
know it so that you can back me." Amr's messenger reached
`Abbad as the latter was dismounting from his horse . `Abbad said
to [the messenger], "Tell him, 'By God, before I even take off my
horse's saddlecloth, I will come to [take ) you with horsemen!"'
'Amr therefore said to Khalid, "I will not deceive you: Abbad
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will be upon us at any moment . No, by God; I cannot protect you.
Stay, instead, with Malik b. Misma'."

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b . Shabbah]-Abu al-Hasan
[Ali b. Muhammad al-Mada 'ini): It is also said that Khalid stayed
at the home of `Ali b. Asma`, and that `Abbad was informed of
this . `Abbad then sent word to him , saying, "I am coming to [799]
[take] you."

According to `Umar [b . Shabbah]-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-
Mada 'ini)-Maslamah and `Awanah : Khalid galloped out of the
house of Ibn Asma`, with a thin linen shirt on him , his thighs
uncovered, and his feet out of the stirrups . When he reached
Malik , he said, "I have been forced to turn to you . Give me protec
tion ." He said yes . He went out with his son and sent messengers
to the Bakr b. Will and Azd . The first banner that came to him
was that of the Banu Yashkur .61O Abbad came with horsemen;
the two sides stood facing each other, but there was no fighting
between them . The next morning , they went to Jufrat Nafi` b. al-
Harith ( it later came to be known as Jufrat Khalid ).611 With Khalid
were men from the Banu Tamim who had come to him; among
them were $a`sa`ah b . Mu`awiyah , Abd al`Aziz b. Bishr, and
Murrah b . Mahkan , with a number of their tribesmen. Khalid's
forces were known as "jufriyyah," referring to al-Jufrah; Ibn
Ma`mar 's forces were known as "Zubayriyyah ." Among the
jufriyyah were Ubaydallah b. AN Bakrah , Ijumrin 1 b. Min], and
al-Mughirah b. al-Muhallab . Among the Zubayriyyah was Qays
b. al-Haytham al-Sulami , who used to hire men to fight on his
side. Once, when a man demanded his salary from him, he said,
"Tomorrow I will give it to you." Therefore , Ghatafan b. Unayf,
one of the Banu Ka 'b b. `Amr,612 said:

O little bells ,613 how badly you have decided!
The cash is a debt (due later] , while the fighting is [due] right
now;

6io. The Banu Yashkur were affiliated with the tribe of Bakr b . Will.
Err. Jul rah means a wide , round hole in the ground . Jufrat Nafi ` means "the

jufrah of Nafi"'; lufrat Khalid means "the jufrah of Khalid . Y5gf1t, Mu'jam, s.v.
Jufrah , mentions such a place in al-Bagrah, but gives no exact location.

611x. The Banu Ka 'b b. Amr were affiliated with the tribe of Tamim.
613. Besides the explanation given below, there is an ironic reference to the
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And you are at the gate, passing the night in pleasant
conversation and delaying.614

(Qays used to caparison the neck of his horse with little bells.)
[800) The commander of the horsemen of the Banu Hanzalah615 was

`Amr b. Wabarah al-Quhayfi.616 He had slaves whom he used to
hire out at thirty [dirhams) a man each day; he in turn would give
them ten apiece. So someone said to him:

How badly you have decided, 0 Ibn Wabarah!
You are given thirty, and you give ten.

Al-Mus'ab sent Zahr b. Qays al-Ju'fi to reinforce Ibn Ma`mar
with a thousand men. To reinforce Khalid, 'Abd al-Malik sent
`Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. Zabyan, but the latter was unwilling to
enter al-Basrah and sent Matar b. al-Taw' am as a messenger. When
the latter came back to him and told him that the men had dis-
persed, he rejoined `Abd al-Malik.

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b. Shabbah)-Abu al-Hasan
[`Ali b. Muhammad al-Mada'ini]-a shaykh from the Banu Arin611
-al-Sakan b. Qatadah, who said: They fought with each other
twenty-four days. Malik [b. Misma"s] eye was hit, and he wearied
of battle. Envoys went between them (Yusuf b. `Abdallah b.
Uthman b. Abi al-`As [was one of them] ),618 and Ibn Ma'mar
made peace with Malik on condition that he would make Khalid
leave al -Basrah and would be guaranteed safety. Malik therefore
made Khalid leave al-Basrah . Fearing, however, that al-Mus`ab
would not approve `Ubaydallah [b. Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar's)
promise of safety, Malik went to Tha'j.619 Speaking about Malik

proverbial expression , "He hangs bells on his neck ," meaning "He imperils or
endangers himself, and is a bold man ." See Lane, Lexicon, II, 438, s .v. ju1jul.

614. Ms . Pet: "while you are fat, delaying." Baladhuri , Ansdb, IV/i, 468 (also on
authority of al-Madi 'ini): "and you are stingy of giving, miserly."

615. The Banu Hanzalah were affiliated with the tribe of Tamim.
616. The name is given thus in Mss. 0, B and Co; Pet "al-Ju'ayfi"; C "al-

Ujayfi" (agreeing with Baladhuri, Ansdb, IV/r, 468).
617. The Banu 'Ain were affiliated with the tribe of Tamim.
618. The bracketed words are from the parallel text in Baladhuri , Ansab, IV/ i,

469.
619. Tha'j (or Thaj) was "a village of the Bakr b. Wi'il tribe in the Yamamah"

(Baladhuri, Ansdb, IV/1, 464, on authority of Abu Mikhnaf). Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.,
places it in Bahrayn , which included the mainland area opposite the island. The
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and about how the Tamimiyyah620 had joined him and Khalid,621
al-Farazdaq said:622

I marvel at tribesmen whose father was Tamim,
and the places where their camels kneel are great among the
Banu Sa`d.623

They were the most powerful of men, before they went
to the Azd, with their beards yellow, and to Malik.

What do you think of Mus`ab, the son of the Apostle [of the [8oi]
Prophetj,624
when he bares his teeth, not laughing?

We banished Malik from his lands,625
and we put out his eye with short spears.

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b. Shabbah]-Abu al-Hasan
[`Ali b. Muhammad al-Mada'ini]-Maslamah: When 'Abd al-
Malik returned to Damascus, Mus'ab 's only concern was al-
Basrah.626 He hoped to overtake Khalid there, but he found that
the latter had already left and that Ibn Ma`mar had guaranteed
the safety of the men, most of whom had stayed, though some of
them, fearing Mus`ab, had left. Mus`ab therefore became angry
with Ibn Ma'mar, swore he would never confer favor upon him,

name survives in a town about 90 miles northwest of Dhahran in Saudi Arabia. At
the time of Malik 's flight , it was under the control of the Kharijite Najdah b.
'Amir, thus out of the reach of Ibn al-Zubayr (See Baladhuri, Ansdb, XI, 1146).

6zo. Tamimiyyah means "party of Tamim."
621. The poem can be found in the Di wan of al-Farazdaq (ed. Boucher, 1157; ed.

Dar Sidir, Beirut , II, 57).
622. Al-Farazdaq ( Abu Firas Hammim b . Ghilib b. Sa`$a`ah) was a poet of the

Banu Darim clan of the tribe of Tamim. He was born in al -Bagrah ca. zo/6411 and
died there in 11110/738. See EIZ, s.v. a1-Farazdal3.

62.;. The Banu Sa 'd were a division of the Tamim.
62.4. Mu$ ab's father, al-Zubayr b. al-Awwim, was known as al-Hawari (from

Ethiopic hawarya, "apostle") because of his closeness to Muhammad (first -cousin)
and because he had been one of the early converts to Islam who took refuge for a
time in Ethiopia to escape persecution . See Ell, s.v. Hawari.

625. Diwdn, "our lands."
6z6. Cf. parallel in Baladhuri , Ansab, IV/r, 470 (on authority of al-Mada'ini):

"After allegiance had been sworn to Mug `ab, and Abd al-Malik had returned to
Damascus because of Amr al -Ashdaq, Mu^'ab 's only concern was al -Bagrah."
Similarly , in the Abu Mikhnaf account (Baladhuri , loc. cit., 463-464 ), 'Abd al-
Malik 's preoccupation with the revolt of Amr in Damascus freed Mu^'ab from
worry about the north and allowed him to turn his attention to al-Bagrah.
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and sent a messenger to the Jufriyyah, abusing and rebuking
them.

According to Abu Zayd I'Umar b. Shabbah]: Al-Mada 'ini and
other Barran relaters of historical narratives assert that [Mus`ab]
sent for them and they were brought to him. Turning to `Ubayd-
allah b. Abi Bakrah, he said, "Son of a stray!627 You are nothing
but the son of a bitch that the dogs mounted one after another, so
that she whelped ruddy, and black, and blond-from each sire a
pup resembling it. Your father was nothing but a slave who came
to the Messenger of God from the stronghold of al-Ti 'if.628 Then
you gave testimony, claiming that Abu Sufyan629 whored with
your mother. By God, if I live, I will indicate your correct ances-
try!" Then he summoned Humran, and said, "Son of a Jewess!
You are nothing but a Nabataean peasant brought as a captive
from `Ayn al-Tamr." Then he said to al-I;lakam b. al-Mundhir b.
al-Jared, "Son of a knave! Do you know who you are and who al-
Jarud was? Al-Jared was nothing but a peasant on Ibn Kawan
Island '630 a Persian who crossed over to the [Arabian] coast and

[8o2] affiliated with the Abd al-Qays. No, by God; I know of no tribe
harboring more evil than they. Then he married his sister to
al-Muka`bir,631 the Persian, and he never obtained any honor
greater than that. These, 0 son of Qubadh, are her children."
Then Abdallah b. Fadalah al-Zahrani was brought. Mus'ab said,
"Are you not descended from the people of Hajar, and then from
the people of Samahij?632 By God, I will sent you back to your

627. See Ibn Qutaybah, Ma'drif, ed. Wiistenfeld (Gottingen, r85o(, 147 led.
Leiden notej.

6z8. The city of al-TA'if lies in the mountains about 40 miles southeast of
Mecca. See Ell, s.v.; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.

6z9. Abu Sufyan was the head of the Banu Umayyah during the lifetime of
Muhammad. An opponent of Islam for most of his life, he was not converted until
very late. See EI Z, s.v.

630. Ibn Kawan Island is the large island now known as Qeshm, off the coast of
Fars Province, north of the Strait of Hormuz. See Ell, s.v. Kishm.

631. In Tabari, 1, 985 this nickname is explained as meaning "the Cutter." It
was given to one of the agents of the Sasanian monarch Khusraw Anushirwan
(ruled 531-79), the son of Qubadh I (ruled 498 or 499-53 r(, because of his habit of
cutting off arms and legs among the Arabs.

631. Hajar was the main city of al-Bahrayn (but on the Arabian mainland, since
al-Bahrayn in earlier times included the area on the mainland now known as al-
Hasa ) ; Samahij was an island between al-Bahrayn and the Oman coast. See EI2,
s.v. Bahrayn; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.vv. On the people of Hajar as descended from
prostitutes brought from al-Ahwaz and the Sawad, see the story in Tabari, I, 985f.
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relatives!" Then `Ali b. Asma` was brought. Mus'ab said, "Some-
times a slave of the Banu Tamim , and sometimes claiming rela-
tion to Bahilah?" Then Abd al-Aziz b. Bishr b. Hannat was
brought. Mus'ab said, "Son of a man reviled! Didn't your uncle
steal a she-goat during the time of `Umar, who ordered him taken
to have [his hand] cut off ? But, by God, the only person who has
been roughly treated is the one who married your sister!" (His
sister was married to Mugatil b. Misma'.) Then Abu Hadir al-
Asadi was brought. Mus'ab said, "Son of a woman from Istakhr!
What have you to do with the ashraf ? You are merely descended
from people of Qatar, an interloper among the Banu Asad, with
not a relative or kinsman among them." Then Ziyad b. `Amr was
brought. Mus`ab said, "Son of a man from Kirman! You are no-
thing but a peasant from the people of Kirman. You crossed into
Firs and became a sailor. What do you have to do with fighting?
You are more adept at pulling hawsers." Then `Abdallih b.
'Uthmin b. Abi al-As was brought. Mus'ab said to him, "Will
you say all sorts of things against me, when you are a peasant
from the people of Hajar? Your father went to al-Ta'if-they take
in anyone who flocks to them and take pride in him. But, by God,
I will send you back to those from whom you came originally."
Then Shaykh b. al-Nu`man was brought. Mus`ab said, "Son of a
knave! You are nothing but a peasant from the people of Zan-
daward.633 Your mother ran away, and your father was killed; his [803]
sister was married by a man from the Banu Yashkur and gave
birth to two lads, and the two of them incorporated you into their
family tree."

Then he beat them a hundred strokes each, shaved their heads
and beards, razed their houses, exposed them to the sun three
days, forced them to divorce their wives, and kept their children
away on expeditions. He paraded the men around al-Basrah and
made them swear not to marry free women.

Mus`ab sent Khidash b. Yazid634 al-Asadi to seek those com-
panions of Khalid who had fled. He overtook Murrah b. Mahkan635
and seized him. Murrah said:

633. Zandaward was a town in Iraq near the site of Wisix ( Yiqut, Mu'jam, s.v.!.
634. Mss . 0, B, and Co read : "b. Marthad."
635. Murrah b. Manikin al-Sa`di was a poet of the Sad clan of the tribe of

Tamim. See F . Sezgin, GAS, II, 402..
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Banu Asad, if you kill me, you will make war
with Tamim, when war, having broken out, spreads rapidly.

Banu Asad, do you have any leniency,
to excuse me if the shoe made me slip?

Let enemies not think that if I become absent from them
and little fire can be elicited from me, my war has abated,

(And that) you will walk the ways safely, Khidash,
When the spears have drunk once of my (blood] and drunk
again.

But Khidash had him brought near and killed him. (Khidash was
in charge of Mus'ab's police at the time.) Also, Mus'ab ordered
Sinan b. Dhuhl, one of the Banu 'Amr b. Marthad, to raze the
house of Malik b. Misma'. Mus'ab took what was in Malik's
house; among the things he took was a slave girl who bore him
'Umar b. Mus'ab.

[Abd al-Malik Attacks Mu^'ab;
the Death of Mus`ab]636

[804) (Continuing,] he said: Mus'ab stayed in al-Basrah until he went
to al-Kufah. He remained in al-Kiifah until he went out to fight
'Abd al-Malik. 'Abd al-Malik encamped at Maskin.637 'Abd al-
Malik wrote to the people of Iraq who had been partisans of his
father Marwan;638 all of them responded to him, and as a condition
each one asked him for the governorship of Isbahan, which he
conferred upon all of them. Among them were: ]lajjar b. Abjar, al-
Ghadban b. al-Qaba'thara, 'Attab b. Warga', Qatari b. 'AbdallAh
al-Harithi, Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Said b. Qays, Zahr

636. Additional material can be found in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 331-355
Aghani, XVII, 16r-67; Ibn al-Athir, Kamil, IV, 313-336.

637. Maskin was a district along the Dujayl canal , north of Baghdad, and west
of the Tigris River (Le Strange, Lands, 5 r, 81 ; Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.).

638. Arabic, al-Marwdniyyah. Aghdni, XVII, r61, preserves a fuller text of al-
Mada 'ini's account : "Then Abd al-Malik wrote to the Kufan and Bagran ashraf,
inviting them to him, and raising their hopes . They responded to him , stipulated
conditions for him, and asked for governorships. When forty of them asked for the
governorship of Igbahan , 'Abd al-Malik said to his companions in amazement,
'Alas, what is this bbahan ?"' One should compare a series of reports in Baladhuri,
Ansdb, V, 131-33, where Iraqi ashrdf take the initiative in inviting Abd al-Malik
to come to Iraq.
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b. Qays, and Muhammad b. `Umayr 639 Muhammad b. Marwan
was in charge of 'Abd al-Malik's vanguard, Abdallah b. Yazid b.
Mu` awiyah was in charge of his right wing, and Khalid b. Yazid
was in charge of his left wing . Mus`ab, whom the people of al-
Kufah had failed to aid, advanced toward him.

According to `Urwah b. al-Mughirah b. Shu'bah, who said:
Mus`ab came marching out. He was leaning on the mane of his
horse , looking right and left at the men. His eye fell on me.
"`Urwah," he said, "come to me." I went over to him . "Tell me
about al -Husayn b . `Ali," he said, "how he acted in refusing to
submit to the judgment of Ibn Ziyad and in resolving to fight."
And he said: 640

They who are in al-Taff,"' of the family of Hashim,
shared their property, and so set the example, to the
generous, of the sharing of property.

[Continuing,] he said: So I knew he would not turn away until
he was killed.

According to Muhammad b. `Umar [al-Wagidi]-`Abdallah b.
Muhammad b. `Abdallah b. Abi Qurrah-Ishaq b. `Abdallah b.
Abi Farwah-Raja' b. Haywah, who said: After he had killed Amr [805]
b. Said, `Abd al-Malik put his hand to the sword and killed those
who opposed him. When he decided to go to fight Mus`ab, Syria
and its people having become his possession , he addressed the
people and commanded them to make ready to march against
Mus'ab. The chiefs of the Syrians came to him one after the
other; while not opposing what he wanted to do, they wanted him
to remain and send the armies forward: if they won , well and
good; if they did not win, he would aid them with the armies; for
they feared for the people that if he were killed in his encounter
with Mus`ab, there would be no king after him.641

639. Ms. Pet adds : "b. 'Utarid." From Tabari, H, 8o6f . and Balidhuri , Ansab, V,
341, it appears that these men went over to Abd al-Malik during the fighting.

640. The verse is attributed to Sulaymin b. Qattah (Aghdni, XVII, r65). It is
quoted and translated in Lane , Lexicon, I, 87.

641. Karbala ', where al -Husayn was killed , was located in the region known as
al-Taff . See note z13 (Tabari , II, 686).

641. An alternate translation : "there would be no kingdom after him."
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They said, "0 Commander of the Faithful, you should stay
where you are and send a man from your family as commander of
these armies, dispatching him to fight Mus`ab." `Abd al-Malik
said, "This affair can be handled only by a man from Quraysh
who has good judgment. I might perchance send someone who
has bravery, but not good judgment. But I find in my soul that I
am discerning in war, and brave with the sword, if I am forced to
use it. Mus`ab is with643 a family of bravery. His father was the
bravest of Quraysh. He, too, is brave, but he has no knowledge of
war and likes ease . With him there are men who will oppose him;
with me there men who will give me sincere advice."

So `Abd al-Malik went and encamped at Maskin, and Mus'ab
went to Bajumayra. 'Abd al-Malik wrote to his supporters among
the people of Iraq. Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar took `Abd al-Malik's letter,
sealed and unread, and gave it to Mus`ab, who asked, "What is in
it?" Ibrahim replied, "I have not read it." Mus`ab read it: 'Abd al-
Malik was inviting Ibn al-Ashtar to his side and offering him the
governorship of Iraq. Ibn al-Ashtar said to Mus`ab, "From no one
has he had less to hope for than from me. He has written to all
your companions as he has written to me. Heed me concerning

1806] them, and cut off their heads!" "Then," said Mus`ab, "their tribes-
men will not be loyal to us." Ibn al-Ashtar said, "Then load them
with irons, send them to the White [Palace] of Khusraw,644 and
imprison them there. Put in charge of them someone who will
cut off their heads if you are defeated. If you are victorious, you
can bestow them on their tribesmen as a favor." "Abu al-Nu`man,"
said Mus`ab, "I am too preoccupied to attend to that. God have
mercy on Abu Bahr:645 as if foreseeing our present plight, he
warned me about the treachery of the people of Iraq."

According to 'Umar [b. Shabbahl-Muhammad b. Sallam [al-

643. Alternate reading in Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 323 : "from."
644. The White Palace was the old Sasanian royal residence at al-Mada'in. It

was located about a mile to the north of the Great Ceremonial Hall (Iwdn Kisrd).
See Le Strange , Lands, 34; EI2, s.v. al-Mada'in.

645. Abu Bahr is al -Ahnaf b. Qays. According to Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 3z4,
the leader of the Tamim in al-Basrah accompanied Mus'ab 's army to al-Kufah,
where he died. Cf. the fuller version of al-Abnaf's words ( Baladhuri , Ansdb, V,
337-38): "Do not meet any foe while relying on the people of Iraq ; for, like a
prostitute who wants a new lover every day, they want a new commander every
day.
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Jumahi]646-Abd al-Qahir b. al-Sari, who said: The people of Iraq
intended to betray Mus`ab. But Qays b. al-Haytham said, "Woe
unto you! Do not cause the Syrians to come among you. By God,
if they taste your life, they will expropriate your dwellings from
you. By God, I have seen the chief of the Syrians at the gate of the
caliph, rejoicing if the latter sent him on a mission. I have seen us
on summer expeditions , one of us in charge of a thousand camels,
while each of their chieftains went raiding on his horse, with his
provisions behind him. "647

[Continuing,] he said: When the two armies drew near to each
other at Dayr al-Jathaliq,648 in the Maskin district, Ibrahim b. al-
Ashtar advanced and attacked Muhammad b. Marwan, making
him give way. Then 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan sent out Abdallah
b. Yazid b. Mu` awiyah, who drew near to Muhammad b. Marwan.
The fighters closed with each other. Muslim b. Amr al-Bahili
was killed.649 Also killed were Yahya b. Mubashshir, one of the
Banu Tha`labah b. Yarbu`, and Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar. `Attab b.
Warga', who was in charge of the horsemen on the side of Mus`ab,
fled .6'o Then Mus`ab said to Qatan b. Abdallah al-Harithi, "Abu
Uthman, forward with your horsemen!" "I do not think it advis- [807]
able," he replied. "Why?" said Mus`ab. Qatan said, "I do not
want [the tribesmen of ] Madhhij killed for nothing." Then Mus'ab
said to Najjar b. Abjar, "Abu Usayd, forward with your banner!"
"Toward this dirty crowd?" he replied. "By God," said Mus`ab,

646. Abu Abdallih Muhammad b. Sallam al-lumahi was a literary historian
who died in 231 /845 or 232 in Baghdad ; see E12, s.v. Ibn Sallam al-Djumahi.

647. The wealth of Iraq and the poverty of Syria are being compared . Cf. the
reading in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 244 -45: "1 have seen us on summer expeditions;
the provisions of one of us were on many camels, while one of them (i.e., the
Syrians] would go raiding with his provisions behind him (i .e., on the saddle of his
own horse]."

648. Dayr al-Jithaliq means "the monastery of the Catholicos" (the head of the
Nestorian Christians ). See E12 , s.v. Dayr al-D'athalik.

649. He was in charge of Ibn al -Ashtar 's right wing. According to Aghdni, XVII,
164, and Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 341-42, he was carried away wounded and managed
to obtain a guarantee of safety for his children from 'Abd al-Malik before he died.
His son, Qutaybah b. Muslim, served the Umayyads loyally and greatly ex-
tended Muslim territory in Central Asia.

65o. According to Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 338 , the flight was intentional. Attib
had sworn allegiance to Abd al-Malik and had promised to betray Mus`ab. Sus-
pecting treachery, Ibn al-Ashtar asked Mus `ab not to rely on Attib , but Mus`ab
disregarded the warning.
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"your hesitating to go toward it smells worse and is more vile!"
Then he made a similar request of Muhammad b. Abd al-Rahman
b. Said b. Qays, who replied, "I do not see that anyone has done
it, so that I should do it!" Mus`ab said, " 0 Ibrahim! And today I
have no Ibrahim!"

According to Abu Zayd [Umar b. Shabbah]-Muhammad b.
Sallam, who said: When Ibn Khazim was told of Mus`ab's going
to fight `Abd al-Malik, he said, "Is `Umar b. Ubaydallah b.
Ma'mar with him?" The response was, "No, he has made him his
agent in charge of Fars." Ibn Khazim said, "Then is al-Muhallab
b. Abi $ufrah with him?" The response was, "No, he has made
him his agent in charge of al-Mawsil.i651 Ibn Khazim said, "Then
is `Abbad b. al-Husayn with him?" The response was, "No, he
has made him deputy in charge of al-Basrah." Ibn Khazim then
said, "And I am in Khurasan":

Take me and drag me away, 0 she-hyena; rejoice
over the flesh of a man whose helper was not present today.

Mus'ab said to his son, `Isa b. Mus`ab, "Mount, my son, and
ride with your companions to your uncle in Mecca. Tell him
what the people of Iraq have done. Leave me, for I am a dead man."
His son said, "By God, never will I [go to] tell Quraysh about you.
If you wish, go to al-Basrah, for they are in a state of unity ( jama `ah [;
or go to join the Commander of the Faithful." Mus`ab said, "By
God, let Quraysh not say that I fled because of what Rabi'ah did
when they failed to help, so that I entered the sanctuary of Mecca

(808] in defeat. Rather, I will fight. If I am killed, the sword is no shame,
and flight is neither my habit nor my nature. But if you want to go
back, go back and fight." So he went back and fought until he was
killed.

651. Similarly in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 345. See below (Tabari 11, Axt ), where al-
Muhallab receives the news of Mus'ab 's death while he is campaigning against
the Kharijites in Khuzistan. One report in Baladhuri states that Mus'ab wanted al-
Muhallab (who was governor of al-Mawsil) to help fight Abd al-Malik, but the
people of al-Basrah refused to march unless al-Muhallab were recalled from al-
Mawsil and sent to Khuzistan fight the Kharijites and prevent them from making
incursions into Iraq. (Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 332, 335-361 ibid., XI, 123-z4; cf. Ibn
al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 332.)
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According to Ali b. Muhammad [al-Mada'ini]-Yahya b. Isms` it
b. Abi al-Muhajir-his father: 'Abd al-Malik, by way of his brother
Muhammad b. Marwan, sent a message to Mus`ab, saying, "Your
cousin will give you a guarantee of safety." Mus`ab said, "A man
like me leaves this place either victor or vanquished."

According to al-Haytham b. `Adi-`Abdallah b. `Ayyash-his
father, who said: As we were standing with Abd al-Malik b. Mar-
wan during his fight with Mus`ab, Ziyad b. `Amr [al-AtakiJ652
came up to him and said, "0 Commander of the Faithful, Ismail
b. Talhah was a good protector653 to me; rarely did Mus'ab intend
me harm but he warded it from me. If you think it good, grant
him safety despite his offense." 'Abd al-Malik said, "He is safe."
Ziyad, who was an extremely large man , went between the two
battle lines and shouted, "Where is Abu al-Bakhtari Ismail b.
Talhah?" The latter having come forward, Ziyad said, "I want to
say something to you." So he drew near until the necks of their
horses touched. (Men [going into battle] used to use doubled up
garment edges as belts.)654 Ziyad put his hand into Isma`il's belt
and plucked him-he was a thin man-from his saddle. Ismail
said, "Abu al-Mughirah, I beseech you; this is not loyalty to
Mus`ab." Ziyad said, "I would rather have this than see you slain
tomorrow."

After Mus`ab had refused to accept the guarantee of safety,
Muhammad b. Marwan called to `Isa b. Mus'ab and said to him,
"0 son of my brother, do not cause your own death. You have a [809]
guarantee of safety." Mus`ab, too, said to him, "Your uncle has
guaranteed your safety; go to him." But he said, "Let the women
of Quraysh not say that I delivered you to be slain." "Then go
forward before me," said Mus`ab, "and I will reckon upon obtain-

652.. Tribal nisbah from Balidhuri, Ansdb, V, 341.
653. jdru sidgin , implying faithful carrying out of the obligations of jiwdr (the

granting of protection).
654. The meaning of bi-al-hawdshi a1-maltshuwwah is unclear. Most likely, a

man going into battle gathered up the bottom of his shirt and tucked it under a
belt of doubled -material . See Dozy, Supplement , I, z9z. Cf. Tabari , II, 6x9 : "Ibn al-
Ashtar took the bottom of his tunic (gabs'), lifted it up, tucked it under a red belt
he was wearing made of the edges of cloaks, and tightened the belt over it-he had
covered his coat of mail with the tunic ." The suggestion of ed . Leiden , Glossarium,
p. Dxvin, that in the time of Abd al-Malik, "stuffed intestines" were used as belts,
seems farfetched.
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ing (a reward from God] through you."6s5 So he fought before him
until he was killed.

Mus'ab was wounded by an arrow shot. Za'idah b. Qudamah
saw him and attacked. Crying "Vengeance for al-Mukhtar," he
struck him with a spear, and threw him to the ground. `Ubay-
dallah b. Ziyad b. Zabyan dismounted by him and cut off his head,
saying, "He killed my brother, al-Nabi' b. Ziyad." `Ubaydallah
brought the head to `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, who rewarded him
with a thousand dinars. These he refused to take, saying, "I did
not kill him out of obedience to you; I killed him to avenge what
he did to me. I do not take money for carrying a head." And he left
it with Abd al-Malik.656

The vendetta that 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. Zabyan mentioned
as the reason for his killing Mus'ab was as follows: In one of his
terms as governor , Mus`ab appointed Mutarrif b. Sidan al-Bahili,
a member of the Banu Ji'awah, to be in charge of his police.

According to 'Umar b. Shabbah-Abu al-Hasan al-Mada'ini
and Makhlad b. Yahya b. IIadir: Al-Nabi' b. Ziyad b. Zabyan and
a man of the Banu Numayr were brought to Mutarrif, after the
two had committed highway robbery. Mutarrif killed al-Nabi',
and flogged the Numayri and released him. Then Ubaydallah b.
Ziyad b. Zabyan gathered a group of men (this was after Mus'ab
had removed Mutarrif from al-Basrah and set him in charge of al-
Ahwaz) and went out to attack Mutarrif. The two sides met and
took their stand with a river between them. Mutarrif crossed over
to 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. Zabyan, and the latter gave him a
quick spear thrust and killed him. Mus'ab then sent Mukram b.
Mutarrif to pursue Ibn Zabyan. Mukram went as far as 'Askar

181oJ Mukram,657 which therefore took its name from him, but did not

655. The expression ahtasib-ka, "I reckon you for myself," is explained by
Lane , Lexicon, II, 565: "Ihtasaba waladahu ...is said when one has lost by death
an adult child or son or daughter ; meaning 'He prepared, or provided, in store for
himself, a reward, by his patience on the occasion of his being afflicted and tried
by the death of his adult child."'

656. Cf. the report in Baladhuri , Ansab, V, 333 (repeated 340): "As'Ubaydallah
placed the head before 'Abd al-Malik, the latter bowed down. Later, 'Ubaydallah
used to say, 'Never have I regretted anything as much as I regret not having cut off
'Abd al-Malik's head at that time, thereby giving people relief. I would have killed
the two kings of the Arabs in a single day."'Abd al-Malik's reaction when these
words were reported to him is given in Baladhuri , Ansab, XI, 202.

657. Askar Mukram ( the name means Mukram's Camp, but Yaqut says this
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find Ibn Zabyan. After his brother had been killed, Ibn Z,abyan
joined 'Abd al-Malik. Mentioning this, al-Ba' ith al-Yashkuri said
after the death of Mus'ab:658

When we saw that the leaders of the enterprise ( amr) were
spiritless,
and that necks were about to become hindquarters,659

We held steadfast to God 's command ( amr), until He should set
matters right;
and we approved of no governor but one from Umayyah.

We killed Mus`ab and the son of Mus`ab:
the clansman of Asad' and al-Nakha ' i the Yemenite.661

Death 's eagle passed by Muslim661 from us;
it sank its tooth 61 into him, and he was slain.

We made [Mutarrif ] Ibn Sidan drink an overflowing cup
that satisfied us: the best part of the matter is what gives
satisfaction.

According to Abu Zayd ['Umar b. ShabbahJ-Ali b. Muham-
mad (al-Mada'ini], who said: Ibn 7,abyan passed Mutarrif's daugh-
ter in al-Basrah . Someone said to her, "This is the man who killed
your father." She said, "For the sake of God, my father [met his
death]." But Ibn 7abyan said:

Not for the sake of God did your father meet his end,
but for the sake of money.

alludes to another Mukram ) was a city in Khuzistan province , about 3 5 miles north-
east of Ahwiz, where the Dujayl River was joined by the waters of the Masrugan
Canal . See E12, S.V.; Yaqut, Mu'jam , s.v., and Le Strange, Lands, z37.

658. Verses three and four can be found in Aghdni, XVII, 164 , where they are
attributed to Yazid b . al-Riga ', the brother of Adi b . al-Riga', with a note that
some attribute them to al-Ba'ith al-Yashkuri.

659. The metaphor is drawn from horsemanship . The leaders of the state are
compared to the chest ($adr, pl . $udur) of a spiritless horse that holds its head low
and is about to turn tail (i .e., turn its neck in the direction of its hindquarters). Cf.
Lane , Lexicon, 1, 314, s .v. tawdli.

66o. Mug'ab and his brother Abdallah were members of the Banu Asad b.
Abd-al-'Uzzi b . Qugayy (a clan of Quraysh ). See Ibn al -Athir, Kdmil, IV, 154.

661. I .e., Ibrahim b . al-Ashtar al-Nakha'i.
66z. I.e., Muslim b . Amr al-Bihili (Aghdni, XVII, 164 ; Baladhuri, Ansdb, V,

341-42.)-
663. Variant in Aghdni, XVII, 164: "talon."
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181 I ] After Mus'ab had been killed, `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan sum-
moned the people of Iraq to allegiance, and they swore allegiance
to him. Mus'ab was killed at a canal called al-Dujayl,664 at Dayr
al-Jathaliq. After he was killed, 'Abd al-Malik ordered him and
his son `lsa to be buried.

According to al-Wagidi-`Uthman b. Muhammad-Abu Bakr
b. Umar-`Urwah, who said: When Mus`ab was killed, 'Abd al-
Malik said, "Bury him: by God, of old there was respect between
us and him, but this kingdom is a barren thing."665

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b. Shabbah]-Abu Nu'aym [al-
Fadl b. Dukayn]-`Abdallah b. al-Zubayr Abu Abi Ahmad-
`Abdallah b. Shank al-'Amiri, who said: As I was standing beside
Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr, I took a letter out of my tunic for him, and
said to him, "This is `Abd al-Malik' s letter ." He said, "[Do] what
you want." [Continuing,] he said: Then one of the Syrians came,
entered his camp, and took out a slave girl. She shouted, "Alas my
humiliation!" Mus`ab looked at her and then paid no further
attention to her.

(Continuing,] he said: Muq'ab's head was brought to 'Abd al-
Malik. He looked at it and said, "When will Quraysh nourish the
like of you?" And two [men] in Medina were talking to I Iubba,666
when someone told them that Mus`ab had been killed. She said,
"May his slayer perish!" Told that `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan had
killed him, she said, "My father [as ransom ] for the slayer and the
slain !" [Continuing,] he said: Later, when 'Abd al-Malik made

664. The Dujayl Canal left the Euphrates at the village of al-Rabb (north of al-
Anbir), watered the districts of Maskin and Qatrabbul, and flowed into the Tigris
at Baghdad . See Yaqut, Mu'jam, s.v.

665. "Barren" ('agim ) is applied not only to things that bring forth no offspring,
and are therefore unprofitable, but also to things that destroy . Thus, in Qur'an
51:41, the tribe of 'Ad is destroyed by a wind that is called 'agim. Lane, Lexicon,
V, 2117, quotes this saying of 'Abd al -Malik, together with the paraphrase given by
various Arabic lexicographers , as follows : "Dominion is a condition in which, or
in the seeking of which , relationship profits not, nor friendship : for a man will
slay his son , if he fear him , and his father, for dominion ; or because, in seeking it,
the father will be slain , and the son, and the brother, and the paternal uncle; or
because, in it, the ties of relationship are severed by slaughter and by undutiful
conduct ." See also Freytag , II, 685 (Maydani, II, n=a).

666. Hubby al-Madiniyyah was a society woman from Medina. Her home was a
gathering place for young men of Quraysh . See Baladhuri, Ansdb , Xl, r 86.
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the pilgrimage, Hubba approached him and said, "Did you kill
your fellow tribesmen Mus`ab?" He replied:

Whoever tastes war, finds its taste
bitter, and it leaves him in a rough country."'

And Ibn Qays al-Rugayyat said:668

A slain man resting at Dayr al-Jathaliq
has bequeathed shame and humiliation to the two garrison
cities.

Bakr b. Wail was not loyal to God,
neither was Tamim steadfast in the encounter.

Had he been a tribesman of Bakr,669 there would have gathered
round him
squadrons whose ardor rises to the boil and lasts.

But the obligation to defend was neglected;
on that day there was no generous Mudar tribesman among
[the squadrons].

God reward with infamy any Kufan there
and any Basran of them: whoever does what is blameworthy
is to be blamed.

Sons [of one father with us, but] of different mothers, they left our
backs uncovered,
though we were of pure and genuine stock among them.

If we are destroyed, they will not remain after us;
[only] for someone who possesses honor is there inviolable
territory among the Muslims.

According to Abu Ja`far [sc. al-Tabari]: It has been said that the
events I have mentioned-Mus'ab's death, and the war between
him and 'Abd al-Malik-took place in the year 72, and that the
affair of Khalid b. `Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid and his going to al-

667. The verse is by the pre-Islamic poet Abu Qays b. al-Aslat and is quoted in
Aghdni, XV, 16o, 16 x. For "leaves him," the variants "imprisons him," and "makes
him kneel down," are recorded.

668. Lines of this elegy for Mu^ `ab are quoted in various other sources; cf.
Aghdni, XVII, 165; Balidhuri, Ansdb, V, 34z; Dinawari , Akhbdr, 319; Diwdn,
3ooff.

669. For "a Bakri ," the version quoted in Yagdt, Mu'jam, s.v. Dayr al-lithaliq,
reads, "with Qays"; another version reads , "a Qaysi" (ed. Leiden notel.

181zJ

[8131
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Basrah on behalf of 'Abd al-Malik took place in 7x.670 Mus'ab
was killed in [the month of) Jumada 11.671

IAbd al-Malik Enters al-Kufah)

According to al-Wagidi, 'Abd al -Malik b. Marwan entered al-
Kufah this year and distributed the districts672 of Iraq and the
garrison cities of al -Kiifah and al-Basrah among his financial agents.
However, Abu al-Hasan [al-Mada 'ini) mentions that this took
place in the year 72.

According to 'Umar [b . Shabbah]-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-
Mada 'ini], who said : Mus'ab was killed on Tuesday, the thirteenth
day of Jumada I or II , of the year 72.673

[8141 When 'Abd al-Malik came to al-Kufah, according to what has
been mentioned, he encamped at al-Nukhaylah. Then he called
on the people to swear allegiance . Quda'ah674 came . When he
saw a small number, 'Abd al-Malik said, "People of Quda'ah,
how did you remain safe from Mudar , in spite of your small num-
ber?" 'Abdallah b. Ya'la al-Nahdi said, "We are stronger than
they and more able to defend ourselves." "By means of whom?"
he asked. "By means of those of us who are on your side, Com-
mander of the Faithful," he replied . Then Madhhij and Hamdan675
came . 'Abd al-Malik said, "With these men there, I think no one
will accomplish anything in al-Kufah." Then Ju 'fi676 came. When
'Abd al -Malik looked at them, he said , "People of Ju'fi, you have
covered and hidden the son of one of your tribeswomen." (He

670. This is the chronology of al-Mada'ini and of Abu Mikhnaf . See Aghani,
XVII, r6i ( al-Mada'ini ), and Baladhuri , Ansdb, Xl, 2.6 (Abu Mikhnaf).

671. Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate, T34, gives reasons for preferring 72. Jumada II
of 72 began on October 30, 69x . Dinawari, Akhbdr, P9, reads: "on Thursday, the
middle day of Jumada 1, 71."

671. A 'mdl, pl . of 'amal, "units of fiscal administration for collecting taxes"
(Morony, Iraq, 528).

673. 1 3 Jumada I corresponds to October 12, 69 r; 13 Jumada II corresponds to
November jr, 691. There is a problem in that neither date fell on a Tuesday,
according to the Wiistenfeld -Mahler tables.

674. Quda'ah (of which the Banu Kalb were the most prominent subdivision)
was usually placed among the Yemeni tribes, although some genealogists placed it
among the northern tribes . See EIZ , s.v. Kuda'a.

675. Madhhij and Hamdan were both Yemeni tribes; see E12, s.vv.
676. Ju'fi was a Yemeni tribe related to Hamden or to Madhhij ( Lisdn).
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meant Yahya b. Said b. al-'A^.) They said, "Yes." "Hand him
over," he said. "When he is safe!" they said. "And you make
conditions, too?" he said. One of them said, "By God, it is not out
of ignorance of your right that we make conditions; rather, we
presume upon you as a child presumes upon his father." "By
God," he said, "how excellent a tribe you are! Truly, you have
been skilled horsemen in pre-Islamic times and in Islam. He is
safe." They brought him. (His kunyah was Abu Ayyub.) Looking
at him, `Abd al-Malik said, "Abu Qabih!677 Having thrown off
allegiance to me, with what face will you look toward your Lord?"
"With the face He created," he said, and swore allegiance. Then
he turned to go. Looking at the back of his head, `Abd al-Malik
said, "What a man he is! What a knower he is!" (He meant of the
Arabic language.)678

According to `Ali b. Muhammad [al-Mada'ini]-al-Qasim b.
Ma'n and other(s)-Mabad b. Khalid al-Jadali, who said: Then
we tribesmen of `Adwan679 came forward to him. [Continuing,]
he said: We put forward a handsome, comely man, and I remained
in the rear. (Ma'bad was ugly.) 'Abd al-Malik said, "Who [are
they]?" The scribe said, "Adwan." Abd al-Malik said:681

Bring an excuse for the tribe `Adwan:
they were the serpents of the earth,681

But they acted wrongfully against each other
and were not regardful of each other.682

677. As a nickname, "Abu Qabih" means "man with an ugly [face]," or, "doer
of an ugly (deed]."

678. For the expression ibn zawmalah , "one who is knowledgeable, expert in a
matter," see ed . Leiden, Glossarium, P. CCLXXIX. Addenda, P. DCLXXIV, indicates
that one should read 'arabiyyah (Arabic language), rather than gharibah (strange,
i.e., a knower of strange things ). If one accepts the emendation , this is one of the
earliest examples of the the word 'arabiyyah in this sense . Cf. Baladhuri, Ansab,
V, 353, and note.

679. The tribal genealogy is Adwan b. 'Amr b. Qays Aylin b. Mudar (Lisdn).
68o. The verses are by the poet Dhu al-Igba' al=Adwani . See Aghdni, III, 2., 4;

and F . Sezgin, GAS, II, z97f.
681. "Serpents of the earth," meaning "cunning, guileful , malignant, or mis-

chievous, and strong, not neglecting to take blood -revenge ." See Lane, Lexicon, V,
1986, where the first two lines of the poem are explained.

68z. The tribe of Adwan was rent by internal wars in which Dhii al-I^ba' took
part . In the Aghdni version, the next verse, not quoted by 'Abd al-Malik, is: "So
they became subjects of talk, with (people] raising and lowering their voices."

[8=51
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Of them were chieftains
and those who fully repay actions.683

Then he went up to the handsome man and said, "Go on!" "I
don't know," he replied. So I said from behind him:

And of them is an arbiter who decrees,
and what he decrees is not annulled.

And of them are those who give the pilgrimage the signal to
proceed,684
according to custom and obligation.

From the time they are born, they grow up
with the best of pure lineage.6ss

[Continuing,] he said: Leaving me, 'Abd al-Malik turned to the
handsome man and said, "Who is it [who composed the lines]?" "I
don't know," he said. So I said from behind him, "Dhu al-Isba`!"
[Continuing,] he said: Turning to the handsome man, `Abd al-
Malik said, "And why was he called Dhu al-Isba`? "6116 "I don't
know," he said. So I said from behind him, "Because a snake bit
his toe and he cut it off.i687 Then he turned to the handsome man
and said, "What was his (real) name? " "I don't know," he said. So
I said from behind him, "Ilurthan b. al-I;iarith!" Then `Abd al-
Malik turned to the handsome man and said, "From which [clan]
of you was he?" "I don't know," he said. So I said from behind
him, "Bann Naji!" 'Abd al-Malik said:

683. Qard, literally "loan," is to be taken here in the figurative sense of any
good or bad act for which men reward or requite each other. See Lane, Lexicon,

VII, 1516, and Lisan, s.v.
684. The line is explained in Aghani, III, 4: "Giving permission, or a signal, for

the pilgrimage to pass on [from Arafat[ belonged to the tribe of Khuza`ah; but
then the tribe of Adwan took it from them, and it came into the hands of one of
their tribesmen called Abu Sayyarah, of the Banu Wabish b. Zayd b. Adwan....
Abu Sayyarah used to give the pilgrims the signal to proceed by going in front of
them on his donkey, and addressing them...."

685. The Aghani and Mss. C and Pet give a different text: "When they beget,
they produce noble sons, with the best of pure lineage."

686. Dhu a1-l^ba` means "the man with the finger, or toe."
687. The text in Aghani reads, "and it [i.e., the toe or finger) dried up."
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Away with the Banu Naji and your creating discord among
them!688
and do not make your eyes follow what is perishing.

Whenever I say a kind word , to create harmony among them, (816]
Wuhayb says, "I will not make peace with that one."

So he became like the back of an ass, his hump cut off;
the children surround him, humpbacked, kneeling.689

Then he turned to the handsome man and said, "How much is
your military stipend ('atd')?" "Seven hundred (dirhams]," he
said. `Abd al-Malik said to me, "At how much are you?" "Three
hundred," I said. Turning to the two scribes, he said, "Deduct
four hundred from this one's stipend and add it to this one's." So I
came back at a stipend of seven hundred , and he at three hundred!

Then Kindah690 came. `Abd al-Malik looked at Abdallah b.
Ishaq b. al-Ash`ath and commended him to his brother Bishr (b.
Marwan], saying, "Make him one of your companions ." Dawud b.
Qahdham came with two hundred tribesmen from Bakr b. Wail,
wearing Davidic tunics (after his name ).69' He sat down with
`Abd al-Malik on his couch '69' and `Abd al-Malik turned to him.
Then he arose, and they arose with him. Following them with his
gaze, `Abd al-Malik said, "Those evildoers! By God, had their
leader not come to me , not one of them would have given me
obedience."

Then, as some have said, he put Qatan b. Abdallah al-Harithi
in charge of al-Kufah for forty days; then he removed him and
appointed Bishr b. Marwan. 'Abd al-Malik ascended the pulpit
of al-Kufah and preached, saying: "If `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr were

688. Alternate reading : "As for the Banu Naji, do not mention them ... " (Aghdni,
III, 3).

689. Aghdni: "So he became like the back of a stallion ; he goes slowly toward
the enemy , humpbacked, kneeling."

690. Kindah was a tribal group of South Arabian origins that had led a powerful
confederation in pre -Islamic times . The grandfather of the Abdallah mentioned
here was the Kindi chief al-Ash 'ath b. Qays, who had led his tribe's delegation to
Medina to accept Islam and had later fought at $iffin on the side of Ali. See Ell,
s.v. Kinda.

691. Aqbiyah (pl. of qabd ') ddwudiyyah, i.e., chain mail : according to Qur'an
34310- 11, David was the inventor of mailed coats.

692. Sarir is also used for a throne.
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a caliph, as he asserts, he would come out and share his substance
equally [with his supporters]; 693 he would not plant his tail694 in
the sanctuary of Mecca." Then he said, "I have appointed Bishr b.
Marwan your governor, and have commanded him to deal well
with those who are obedient, but severely with those who dis-

18 r 7] obey. Heed him and obey." He appointed Muhammad b. `Umayr
as his governor (`dmil) in charge of Hamadhan, and Yazid b.
Ruwaym in charge of al-Rayy.695 He distributed governors, but he
did not keep his promise to anyone who had imposed upon him as
a condition the governorship (wildyah) of Isbahan. Then he said,
"Bring me those evildoers who spoiled Syria and corrupted Iraq."
Someone said, "The heads of their tribes have granted them pro-
tection ." "Does anyone," he replied, "grant protection against
me?" Now Abdallah b. Yazid b. Asad had taken refuge with Ali
b. `Abdallah b. `Abbas, with whom Yahya b. Ma`yuf al-Hamdani
had also taken refuge. Al-Hudhayl b. Zufar b. al-I;Iarith and `Amr
b. Yazid al-Hakami took refuge with Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu` awiyah.
'Abd al-Malik guaranteed their safety, and they came out of
hinding.

According to Abu Ja`far (sc. al-Tabarij: In this year `Ubaydallah
b. Abi Bakrah and Humran b. Aban contended with each other for
leadership (riydsah) in al-Basrah.

According to `Umar b. Shabbah-Ali b. Muhammad [al-
Mada'ini], who said: When al-Mus`ab was killed, Humran b.
Aban and 'Ubaydallah b. Abi Bakrah arose and contended with
each other for the governance (wildyah) of al-Basrah. Ibn Abi
Bakrah said, "I am wealthier than you: I expended [my wealth]

693. Asd bi-nafsihi, "share equally with himself," i.e., he would share the lot of
his supporters. The words "with his supporters," are supplied from Baladhuri,
Ansdb, XI, z9f. Cf. the words of Abdallah b. al-Zubayr's son refusing to flee to
save himself: "What a bad son I should be if I did not make myself share equally
with you, so that what befalls you will befall me." (Baladhuri, Ansdb, XI, 74).

694. The metaphor is taken from the locust, which inserts its tail into the
ground to lay its eggs. The expression means "to remain fixed in a place" (Lane,
Lexicon, VI, 2.246).

695. Hamadhan and Rayy are both in Jibil province. Hamadhan is the modem
Hamadan; Rayy is only a few miles from modern Tehran. See Le Strange, Lands,
115-17. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 354, argues that Hawshab b. Yazid b. Ruwaym
must have been appointed governor of Rayy, since Yazid was killed before the
death of Mu$`ab.
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for Khalid's forces at the battle of al-Jufrah." Someone said to
Humran, "You lack strength against Ibn Abi Bakrah. Seek help
from Abdallah b. al-Ahtam; if he helps you, Ibn Abi Bakrah will
not have strength against you." Humran did so, and prevailed
over al-Basrah, with Ibn al-Ahtam in charge of its police. Humran
had standing in the eyes of the Banu Umayyah.

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b. Shabbah]-Abu Asim al-
Nabil, who said: A man spoke to me and said that a bedouin Arab
shaykh arrived and, seeing Humran, asked, "Who is that?" They
said, "Humran." He said, "I once saw him when his cloak 616 had
slipped from his shoulder, and Marwan and Said b. al-`As has-
tened to him, each striving to be the first to straighten it."

According to Abu Zayd [`Umar b. Shabbah)-Abu Aim [al-
Nabill, who said: I told this to one of the sons of `Abdallah b.
'Amir, and he said, "My father told me that Humran put out his [8r8J
leg, and Mu`awiyah and `Abdallah b. Amir each strove to be
first to massage it."

[Khalid b. Abdallah Becomes Governor of a]-Basrah)

In this year, `Abd al-Malik sent Khalid b. `Abdallah as governor of
al-Basrah.

According to `Umar [b. Shabbah]-`Ali b. Muhammad [al-
Mada'inij, who said: Humran remained in charge of al-Basrah a
short while. Ibn Abi Bakrah left and went to Abd al-Malik in
al-Kufah after the death of Mus`ab. Then `Abd al-Malik appointed
Khalid b. `Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid to be in charge of al-Basrah
and its fiscal districts. Khalid sent Ubaydallah b. Abi Bakrah as
his deputy in charge of al-Basrah. When `Ubaydallah came to
Humran, the latter said, "Have you come? Would that you had
not come!" So Ibn Abi Bakrah was in charge of al-Basrah until
Khalid arrived.

According to what al-Wagidi asserts, `Abd al-Malik returned to
Syria this year.

696. Rida', a single piece of cloth worn draped over the shoulders (Lane, Lexicon,
III, 107x(.
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flbn al-Zubayr's Governors during This Year]

[Continuing,] he said: In [this year], Ibn al-Zubayr removed Jabir
b. al-Aswad b. `Awf from Medina and made Talhah b. 'Abdallah
b. 'Awf his governor there.

[Continuing,] he said: Talhah was Ibn al-Zubayr's last governor
of Medina. (He remained] until Tariq b. `Amr, Uthman's mawld,
arrived there. Talhah then fled, and Tariq stayed in Medina until
Abd al-Malik wrote to him [confirming him as governor].

[The Pilgrimage]

According to al-Wagidi, `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr led the pilgrimage
this year.

[Ibn al-Zubayr's Sermon after the Death
of Mus`ab]69

According to Abu Zayd ('Umar b. Shabbah]-Abu Ghassan
Muhammad b. Yahya-Mus`ab b. Uthman, who said: When
news of Mus'ab's death reached `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, he arose
among the people and said: "Praise be to God! His are the creation
and the command.698 He gives the kingdom to whom He will,
and withdraws the kingdom from whom He will; He exalts whom
He will, and abases whom He will.699 Verily, God does not abase
him on whose side is the right, though he were but a single man;
neither does He exalt him whose friend is Satan and his party,
though all mankind were on his side. Truly, there has come to us
from Iraq a report that has both saddened us and made us rejoice.
The death of Mus'ab-God's mercy upon him!-has been re-
ported to us. What caused us to rejoice was our knowledge that
his death was a testimony7O0 on his behalf. What saddened us was

697. Parallel accounts can be found in Baladhuri , Ansab, V, 347-48 , and Aghani,
XVII, r66 . Both accounts note that Ibn al -Zubayr refrained from mentioning his
brother 's death for several days after it had become common knowledge in Mecca,
and that when he finally spoke, deep emotion was visible on his face.

698. Qur'an 7:54.
699. Cf. ibid., 3:26.
700. Shahadah, which also means "martyrdom."
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the fact that separation from a beloved kinsman brings a pang of
grief that the lover feels at the time of affliction . Afterwards,
however, the man of judgment turns to a fitting patience and
noble endurance . If I have been afflicted by the death of Mus'ab, I
have been afflicted by that of al-Zubayr previously ; neither am I
free of affliction in regard to `Uthman . Mus`ab was only one
servant among God's servants , one helper among my helpers.
Verily, the people of Iraq , people of treachery and hypocrisy,
handed him over and sold him for a very low price . If he has been
slain , we, by God, do not die in our beds701 like the sons of Abu al-
As, none of whom died in war either in pre-Islamic times or in
Islam. We die a sudden death by spears or under the shadow of
swords. The present world is but a loan from the Supreme King,
whose authority does not pass away , and whose dominion does
not perish. If it turns its face toward me, I do not take it like a
man whose head is turned and who exults immoderately; if it
turns its back, I do not weep over it like an abject man confounded
by fear . I say this, and ask God 's forgiveness for myself and for
you.,,

[Abd a]-Malik 's Banquet at al-KhawarnagJ
('Umar b . Shabbah] also mentions that Abd al-Malik, having
killed Mus'ab and entered al-Kiifah, ordered a great deal of food
prepared and brought to al-Khawamaq , 702 and issued a general
invitation . So the people entered and took their seats . When `Amr
b. Hurayth al-Makhzumi703 entered, `Abd al-Malik said, "Come
to me, and sit on my couch ." And he seated him with him. Then
he said, "What food that you have eaten do you like best and
think most delicious?" "Roast young kid," he said, "nicely sea-

Tor. Cf. the vivid touch added in the version given in Baladhuri , Ansnb, V, 348
"We do not die in our beds of indigestion lhabajan) ." The unusual word refers to
the fatal indigestion camels suffer when they graze too much on a certain plant,
and alludes to the gluttony and hedonism of the Bann Marwan . Cf. ed . Leiden,
Addenda, p. Dctxxiv.

702.. See note 466.
703. He had been Mug 'ab's deputy for al-Kufah while Mu$'ab was fighting at

Maskin . He had apparently gone over to Abd al-Malik under the influence of his
letters . See Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 3 5 r.

[8zo)
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soned and well cooked." "That's nothing!" said Abd al-Malik.
"What do you think of a suckling lamb, carefully scalded and well
cooked, [so tender that when] you pull its hind leg toward you,
you make its front leg follow, one that has been nourished on
equal parts of milk and butter?" The tables were brought, and
they ate. Abd al-Malik b. Marwan said, "How pleasant our life is!
If only anything lasted!704 But, as the ancient poet said:

Everything new, 0 Umaymah, goes toward decay;
and every man will some day become a has-been.

When he finished eating, Abd al-Malik toured the palace. He said
to 'Amr b. Hurayth, "Whose is this house?" and "Who built this
house? ,705 'Amr told him, and `Abd al-Malik said:

Everything new, 0 Umaymah, goes toward decay;
and every man will some day become a has-been.

Then he went to his sitting place and reclined, saying:

[821] Work with deliberation, for you are mortal;
and toil [only] for yourself, 0 man.

What was, now that it has past, seems as if it had never been;
and what is seems as if it had already passed away.

704. A similar conversation on the theme of mutability is reported to have
taken place between al-Nu'man , the original builder of al -Khawarnaq , and his
vizier. One day, al-Nu'min , who was a cruel and evil ruler , looked out from his
palace at the lush gardens and plentiful waters . He asked his vizier whether he had
ever seen such a sight . The vizier replied, "No, if it only were to last!" Surprised,
al-Nu'man asked, "And what lasts?" "What is in God's presence in the hereafter,"
replied the vizier. "And how can one obtain it?" asked al-Nu'min. "By your
leaving the world, worshiping God, and seeking what is His." Al-Nu'man, it is
said , left his palace and became an ascetic that very night . See Ibn al-Faqih, Kitdb
al-bulddn, 177-78. The story is said to have been told to 'Abd al-Malik's son
Hishim at al-Khawamaq. See Aghdni, II, 35-;6, where Adi b. Zayd's poem on the
Ubi Sunt? theme is quoted.

705. Cf. the parallel in Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 352, where Abd al- Malik can see
the various mansions of al-Kufah from al-Khawarnaq and asks about them. How-
ever, since Arabic bayt can mean either a separate house or a chamber within a
larger building ! Lane , Lexicon , I, z8o), he may have been asking about who added
various rooms to the palace. Cf. the report in Ibn al-Faqih, Kitdb al•bulddn, 178
(on the authority of al-Haytham b. Adi ), that any governor who came to al-Kiifah
would expand or renovate the palace of al-Khawarnaq . In Baladhuri , 'Abd al-Malik
apparently asks about both subjects.
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According to al-Wagidi, `Abd al-Malik conquered Qaysariy-
yah706 in this year.

706. Qaysariyyah (Caesarea) is about 25 miles south of Haifa on the Mediter-
ranean coast . Umayyad preoccupation with Ibn al -Zubayr had given the Byzantines
an opportunity to attack and damage Qaysariyyah and Asgalan . Once secure in
power, 'Abd al -Malik rebuilt and fortified the two places , along with other coastal
points such as Acre and Tyre. See El', s.v. Kaysariyya; Baladhuri, Futuh, 143.
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According to Abu Ja`far [sc. al-Tabaril: Among these events were
those involving the Kharijites and those involving al-Muhallab b.
Abi $ufrah and Abd al-Aziz b. Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid.

(Abd al-Malik and the Kharijites)

According to Hisham b. Muhammad [al-Kalbij-Abu Mikhnaf-
l Iasirah b. `Abdallah [b. al-llarith al-Azdij and Abu Zuhayr [al-
Nadr b . $alih] al-Absi : After eight months of extremely hard
fighting between the Azarigah and al-Muhallab at Sulaf, it was
reported to them that Mus`ab b . al-Zubayr had been killed. The
news reached the Kharijites before it reached al-Muhallab and his
forces . The Kharijites therefore called to them , saying, "Will you
not tell us what you say about Mus`ab ?" They replied, "An imam
of right guidance !" The Kharijites said, "Then he is your friend in
the present world and the world to come ?" "Yes," they replied.
The Kharijites said , "And you are his friends while you are alive
and when you are dead ?" They replied, "And we are his friends
alive and dead." The Kharijites said , "Then what do you say about
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`Abd al-Malik b. Marwan ?" "He is the son of the Accursed one,"
they replied. "We are quit of him, leaving him to God. In our
sight, shedding his blood is more licit than shedding yours." The
Kharijites said, "Then you are quit of him in the present world
and the world to come?" "Yes," they replied, "just as we are quit
of you." The Kharijites said, "And you are his enemies while
you are alive and when you are dead?" "Yes," they said, "we are
enemies of him, even as we are enemies of you." The Kharijites
said, "Your imam Mus'ab has been killed by Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan, and we think that tomorrow you will make Abd al-
Malik your imam, although now you declare yourselves quit of [8zzJ
him and curse his father." "You lie," they said, "you enemies of
God!"

On the morrow, when the death of Mus`ab became evident to
them, al-Muhallab had the men swear allegiance to Abd al-Malik
b. Marwan. The Kharijites then came to them and said, "What say
you about Mus`ab?" "You enemies of God," they said, "we will
not tell you what we say about him." For they did not want to
give the lie to themselves before them. The Kharijites said, "You
told us yesterday that he was your friend in the present world and
the world to come, and that you were his friends alive and dead.
Then tell us what you say about `Abd al-Malik." "He is our imam
and caliph," they said, for having sworn allegiance to him, they
found no way to avoid saying this. The Azarigah said, "Enemies
of God! Yesterday you were asserting that you were quit of him
in the present world and the world to come and claimed that
you were his enemies alive and dead, and today he is your imam
and caliph! Now that your imam whom you used to declare
your friend has been killed, which of the two is the legitimate
one? Which is the rightly guided one, and which is the one that
strays?" "You enemies of God," they said, "we were satisfied
with the former, while he was the manager of our affairs; and we
are satisfied with the latter, even as we were with the former."
The Kharijites said, "No, by God; but you are brothers of the
devils, friends of the evildoers, and slaves of the present world."

'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan sent Bishr b. Marwan to be in charge of
al-Kiifah and Khalid b. Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid to be in charge
of al-Basrah. When Khalid arrived, he established al-Muhallab in
charge of the taxes (kharaj) and special revenue (mdunah) of al-
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Ahwaz,707 and sent 'Amir b. Misma' to be in charge of Sabur,
Mugatil b. Misma' to be in charge of Ardashir Khurrah, 708 Misma'
b. Malik b. Misma' to be in charge of Fasa and DarAbjird '709 and
al-Mughirah b. al-Muhallab to be in charge of Istakhr.

Khalid b. Abdallah sent to Mugatil and dispatched him with
an army to the area of 'Abd al-'Aziz )b. 'Abdallah). 'Abd al-Aziz
went out seeking the Azarigah. The latter descended upon him
from the direction of Kirman, until they reached Darabjird, and

18231 he traveled toward them. Qatari [b. al-Fuja'ah] sent nine hundred
horsemen with $alili b. Mikhraq, who marched with them until
he met 'Abd al-'Aziz, who was traveling with his men by night,
not in battle array, and put the men to flight. Mugatil b. Misma'
dismounted and fought until he was killed. 'Abd al-'Aziz b.
'Abdallah fled, and his wife, the daughter of al-Mundhir b. al-Jarud,
was taken. She was offered to the highest bidder, and her price
reached one hundred thousand [dirhams], for she was beautiful.
One of her kinsmen, a Kharijite leader named Abu al-Hadid al-
Shanni, feeling that his honor was at stake, said, "Step aside! So I
see this idolatress710 has indeed tempted you." And he beheaded
her. People claim that he then went to al-Basrah and was seen by
the family of al-Mundhir, who said, "By God, we do not know
whether we should praise you or blame you." He used to say, "I
did it only out of zeal and indignation."

'Abd al-'Aziz made his way to Ramhurmuz.711 Someone went
and informed al-Muhallab about him, and the latter sent one of

707. Cf. Ibn al-Athir, Kdmil, IV, 342: "When Khalid arrived ( in al-Baarah), al-
Muhallab was fighting the Azarigah. (Khalid( put him in charge of the taxes and
special revenues of al-Ahwaz, and sent his own brother, 'Abd al-'Aziz b.'Abdallah,
to fight the Kharijites ; and (Khalid( sent Mugatil b. Misma' with him." The

motive behind Khalid's decision to take matters into his own hands is not clear; it
may have been personal jealousy of al-Muhallab (Dixon, Umayyad Caliphate,

176).
708. Ardashir Khurrah ( Shiraz was later its chief town) was one of the five

districts into which the province of Fars was divided. See Le Strange, Lands, 148.
709. Darabjird was the chief town of the southeastern district of Fars , to which

it gave its name. Fasa lay about 3o miles west of Darabjird.
710. Mushrikah, literally, "(woman ) who associates (other beings with God),"

hence a polytheist or idolater , one outside the Islamic community . There may be
an allusion to Qur'an z:zzi , "Do not marry idolatresses."

7r r. Ramhurmuz lay in Khuzisten province, about 70 miles (three days' march)
east of Ahwaz. See Le Strange , Lands, z43, 247.
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the shaykhs from among his tribesmen,712 a horseman of his, to
Abd al-Aziz, saying, "Go to him; if he has retreated in defeat,
console him, and tell him he has done nothing that men before
him have not done. Tell him that the armies will soon reach him,
and that God will strengthen and help him." The man came and
found 'Abd al-Aziz encamped with about thirty men,713 down-
cast and sad. The Azdi greeted him, informed him that he was al-
Muhallab's messenger, told him what he had been commanded
to say, and proposed that he mention to him whatever need he
had. Then he returned to al-Muhallab and told him the news. Al-
Muhallab said to him, "Go now to Khalid in al-Basrah, and tell 182-41
him the news." "Am I to go to him," he said, "and tell him that
his brother has been routed? By God, I will not!" Al-Muhallab
said, "By God, no one but you shall go to him: you were the one
who saw him face to face, and you were my messenger to him."
The man said, "Then he will guide you, 0 Muhallab, if he goes to
him this year and then departs.i714 Al-Muhallab said, "As for
you, by God, you feel safe from me; but, by God, if you were with
anyone else, and he sent you on a march, you would leave in a
hurry!" The man turned to him and said, "You think you are
doing us a favor by your forbearance! By God, we more than repay
you! Do you not know that we expose ourselves to death on your
behalf and protect you from your enemies? By God, if we were
with someone who behaved foolishly715 toward us and sent us to
march off on his affairs, and then needed our fighting and aid, we
would put him between ourselves and our enemy and protect
ourselves by means of him." Al-Muhallab said, "You are right;
you are right." Then he called a young man from Azd who was
with him, and sent him to tell Khalid the news about his brother.
The young Azdi tribesman came to Khalid, who was surrounded
by men and who was wearing a green coat (jubbah) and a green

712-. As mentioned below, the man was from the tribe of Azd.
713. Mss . 0, B, and Co: horsemen.
714. The meaning is not clear , and there are a number of textual variants. The

word translated , "he will guide you," can , with a change of vowels, mean "he will
bestow a gift on you ." For, "if he goes," Ms. 0 reads , "if you go."

715. Yajhalu , from jahila, to be ignorant , behave with foolishness (jahl), is the
opposite of behaving with forbearance (hilm), and implies roughness , even violent
disregard for the right.
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bordered shawl Imitraf), and greeted him. Khalid returned the
greeting and asked, "What has brought you?" "May God make
you prosper!" he said. "Al-Muhallab has sent me to report to you
what I have seen with my own eyes." "And what have you seen?"
asked Khalid. "I saw `Abd al `Aziz at Ramhurmuz," he said, "de-
feated." "You are lying," said Khalid. "No," he said, "by God, I
have not lied or said anything but the truth to you. If I am a liar,
take my life; but if I am telling the truth, give me-God make
you prosper!-your coat and scarf!" Khalid said, "Alas! What an
easy thing you have asked! You have contented yourself, despite
the great stake if you are lying, with a small stake, if you are
telling the truth." Khalid imprisoned him, but ordered him to be
treated well; finally, it became clear to him that the men had
been defeated. Khalid then wrote to 'Abd al-Malik, as follows:

To proceed: I am informing the Commander of the
Faithful-may God grant him honor!-that I sent Abd al-
`Aziz b. `Abdallah to seek the Kharijites. They met him
in Fars. The two sides fought very hard, and `Abd al-'Aziz
was defeated when the men abandoned him. Mugatil b.
Misma` was killed, and the remnants of the army went to
al-Ahwaz. I have wanted to inform the Commander of the
Faithful about this, that I may receive his opinion and
command, and may make myself subject to it, God
willing. Peace be with you, and the mercy of God!

`Abd al-Malik then wrote to him:

To proceed: Your messenger has brought your letter in
which you inform me of your having sent your brother to
fight the Kharijites and of the defeat of those who were
defeated and the death of those who were killed. I asked
your messenger where al-Muhallab was, and he told me
that he was your agent in charge of al-Ahwaz. What bad
judgment it is when you send your brother, a rustic716
from the people of Mecca, to fight, and retain by your

7r6. Arabi, usually means bedouin, as opposed to sedentary, but as ed. Leiden,
Glossarium, P. CCCLv, notes, it is often used abusively !"rustic"!. Cf. Tabari, II,
590: ma ahlu Makkata ills a'rab !"The people of Mecca are nothing but rustics").
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side, collecting taxes , al-Muhallab , who is fortunate in
judgment, good in management, skillful and experienced
in war-a man of war, and the son of men of war! See that
he"' hastens with the men , so that you meet them in al-
Ahwaz and beyond al-Ahwaz . I have sent to Bishr to have
him reinforce you with an army of Kufans . When you
encounter your enemy, deal with them according to no
plan until you take it to al-Muhallab and consult him
about it, God willing . Peace be with you, and the mercy of
God!

Khalid was distressed that `Abd al -Malik had faulted his judg-
ment in sending his brother and neglecting al-Muhallab, and that,
not approving of his independent judgment , he had said, "Submit
it to al-Muhallab and ask his advice about it."

`Abd al -Malik wrote to Bishr b . Marwan:

To proceed : I have written to Khalid b. `Abdallah com-
manding him to hasten toward the Kharijites . Dispatch
five thousand men to him, and send as their commander
one of your men that you approve of. When they have
completed this campaign of theirs, you are to send them
off to al-Rayy to fight their enemies, man their frontier
garrisons (masalih ), and collect their tribute (fay'), until
their tour of duty ends and you recall them and send others
in their place.

Bishr ordered the Kufans to furnish five thousand troops and
sent `Abd al -Rahman b . Muhammad b. al-Ash 'ath in command
of them, saying, "When you complete this campaign of yours, go
to al-Rayy." And he wrote him a writ of appointment for the
place.

Khalid led out the Basrans and arrived in al-Ahwaz ; `Abd al-
Rahman b . Muhammad came with the Kiifan contingent and met
them in al -Ahwaz . The Azarigah approached the city of al-Ahwaz
and the camp of the troops . Al-Muhallab said to Khalid b. `Abdal-
lah, "I see many boats here . Gather them for yourself , for I think

[826]

717. The Leiden editor suggests amending to "you ," to maintain consistency of
pronouns , but this shift of persons is not uncommon.
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the enemy will surely burn them." Indeed, it was only a short
time before a group of Kharijite horsemen quickly advanced toward
them and burned them. Khalid b. `Abdallah sent al-Muhallab to
command his right wing, and Dawud b. Qahdham of the Banii
Qays b. Tha`labah to command his left wing . Passing by `Abd al-
Rahman b. Muhammad, who had not dug a trench, al-Muhallab
said to him, "Brother, what is preventing you from digging a
trench?" "By God," he replied, "they are more insignificant to me
than a camel's fart !"718 1A1-Muhallab] said, "Do not think them
insignificant, son of my brother; they are the beasts of prey of the

1817] Arabs. I will not leave until you make a trench for yourself." He
did so. When the Kharijites learned of what `Abd al-Rahman b.
Muhammad had said about them, that they were "more insig-
nificant to him than a camel 's fart," their poet said:

0 seeker of the right, do not be lured"' by hope:
separating you from what you desire is the limit of the term
[of your life].

Work on behalf of your Lord, and ask Him for His reward;
know that the fear of Him is the best deed.

Attack the effeminate ones who caparison themselves in mail of
Median steel,
that they may be saluted tomorrow morning with a camel's
fart.

They remained encamped for about twenty nights. Then Khalid
advanced his men toward the enemy. The latter, seeing some-
thing that frightened them-the number of men and their state of
preparation-started to withdraw. Khalid's men became embold-
ened against them: the horsemen charged them, and he advanced
toward them. The enemy withdrew, as if on the defensive, turning
away, and thinking they did not have strength to fight the entire
force. Khalid b. Abdallah had Dawud b. Qahdham follow them
with an army of Basrans. Khalid returned to al-Basrah, `Abd al-
Rahman b. Muhammad went to al-Rayy, and al-Muhallab re-
mained in al-Ahwaz. Khalid b. Abdallah wrote to Abd al-Malik:

718. Proverbial, see Freytag, 11, 891 (Maydani, II, 303-41.
719. The unusual verb istahwd recalls Qur'an 6:71: "Like one lured to

bewilderment in the earth by Satans...."
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To proceed: I am informing the Commander of the
Faithful-may God make him prosper!-that I went out
to fight the Azarigah, who have turned away from the
faith and withdrawn from the governance of the Muslims.
We met at the city of al-Ahwaz, hastened toward each
other, and fought as hard as men have ever fought. Then
God sent down His help upon the believers and Muslims
and made His enemies retreat. The Muslims followed
them, killing them, while the enemy could neither pre-
vent it nor find safety. God made what was in their camp [828]
booty (fay') for the Muslims. Then I made Dawud b. Qah-
dham follow them. If God so wills, He will destroy them
and uproot them. Peace be with you!

When this letter reached Abd al-Malik, he wrote to Bishr b.
Marwan:

To proceed: Send from you a brave man skilled in war,
with four thousand horsemen, and let them go to Fars in
search of the renegades; for Khalid has written to me,
informing me that he has sent Dawud b. Qahdham to
seek them. Command the man you send not to disobey
Dawud b. Qahdham, if the two of them meet, for the
disagreement of men among themselves is help to the
enemy against them. Peace be with you!

Bishr b. Marwan sent Attab b. Warga' with four thousand Kufan
horsemen. They went out, met Dawud b. Qahdham in the territory
of Fars, and followed in pursuit of the enemy, until the horses of
most of the men perished, and they themselves were overcome by
fatigue and hunger. The bulk of the two armies returned on foot
to al-Ahwaz.

Concerning the defeat of Abd al-'Aziz and his abandonment of
his wife, Ibn Qays al-Rugayyat of the Banu Makhzum said:720

'Abd al-'Aziz, you disgraced your entire army,
and left them lying on every road:

720. Diwdn ! ed. Rhodokanakis ), x93-94.
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Either dying of thirst,
or cut to pieces and slain among the men.

Why didn 't you remain steadfast , fighting beside the martyr,
Mugatil [ b. Misma`1?721
For you came back , your strength undone , in the evening;

You left your army with no commander over them
(return with lasting shame in life!);

And you forgot your wife , when she was led away a captive,
making eyes weep as she cried aloud and wailed.

There occurred in this year the rebellion of the Kharijite Abu
Fudayk from the Banu Qays b. Tha `labah, who seized al-Bahrayn
and killed Najdah b. `Amir al-I ianafi.722 Faced by both the affair
of Qatari (b. Fuja 'ah'sl descent upon al-Ahwaz and the affair of
Abu Fudayk , Khalid b . `Abdallah sent his brother , Umayyah b.
Abdallah, in command of a large army to fight Abu Fudayk. Abu
Fudayk, however, defeated him, took a slave girl of his , and made
her his own . Umayyah rode one of his horses and reached al-
Basrah in three days . Khalid wrote to `Abd al -Malik about his
condition and that of the Azarigah.

[Abd al -Malik Sends a]-Hajjaj to Fight
Ibn al -ZubayrJ

In this year, `Abd al -Malik sent al-Hajjaj b . Yiisuf to Mecca to
fight Abdallah b. al-Zubayr . The following reason is given for his
sending al-Hajjaj , rather than someone else , against him : 723 When

`Abd al -Malik was about to return to Syria , al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf
stood before him and said, "0 Commander of the Faithful, I
dreamed I had taken Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and flayed him; so
send me to him and put me in charge of fighting him." `Abd al-
Malik therefore sent him with a large army of Syrians, and he

711. The line plays on the literal meaning of the name Mugatil , "a fighting

Ip
erson
721. See Baladhuri , Ansdb, XI, t4zff . for further accounts of the downfall of

Najdah and the rise of Abu Fudayk b. Thawr.
7z3. Cf. the report in Dinawari , Akhbdr, 319, that while at al-Kufah , Abd al-

Malik placed Qudamah b. MaZ`nn in charge of the army sent to attack Ibn al-
Zubayr but replaced Qudamah with al -Hajjaj upon his return to Syria.
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went and arrived at Mecca. 'Abd al-Malik had written to the
Meccans offering a guarantee of safety if they became obedient to
him.

According to al-Harith [b. Muhammad["'-Muhammad b.
Sa'd725-Muhammad b. 'Umar (al-Wagidi[-Mus'ab b. Thabit126 [830]
-Abu al-Aswad727-'Abbad b. 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, who said:
When Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr was killed, 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan
sent al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf against Ibn al-Zubayr in Mecca. Al-Hajjaj
left with two thousand men from the Syrian army during Jumada
of the year 72.728 He did not turn toward Medina, but traveled
along the Iraq road729 and encamped at al-Ta 'if.730 He kept sending
detachments to 'Arafah in the area outside the sacred territory
(Iiaram);731 Ibn al-Zubayr also sent a detachment, and the two
sides fought there. Ibn al-Zubayr's horsemen were always de-
feated, while al-IIajjaj 's horsemen returned victorious . Al-Hajjaj
then wrote to 'Abd al-Malik, asking his permission to besiege Ibn
al-Zubayr and enter the sacred territory against him. He told 'Abd
al-Malik that the vehemence of Ibn al-Zubayr's strength had
abated and that most of his forces had dispersed , leaving him. He

724. Al-Harith b . Muhammad b. Abi Usamah Abu Muhammad al-Tamimi, a
Baghdadi muhaddith and historian (b. 186/8oz, d . 282/895 ), was a pupil of
al-Wagidi and a teacher of al-Tabari . See F . Sezgin , GAS, I, rho, ;oo.

725. Abu Abdallah Muhammad b. Sad b . Mani' al-Bari al-Zuhri, called "Katib
al-Wagidi" ("al-Wagidi 's secretary ") was born in al-Bagah in 168/784 , and died in
Baghdad in 230 /845. A pupil of al-Wagidi , his monumental Kitab al-fabagdt al-
kabir contains biographies of the Prophet , his companions , and their descendants
to the year 230. See ibid ., I, 3oof.

726. Mug'ab b. Thabit b. Abdallah al-Asadi d. 157/773. See ibid ., 1, 285.
727. Abu al-Aswad Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman b . Nawfal b . al-Aswad al-

Asadi, d. 131 /748 or 137, was the foster-son of 'Urwah b. al-Zubayr ( the brother of
'Abdallih and Mu;'ab b . al-Zubayr). See ibid ., 1, 248f.

728. In the year 72, Jumada I began on September 30, and Jumada II on October
30, 691 . The parallel account in Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 357, notes that other
authorities placed the number of men at 3,000 or 5,00o.

729. The pilgrim roads from Iraq to Mecca began at al-Ba^rah and al-Kufah and
came together at Dhat 'Irq. Medina was reached by a branch road going west from
the main route . See Le Strange, Lands, 83-4.

730. Cf. Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 257 (from Awanah ), where 'Abd al -Malik ex-
plicitly commands al-Hajjaj to avoid any attack that would endanger the Ka'bah;
instead, he was to block the roads and starve out Ibn al -Zubayr.

731. Mecca and its immediate environs are a Karam, sacred territory in which
no fighting is permitted . 'Arafah , to which the pilgrims proceed on the 9th of Dhu
al-Hijjah , lies outside the Meccan Karam . See El , s.v. 'Arafa.
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asked 'Abd al -Malik to reinforce him with men. Al-Hajjaj received
'Abd al-Malik 's reply . 732 'Abd al-Malik wrote to Tariq b. 'Amr,
commanding him, with the soldiers of the army he had with him,
to join al-Hajjaj. Tariq marched with five thousand of his men and
joined al -Hajjaj. Al -Hajjaj's arrival in al-Ta 'if took place in Sha'ban
of the year 72.733 At the beginning of Dhu al -Qa'dah'734 al-Hajjaj
left al-Ta 'if, encamped at Bi 'r Maymun , 735 and besieged Ibn
al-Zubayr . Al-Hajjaj led the pilgrimage this year, since Ibn
al-Zubayr was besieged.

Tariq [b . 'Amr's] arrival in Mecca took place on the new moon
of Dhu al -Hijjah .736 Al-I;Iajjaj737 did not circumambulate the
Ka'bah, nor did he go to it in pilgrim 's garb (ihrdm).7i8 He wore a
sword, but did not approach women or use perfume until
'Abdallah b . al-Zubayr was killed . Ibn al-Zubayr sacrificed camels
in Mecca on the day of sacrifice , but neither he nor his
companions performed the pilgrimage that year , because they did
not stand at 'Arafah.

1 831] According to Muhammad b. Umar (al-Wagidij-Sa'id b.
Muslim b . Babak-his father, who said: I made the pilgrimage in
the year 71. We came to Mecca and entered it from the upper part
of the city . We found the forces of al -Hajjaj and Tariq between al-
Hajun739 and Bi'r Maymun . We circumambulated the Ka'bah
and [went between ) $afa and Marwah . 740 Then al -Hajjaj led the

731. According to Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 358 (from Awinah), 'Abd al-Malik at
this point told al-Hajjaj to do whatever he thought best. Al-Hajjaj proceeded to set
up a trebuchet and bombard Mecca. Another report in Baladhuri (from Wagidi)
states that the bombardment was halted during the pilgrimage only at the pleading
of Abdallah b. Umar and resumed immediately afterwards (ibid., 360). Tabari's
brief account of the siege omits many details to be found in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V,
358ff.

733. Sha'ban of 71 began on December z8, 69t.
734. Dhu al-Qa'dah of 71 began on March z5, 692.
735. Yaqut locates Bi'r Maymun ("Maymun's Well") in the higher part of the

city of Mecca. There is evidence placing it between the Great Mosque and Mina,
on the main road to Iraq . See E12, s.v.; Yiqut, Mu'jam, s.v.

736. Dhu al-Hijjah of 71 began on April 24, 692.
737. The parallel in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 360, makes it clear that al -Hajjaj is

meant . The sentence about Tariq 's arrival is parenthetical.
738. For a description of the garment wom by pilgrims, see E12, s.v. 1hram.
739• Al-Hajiin is a hill in Mecca where a cemetery was located (Yaqut, Mu'jam,

s.v. ).
740. After circumambulating the Ka'bah seven times upon arrival in Mecca,
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pilgrimage: I saw him making the station at the hills of 'Arafah,
on horseback, wearing a coat of mail and a neck protector.74i
Then he went back. I saw him turn off toward Bi'r Maymun. He
did not circumambulate the Ka'bah. His men were armed. I saw
that they had a great deal of food, and I saw a caravan coming
from Syria carrying food: biscuit, barley meal, and flour. I saw
that his forces had plenty to eat. We bought biscuit from some of
them for a dirham, and it satisfied us-we were a party of three-
until we reached al-Juhfah.742

According to Muhammad b. `Umar [al-Wagidfl-Mus'ab b.
Thabit-Nafi`, a mawla of the Banii Asad, who was knowledge-
able about the civil strife (fitnah) of Ibn al-Zubayr, who said: Ibn
al-Zubayr was besieged the night of the new moon of Dhu al-
Qa`dah in the year 72..

[Abd al-Malik and Abdalldh b. Khazim)

In this year, 'Abd al-Malik wrote to (Abdallah) Ibn Khazim al-
Sulam! , summoning him to swear allegiance, and assigning him
Khurasan as a means of subsistence (tu`mah) for seven years.

According to `Ali b. Muhammad [al-Mada'ini)-al-Mufaddal b.
Muhammad, Yahya b. Tufayl, and Zuhayr b. Hunayd (some of
whom report more than the others): Mus`ab b. al-Zubayr was
killed in the year 72, while Abdallah b. Khazim was at Abra-
shahr,743 fighting Bahir b. Warga' al-$uraymi of $uraym744 b. al-
Harith. `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan then wrote to Ibn Khazim by [832]
way of Sawrah b. Ashyam al-Numayri, saying, "Khurasan is yours
for seven years, provided that you swear allegiance to me." Ibn
Khazim replied to Sawrah, "But for the fact that I would thereby

pilgrims traverse the distance between the hills of Safa and Marwah in a rite called
sa'y. See E12, s.v. Hadidj.

741. Mighfar : a piece of mail that is worn under the helmet and that hangs
down to protect the neck. See Lane, Lexicon, VI, zz74f.

742.. Al-Juhfah was a large town, the fourth stage on the road between Mecca
and Medina )Yiqut, Mu'jam, s.v.).

743. Abrashahr was an alternate name for Naysabur )Persian, Nishapur), one of
the major cities of Khurasan, now located in northeastern Iran . See Le Strange,
Lands, 383.

744. Also vocalized Sarim, this was a subdivision of Tamim. See Ibn al-Athir,
Kdmil, IV, 345.
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stir up trouble between the Banii Sulaym and the Banu 'Amir, I
would kill you! Now eat this page!" So he ate it. [Continuing,) he
said: Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. Wasi` said it was Sawadah b.
`Ubaydallah al-Numayri who delivered 'Abdallah b. Khazim's
writ of appointment. Another person said that `Abd al-Malik sent
Sinan b. Mukammil al-Ghanawi to Ibn Khazim, and wrote to
him, saying, "Khurasan is yours as an assigned means of subsis-
tence (tu mah)." Ibn Khazim said to him, "'Abu al-Dhibban'745
only sent you because you are from Ghani, and he knows I will
not kill a man from Qays. Now eat his letter!"

[Continuing,] he said: 'Abd al-Malik wrote to Bukayr b. Wishah,
a member of the Banu `Awf b. Sa'd (he was Ibn Khazim's dep-
uty in charge of Marw), appointing him to the governorship of
Khurasan, making him promises, and raising his hopes. So Bukayr
b. Wishah threw off his allegiance to Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and
propagandized for `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan. The people of Marw
responded favorably to him. When Ibn Khazim learned of this, he
feared that Bukayr would lead the people of Marw against him,
and that the people of Marw and of Abrashahr would join forces
against him . He therefore left Bahir and went toward Marw, in-
tending to go to his son in Tirmidh.746 Bahir followed him and
overtook him at a village called in Persian Shahmighad, eight
farsakhs from Marw. [Continuing,] he said: Ibn Khazim fought
with Bahir. A mawla of the Banu Layth said: "I was in a dwelling
close to the place where the men fought. When the sun rose, the
two armies rushed at each other, and I began to hear sword blows.
As the day advanced, the sounds became softer-because of the
advancing of the day, I thought. When I had prayed the noon
prayer-or a little before noon-I went out. A man from the Banu
Tamim met me. I said, 'What is the news?' He said, 'I have killed
the enemy of God, Ibn Khazim. Here he is!' Behold, he was being
carried on a mule ; they had tied a rope to his loins and a stone,
and had balanced him with it on the mule."

745• The epithet, meaning, "man of flies," was applied to a man with foul
breath, from which Abd al-Malik was said to suffer. See Baladhuri, Ansab, XI,

r52-53.
746. Tirmidh !modem Termez, on the Soviet-Afghan border), lay on the Oxus

River (modem Amu Darya) , about 30o miles east of Marw, and was the most
important town of the Saghaniyan district. See Le Strange, Lands, 440-411; El',
S.V.
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[Continuing,] he said: The man who killed Ibn Khazim was
Waki` b. `Umayrah al-Quray i, called Ibn al-Dawragiyyah.747
Bahir b. Warga', Ammar b. Abd al-Aziz al-Jushami, and Waki`
fought Ibn Khazim by turns, thrust him with spears, and threw him
down. Waki` sat on his chest and killed him. A certain governor
asked Waki`, "How did you kill Ibn Khazim?" He replied, "I
subdued him with the end of the spear shaft. After he was thrown
down, I sat on his chest. He tried to get up but could not. I said,
'Vengeance for Dawilah!"' (Dawilah was a full brother of Waki`
who had been previously killed in some other fighting.) "He spat
out phlegm in my face, and said, 'God curse your father! Will you
kill the leader748 of Mudar to avenge your brother, a peasant not
worth a handful of date pits?' (He may have said, '[a handful of]
earth.') I never saw anyone with more spirit749 than he when at
the point of death." [Continuing,] he said: One day, Ibn Hubayrah
mentioned this report and said, "That, by God, is courage!"

[Continuing,] he said: As soon as Ibn Khazim was killed, Bahir
sent a man from the Banu Ghudanah to inform Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan of Ibn Khazim's death, but did not send the head. Bukayr
b. Wishah, with the people of Marw, came to Bahir and his men
after Ibn Khazim had been killed. Bukayr wanted to take Ibn
Khazim's head, but Bahir forbade him; Bukayr therefore hit him
with a stick, took the head, and bound and imprisoned Bahir.
Bukayr sent the head to 'Abd al-Malik, and wrote informing him
that it was he who had killed Ibn Khazim. When the head was
brought before him, 'Abd al-Malik summoned the Ghudani tribes-
man, Bahir's messenger, and asked, "What is this?" "I don't
know," he replied. "I did not leave the men until Ibn Khazim had
been killed."

A man from the Banu Sulaym said:

O night we spent in Naysabur! Give back to me
the morning-woe unto you!-or brighten.

747. I.e., son of the woman from Dawraq ( a town in Khuzistan ). See Le Strange,
Lands, 242.

748. Literally, "the ram (kabsh) of Mudar." The ram, as leader of the flock, was
used figuratively for the leader of an army , a tribe, etc. See Lane, Lexicon, VI,
2588f.

749. Literally, "with more saliva (riq)." See Lane, Lexicon, III, 1203.

[8341
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[8 35]

Its stars were slow -moving, languid;
as if its firmament had been in the hands of a cupbearer.

Umm Zayd reviles time's accidents:
but have you any way of changing [time 's] accidents?

[Time 's accidents ] have ignored my honor ; they have turned away
from me
for the present world 's brief term.

Had horsemen from Sulaym been present
the morning the wounded lion was surrounded,

Generous men would have taken the field around him,
and grave would the vengeance have been in the search for
retaliation.

Now barking dogs remain:
after you there is no ( lion's ] roar on earth.

[Those in Office during the Year]

Al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf took charge of leading the pilgrimage this year.
The governor of Medina for Abd al-Malik was Tariq [ b. 'Amr],
the mawld of `Uthman; and of al-Kufah, Bishr b . Marwan . Ubay-
dallah b . Abdallah b . `Utbah b . Masud was in charge of its
judiciary . Khalid b. Abdallah b . Khalid b . Asid was governor of al-
Basrah, and Hisham b. Hubayrah was in charge of its judiciary.
Some say that Abdallah b. Khazim al-Sulami was governor of
Khurasan; others say it was Bukayr b . Wishah . Those who say
that `Abdallah b . Khazim was in charge of Khurasan in the year 71
assert that `Abdallah b . Khazim was killed only after `Abdallah b.
al-Zubayr had been killed ; that Abd al -Malik wrote to `Abdallah
b. Khazim , summoning him to obedience, and offering him Khu-
rasan as an assigned means of subsistence (;u`mah) for ten years,
only after `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr had been killed, and that Abd
al-Malik sent Ibn al-Zubayr 's head to him . When Abdallah b. al-
Zubayr's head arrived, Abdallah b. Khazim swore he would never
render obedience to `Abd al-Malik; calling for a basin, he washed
the head of Ibn al-Zubayr, anointed it with spices , shrouded it,
prayed over it, and then sent it to the family of `Abdallah b. al-
Zubayr in Medina ; and he made the messenger eat Abd al-Malik's
letter, saying, "If you were not a messenger, I would kill you."
Some say he cut off the man's arms and legs and beheaded him.
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A Chapter in Which We Mention the Secretaries since
the Beginning of Is]am75°

Hisham [b. al-Kalbil and others relate that the first Arab who
wrote75' in Arabic was Harb b. Umayyah b. `Abd Shams, and that
the first person to write in Persian was Biwarasb,752 who lived in
the time of Idris.753 The first person who distinguished the orders
of secretaries and elucidated their ranks was Luhrasb b. Kawghan
b. Kaymus.754

It is related that Abarwiz755 said to his secretary, "Language
consists of four divisions: asking for something, asking about
something, commanding something, and informing about some- [836]
thing. These are the four supports of discourses. If one seeks a
fifth, it will not be found; if one of the four is subtracted, [the
supports] will not be complete. If you seek, be gentle; if you
ask, be brisk; 756 if you command, be firm; and if you inform, be
precise."

Abu Musa al-Ash`ari said: "The first who said, 'To proceed,'757

750. The following section , which is inserted in Mss . 0, B, and Co, is not found
in Mss . Pet and C, or in Ibn al-Athir. In Ms. Co, a marginal note reads : " An addition
which (is not) from the original ." At the end of the section , there is a note : "(Here
ends ) the chapter; one returns [to the words of J Abu Ja 'far (al-Tabari )"-(ed. Leiden,
note). The material can be found fleshed out with many anecdotes in the Kitab a]-
wuzara' wa-al -kuttab, by al-jahshiyari (d. 331/942; German translation by J. Latz,
Das Buch der Wezire).

751. Kataba , "he wrote," can also mean , "he was a kdtib," i.e. a scribe or
secretary (in the professional sense).

752. Biwarasb or Bewarasb (the name means "Myriad Horses "), also known as
al-Azdahiq or Zahhik , was a legendary king of Iran, a monstrous tyrant said to
have reigned a thousand years . See Tabari, 1, 201-10.

7.53. A prophet named Idris is mentioned in Qur'an 19 : 56 and 21 : 85. Islamic
tradition identifies him with the Biblical Enoch . See El' , s.v.; Bell and Watt,
Introduction to the Qur 'an, 28 and note.

754• Luhrasb/Luhrasp was the fourteenth king to rule over Iran in the Shihnima.
He was the father of Gushtasp , during whose reign Zoroaster appeared. See Tabari,

I, 645ff.
755• The Persian form is Aparwez (older ) or Parviz (modern ). Ed. Leiden vocal-

izes, Abrawiz . He was Khusraw II, ruled 59o-627.
756. Variant in al - 7qd: be clear.
757. Amnia ba'du, literally, "As for afterwards ." In letters, homilies , and other

formal compositions, this formula marks the end of the introductory matter
(usually an elaboration of the praise of God and the Prophet ) and the beginning of
the subject proper.
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was David. This is the 'separation of the speechr758 God mentions
in reference to him." Al-Haytham b. Adi said: "The first who
said, 'To proceed' was Quss b. Siidah al-Iyadi."759

Those who were secretaries to the Prophet: `Ali b. Abi Talib
and 'Uthman b. Affan used to write down the revelation. If they
were absent, Ubayy b. Ka`b and Zayd b. Thabit wrote it. Khalid b.
Said b. al-As and Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan used to write in his
presence concerning his affairs. `Abdallah b. a]-Arqam b. Abd
Yaghuth and al `Ala' b. 'Uqbah used to write among the people
concerning their affairs. 'Abdallah b. al-Arqam often wrote to
kings from the Prophet.

'Uthman, Zayd b. Thabit, `Abdallah b. al-Arqam, `Abdallah b.
Khalaf al-Khuza'i, and Hanzalah b. al-Rabi' were secretaries
to Abu Bakr.

Zayd b. Thabit and 'Abdallah b. al-Arqam were secretaries for
`Umar b. al-Khattab. 'Abdallah b. Khalaf al-Khuzai, father of
Talhah al-Talhat, was in charge of the diwdn of al-Basrah. Abu
Jabirah b. al-pahhak al-Ansari was 'Umar's secretary in charge of
the diwdn of al-Kufah. `Umar b. al-Khattab said to his secretaries
and governors:760 "Power to perform an office lies in your not
putting off today's task until tomorrow; for if you do, tasks will
come at you from every direction, and you will not know which
one you should take up first. He was the first who drew up diwdn
registers among the Arabs in Islam.

Marwan b. al-Hakam was secretary to `Uthman. 'Abd al-Malik
was his secretary for the diwdn of Medina; Abu Jabirah al-Ansari
was in charge of the diwdn of al-Kufah. Abu Ghatafan b. `Awf b.
Sad b. Dinar of the Banu Duhman of Qays `Aylan also was

758. Fasl al-khifdb: In Qur'an 38:2o, David is said to have been given wisdom
and fail al-khifdb. The phrase is usually translated in a more general sense-
"speech decisive" (Arberry), "decisive speech" (Pickthall)-but Abu Musa al-
Ash'ari apparently thought it meant quite literally the formula used to separate
the preliminary invocations of God from the body of a speech.

759. Quss b. Sa'idah was a legendary figure of Arab antiquity said to have been
the greatest orator among all the tribes. He is always said to have been a mono-
theist, sometimes to have been a Christian, or even a bishop of Najran. The youth-
ful Muhammad is supposed to have heard him at the fair of 'Ukiz. See El', s.v.
Kuss b. Saida; Nicholson, Literary History, 135-56.

760. 'Ummdl, p1. of 'dmil, "(fiscal ) agent, governor."
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secretary to him, as were Ahyab, his mawld, and Humran 1b.
Min], his maw1d.

Said b. Nimran al-Hamdani, who later was in charge of the
judiciary of al-KUfah for Ibn al-Zubayr,761 was secretary to `Ali.
Abdallah b. Masud was also his secretary. It is said that `Abdal-
lah b. Jubayr was his secretary. `Ubaydallah b. Abi Rafi` was also
his secretary. (There is disagreement about Abu Rafi"s name;
some say it was Ibrahim, some Aslam, some Sinan, and some
Abd al-Rahman).

Mu'awiyah's secretary in charge of correspondence was Ubayd
b. Aws al-Ghassani. His secretary in charge of the tax bureau
(diwdn al-khardj) was Sarjun b. Mansur al-Rumi.762 `Abd al-
Rahman b. Darraj, a mawld of Mu'awiyah, also was secretary to
him. Ubaydallah b. Nasr b. al-Hajjaj b. Ala' al-Sulami was in
charge of one of his diwdns.

Al-Rayyan b. Muslim was secretary to Mu`awiyah b. Yazid.763
His secretary in charge of the diwdn was Sarjun. It is said that
Abu al-Zu'ayzi'ah was also his secretary.

Qabisah b. Dhu'ayb b. Halhalah al-Khuza'i, whose kunyah was
Abu Ishaq, was secretary to Abd al-Malik. His secretary in charge
of the correspondence bureau (diwdn al-rasd'il) was his mawld,
Abu al-Zu'ayzi'ah.

Al-Qa`gd' b. Khalid (or Khulayd) al-'Absi was secretary to al-
Walid.764 His secretary for the tax bureau was Sulayman b. Sa'd
al-Khushani; his mawld Shu'ayb al-`Umani was in charge of the
registry department (dfwan al-khdtam); his mawld Janah was 18381
in charge of the correspondence department; and his mawla
Nufay' b. Dhu'ayb was in charge of income-yielding properties
(mustaghallat).165

Sulayman b. Nu'aym al-Himyari was secretary to Sulayman.766

761. See Tabari, II, 537.
76z. The father of St John of Damascus . See Hitti, History of the Arabs,

245-46.
763. Note the omission of the reign of Yazid b. Mu`awiyah. Mu`awiyah b.

Yazid b. Mu'awiyah ruled briefly in 64/683.
764. Al-Walid b. Abd al- Malik ruled from 86/705 to 96/715.
765. Mustaghall, pl. mustaghallat, included any income-generating property:

cultivated land, houses , markets , mills, etc . See Dozy, Supplement, 11, zzo; Shaban,
Islamic History, II, 17.

766. Sulayman b. 'Abd a1-Malik ruled from 96/715 to 99/717.
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The secretary of Maslamah [b. `Abd al-Malik]767 was his mawld
Sami`. Al-Layth b. Abi Ruqayyah, the mawld of Umm al-Hakam
bint Abi Sufyan, was in charge of the correspondence department;
Sulayman b. Sa'd al-Khushani was in charge of the tax bureau;
Nu'aym b. Salamah, a mawld of Yemenites from Palestine, was
in charge of the registry department. (Some say that Raja' b. Haywah
was in charge of the seal.)

Al-Mughirah b. Abi Farwah7C8 was secretary to Yazid b. al-
Muhallab.769

Al-Layth b. Abi Ruqayyah, the rnawld of Umm al-Hakam bint
Abi Sufyan, and Raja' b. IIaywah were secretaries to `Umar b.
`Abd al-Aziz.770 Ismail b. Abi Hakim, the mawld of al-Zubayr,
was also secretary to him. In charge of the tax bureau was Sulay-
man b. Sa'd al-Khushani, who was succeeded by $alih b. Jubayr
al-Ghassani (some say al-Ghudani) and 'Ad! b. al-$abah b. al-
Muthanna, whom al-Haytham b. `Adi mentioned as being one of
his chief secretaries.

Before Yazid b. `Abd al-Malik 771 became caliph, his secretary
was a man named Yazid b. `Abdallah. Then he made Usamah b.
Zayd al-Salihi secretary.

Said b. al-Walid b. 'Amr b. Jabalah al-Kalbi, [called] al-
Abrash,772 and having the kunyah Abu Mujashi`, was secretary
to Hisham.773 Nasr b. Sayyar was in charge of the Khurasan
tax bureau for Hisham. Among [Hisham's] secretaries at al-
Rusafah774 was Shu'ayb b. Dinar.

767. Maslamah b. Abd al-Malik was a great military leader. Under Sulayman,
he besieged Constantinople ( 98/716 -17). During the reign of Yazid b. Abd al-
Malik (1or-5/720-14), he suppressed a major revolt by Yazid b . al-Muhallab in
Iraq and became its governor . See El', s.v.

768. Read "b. Abi Qurrah." See Latz, Das Buch der Wezire, 97, note.
769. Yazid b. al-Muhallab was appointed governor of Iraq by Sulayman in 96/

715. Two years later, the governorship of Khurasan was also given to him.
770. 'Umar b. Abd al-Aziz ruled from 99 /717 to 101/720.
771. Yazid b. Abd al-Malik ruled from 101 /720 to 105/724.
771. Speckled, or perhaps , freckled.
773. Hisham b. Abd al- Malik ruled from 105 /724 to 115/743.
774. Al-Rusafah ( "the Causeway," according to Le Strange ; Yaqut calls the

derivation of the name unclear ) was the desert palace Hisham built 4 leagues from
al-Raqqah in al-jazirah province to escape from the plague. See Le Strange , Lands,
1o6; Yaqut , Mu'jam, s.v.
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Bukayr b. al-Shammakh was secretary to al-Walid b. Yazid.775
Salim, the mawla of Said b. Abd al-Malik, was in charge of the
correspondence department. Also among his secretaries was
Abdallah b. Abi 'Amr ( some give his name as 'Abd al-A`la b.
Abi `Amr). Amr b. 'Utbah was in charge of the caliphal res-
idence.776

`Abdallah b. Nu'aym was secretary to Yazid b. al-Walid, [called]
"the Reducer.i777 'Amr b. al-Harith, a mawla of the Banu Jumah,
was in charge of his registry department; Thabit b. Sulayman b.
Sa'd al-Khushani (some say al-Rabi` b. Afarah al-Khushani)
was in charge of his correspondence department; and al-Nadr b.
`Amr, a Yemeni, was in charge of taxes and the bureau of the
small seal for him.

The secretary of Ibrahim b. al-Walid778 was Ibn Abi Jum'ah,
who was in charge of the dfwdn in Palestine for him.779 The
people swore allegiance to Ibrahim (b. al-Walid), except the in-
habitants of Hims, who swore allegiance to Marwan b. Muham-
mad al-Ja`di.

The secretaries of Marwan [b. Muhammad]780 were `Abd al-
Hamid b. Yahya, mawla of al-`Ala' b. Wahb al `Amin, Mus`ab
b. al-Rabi` al-Khath`ami, and Ziyad b. Abi al-Ward. `Uthman b.
Qays, mawld of Khalid al-Qasri, was in charge of the correspon-
dence department. Also among his secretaries were Makhlad b.
Muhammad b. al-Harith, called Abu Hashim, and Mus'ab b. al-

775. Al-Walid b. Yazid ruled from 125/743 to 126/744.
776. For this meaning of hadrah, "presence," see Dozy, Supplement, I, 298.
777. A]-Ndgi$: Yazid b. al-Walid ruled for six months in 126/744. "His first act

was to abolish the increase of the stipends to the Syrian troops granted by his
predecessor" (Shahan, Islamic History, I, 155). He also curtailed large-scale public
works-therefore the epithet.

778. Ibrahim b. al-Walid succeeded his brother Yazid and reigned for four months
in 126/744, though his rule was not acknowledged by all factions. See Shahan,
Islamic History, I, t6o.

779. A name appears to have fallen out of Tabari's text. Al-Jahshiyari reads:
"The secretary of Ibrahim was Ibrahim b. Abi Jum'ah. Thabit b. Nu'aym al-
Judhami was in charge of the diwan of Palestine." If the text of Tabari was origin-
ally similar, one can explain why in the next sentence Ibrahim is identified as "b.
al-Walid," i.e., the caliph, not Ibrahim b. Abi Jumah, his secretary. See Latz, Das
Buch der Wezire, 118-r9.

780. Marwan b. Muhammad succeeded to the throne in r'7/744 and ruled until
the fall of the Umayyad line in 13x/750.

[839]
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Rabi` al-Khath'ami, called Abu Musa. Abd al-Hamid b. Yahya
had a distinguished reputation for eloquence. Among his poetry
that has been anthologized is the following:781

Something that will not return has departed;
something that will not go away has taken its place.

How I grieve for the successor who has taken up its abode!
How I grieve for the predecessor who has departed!

I weep much over the one, and for the other I weep
like a despondent woman bereft:

She weeps much because of a son of hers who has cut [the bond of
relationship],
and she weeps for a son of hers that has tied it fast.782

18401 In her innermost heart she never ceases
from tears and weeping.

The errors of youth's intoxication have come to an end;
fear of God has driven away falsehood's deviation.

The secretary of Abu al Abbas783 was Khalid b. Barmak. Abu
al-`Abbas entrusted his daughter Raytah to Khalid b. Barmak so
that the latter's wife, Umm Khalid bint Yazid, might nurse her
while she was breast-feeding a daughter of Khalid's named Umm
Yahya; and Umm Salamah, the wife of Abu al Abbas, nursed
Umm Yahya, the daughter of Khalid, while she was breast-feeding
her daughter Raytah. $alih b. al-Haytham, a mawid of Raytah bint
Abi al-`Abbas, was in charge of the correspondence department.

The secretary of Abu Ja`far al-Mansur784 was `Abd al-Malik b.
Humayd, the mawld of Hatim b. al-Nu'man al-Bahili, a Khu-
rasanian. Hashim b. Said al-Ju`fi and `Abd al-AU b. Abi Talhah
of the Banu Tamim were his secretaries in Wasit. It is said that

781. The first four lines are quoted in Ibn Nubatah, Sarh al•'uyun, 141, where
the second line has an interesting variation : "How I grieve for one who, having
progeny, arrives! How I grieve for one preceding who has departed!" The metaphor
of gray hair or old age as "having progeny" is powerful, but is not in the line as
given in al-Tabari.

781. I. e., one son who by departing has cut the ties and another who by remaining
has tied them fast.

783. Abu a1-Abbas Abdallah b. Muhammad, known as al-Saffah, the first
caliph of the Abbasid line , ruled from 131 /749 to 136/754.

784. Abu Ja` far, known as al-Mansur, ruled from 136/754 to 158/775.
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Sulayman b. Makhlad was a secretary to Abu Ja`far. Among [the
verses) that Abu Ja`far used to quote was the following:

Nothing relieves the mind like a firm decision,
when some matter has been present too long in the mind.

Also among his secretaries were al-Rabi`, and `Umarah b. I;Iamzah,
who was among the most distinguished men. The following is by
him:

Never complain about a time when you enjoyed sound health:
in bodily health there is wealth!

Suppose you were the imam: 785 could you profit
from the present world' s ease if you were sick?

And he used to quote the words of the slave of the Banu al-Hashas:

Is the eye's tear shed because of Umayyah?
If only that had been known of you before today!

Let your eye not weep: time is full of change;
in it, friend from friend departs.

The secretary of al-Mahdi786 was Abu 'Ubaydallah; Aban b.
$adagah was in charge of his correspondence department, and 18411
Muhammad b. Hamid the Secretary was in charge of his military
dfwan (diwan al-fund [. There was also Ya`qub b. Dawud, whom
he appointed to be in charge of his vizierate and affairs. The
following is by him:

I marvel greatly at the changing of affairs-
now what one likes, now what one dislikes!

Time plays with men;
to it belong turns that run their course.

The following is by [Ya`qub b. Dawud' s] son, `Abdallah b. Ya`qub,
whose [sons] Muhammad and Ya`qub were both excellent poets:

Gray hair checked my vehemence and passion;
from my eyelids it drew a copious flow of tears.

Desiring to hide its visible appearance

785. I.e., the caliph , in his capacity as leader of the Islamic community.
786. Al-Mahdi, the third Abbasid caliph, ruled from 158/775 to 169/785.
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from my eyes, I tried something hopeless:
I colored what time had colored.

My coloring did not last, but time's coloring lasted.
Do not go so far away, 0 proud vigor of youth,

from which I departed in years gone by!
What I have retained from those days

is but as dreams that come by night.

The following is by his father:

Divorce the present world with a threefold divorce,"'
and take to wife another.

The world is an unfaithful wife
who cares not who comes to her.

After him, al-Mahdi appointed al-Fayd b. Abi $alih vizier. He was
a generous man.

The secretaries of Musa al-Hadi788 were 'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad
b. Abi Layla and Muhammad b. Hamid. One day, al-Mahdi asked
`Ubaydallah's father about the poems of the Arabs; so he compiled

18421 them for him. And he said, "The wisest of them is the saying of
Tarafah b. al `Abd":789

1 see that the grave of the avaricious man, stingy with his
property,
is like the grave of the erring man who wastes [his property]
in idleness.

You see two heaps of dirt on which there are
mute slabs of hard stone.

I see that death chooses the generous, and selects
the best of the tenacious niggard's property.

I see life as a treasure that diminishes each night:
and what the days and time diminish becomes spent.

787. In Islamic law, the formula of divorce must be repeated three times before
witnesses . Hence, the expression , "a threefold divorce ," came to be applied to
anything done irrevocably.

788. Al- Mahdi 's son , Musa b . Muhammad , took the throne name of al-Hadi,
and ruled from 169/785 to 170/786.

789. Tarafah b. a1= Abd was a pre -Islamic poet. The lines are from his Mu'allaqah
(see Diwan , 31-32), one of a collection of seven long pre-Islamic poems made by
I-Iammad al - Rawiyah , a famous reciter of ancient poetry who died ca . 156/772.
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By your life, ]I swear that] death, even when it does not hit the
young man,
is like a tether that has been left loose, but its end is in hand!

Also, his saying:

I see both of us: each one's friend wishes
that what has slipped away from us might come back.

Thing was [ joined] to thing; but time,
which returns to separate what it joined, has separated it.

Also, the saying of Labid:790

Indeed, you ask a man what he seeks:
whether it is a serious matter that must be accomplished, or
error and vanity.

Verily, everything but God is vanity,
and every pleasure must inevitably pass away.

I see that men know not what is destined for them:
yea, every man of sound judgment makes entreaty to God.

Also, the saying of al-Nabighah al-ja'di:791

Long was my acquaintance with youthful vigor and those who
have it;
and I encountered fearful things that turn one's locks white.

But I never found brothers to be other than companions,
and I never found kin to be other than places of abode.

Do you not know how I have been afflicted by the loss of
Muharib, 792
and how today neither I nor you have anything of him?

Also, the saying of Hudbah b. Khashram:793

790. Labid b. Rabi'ah, the latest of the Mu'allagat poets , is said to have ab-
jured poetry after his conversion to Islam and to have died early in the reign of
Mu'iwiyah. See Nicholson, Literary History, 119-11; F. Sezgin, GAS, II, 126-z7.

791. Al-Nabighah al-Ja'di (Hibban b. Qays) was born before Islam, but lived
most of his life as a Muslim and died in 65/684. The last line of the poem is found
in the Hamasah of Abu Tammim, a famous early anthology of pre-Islamic and
early Islamic poetry. See F . Sezgin, GAS, II, 245-47; M. Nallino, Le Poesie di an-
Ndbigah al-Oa'di ( Rome, 1953), 122, 124-

792. Muharib was the poet' s son . The line is addressed to his wife.
793. Hudbah b. Khashram was a poet from the tribe of 'Udhrah, known for
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I am not overly joyful if time gladdens me,
nor am I impatient of its shifting changes.

I do not seek evil when evil794 leaves me alone,
but when I am forced to do evil , I do it.

People do not know the truth about destiny:
Destiny will never offer them relief from what they dislike.

Destiny has a share in a young man's family and inherited
possessions,
like the notching of the cutter that separates.

Also, the saying of Ziyadah b. Zayd'795 which 'Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan used to quote:

He remembered Umaymah from afar and returned
to her after copious and long weeping.

Truly, the man who has experienced destiny and who does not
fear
the shifting of its mornings and evenings lacks
understanding.

Are not destiny and the days as you see (them to be):
loss of wealth , or parting from a beloved?

Of all that is to come you are the kinsman;
but you are no kinsman of anything that has gone away.

Something remote, while it is coming , is not like something
(rapidly) approaching;
neither is a past joy nearby.796

Also, the saying of Ibn Mugbil:797

When she saw how youth 's vigor had altered , she wept for it:
and gray hair is the worst of these alterations.

Men's care is life ; but I think

its "chaste" love poetry . See Ibn Qutaybah , a]-Shi'r wa-al -shu'ard ', 434-38 ;
F. Sezgin, GAS, II, z65-66.

794. Sharr, meaning both "evil" and "violence."
795• Another poet from the tribe of Udhrah. See F. Sezgin, GAS, II, 266.
796. Another possible translation : "There is nothing far that does not come, as

if it were rapidly advancing ; neither is a past joy nearby ." The version in Ibn
Qutaybah , al-Shi 'r wa-al -shu'ard ', 437-38 , reads : "All that is coming and going
to occur is not remote; neither is a past joy nearby."

797. The lines are also attributed to al-Akhtal , cf. al-Mubarrad , Kdmil, 3:14.
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long life only increases weariness.
If you are in need of treasures, you will find

no treasure like good works.

Yahya b. Khalid [b. Barmak] served as [al-Hadi's] vizier; his son,
afar b. Yahya b. Khalid, served as al-Rashid's798 vizier. Among

his attractive sayings is: "Writing is the badge of wisdom; by it,
wisdom's beads are separated and its scattered parts are strung
together." Thumamah said: "I said to Ja`far b. Yahya, 'What is
clarity (bayan)?' He said, 'That the word encompass your meaning,
communicate your intention, be free of ambiguity, and not require
that one call on the aid of thought to gather its intention."' Al-
Asma`i799 said: "I heard Yahya b. Khalid say, 'The present world
is vicissitude; wealth is a loan. We have an example in those who
were before us; and in us there will be a lesson to those who come
after us."'

We will name the remaining secretaries of the Abbasids when
we reach the Abbasid dynasty, God willing!

798. Heron al-Rashid ruled from 1170 /786 to 193/809.
799• Al-A^ma` i (d. 2113 /828) was a philologist active at the court of Harun al-

Rashid . See E12 , s.v.; Nicholson , Literary History, 345.
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Among major events was the death of `Abdallah b. al-Zubayr.

A Description of [the Death of Ibn al-Zubayr]

According to al-Harith [b. Muhammad ]-Muhammad b. Sa'd-
Mulhammad b. `Umar [al-WagidiJ-Ishaq b. Yahya-Ubaydallah
b. al-Qibtiyyah, who said: The war between Ibn al-Zubayr and al-
Hajjaj took place for six months and seventeen nights in the hol-
low800 of Mecca.

According to Muhammad b. `Umar [al-Wagidi]-Mus`ab b.
Thabit-Nafi`, a mawla of the Banu Asad knowledgeable about
the civil unrest ] fitnah) of Ibn al-Zubayr, who said: Ibn al-Zubayr
was besieged the night of the new moon of Dhii al-Qa`dah in the
year 7i; he was killed on the seventeenth of Jumada I in the year

Boo. Batn , the central part of the valley in which Mecca is built . See Ell, s.v.
Makka.
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73.801 Al-IIajjaj besieged Ibn al-Zubayr for eight802 months and
seventeen nights.

According to al-Harith lb. Muhammad]-Muhammad b. Sad-
Muhammad b. Umar [al-Wagidi]-Ishaq b. Yahya-Yusuf b.
Mahak, who said: I saw the trebuchet (manjaniq)R0'3 with which
[stones] were being hurled. The sky was thundering and lightning,
and the sound of thunder and lightening rose above that of the
stones, so that it masked it. The Syrians considered this ominous
and withheld their hands. But al-Hajjaj, having lifted the skirt of
his tunic and tucked it into his belt, picked up the trebuchet
stone and loaded it. "Shoot," he said; and he himself shot with
them. [Continuing,] he said: During the morning, a thunderbolt
struck and was followed by a second, killing twelve of his men.
The Syrians became discouraged, but al-IIajjaj said, "Men of Syria,
do not consider this extraordinary. I am a native of Tihamah:804
these are the thunderbolts of Tihamah. Behold, victory has come!
Rejoice; the enemy will be afflicted even as you have been." The
next day, there was lightning, and a number of Ibn al-Zubayr's
men were struck. Al-Hajjaj said, "Don't you see that they are
being hit? You are in a state of obedience; they are in a state of
disobedience. "805

Thus, the war between Ibn al-Zubayr and al-ljajjaj continued
until shortly before Ibn al-Zubayr's death, by which time the
latter's companions had separated themselves from him and most

8oi. I.e ., the siege began on March z5, 69z , and Ibn al -Zubayr was killed on
October 4, 69z.

8oz. Thus in the text, despite the fact that the period from Dhu al -Qa'dah to
Jumada I is only six months . The parallel passage in Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 368,
reads: "He was killed on a Tuesday in Jumada II in the year 73. The siege lasted six
months and seventeen nights .... Ibn al-Zubayr was killed when he was seventy-
three years old." Dinawari, Akhbdr, 321 has: "Tuesday, the seventeenth of
Jumada II in the year 73." z

803. For a description of the siege engine , a traction trebuchet, see EI , S.V.

Mandianik.
804. Tihamah is the Red Sea coastal plain of the Arabian peninsula.
8o5. Cf . the account in Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 362 ( from Awanahj, where al -Ha"

not only gives the naturalistic explanation that thunderstorms are frequent in
Tihamah , but adds: "Let what you see not frighten you. When the ancients used to
sacrifice, a fire would be sent down to consume it; and that was a sign that the
sacrifice had been accepted."

18451
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of the people of Mecca had gone out to al-Hajjaj under a promise
of safety.

According to al-Harith (b. Muhammad]-[Muhammad] b.
Sa'd-Muhammad b. Umar [al-Wagidi]-Ishaq b. `Abdallah-
al-Mundhir b. Jahm al-Asadi, who said: I saw Ibn al-Zubayr the
day he was killed. His companions had separated themselves from
him, and those on his side had abandoned him in large numbers
and had started going out to al-Hajjaj: finally, about ten thousand
went out to him. It is also mentioned that Ibn al-Zubayr's two
sons, Hamzah and Khubayb, were among those who left him and
went out to al-Hajjaj. They received a promise of safety for them-
selves from (al-Hajjaj].

Then Ibn al-Zubayr went to see his mother, Asma' 806 According
to Muhammad b. Umar [al-Wagidi]-Abu al-Zinad-Makhra-
mah b. Sulayman al-Walibi: When he saw how the people were
forsaking him, Ibn al-Zubayr went to see his mother. "Mother,"
he said, "the people have forsaken me, even my two sons and my
family. With me there remain only a few people who do not have
the endurance to defend themselves more than a short time. The
enemy, however, will grant me whatever I desire from this present
world. What is your advice?" She said, "You, my son, know your-
self best. If you know you are right and have been advocating
what is right, persevere for it, for your companions have been
killed while in the right. Do not enable the young men (ghilman)
of the Banu Umayyah to make sport of you.807 But if you only
desire the present world, what a bad servant [of God] you are!-
you have undone yourself and undone those who were killed
fighting on your side. For you to say, 'I was right, but when my
companions grew feeble , I became weak ,' is not what free men or
men of religion do. How long is your stay in this world? Death is
better!"

Ibn al-Zubayr approached and kissed her head, saying, "This, by
God, is what I think. I swear by Him to Whom I have been sum-

8o6. She was the daughter of Abu Bakr.
807. Cf. another version of this scene (Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 364), in which Ibn

al-Zubayr spells out his fear that after killing him , the Syrians may mutilate his
body and crucify it. Al-Hajjaj is reported to have exposed the headless body of Ibn
al-Zubayr on a cross ( ibid ., 1 68-70).
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moning men until this very day, I have not inclined to the present
world or loved life in it. Only indignation on behalf of God, that
His sacred territory not be profaned, moved me to come out [to do
what I did].808 But I wanted to know your mind; and you have
increased my firmness of belief. Behold, mother, I shall be killed
this very day. Let your grief not be great. Submit to God's com-
mand. For your son intended to do nothing dishonorable or in-
decent: he did not act unjustly in applying God's ordinance, he
betrayed no trust, and he intended to wrong no Muslim or con-
f ederate. so9 When informed of wrongdoing on the part of my agents,
I never approved; rather, I disapproved of it. I have never preferred
anything to the approval of my Lord. 0 God, I do not say this to
justify myself by myself-Thou knowest me best! I say it to
comfort my mother, that she may endure my loss with patience."
His mother said, "I pray God that I may endure your loss with
good patience, if you precede me; and if I precede you, may there
be [patient endurance] of my loss. Go out, that I may see how your
cause proceeds." He said, "God grant you a good reward, mother.
And do not cease praying for me before and after." She said, "I
will never cease. Whoever may have been killed while in error,
you will have been killed while in the right!" Then she said, "0
God, have mercy on this long night vigil, this weeping and thirst
in the midday summer heat of Medina and Mecca, and on his
piety toward his father and me. 0 God, I have yielded him to Thy
command concerning him, and am content with what Thou hast
decreed; reward me for Abdallah with the reward of those who
are patient and thankful." According to Mus`ab b. Thabit: She
survived him by only ten days-some say five.

According to Muhammad b. Umar [al-Wagidi]-Musa b.
Ya`qub b. `Abdallah-his paternal uncle, who said: When Ibn al-
Zubayr went before his mother, he was wearing a mailed coat and
a protective head covering (mighfar). He stood and greeted her,
then drew near, took her hand, and kissed it. She said, "This is
farewell; do not be far away!iR10 Ibn al-Zubayr said, "I have come

[847]

8o8. Khurtj !"coming out") also has the sense of "rebel."
809. Mu'dhid: a non -Muslim who has a treaty of protection from the Muslims.

See Lane, Lexicon, V, 2184.
8io. Ba 'uda, "to be/go far away," is used in elegies as a euphemism for "die."
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to say farewell. I think this is the last day that will pass for me of
this world. Know, mother, that if I am killed, I am only flesh;
what is done to me will not harm me." She said, "You are right,
my son. Persevere in your firm belief, and do not give Ibn AN
Agils t' power over you. Come near me, so that I can bid you

[848] farewell." He came near her, kissed her, and embraced her. When
she felt812 the chain mail, she said, "This is not the action of
someone who intends what you intend." He said, "I put on this
chain mail only to give you strength." The old woman said, "It
gives me no strength. So he took it off. Then he rolled up his
sleeves, gathered up the bottom of his shirt (there was a coat
[jubbah) of mixed silk and woolst3 under the shirt), and tucked
the bottom of it into his belt, while his mother said, "Put on your
garments with the skirts tucked up!"814 Then Ibn al-Zubayr left,
saying:

I, when I know my day [has come], bear it with patience;
others, when they know [theirs has come], find fault.

Hearing what he had said, the old woman said, "Be steadfast, by
God, God willing! Your [foreJfather[s] are Abu Bakr and al-Zubayr,
and your [grand]mother $afiyyah bint 'Abd al-Muttalib."s15

According to al-Harith [b. Muhammad)-Ibn Sad-Muham-
mad b. `Umar [al-Wagidi)-Thawr b. Yazid-a shaykh from
Hims who was present at Ibn al-Zubayr's battle with the Syrians,
who said: I saw him on Tuesday. We men of I;lims would go up
against him in groups of five hundred by a gate that was ours,
which we would enter, and which no one but us would enter. He

The fuller version of the scene given by Baladhuri , Ansdb, V, 364, implies another
meaning: "Be/go not far away, save from the fire !of hell(." I.e ., may you be close
to heaven.

81 i. l . e., al-Hajjaj , so named after his grandfather.
812. Cf . Baladhuri, Ansdb, V, 365 ( from Abu Mikhnaf). She was blind and

therefore was not aware of the chain mail until she embraced her son.
8 13. Khazz refers to a mixture of silk and wool , sometimes to (coarsely woven? )

silk. See Lane , Lexicon , 11, 73 t.
814. I.e ., "Be ready to act with vigor ." See Lane, Lexicon , IV, 1595.
815. Through his mother, Asma ' bint Abi Bakr, Abdallah b. al-Zubayr was the

grandson of Abu Bakr, the first caliph . Through his father , al-Zubayr b . al-Awwim,
he had as his grandmother the Prophet 's aunt , Safiyyah bins Abd al -Muttalib.
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came out to meet us by himself, coming after us when we were
retreating from him. I have not forgotten a rajaz poem of his:

I, when I know my day [has come], bear it with patience-
only the free man knows his two days!

Others, when they know [theirs has come], find fault.

I said, "By God, you are a man free and noble!" I have seen him
standing in the lowest part of the hollow. No one would approach
him, so that we thought he would not be killed.

According to al-Harith [b. Muhammad)-Ibn Sa`d-Muham-
mad b. `Umar [al-Wagidi]-Mus`ab b. Thabit-Nafi`, a mawla of
the Banfi Asad, who said: I saw the gates81' filled with Syrians on
Tuesday, and Ibn al-Zubayr's forces gave up the watch stations.817
The enemy outnumbered them and set men, a commander, and
troops from one country at every gate: troops from Hims held the
gate facing the door of the Ka`bah; troops from Damascus held
the Banu Shaybah Gate; troops from the Jordan held the $afa
Gate; troops from Palestine held the Banu Jumah Gate; and troops
from Qinnasrin held the Banu Sahm Gate. Al-Hajjaj and Tariq b.
'Amr were together between the lowest part of the hollow (al-
Abtah[ and al-Marwah. Ibn al-Zubayr would attack sometimes in
one area , sometimes in another: it was as if he were a lion in a
thicket, the men not venturing to attack him. He would assault
the troops holding a gate and would dislodge them, while reciting
the rajaz verse:

I, when I know my day [has come), bear it with patience-
only the free man knows his two days!

Then he would shout, "Abu $afwan!818 What a victory, if only
there were men for it!

If my opponent were one man, I would take care of him! "819

Ibn $afwan said, "Yes, by God, and a thousand, too!"

816. Le., the gates of the Great Mosque.
817. Maharis, p1. of mahras, see Dozy, Supplement, I, 270.
818. Abu Sal wan is Abdallah b. $afwan b. Umayyah al-Jumahi. For his death in

the fighting, see below, Tabari, II, 852.
819. The verse is by Duwayd b. Zayd. See Ibn Sallam, Tabagat al-shu`ara', 32.

18491
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According to al-I;Iarith [b. Muhammad]-Ibn Sa `d-Muham-
mad b . `Umar [al -WagidiJ-Ibn Abi al -Zinad and Abu Bakr b.
`Abdallah b . Mus`ab-Abu al -Mundhir, 820 and also according to
Nafi`, a mawld of the Banu Asad, both of whom said : The morning
of Tuesday, the seventeenth of Jumada I, in the year 73, al-Hajjaj

185o] seized the gates from Ibn al-Zubayr . Ibn al-Zubayr had spent most
of the night praying . Then he sat with his legs braced against his
belly with the shoulder belts of his sword82' and slept lightly. He
awoke at dawn and said, "Give the call to prayer , Sa'd." The
latter thereupon gave the call to prayer beside the Magdm . 822 Ibn
al-Zubayr performed the ablutions and prayed the two prostrations
of the morning ( fair) prayer . Then he came forward. The muezzin
gave the second call to prayer .823 Ibn al-Zubayr led his companions
in prayer, and recited the Sura of the Pen,824 word by word. Then,
having pronounced the salutation , 825 he stood up, praised and
extolled God, and said, "Uncover your faces, so that I can look [at
you]." (They had on neck protectors [mighfarj and turbans.) When
they had uncovered their faces , he said, "Family of al-Zubayr, if
you give yourselves up willingly for me, we shall be people of a
distinguished house among the Arabs. We shall have been ex-
tirpated for the sake of God , but no calamity will have afflicted
us. And now , 0 family of al-Zubayr , let sword blows not frighten
you. Whenever I have been present at a battle field, I have been
carried away wounded from among the slain; and I have found the
treatment of sword wounds to be worse than the pain of the
sword 's blow. Guard your swords as you guard your faces. I know
of no man who ever broke his sword and saved his life . If a man
loses his sword , he is as defenseless as a woman . Pay no attention
to the glittering swords; let each man engage his adversary. Let no
question about me distract you, and do not say , 'Where is `Abdal-

8zo. Abu al -Mundhir is Hisham b . Muhammad al-Kalb-1 (ed. Leiden , Addenda,
p. DCLXXV).

8zr. For a description of this posture , called ihtibd , see Lane, Lexicon , 11, 507.
8zz. On the Station ( Maqdm , or Magdm Ibrdhim (, see note 139.
8z3. The iqdmah , which is given just before the commencement of public

prayer . See Dozy , Supplement , II, 431.
8z4. Sura 68 of the Qur'an.
8z5. Each of the five daily prayers ends with a twofold salutation (" Peace be

upon you , and the mercy of God") addressed to the guardian angels.
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lah b. al-Zubayr?' But if anyone asks about me, I am in the front
ranks: 1126

The time has come for Ibn Salma not to remain,
but to meet destiny, whichever way he turn.

I will not buy life at the cost of disgrace,
nor climb a ladder for fear of death. 1127

Attack, with God's blessing!" then he attacked [the enemy] and
got as far as al-Hajun. A brick was hurled at him and struck him 18511
in the face; he was shaken by it, and his face began bleeding.
When he felt the warmth of the blood flowing on his face and
beard, he said:828

Not on our heels do our wounds bleed:
on the front of our feet the blood is visible!

Then [the enemy] gathered together against him.
[Continuing,) both said: An insane freedwoman (mawlah) of

ours cried out, "Alas for the Commander of the Faithful!" [Con-
tinuing,] both said : She had seen him where he fell. She pointed
him out to them, and so he was killed. He was wearing garments
of a mixture of silk and wool.

When the news reached al- I iajjaj, he prostrated himself. Together
with Tariq b. Amr, he went and stood over him. T ariq said,
"Women have borne none manlier than he." Al-Iiajjaj said, "Will
you praise one who disobeys the Commander of the Faithful?"
"Yes," said 'j Ariq, "he has freed us from blame; were it not for
this, we would have no excuse.829 We have been besieging him for

8z6. The lines, from a poem by al-Hu b. al-Humam , can be found in the
Mufadda]iyyat (no. 12 ), 230-31 , where the first line reads : "There restrains Ibn
Salma (from love of this world ( the fact that he will not remain , but will meet
destiny.. "

8z7. Balidhuri , Ansab, V, 367 ( from Abu Mikhnaf and 'Awanah ) reports that
Ibn al-Zubayr 's remaining supporters suggested that he climb onto the roof of the
Ka'bah while they fought around the building to the death in his defense-hence
the reference to "climbing a ladder."

8z8. The line, part of a gagidah by the pre -Islamic poet al-Husayn b. al-
Humam, can be found in the Hamdsah , 93. It puns on the fact that in Arabic
"heel" ('agib ) has the same root as "to turn on one's heels , retreat" (a'gaba ), while
"foot" (qadam ) shares the same root as "To go forward , be bold " ( agdama).

829. The idea is that by his bravery, Ibn al-Zubayr has made praise of him
allowable even for the followers of Abd al -Malik.
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seven months . He had no defensive trench , 830 no fortress, no
stronghold ; yet he held his own against us as an equal , and even
got the better of us whenever we met with him." Their words
were reported to Abd al-Malik , who declared Tariq right.

According to `Umar ( b. Shabbahj-Abu al-Hasan [ al-Mada'inij
-his authorities , one of whom said : It is as if I could still see
Ibn al -Zubayr when he had killed a young black lad. He struck
him, hamstringing him, and as he continued his attack on him,
he said, "Patience , son of Ham ! In such situations the noble endure
patiently."

According to al-Harith [b. Muhammad]-Ibn Sa'd-Muham-
mad b . `Umar [al-Wagidij-Abd al -Jabbar b . `Umarah-Abd-

1852] allah b . Abi Bakr b. Muhammad b. Amr b . I;iazm , who said: Al-
Hajjaj sent the heads of Ibn al-Zubayr , `Abdallah b. $afwan, and
`Umarah b. `Amr b. Hazm to Medina , where they were dis-
played; then they were taken to `Abd al-Malik b . Marwan. Al-
Hajjaj entered Mecca and received the oath of allegiance to `Abd
al-Malik b. Marwan from the [members of I Quraysh there.

According to Abu Ja `far [sc . al-Tabari] : In this year, Abd al-
Malik appointed Tariq, the mawld of `Uthman, governor of
Medina . He served as its governor for five months.

Bishr b . Marwan died this year, according to al-Wagidi. Others
say that his death took place in the year 74.

[Abd al-Malik and the Kharijites[

Also in this year, according to what is mentioned , 'Abd al-Malik
sent `Umar b. `Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar to fight Abu Fudayk, or-
dering him to call up anyone he wanted from the two garrison
cities to go with him. `Umar b . `Ubaydallah went to al-Kufah
and called up its people; ten thousand answered his call . Then he
went to al-Basrah and called up its people ; ten thousand answered
his call .83' Having issued them their provisions and given them
their stipends, `Umar b . Ubaydallah marched forth with them.
He placed the Kufans , led by Muhammad b. Musa b . Talhah, on
the right wing ; he placed the Basrans , led by his. brother's son,
Umar b . Musa b. `Ubaydallah , on the left wing ; and he placed

830. Mss. 0, B, and Co read, "army," instead of "defensive trench."
83 r. This sentence is omitted in Mss . 0, B, and Co.
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his horsemen in the middle. When they reached al-Bahrayn,
`Umar b. `Ubaydallah lined up his forces. He put the foot soldiers
in front: they held short lances (rimah ) that they set in the ground,
and they shielded themselves with saddle pads. Abu Fudayk and
his forces attacked like a single man and routed `Umar b. `Ubay-
dallah's left wing, so that all scattered except al-Mughirah b. al-
Muhallab, Man b. al-Mughirah, Mujja`ah b. `Abd al-Rahman,
and the most skillful fighters. The latter turned to the ranks of
the Kufans, who held fast. `Umar b. Musa b. `Ubaydallah was left
wounded. He was among the slain and had been badly wounded.
When the Basrans saw that the Kufans had not fled, they felt
ashamed and returned to the fight, although they had no com-
mander. When they reached the wounded `Umar b. Musa b.
`Ubaydallah, they carried him, until they brought him into the
camp of the Kharijites. There was a great deal of straw there. They
set fire to it, and the wind turned against the Kharijites. The
Kufans and Basrans attacked, plundered their camp, killed Abu
Fudayk, and besieged them in al-Mushaggar.832 The Kharijites
submitted to judgment. According to what has been mentioned,
`Umar b. `Ubaydallah put about six thousand of them to death
and took eight hundred captive. They found Umayyah b. `Abdal-
lah's slave girl pregnant by Abu Fudayk. Then they returned to al-
Basrah.

[Bishr b. Marwan Becomes Governor of al-BasrahJ

In this year, `Abd al-Malik removed Khalid b. `Abdallah from
al-Basrah and appointed his [own] brother, Bishr b. Marwan, its
governor. Thus, the governorship of both it and al-Kufah came to
be his. When Bishr was appointed governor of al-Basrah in addi-
tion to al-Kufah, he went to al-Basrah and left `Amr b. Hurayth as
his deputy in charge of al-Kufah.

[Campaigns against the ByzantinesJ

In this year, Muhammad b. Marwan campaigned during the sum-
mer and defeated the Byzantines. `Uthman b. al-Walid's attack

[ 8 53]

832. A] -Mushaqqar was an ancient fortress in al-Bahrayn. See Yaqut , Mu`jam,
s.v.
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1 8541

on the Byzantines in the region of Armenia is said to have taken
place in this year. He had four thousand men, the Byzantines
sixty thousand, but he defeated them and killed many of them.

[Those in Office during the Year]

During this year, the pilgrimage was led by al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf,
who was in charge of Mecca, Yemen, and al-Yamamah. According
to al-Wagidi, Bishr b. Marwan was in charge of al-Kufah and al-
Basrah; others say that Bishr b. Marwan was in charge of al-Kufah,
and that Khalid b. Abdallah b. Khalid b. Asid was in charge of al-
Basrah. Shuraylh b. al-Harith was in charge of the judiciary of al-
Kufah, and Hisham b. Hubayrah was in charge of the judiciary of
al-Basrah . Bukayr b . Wishal} was in charge of Khurasan.
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The index contains all proper names of persons, places, and tribal and
other groups, as well as topographical data, occurring in the introduc-
tion, the text, and the footnotes. As far as the footnotes are concerned,
however, only those names that belong to the medieval or earlier periods
are listed, and some terms that occur in footnotes in a purely explanatory
context have been omitted in the index.

The definite article al- and the abbreviations b. (ibn, "son of ") and bt.
(bint, "daughter of ") have been disregarded for the purposes of alpha-
betizing. Where a name occurs in both the text and the footnotes on the
same page, only the page number is given.

A

Aaron, family of 70
Aban b. al-Nu'man b . Bashir i i i
Aban b. Sadaqah 219
Abarwiz 213
Abbad b. Abdallah b. al-Zubayr (rdwi )

207
Abbad b. al-Husayn al -Habati 46-48,

87, 89 , 90, 93, too, Ioi , 106-7,

115, t17, 172--73,182
al-Abbas b. Ali b. AbiTalib 40
Abbas b. Sahl b. Sa'd 56-57
Abbasid revolution xvi
Abbasids, secretaries of 2z3
'Abd al-A'1a b. Abi Amr. See Abdallah

b. Abi Amr
'Abd al-MA b. Abi Talhah 218
'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abdallah b. Khalid b.

Asid 198, 200- 3, 205; wife of
(daughter of al-Mundhir b. al-
lariid ) 200, 205-6

'Abd al-'Aziz b. Bishr . b. Hannal r 19,

173 , 177
Abd al- Aziz b. Marwan 16 r -64
'Abd al-Hamid b. Yahyi (mawld of Ala'

b. Wahb al-Amiri) 217-18
'Abd al-jabbar b . Umarah (raw!) 23z
'Abd al-Malik b. Abi Zur'ah 44
'Abd al-Malik b. Ashi'ah al-Kindi 95
'Abd al-Malik b. al-Harith b. al-Hakam

b. Abi al-'As 55
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'Abd al-Malik b. Humayd (mawld of
Hatim b. al-Nu'min al -Bahili) x18

Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (caliph), xiii-
xvi, zn . 6, 3, 53, 55, 109- 10, 121,

134, 144, 146, 147, 153, 154-67,

169, 171-71, 1174,175,178-97,

199, 202 -IZ, 114 ,222,23z-33;

secretaries to 215

'Abd al-Mu'min b. Shabath b. Rib'i 17
'Abd al-Qahir b. al-Sari (rdwi)18t
Abd al-Qays (tribe) 33, 42, 46 n. i 8o,

47-48, 176; fifth of 87, 93; Mosque
of 19

'Abd Rabbih al-Sulami 8
Abd al- Rahman b. Abdallah (half-

brother of Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar) 76,

83,145
'Abd al-Rahman b . Abi Ji'il I z7
Abd al-Rahman b. AN Khushkarah al-

Bajali 33
Abd al-Rahman b . Abi'Umayr al-

Thaqafi (rdwi) 91
Abd al-Rahman b. Abi al-Zinad (rdwi)

230
Abd al -Rahman b. Aqil b. AN Talib 34
Abd al-Rahman b. al-Ash'ath t 15
'Abd al-Rahman b . Darrij (mawld of

Mu'awiyah) 215
'Abd al-Rahman b. Mikhnaf b. Sulaym

al-Azdi 13-14,17,18,22,28,87,

too, 102, 130

'Abd al-Rahman b . Muhammad b. a]-

Ash'ath too, ro6-8 , 1116, 203-4

Abd al -Rahman b. Said b. Qays al-

Hamd5ni; -5, 12, 14, 18, 2z, z9,

30, 138-39; House of ioz

'Abd al-Rahman b . $alkhab 33
'Abd al-Rahman h. Shurayh al-Shibami

93
'Abd al-Rahman b. Sulaym 156-57
'Abd al- Rahman b . Ubayd Abu al-

Kanud (rdwi) z6
'Abd al- Rahman b . Umm al-Hakam al-

Thaqafi 155-56, 163
Abd al-Rahman b . 'Uthman b. Abi

Zur'ah al-Thaqafi 44
Abdallah b. Abi Amr z 17

Abdallah b. Abi Bakr b. Muhammad b.
'Amt b. Hazm (rdwi) 232

Abdallah b. Ahmad b. Shabbawayh
(rdwi) 69, 71, 72, 81

Abdallah b. al-Ahtam 193
Abdallah b. 'Amin Jb. KurayzJ I r 8,193 ;

son of 193
Abdallah b. Amr al-Nahdi 94
Abdallah b. al-Arqam b. Abd Yaghuth

114

Abdallah b. Atiyyah al-Laythi (rdwi) 45

Abdallah b. Ayyash al-Mantuf (rdwi)
183

Abdallah b. Dabbis 31
Abdallah b. Dajajah al-Hanafi (father of

Tarafah and Tarraf) 1105
Abdallah b. Damrah a1= Udhri 7-8
Abdallah b. Fadalah al-Zahrini 176
Abdallah b. Hamlah al -Khath'ami 6, 9
Abdallah b. Hammam al -Saluli 151
Abdallah b. Hayyah al-Asadi 67
Abdallah b. lshaq b. al-Ash'ath 191
Abdallah b. Ja'dah b. Hubayrah b. Abi

Wahb al-Qurashi al-Makhzumi 36,

93, 94, 103
Abdallah b. Jubayr 215
Abdallah b. Kamil al-Shakiri 18-zo,

32, 32, 35, 37, 40-42, 44, 88, 89,
91,138

Abdallah b. Khalaf al -Khuza i 214

Abdallah b. Khazim al -Sulami 6z-67,
12.11, 153 , t68, 182, 209-12

Abdallah h . Mas'adah al-Faziri 164
Abdallah b. Mas'ud 115
Abdallah b. al-Mubirak (rdwi) 69, 71,

8I
Abdallah b. Muhammad b.'Abdallah h.

AN Qurrah (rdwi) t 79
Abdallah b. Muslim b. Aqil 42
Abdallah b. Muti' ton. 46, t I n. 52,

112 n. 54, 45, 48 n. 191, 53, 54, 169
Abdallah b. Nawf al-Hamdani 68, 73,

99
Abdallah b. Nu'aym 217
Abdallah b. Qays al-Khawlani 3;
Abdallah b. Qurid al-Khath'ami 9, 19,

85, 91, 95, io6
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Abdallah b. Sabi' 16
Abdallah b. Safwan b . Umayyah al-

Jumahi 169 , 229, z32
Abdallah b Salkhab 33
Abdallah b . Shaddid al -Jushami 37, 91,

ro6-7

Abdallah b. Sharik a1-Amiri 186
Abdallah b. Sharik al-Nahdi 20, 22, 99
Abdallah b. 'Umar r 1 2., 15 z
Abdallah b.'Umayr al-Laythi i 19
'Abdallih b. 'Ugbah al-Ghanawi 43
Abdallah b.'Urwah al-Khath'ami 43
'AbdallAh b. Usayd b. al-Nazzal al-

Juhani31-32
Abdallah b. 'Utbah b. Masud r z 1, 15 3
'Abdallah b. 'Uthmin b. Abi al =Ag 177
Abdallah b. Wahb b. Amr 33
Abdallah b. Wahb b. Anas al-Jushami.

See Abdallah b. [Anas b.( Wahb b.
Nadlah al-Jushami

Abdallah b. (Areas b.] Wahb b. Nadlah
al-Jushami 88-89

Abdallah b. Warga' al-Asadi 8
Abdallah b. Warga' b. Junadah al - Saluli

78-79
Abdallah b. Ya'la al- Nahdi 188
Abdallah b. Ya'qub 219
Abdallah b. Yazid b. Asad al-Qasri Abu

Khalid 165, 192
'Abdallah b. Yazid b. Mu'awiyah 158,

179, 181

Abdallah b. al-Zubayr xiii-xvi, 3, 12,
48, 53-56, 59-62, 66-67, 71, 72,

83,89 , 104, III , 115, 118-21, 122,

135,147,152-53, 158n . 571, r65,
168,170, 182,185 , 191,194-95,
206-9,110,112,215,214-32

Abdallah b. al-Zubayr Abu Abi Ahmad
(rawi) ,86

Abdallah b. Zuhayr al-Saluli 76
Abidah b. Hilil 131
al-Abrad b. Qurrah al-Riyihi 142, 144
al-Abrash. See Said b. al-Walid
Abrashahr. See Naysabur
Abu al-Abbas. See al-Saffah
Abu Abd al-AU al-Zubaydi (rawil 42
Abu Abdallah al-Jadali 59-61, 98;

2.41

house of 19
Abu al-Ahris al-Muridi 98
Abu al-Ahwag al-Jushami 76,113
Abu Algamah al-Khath'ami (yawl) 1 ro
Abu Amrah. See Kaysan
Abu al-Ag, sons of 195
Abu al -Ashras . See'Ubaydallah b. al-

Hurr
Abu Aim al -Nabil (rawi) 193
Abu al-Aswad Muhammad b. Abd al-

Rahman b. Nawfal al -Asadi (rawi)

207

Abu Bahr . See al-Ahnaf
Abu Bakr (caliph ) zz8; secretaries to

214
Abu Bakr b. Abdallah b. Mug'ab (rawi)

230
Abu Bakr b. Mikhnaf 1 z6- 27
Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. Wasi' 210
Abu Bakr b. Umar (race-) 186
Abu Bilal, house of 3 5
Abu D iwud, Mosque of 19
Abu al-Dhibbin ("man of flies," i.e.,

'Abd al-Malik) 21o
Abu Fudayk b. Thawr zo6, 232-33

Abu Ghassin Muhammad b. Yahya
(rawi) 194

Abu Ghatafin b. Awf b. Sa'd b. Dinar

214
Abu al-Hadid al-Shansi Zoo
Abu Hidir al-Asadi 177
Abu al -Harith al-Kindi 98
Abu al-Hasan. See al-Mada'ini
Abu Hashim . See Makhlad b.

Muhammad
Abu Hurayrah b. Shurayh, 131- 3 2
Abu Ishaq . See al-Mukhtir
Abu jabirah b. al-Dahhak al-Angari 214
Abu ja'far. See al-Tabari
Abu Ja'far al-Mangur . See al -Mangur
Abu ja'far Muhammad b. 'Ali 37
Abu Janab al- Kalbi (rdwi) 16, 109

Abu al -jarud ( Ziyad b . al-Mundhir(
(rawi) 41

Abu Kudyah al-Bahili 147 n. 533
Abu Mikhnaf Lul b. Yahya b. Said b.

Mikhnaf al-Azdi (rdwi) 4, 6-9, 11-
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13, 16-17, 23-24, 26-34, 36, 38,
41-42, 44, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 67,
69, 72-73, 74, 79- 8z, 85 -86, 90-

91, 95, 98-99, 101, 108 -10, 112,
120, 123 , 126, 118- 30, 133, 188 n.
670, 198

Abu Muhammad al-Hamdini (rdwi) 24
n. 97. See Yunus b. Abi Ishaq

Abu Mujishi'. See Said b. al-Walid
Abu al-Mukhariq al-Risibi (rdwi) 120,

123

Abu al-Mundhir (rawi) 230. See
Hisham b. Muhammad

Abu Musa al-Ash'ari 29, 118, 113
Abu al-Mu'tamir 6o-61
Abu Nu'aym al-Fadl b. Dukayn (yawl)

186

Abu al-Qalus 20-zI
Abu al-Rabi' al-Saluli (rawi) 1 z9
Abu Rawq (rawi) z9, Io8
Abu Sadiq (rdwi) 79
Abu al-SA'ib Salm b. Junadah (rawi) z9,

49
Abu Said al-Sayqal (rdwf) 6, 32, 74
Abu Salih. See Sulayman (b. Salih)
Abu al-Salt al-Taymi (rawi) 6, 3 z, 74
Abu Sufyan b. Harb 176

Abu Turab ("Dusty," epithet for Ali b.
Abi Talib) 77

Abu'Ubaydallah (secretary to al-
Mahdi) 219

Abu Umamah 73
Abu Umayyah. See Amr b. Sa'id
Abu Yazid b. 'Asim al-Azdi 12 5
Abu Yusuf (yawl) 57
Abii Zayd. See'Umar b. Shabbah
Abu al-Zinad (Abdallah b. DhakwinI

(yawl-) zz6

Abu al-Zu'ayzi'ah (mawld) 163, 215

Abu al-Zubayr (Al-Arhabi) (rdwl) 95
Abu al-Zubayr b. Kurayb al-Shibimi

21,30
Abu Zuhayr al Absi. See al -Nadr b.

Silih
Abu Zur'ah b. Masud 44
Ad 87

Adharbayjan 5 r, 118

'Adi b. Hitim al -Tai Abu Tarif 40-41
Adi al-Ribib. See Banu Adi
'Adi al -Riga' r85 n. 658
'Adi b. al-Sabah b. al-Muthanna 216
Adi b. Zayd b. Adi b. al-Riga ' al- Amili

171

Adwan ( tribe) 189
ahbdr, pl. of habr ("Jewish scholar") 5z

n. z 16 . See also Ka'b al-Ahbir;
Tubay'

ahl al-bayt ("people of the Prophet's
family") 39 n. 159

ahl al-siyar("biographers") Iz1 n. 435

Ahmad b. Shabbawayh (yawl) 69, 71
Abroad b. Zuhayr I rawi) 4 5, 13 5
Ahmar b. Hadij al-Hamdini al-Fayishi

30, 95
Ahmar b. Shumayt al-Bajali al -Abmasi

18, 20, 21, 37, 87-92, 1 1 5

Ahmar of Tayyi' 138, 145
Ahmas, Mosque of 18
al-Ahnaf b. Qays 47-51, 66, 87, 93,

117,119,190

al-Ahwaz 119,12.3-15,133,184,2.00,

202-6

Ahyab (mawld of'Uthman) 215
'A'ishah bt. Khalifah b. Abdallah al-

ju'fiyyah (wife of al -Husayn b. Ali)

2.4
'A'ishah bt. Mu'awiyah b. al- Mughirah

b. Abi al-'As b. Umayyah (mother
of Abd al- Malik) 16z

al-Akhnas b. Shariq, house of family of

18
al-Akhtal (poet) 2z2 n. 797
al= Ala' b. 'Ugbah 2.14
al Ala' b. Wahb al-Amir1 217
Ali b. Abdallah b. Abbas 192
Ali b. Abi Talib (caliph) xiv, 1 nn. I and

2,8n.40,21 , 36, 113-

14, 135, 114; Chair of 44, 68-73;
secretaries to 215. See also Abu

Turab; Shi'ah

Ali b. Asma' 173, 177
Ali b. Harb al-Mawsili (rdwi) 113
Ali b. al-Husayn 38, 42
Ali b. Malik al-Jushami 76, 78
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Ali b. Muhammad. See al-Madi'ini
'Ali b. Mujahid (rdwi) 13 5, 13 6
al-'Aliyah . See Highlanders
Alqamah b. Marthad (rdwi) 113
Amir b. al-Aswad al-Kalbi (rdwi ), 45
Amir b. Misma' 2oo
Amir b. Sharahil al-Sha'bi (rdwi) 23,

49, 8z, 84

Ammar b. Abd al-Aziz al-Jushami 21.t
amr ("command") 14o n . 500, 153, 155

n. 561, 185
Amr b. Asma' al-Bihili 172-73
Amr b. al-Hajjaj al-Zubaydi 15, 23-24
Amr b. Hanzalah 65
Amr b. al-Hirith (mawld of Banu

Jumah) 217
'Amr b. Hurayth al-Makhzumi 195-96;

Bath of 19
Amr b. Jundab al-Azdi 144
'Amr b. Malik Abu Kabshah al-Qayni

(rdwi) 8
Amr b. Said b. al= As Abu Umayyah

al-Ashdaq xv, 154-67, 175, n. 62.6,

179; sons of 166; wife from tribe of

Kalb 158-59, 164
Amr b. Sarh (mawld of al-Zubayr,

rawi)84

'Amr b. Subayh al-Suda5 4z n. 169,43-

44
'Amr b. Tawbah 15
Amr b. 'Utbah 217
Amr b. Wabarah al-Quhayfi 174
'Amr b. Yazid al-Hakami 192
Amrah bt. Abi Musa al-Ash'ari (wife of

al-Sa'ib b. Malik) 103
'Amrah bt . al-Nu'min b . Bashir a!-

Ansari III-I2

Anas b. Amr al-Azdi 17
'Anazah (tribe) 32, 40
al-Anbir 146
'Anbasah b. Said 163
Angels 28-29, 36

Ansar t 1 I

Arab (as ethnic group ) 13, 22, 55, 56, 65,

92,104, 112, 116, 126,230
a'rdbi ("rustic") zo2 n. 716

Arabic ( language) 8

243

'Arafah 207-9; Day of 7
Arafat 151-52

Ardashir Khurrah 200
Ark of the Covenant 70-71
Armenia 118, 234
Arrajin 124
Arwi (mother of'Uthman) z1
al=AS b. Umayyah 157
al-A'sar al -Shikiri z 1
A'shiHamdan (poet) 33, 35, 50, 71, 73,

90-91,96-97
al-Ashajj, 96 n. 360 . See al-Ash'ath b.

Qays
al-Ash'ath (village) 44
al-Ash'ath b. Dhu'ayb 63
al-Ash'ath b. Qays al-Kindi 96, 1o6 n.

394, 191
ashrdf, sg. sharif ("tribal dignitaries")

xiv, 10-113 ,19,28 , 31,81 , 85,88,
1o6, ,o8 , 177, 178 n. 638

'Asim b.'Abdallah al-Azdi 95
Asim b. Qays b. Habib al-Hamdani 5
'Askar Mukram 184
Asma' bt. Abi Bakr (mother of

'Abdallih b. al-Zubayr) zz6-z8
Asma ' b. Kharijah 130
al-Asma' 2z3
al-Aswad b. Jarid al -Kindi 67
al-Aswad b . Said 107
'atd' ("military stipend ") it n. 50,

110,191

'Atik ( clan of al-Azd) 47 n. 19o
'Atiyyah b. 'Amr al-Bakri 148
Attab b. Warga ' 130-3 3, 178,18 T, 205

Awinah b. al-Hakam (rdwi) 2-3, 84,

155-57, 161, 163, 165-67, 173
Awf b. 'Amr al-Jushami 95

Aylan, 149 n . 542. See Qays Aylan

'Ayn al-Tamr 142,176

'Ayn (al-) Wardah z , 154; Battle of 2 n.

8,45
Ayuf bt. Malik b. Nahar b. 'Aqrab

(wife of Khawali b . Yazid al-
Asbahi)3 5

Ayyash (father of Abdallih b.
'Ayyash, rdwi) 183

Ayyash b. Jadah al -Jadal.i 56-S7
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Ayyash b. Khazim al-Hamdani al-
Thawri 95

Ayyash al-Sulam-1 i,50
Azarigah xv, 122-34, 198-zo6
Azd (tribe) 14, 2z, 47 n. 190, 48, 93, 123,

127, 149, 173, 175, zoi; fifth of 87,

93
al-Azdahaq 213 n. 752. See Biwarasb

B

Bab al-Jisr 16
Babilyun 16z
Badr, Battle of 27, 28 n. 1' 4
Baduraya 141

Baghdad 1 z7 n. 4 5 5
Bahilah (tribe) 177
Bahir b. Warga' al-Suraymi 2o9-11

al-Bahrayn 119, 176 n. 632, zo6, 233 n.

832

al-Ba'ith al-Yashkuri (poet) 185

Bajilah (tribe) 14, 17, 89, 90

Bajisra 145
Bajumayra 70, 171, t 8o

Bakr. See Bakr b. Wail

Bakr b. Wa'il (tribe) 15 n. 65, 3z n. 134,

47 n. 190, 48, 126, 151, 173, 187,
191; fifth of 87, 93. See also
Rabi'ah

al-Baladhuri, Ansdb al-ashrdf xiv-
xv, xvii, 3 n. 17, 9 n. 43, 17 n. 75,
2z n. 85, 24 n. 94, 31 n. 1 z7, 32 n.

133, 36 n. 149, 43 nn. 170 and 172,

47 n. 192, 48 n. 195, 49 nn. 198,

200, and 203, 5o nn. zo5 and 207,
55 n.219,56n.22.3,61n.236,67

n. 258, 72 n. Al, 75 n. 284, 8o n.
303, 83 n. 309, 85 n. 318, 88 n. 328,
94 n. 349, 102 nn. 382 and 383, 104
n. 385, 111 nn . 406-8, 117 n. 422.,
118 nn . 424 and 4z6, t 19 n. 430,
120 n . 432, 122 n. 436, 127 n. 455
134 n. 481, 143 nn. 514 and 516,

144 n. 519, 147 n. 533, 156 nn. 562
and 563, t6on. 581, 161 n. 583,
162 n. 586, 169 n . 6o6, 171 n. 609,

174 nn. 616 and 619 , 175 n. 6z6,

178 nn. 6;6 and 638, 179 n. 639,
t8o n . 645, 181 nn . 647 and 649-

50, r8z n. 651, 183 n. 652, 184 n.

656, 185 n. 66z, x86 n. 666, 187 n.

668, 188 n . 670, 189 n . 678, 192. nn.

693 and 695, 194 n. 697, 195 no.
701 and 703, 196 It 705, 2.06 n.

722., 207 nn. 728 and 730, 2o8 nn.

732 and 737, 2To n . 745, 225 nn.

8oz and 805, zz6 n. 807, zz8 nn.

8 to and 811, 2.31 n . 827; Futtih al-

bulddn 197 n. 706

Banat Tala 6, 9
Banu 'Abd (tribe) 33
Banu Abd Shams (clan of Quraysh) 46
Banu Adi (tribe) 46, 66
Banu Amir (tribe) 210
Banu Amr b. Marthad (tribe) 178
Bann Arin (clan of Tamim) 174
Banu Asad (tribe) t 5 n. 65, 43, 67, 177,

178, 185, 209, 224, 229, 130; fourth

of Madhhij and 5

Banu Asad b. Khuzaymah (tribe) roz,
See Banu Asad

Banu 'Awf b. Sa'd (tribe) 210
Banu Dabbah (tribe) to3, 116
Banu Dubay'ah (clan of Bakr b. Wail)

32
Banu Duhman (clan of Qays Aylan)

34-35, 214; Mosque of 34
Banu Ghudanah (tribe) z1 i
Banu Hanifah (tribe) 105
Banu Hanzalah (clan of Tamim) i i n.

52, 174
Banu al -Hashas, slave of (poet) 219
Banu Jadhimah b. Malik, Street of (a)-

KUfah) 102
Banu Ji'awah (tribe) 184
Banu Jumah (clan of Quraysh) 217;

Gate of (Mecca) 22.9
Banu Ka'b b. Amr (clan of Tamim) 173
Banu Kalb. See Kalb; Quda'ah
Ban(j Layth (tribe) zio
Banu Makhzum (clan of Quraysh) 205;

Mosque of (al-KUfah) tot
Banu Nahd (clan of Hamdan) 12,7T
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Banu Niji (clan of Adwan ) 19o, 191
Banu Numayr (tribe) 184
Banu Qasiyy , 52 n. 215 . See Thaqif
Banu Qays b. Tha 'labah ( tribe ) 104, 206
Banu Sa'd (clan of Tamim ) 65, 175
Banu Sahm Gate ( Mecca) z29
Banu Shaybah Gate ( Mecca) 2z9
Banu Sulaym (clan of Qays Aylan) 65,

150, 2IO-12

Banu Tamim ( tribe ) 15 n. 65 , 46, 47 n.
192, 48 , 6o, 62-66, 87, 149, 173-
75, 177, 178, 187, 209 n . 744, 110,
218; fifth of 87, 93 ; fourth of
Tamim and Hamden 5, 68. See
also Mudar ; Tamimiyyah

Banu Taymallah b. Tha'labah ( tribe)
III

Banu Tha 'labah b . Yarbu' (tribe) 181
Banu Umayyah (Umayyad family, clan

of Quraysh) xiii-xvi, I n . 6, 12, 21

n. 83, 152- 53, 163-65 , 176 n. 629,

185, 193, zz6
Banu Yashkur (clan of Bakr b . Will)

173, 177
bard'ah ("quittance ") 136 n. 489
Barite 74
Baser 63, 65
al-Basrah xiii-xv, 2 n . 7, 25, 28 , 31, 43,

45-50 , 53-55 , 67, 83 -87, 115,
118-21 , 12.2-25 , 130, 133-34,
141, 153, x68,170 , 172-78, 182,
184, 185 , 188,192-93,199-203,
204, 206, 212, 232- 34; bridge of

47; diwan of 214; fayd ("estuary")

of 119; judiciary of 67, 121, 153,
168, 170, 212, 234 ; mosque of 46,

47, 84 ; people of 13 , 25, 90-93, 99,
102, 107, 147, 187, 203-4, 132-
3i; provision depot (madinat al-
rizq ) 46-47 ; treasury of 1 zo

batn ("hollow") of Mecca 224, 129
bay'ah ("oath of allegiance ") 55, 59-

6o,87,89 , 110,133,141,186,188-

bidd' ( doctrine attributed to al-
Mukhtar ) 99 n. 37 r

Bilil, house of 1oz . See also Abu Bilal
Bi'r al-Ja'd 34
Bi'r Maymun 208-9
Bishr b. Abdallah al-Asadi 145
Bishr b. Jarir b . Abdallah 14,118
Bishr b . Marwin (brother of 'Abd al-

Malik ) 191-92, 199, 203 , 205, 211,
232-34

Bishr b . Sawt al -Qibidi Abu Asma' 34
Bistim b. Masgalah b. Hubayrah al-

Shaybani 142-43
Biwarasb 213
al-Budit 138
Bujayrb . Abdallahal - Musli 1o5-8
Bukayr b. al-Shammakh 217
Bukayr b . Wishah 210- 12, 234
Bunanah bt. Abi Yazid b. Asim al-Azdi

125-z6
burnus ("hood ") 3z n. 132
Bushayr K AM al -Rahmin b . Bushayr

al= Ijll 145
al-Butayn al- Laythi 98
Butnan Habib 134, 155, 167, 171
Butnan al -Tin 134. See Butnan Habib
Byzantine emperor 169
Byzantines 169, 197 n . 706, 133-34

C

Caesarea. See Qaysariyyah
Camel, Battle of the 50
Catholicos (head of Nestorian

Christians) 181 n. 648
Chair of Ali. See Ali b. Abi Talib,

Chair of
Children of Israel 69, 70, 78
Christians 129. See also Catholicos
Civil War, Second xiii, xvi

89, 199 , 209, 232
baydn ("clarity") 223
Bayt al-Qardtis ("document room") Dabihi 128

D

161 Dabbah. See Banu Dabbah
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Dabira 1 z8
al-Dahhak b. Qays al-Fihri 3

al-Dajjal 5 z

Dalham al-Muridi 143, 144

Damascus xv, 134, 154-64, 167, 175,
229

Dar al-Sigayah Ioz
Dara 83
Darabjird zoo
David, King 214 ; Davidic tunics (chain

mail) 191
Dawilah b.'Umayrah al-Quray'i zi i
Dawmah bt. Amr (mother of al-

MukhtAr) to,.
Dawud b. Qahdham, 191, 204-5

Daylamites 33 n. 137, 90, 107

Dayr Abd al-Rahmin h. Umm al-

Hakam 68, 1 z8 ; bridge of 68
Dayr AN Musa 5

Dayr al-A'war 145
Dayr al-Jathaliq xv , 181, 186, 187
al-Dhabbihin Street 46
Dhat'Irq 6o
Dhu al-I$ba' al-Adwani (poet) 189-90

dingan 119 n. 430, 142-43

al-Dinawari, al-Akhbar al-tiwal xvii, 8

n. 39, 11 n. 5 2, z4 n. 94, 25 n. 98, 75
n. z85 , 8o n. 303 , 83 n. 3og, 86 n.
321, 1oon.374, 104n.387, 11zn.

411, r 34 n. 481, 136 n. 491, 137 n.

492, 138 n. 496, 139 n. 498, 171 n.

609, 187 n. 668, 188 n . 671, zo6 n.

7z3, 2.25 n. 8oz
Dirham (mawld of the Ban) Nahd) zz

diwdn ("military roll") 11 n. 50, 16r,
214, z15 , 117; institution by'Umar
2.14. See also diwdn al-fund, etc.

diwan al-I.jund ("military diwan") 219
diwan a!-khardj ("tax bureau") 215-17
dilvdn al-khatam ("registry

department") 15 9, 215 -17
diwdn al-khdtam al-Faghir ("bureau of

the small seal") 217
diwan al-rasa'il ("correspondence

department ") 215-19
du'afa' ("the poor") z7
al-Dujayl Canal 186

Dukhtanus 51
duruh, pl. of darb ("barricades") rot n.

378
Duwayd b. Zayd (poet) 229 n. 8 r9

E

Egypt 162 n. 588
Enoch. See Idris
Euphrates River 18 , 78, 91 , 92, 110, r 15

F

Fa'ish ( clan of Hamdan) 30
al-Fallujah 142
al-Farazdaq (poet) 175
Fars 86,121-24,177, 181, Zoo nn. 708

and 709, zoz, 205
farsakh z5 n. 103
Fartani 6z
Fasi zoo
fasl al-khitab ("separation of the

speech") 214
Fatimah (daughter of the Prophet) 1 n.

2, 32, 78

fay' ("permanent booty") I r -13, 203,
205

al-Faye! b. Abi Salih 2zo
Fifth. See khums
fitnah ("civil strife") 61, 135, 152, zo9,

224

Fourth. See rub'
Fudayl b. Khadij a]-Kind! (rdwi) 67-69,

80, 81 , 91, 101, 128

Furst b. Hayyan al 'Ijli, house of 103
al-Furst b. Zahr b. Qays al-10i zz, z4
Fustit i6z n. 588

G

al-Ghadban b. al-Qaba'thara 178
Ghani (tribe) 43, 110
Ghatafan b. Unayf 173
Ghaylan b. Salamah b. Mu'attib al-
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Thaqafi (poet) 104-5
Ghazwan b. Jaz' al-'Adawi 63
ghulam, pl. ghilman 24, 64, 15 3, 226
Golden Calf 69

H

Habban b. Ali (rdwi) 49
Habib b. Budayl (rdwil 85
Habib b. Munqidh al-Thawri 67-68
Habl al-Mushit 15z n. S52
al-Nadi (caliph), secretaries to 220-23
hadrah ("caliphal residence") 217
Hadrah b. Abdallah al-Azdi (rdwi) 128
Hadramawt 3 5, 131
Hafs b. 'Umar b. Sa'd ; 8- 39
Hajar 176, 177

al-Hajjaj b. Ali al-Barigi (rdwi) z8
al-Hajjaj b. Hirithah. See al-Hajjaj b.

Jariyah
al-Hajjaj b. Jariyah al-Khath'ami 142-

43
al-Hajjaj b. Nashib al-'Adawi 6z, 64
al-Hajjaj b . Yusuf xv, 109, 115, 1 z6, 158

n. 572, 206-9, z1z, 224-26, 228-

32, 234
Najjar b. Abjar Abu Usayd 15, 23, 30,

145, 178, 181
al-Hajun zo8, 231
al-Hakam b. Hashim b. Abd al-

Rahman (rdwlj 44, 72
al-Hakam b. al-Mundhir b. al-Jarud 176
Hakim b. Tufayl al-Tai al-Sinbisi 40
Ham, son of 23 z
Hamadhin 191
Hamal b. Malik al-Muhiribi 3 2
Haman 84
Hamdan ( tribe ) 8 n. 39 , 14, 21, 29-30,

35, 50, 55, 56, 68, 7, n. 279, 82-83,

89, 95 , 108, 114 , 138-39 , 188. See
also Banu Nahd; Banu Tamim,
fourth of Tamim and Hamdan;
Khirif; Ni'it; Sabi '; Shakir;
Shibim; Wadi'ah

Hammam A'yan I I, 69, 88
Hammam Jarir . See Lahham Jarir

2-47

Hammim'Umar 37
al-Hamra' 8 n. 39, 33 n. 137
Hamzah b. Abdallah b. al-Zubayr r 18-

20, zz6
Hini' b. Qays 6o, 61
Hanzalah b. al-Rabi' z 14
Haram ("sacred precinct" around

Mecca) 60, 192, 207, 227
Harb b. Umayyah b. Abd Shams z i.3
al-Harish b. Hilil (poet) 66
al-Harith b. (Abdallah b.( Abi Rabi'ah

al-Qurashi al-Makhzumi al-Quba'

46-48, 54, 55 n. 219, 67, 83-84,
120, 122, i26-z8,130,133,147

al-Harith b. Hasirah (rawi) 79
al-Harith b. Muhammad (raw17 207,

224-z6, 228-30, 132

Harmalah b. Kahil 43

Harura' 92, 97, 99, 152 n. 553; Battle of

83

Haruri (Khariji) 152.
al-Hasan b. Hammid (rdwi) 49
al-Hasan b. Kathir (rdwi) 81
al-Hasan b. Rushayd al-Juzjini (rdwlj

62

Hashim, family of 179
Hashim b. Said al-Ju'fi 2 18
Hashraj 148
Hasirah b. Abdallah b. al-Harith al-

Azdi (rdwi) 98, 99, 130, 198
Hassan b. FWid al-'Absi 15, zo
Hassan b. Malik b. Bahdal al-Kalbi 156,

159
Hatim b. al-Nu'man al-Bihili z 18
al-Hawari ("the Apostle") 175. See al-

Zubayr b. al=Awwim
Hawliyi 145
Hawshab al-Bursumi 44, 68, 73

Hawshab b. Yazid b. al-Harith b.

Ruwaym loz, 145-46, 192 n. 695

al-Haytham b. Ad! (rdw1)183, 214, 216
al-Haytham b. al-Aswad al-Nakha'i 36
Hayyan b. Ali. See Habban
al-Hibyit b. Uthmin b. AN Zur'ah al-

Thaqafi 44

Highlanders (people of al-Aliyah) 67 n.
261, 94; fifth of 87, 93
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Hijaz xiii-xiv, z, 84, 104
Hims 217, zz8, zz9

Himyar (tribe) 157 n. 569, 158
Hind bt. Asma' (wife of'Ubaydallah b.

Ziyad) 8o
Hind bt. al-Mutakallifah al-NA'iliyyah

98-99
al-Hirah I It. 3, 111; Canal 9z
Hisham ( caliph ), secretaries to z16
Hisham b. Abd al-Rahman al-Thaqafi

(rdwi) 44, 72,91
Hisham b. Hubayrah 67, 121, 153, 168,

211, z34

Hisham b. Muhammad al-Kalbi (rdwi)

2, 4, 14, 51, 53, 59, 67, 72., 74, Si,

85, 98 , 120, 113, 126,155-57, 163,
165-66, 198, 213

Hisham b.'Umarah (rdwi) 152
Hubayah b. Duljah al-Qayni z
Hubby x86-87
Hubshi b. Junadah 79
Hudayn b. al-Mundhir 30
Hudbahb. Khashram (poet) 221-12
al-Hudhayl b. Zufar b. al-Harith 192
Hujr b. Adi al-Kindi, nephew of 3 5;

house of 45
Humayd b. Hurayth b. Babdal al-Kalbi

75,155-59,x61
Humayd b. Muslim (rdwi, poet) zz, 33-

34
Humaydah bt.'Umar b. Sa'd (poetess)

38
Humran h. Aban (mawld of'Uthman)

173,176,192-9.3,115
Hunayn, Battle of z8
Huraqah (clan) 31
Hurayth b. Bahdal al-Kalbi 157
Hurayth b. Zayd (or Yazid) 14z

Hurthan h. al-Harith . See Dhu al-ISba'
al-Husayn b. Ali b. Abi Talib xiii, xiv,

1, 2.1-z4,27,31-35,38-41,43,
52, 6o-6z, 77-78, 81. See also
Shi'ah; al-Taff; Tawwabun

al-Husayn b . al-Humam (poet ) 231 nn.
826 and 8z8

al-Husayn b. Numayr al-Sakuni 78,
8o-81

I

Ibn Abbas 153
Ibn'Abi'Aqib al-Laythi (poet) 43
Ibn Abi Jum'ah. See Ibrahim b. Abi

Jum'ah
Ibn Abi al-Zinad. See'Abd al -Rahman

b. Abi al-Zinad
Ibn A'tham al-Kufi, Kitdb al-futuh xvii
Ibn Ayyash al-Mantuf. See Abdallah b.

Ayyish
Ibn Bahdal 75
Ibn al-Dawragiyyah. See Waki'
Ibn Hubayrah. See Hisham b.

Hubayrah
Ibn al-Kalbi. See Hisham b.

Muhammad
Ibn Kiwin Island 176
Ibn Khubayb138
Ibn Ma 'mar. See 'Ubaydallah b.

Ubayd )allah(
Ibn Mashja'ah 143
Ibn Muqbil (poet) zzz

Ibn Nafi' (rdwi) 152

Ibn Nawf al -Hamdani . See Abdallah b.
Nawf

Ibn Nubatah, Sarh al-'uyun 218
Ibn Qays al-Rugayyat. See'Ubaydallih

b. Qays
Ibn al-Ruqayyat. See'Ubaydallih b.

Qays
Ibn Sa'd. See Muhammad b. Sa'd
Ibn Salma 131
Ibn Uqaysir al-Quhafi al-Khath'ami 9
Ibn al-Zarga' (i.e., Abd al-Malik b.

Marwan) 158, 16o
Ibn Ziyad. See'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad
Ibrahim b. Abd al-Rahman al -Ansari

(rdwi) 79

Ibrahim b. AN Jum'ah 217
Ibrahim b. Arabi al-Kinini 161, 163
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar al-Nakha' i xiv, 4

n. 2o, 10- I1, 14 -18, 20, 67-69,

74-83 ,88,109- TO, 118 , 1 z8, 130,
134, t8o-8z, 185

Ibrahim b. Sulaymin al-Hanafi (rdwi)

I13
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Ibrahim b. al-Walid (caliph), secretaries
of 217

Idhaj 133
Idris (prophet) 213
Ignorance, Time of. See Jahiliyyah
Ihram ("pilgrim's garb") zo8
'Ikrimah (ghulam of Ibn Abbas) 153
'Ikrimah b. Rib'i 30; house of ioi
Imam xvi, z n. 9, 77, 110,14 1, 198-99;

Standing Place of (at Arafat) 15 z
'Imran b. Khalid 31
Indian steel, sword of 98
Iram 87

Iraq xiv -xv, 2-3, 55, 74, 109, 122, 148,
155, 165, 171, 188, 192, 194;
people of, andAbd al-Malik 178,

180-82 , 186, 195 ; Iraq road 2.07

'Isa b. Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr 182-86

Isbahan 123, 114, 130-33, 178, 192
al-ISbahani, Abu al- Faraj, Kitdb al-

aghani xvii

Ishaq b. Abdallah b. Abi Farwah (rdwi)
179, 226

Ishaq b. (Muhammad b.( al-Ash'ath 14,
18

Ishaq b. Yahya b. Talhah (rdwi) 69-70,

214-25
Ismail, "great descendant of" 158
Ismail b. Abi Hakim (mawld of al-

Zubayr) z16
Ismail b. Abi al-Muhijir (rawil 183
Ismail b . Amr b. Sa'id 166
Ismail b. Nu'aym (rdwi) 55
Isms' it b. Talhah b. 'Ubaydallih Abu

al-Bakhtari 70, 1311, 183
isnad ("chain of authorities ") 6 n. 31

Istakhr 124,177,200
Iyis b. Shurayh 126

J

Jabbanat Kindah 14, 100
Jabbanat Mikhnaf 14
Jabbanat Murad 15, roo
Jabbanat al-Sabi ' 14, 16-19, 21, 24, 27,

29, 31, 40, 67, Ioo

Jabbanat al-Sa'idiyyin, roo- r
Jabir b. al-Aswad b. 'Awf al-Zuhri 153,

194
al-Jabiyah, agreement of 155 n. 561
Ja'dah b. Hubayrah b. Abi Wahb al-

Makhzumi 70, 71
Ja'far b. Yahya b. Khalid b. Barmak 223

Jahiliyyah ("Time of Ignorance") i z,
152

al-Jahshiyari, Kitdb al-wuzardwa-al-
kuttdb 213 n. 750

Jalula', Battle of 141
jamd'ah ("unity") 165-66, 182
al-Jamrah 167
al-Janad z7
Janah (mawld of al-Walid) 21 5
Janb (tribe) 42
Jarir b. Kurayb 143, 144

al-Jared 176
Jawbar 1 z9
al-Dawn b. Ka'b al-Hamdani 144, 145
Jay 13o n. 467. See Isbahan
jayhan b. Mashja'ah al-Dabbi 6z, 65
al-Jazirah xiv, 3, 34, 43, 75 , 8z, 83, 110,

rr8, 133

al-Jazzar (nickname of Mus'ab b. al-
Zubayr) 84

Jerusalem 81
Jews rzo, 158 n. 572

al-Jibil to8 , ro9, 1;6, 139

jihdd ("holy war") 78

al-lisr al-Akbar ("Great Bridge") 87,
1z4

John of Damascus, St 215 n. 762
Jordan, troops from 229
Jubayr al-Ha4rami 14
Jubayr b. Shaybah 169

Jabal al-Mushat 152 al-Jubbah 138
jabbdnah ("tribal cemetery") 14 n. 6o, Ju'fi (tribe ) 135 n. 482, 144, 151, 188

34. See Jabbanat Bani Salul, etc. Jufrat Khalid 173, 193
Jabbanat Bani Salul 15 , 16 Jufrat Nafi' b. al-Harith 173
Jabbanat Bishr 14 jufriyyah 173, 176
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Juhaynah (tribe) 34; Mosque of (al-
Kufah) or

al-Juhfah 2o9

Jukhi 5, 125, 139
jumzdn z3
Jundabs of Azd 72
al-Jundu'i z1

K

Index

Ka'b b. Abi Ka'b al-Khath'ami 12-13,
14,18

Ka'bal-Ahbar 158
Ka'bah r 10, 15 z, 167, 207 n. 730,

208-9, 229, 231 n. 827; Rukn
("Corner of") 61

kafir ("unbeliever") r z5
kafirkubat ("clubs") 61
Kahil (tribe) 6o
Kalb (tribe) ; n. 11, 15 n . 65, 75,

156-58, 164, 188 n . 674. See also
Quda'ah

al-Kalbaniyyah 25
al-Kalli' 46
Karbala ' 1 n. 2, 52 n . 213, 179 n. 64 r.

See also al-Taff

Kardam b . Marthad b. Najabah al-
Fazari 125

Karkh 127

Kaskar 9 t, 144
Kathir b. Ismail al-Kindi 88
Kaysin Abu Amrah (mawld of

'Uraynah( 25-26, 35, 37-38, 88
Kaysiniyyah 25 n. ioi
Khali' ("outlaw") 135
Khalid b. Abdallih b. Khalid b. Asid

172-75, 177, 187, 193, 199-206,
212, 233, 2-34

Khalid b . Barmak 218
Khalid b. Sa'id b. al-As 214
Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiyah 155 n.

561, 166, 179, 192
Khalid b. Yazid al-Qasri (brother of

'Abdallah b. Yazid al-Qasri)165

Khalifah al-A'war (mawld of Banu

Adi) 46

al-Khallalin (section of al-Basrah) 46

kharaj ("taxes ") 86, 199

Kharif (clan of Hamdan) 71
Kharijites xv-xvi, 104 n. 385, 123-34,

152. n. 553, 167, 182 n. 65T, 198-
200, 202-6, 232-33. See also

Azarigah; Haruri; Muhakkimnn;

Nafi' b. al-Azraq;

Najdiyyah; Qatari
al-Kharrirah 129
Khashabiyyah 50, 59-62, 9411.349

Khath'am (tribe ) 14, 43, 89, 95
al-Khatt (source of spears) 146

Khawali b. Yazid al-A$bahi 35; wife of

35
al-Khawarnaq 129, 195-96

al-Khayf 127 n. 457, 167

Khaywin 143

Khazir River 74-7S , 8o, 82, 88
Khidash b. Yazid al-Asadi 177-78
Khubayb b.'Abdallih b. al-Zubayr zz6
khums, pl. akhmds ("fifth," division of

Basran army ) 87, 93. See Abd al-
Qays, fifth of, al-Azd, fifth of; Bakr
b. Wa'il, fifth of; Highlanders,
fifth of; Banu Tamim, fifth of

Khunays, Crossroads of ioz
Khurisin 62-66, 67, 121, 15 3, 168,

181, 209-12, 234; tax bureau of

216

Khurshadh Canal 9r
Khusraw, son of Hurmuz 146; Iwdn

("ceremonial hall") 146; White
Palace of i 8o

Khuzistan 182 n. 65 r
Kindah (tribe) 44 n. 175, 95, 191; fourth

of Rabi'ah and Kindah 5, 67
Kirman I z3, I z4, 133, 177, zoo
Kisri. See Khusraw
al-KUfah xiii-xv, 1, 3, 5, 6,10-24,

27-45, 48, 53, 54, 59, 67, 8z, 83,

85-88 , 91-92 , 98, 100-9, I11,

113-14 , 116-18 , 120, 121, 122,

126, 128, 130, 135-37, 141,
144-47, 153, 168, 170, 178, 187,

188-91 , 193, 195, 199, 211,
z32-34; diwdn of 114; mosque of
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92, 101, 109,113; judiciary of rzr,

153, t68, 212, 215, 234; market of

17, toe; Palace of 92 , 95, 100-4,
116; people , troops of 60 , 78, 90,

93, 94, 99, 102, 130, 179, 187, 2.03,
205, 232, 233

al-Kunasah 15, 18 , 30, 67, 100

Kurayb b. Abrahah b. al-Sabbih al-
Himyari 157

al-Kuwayfah 91 n. 338

L

Labid (poet) zzr
Lahham Jarir 144
Lane of the Basrans (al-Kufah) 1oz
Layli bt. Qumamah al-Muzaniyyah 98
Layli bt. Zabbin b. al-Asbagh al-Kalb!

(mother of 'Abd al-'Aziz b.
Marwan) 162

al-Layth b. Abi Ruqayyah (mawla of
Umm al-Hakam) 216

lihaf ( woman 's outer garment) 101
Luhrasb b. Kiwghan b. Kaymus 213

M

Ma'add 27
Ma'bad b . Khilid al -Jadali 69-70, 189
al-Mada 'in 5, to , 82,103 , 122, 125,

127, 130, 136, 139 , 145, 18o. See
also Khusraw , Iwdn; Khusraw,
White Palace of; Sibit

al-Mada 'ini, Abu al-Hasan Ali b.
Muhammad (rdwi ) z n. 5, 45, 59,
6z, 84 , t16,135 , 136, 141 , 172-76,
183-84 , t85, Y88-89,192,193,
2.09, z3z

al-Madhar xv , 88-90, 115
Madhhij ( tribe ) 115, 83 , 137, 140, 157,

18 1, 188 ; fourth of Madhhij and
Asad 5, 67

Madinat al - Rizq. See al -Basrah,
provision depot

Mah 138

251

al-Mahbadhan , Bath of zz
Mahdi 39 , 4o n. r6o, 6o
al-Mahdi (caliph), secretaries to

119-zo
Makhlad b . Muhammad b. al-Harith

Abu Hishim z 17
Makhlad b . Yahya b . Hadir (rawi) 184
Makhramah b. Sulayman al-Wilibi

(rawi) 226
Malik b . Amr Abu Nimran al-Nahdi

70, 32, 92, 94-95
Malik b . A'yan al-Juhani (rawi) 31
Malik b . al-Harith al -Nakha i al-

Ashtar (father of Ibrahim b. al-
Ashtar ) ton. 46, 83

Malik b . Misma' al-Bakri Abu Ghassan

48-49 , 87, 93, 120, 135 , 173-75,
178

Malik b. al-Mundhir 87, 93
Malik b . al-Nusayr al -Baddi 3 r
Ma'n b . al-Mughirah 133
Manbij 149
Mani' b. al=Ala ' al-Sa'di (rawf) 51
manjaniq ("trebuchet ") zo8 n . 732, zz5
al-Mansur, Abu Ja 'far (caliph ) 218-19;

secretaries to 2 t 8- 19
Magam Ibrahim ("Station of

Abraham ") 61, z30
magsurah ("enclosure ") 161, 165
Mardinshih 119
Marj Rahil , battle of 3 , 155 n . 561, 165
Marjanah (mother of 'Ubaydallih b.

Ziyad ) 77-78,8t-8z
Marw 6z n . 247, 210-11
Marwah 2o8, zz9
Marwan b . al-Hakam ( caliph) xiv, z-3,

75, 104, 150, 154 n. 559, 155 n.
561, 1178 , 193, 214 ; family, sons of
75, tz6, 159-6o, 163, r65

Marwan b. Muhammad al-Ja'di
(caliph) 217; secretaries to 2.17

Marwaniyyah 178
masalih ("frontier garrisons") zo3
Maskin 178 , 180-81
Maslamah b . 'Abd al -Malik z16;

secretary to 216
Maslamah b. Muharib (rawf) 59, 66,
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177, 173, 175
Ma$galah (slave of 'Amr b. Sa'id b. al-

A$) 161

Masud b. Amr al-Azdi Icon. 543
Malar (servant of Qafal family) I I 1
Matar b. al-Taw'am 174
ma'unah, pl. ma'awin ("special

grant") I z4,170,199
mawali, sg. mawld ("client") 11-13,

50, 55, 77, 85, 86,88 -89,95, 97,
107, 117, 159, 163, 172; streetof
(a1-Ba$rah) 46

al-Maw$i13-4 , 6, 74, 8z , 8;, 1118, 123,
1; 3, 182

maysir (game) 96

Mecca xiii, xv, 53-56 , 59-62 , 84, 119,
120, 151-53, 167, 169, 182, 197,
202, 206-9, 224-32, z34; gates
229, 230 ; Mosque of 61. See also
Haram

Medina xiii , 2 n. 7, 53, 55-56, 58, 67,
120, 153, 186, 194, 207, 212, 227,

232; diwdn of 214; fourth of 5, 67.

See also Taybah; Wadi al-Qura

millah ("religious community") 107

Mina 167

al-Mirbad 47, 64

al-Mishraqi (al-Dahhak b. Abdallah)
(rdwi ) z6, 8o, 82

Miskin b. Amir b. Unayf al-Dirimi
(poet) 51

Misma ' b. Malik b . Misma' zoo
Moses 84; family of 70
Mu'adh b. Hini' b. 'Adi al-Kindi

(nephew of Hujr b. 'Adi) ; 5
Mu awiyah b. Abi Sufyan (caliph) xiii,

zn.6,3n . I1,8n .40, 135,5,193,
214; secretaries to 215

Mu'awiyah b. Marwan 165

Mu'awiyah b. Qurrah al-Muzani 9o

Mu'awiyah b. Yazid (caliph) xiii, 2 n.
6; secretaries to z15

Mudar ( tribal group ) 15, 17- 18, 20, 30,

49, 50, 65, 70, 187, 188, 211
al-Mufaddal b. Muhammad (rdwi) 209
al-Mughirah b. Abi Farwah (or Abi

Qurrah) 216

al-Mughirah b. al-Muhallab 173, 200,

233
al-Muhakkimun 8
al-Muhallab b. All Sufrah 86-87,

89-90,92-94,100-2,110,118,

123, 133-34, 144, 149, 182,
198-204

Muhammad (Prophet) T. n. z, 27, 77, 78,

87,89 , 110,111 , 114,11.5,141;
family of 23, 3T-32,37,39, 44, 53,

58, 60, 71, 78, 8z, 87, 89, 104, 114,
176; secretaries to 214

Muhammad b. Aban (raw!) 113

Muhammad b. Abd al-Rahman b.

Said b. Qays al-Hamdani 102,

Io8, I16 , 178, 182

Muhammad b. Abdallah b. Khizim a]-

Sulami 62, 65, 66
Muhammad b. Abdallah b. Ya'qub

219
Muhammad b. Ammar b. Yasir 31
Muhammad b. Amr b. Said b. al=A$

166
Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath b. Qays al-

Kind! Abu Qisim 12, 44, 85-86,

90, 93, 95, 96-97, 100, 116
Muhammad b. Barrad (rdwi) 29

Muhammad b. Hamid the Secretary

219-20

Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah xiv, i n.

1, 13,15,38-39,53,.58-6z,
98-99 , Ioo n . 374, 114 n. 415,

152-53. See also Mahdi

Muhammad b. al-Harith 130
Muhammad b. )ubayr (rdwi) 15 2, 153
Muhammad b. Marwan (brother of

Abd al-Malik) 179, 181, 183, 133
Muhammad b. Mikhnaf b. Sulaym

(rdwi) 126

Muhammad b. Musa b. Talhah 232
Muhammad b. Qays 6o
Muhammad b. Sa'd al-Zuhri Abu

'Abdallah (rdwi) 207, 224, 225-26,
228-30, 232; Kitdb al-tabagdt al-
kabir xvii

Muhammad b. al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi (rdwi)

2 n. 4, 98
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Muhammad b . al-Sa'ib b. Malik al- 127,229
Ash'ari 103-4 Mus'ab b. Uthmin (rdwi) 194

Muhammad b. Said b. al-'AS 165 Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr xv, z5 , 28, 42-44,
Muhammad b. Sallim al-Jumahi (rdwi ) 55, 66, 83-94, 98-1111 , 115-21,

180-81,182

Muhammad b . 'Umar . See al-Wagidi
Muhammad b. 'Umar

Muhammad b.'Umayr b.'Utirid 18,
51, 130, 179, 192

Muhammad b . Yusuf (rdwi) I I z
Muhirib , son of the poet Labid z2I
al•Muhillnn , -in ("shedders of innocent

blood") 57
al-Mujilid b . Said (rawi) 23, 49
al-Mujashshir 143-45
Mujja'ah b . Abd al-Rahmin 233
al-Muka'bir 176
al-Mukhtir b. Abi 'Ubayd b. Masud

al-Thaqafi Abu Ishiq xiv-xvi, r,
3-5, 10-20 , 22-25 ,27-46,
48-56 , S8-61 , 67-70, 72-73, 77,
81-83 , 85-96 , 97 n. 362, 100-7,

109,111 , 114,115-18 , 720, 136-
39, 158 n. 572, 184

Mukram b . Mutarrif b . Sidin al-Bahili
184

al-Mundhir b. Hassan b . Dirir al-Dabbi
116

al-Mundhir b. Jahm al-Asadi ( rawi) zz6
al-Mundhir b. al-JarUd , daughter of zoo;

family of zoo
Mugatil b . Misma ' al-Bakri 93,177,

200, 102, 206

Murrah b. Mahkan 173, 177
Murrah b . Munqidh b . al-Nu'min al-

'Abdi 42
Musa b. Abdallih b. Khazim al-Sulami

63-65
Musa b. Abi Musi al-Ash'ari 7;
Musi b. Amir Abu al-Ash'ar al -Juhani

al-'Adawi (rawi ) 4, 7-8, 9, 31,

34-36, 38, 53, 72-73
Musi b. Ya'qub b. Abdallih (raw!)

227

Mus'ab b. al-Rabi ' al-Khath 'ami Abu
Musa 217-18

Mus'ab b. Thabit (rdwi) 207, 209, 224,

122-26, 131, 133, 139-50, 153,
155, 164, 165, 168 , 169, 171-72,

174-88 , 192-95 , 198-99 , 207, 209

Musifir b. Said b. Nimran al -N3'iti
38, 54, 93, Io8-9

al-Mushaqqar ( fortress in al-Bahrayn)
233

mushrikah ("idolatress') zoo

Muslim b. 'Abdallih al-Dabibi (rd wi )

24, z6

Muslim b. 'Amr al-Bahili 142, 148 -49,
181, 185

Muslim b . Agil b. Abi Talib 78 n. 293
Muslim b . Bibak (rawi ) 208
mustaghallat ("income -yielding

properties") 215
Mutarrif b. Sidan al-Bahili 184-85;

daughter of 185
al-Mutawakkil b. 'Abdallih al-Laythi

(poet) 52, 72
al-Muthanni b. Mukharribah al-'Abdi

45-48, 55
Muzahim b. Malik 76

N

Nabata'an lo, 147, 176
al-Nibi' b. Ziyid b. Zabyan 184-85
al-Nibighah al-Ja'di (poet) 221
al-Nadr b . 'Amr z 17
al-Nadr b. Salih Abu Zuhayr al-'Absi

(yawl ) II, 30, 67, 1128, 130, 133, 198
Nafi' (mawld of Banu Asad , rdwi) 209,

129-30

Nifi'b. al-Azraq 1 22 n. 437
Nahd. See Banu Nahd
Nahr al-Basriyyin Canal 17 5
Nahrawin Districts r 25
Na'it (clan of Hamden) z9
al-Najaf 113, 114
Najdah b. Amir al- l;lanafi al -Haruri

104, 179 n. 431, 152-53, 2o6. See
also Najdiyyah
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Najdiyyah, 119
Nakha ' (tribe) 18 n. 77, 75
Narsi 142
Nishit mountain pass 13 3
Nasibin 82-83
ndsir ("helper, avenger") 3 1 n. 128
Nasr b . Sayyar z16
Na'thal ( nickname for'Uthman) 1 14
Naysabur 209- 11

Nihiwand , battle of 141
Nishapur. See Naysabur
Nu'aym b . Salamah (mawld) z16
Nufay ' b. Dhu'ayb (mawld of al-

Walid) 215
al-Nukhayl , Day of 15 r
al-Nukhaylah 128, 141, 188
al-Nu'man ( builder of al-Khawarnaq)

129 11 - 466, 196 n. 704
al-Nu'man b . 'Awf b. Abi Jebir al-Azdi

5
al-Nu'man b . Suhbin al -Jarmi a]-

Risibi zz

Oman 149

P

Palestine 216; diwdn of 217; troops
from 229

Parviz . See Abarwiz
Persepolis . See Istakhr
Persians 8 n. 39, 1 1 n. 49 , 13, 33, 38, 91,

116, 176 . See also al-Hamra'
Pharaoh 78, 84
Pilgrimage 59, 66, 121 , 151-53, 168,

170, 187, 194, 208 -9, 212, 234

Q

Qabisah b . Dhu'ayb b . Halhalah al-
Khuza 'i Abu Ishaq 159, 215

al-Qadisiyyah 3z, 44 , 85; Battle of 141;
Canal 92

Qafal family of Banu Taymallih b.
Tha'Iabah it I

al-Qa'qa' b. Khalid al -Absi z15
al-Qarah 156
Qargisiya' 155
qasidah 147, 149
al-Qasim b. Ma'n (rdwi) 189
al-gdsitin ("deviators") 68
Qasiyy, 38

Qatari b . Abdallih al -Hirithi Abu
'Uthman 178 , 18 1, 191; Bath of 19

Qatar 177
Qatari b. al-Fuja'ah 13i , zoo, zo6
Qays 'Aylan (tribe ) 3, 15, 16 , 75, 149,

150, 157, 210 , 214; party
(Qaysiyyah) 146-47

Qays b. al-Haytham al-Sulami 46-48,

87, 93 , 173-74, 181
Qays b. Malik 61
Qays b. Sa'id 107
Qays b. Tahfah al-Nahdi 67
Qaysariyyah 197
Qaysiyyah . See Qays'Aylan, party
Qeshm Island . See Ibn Kawan Island
qiblah 107, 112
Qinnasrin 13q; troops from 2z9

Qu'aygi 'an (mountain) 119

al-Quba '. See al - Harith b. (Abdallah
b.( Abi Rabiah

Qubadh 176
Quda 'ah (tribe ) 188. See also Kalb
Qudamah b. Hawshab (rdwi) I z

Qudamah b . Maz'un zo6 n. 72;

Qur'5n 2.8 n . 114, 71, 77, 89, 99, 110,
114, 125 , z14, 23o; passages quoted
7, 20, 28 , 30, 34, 37, 38, 49 n. 700,
59, 61, 68, 70, 71 n . 278, 78, 84,
98-99,100,102 , 110, 144 n. 518,
166, 194, 214; Slira of the Pen z3o

Quraysh ( tribe ) 38, 71 , 135, 156, 157,

160, 180, 182, 183 , 186, 232;

meteor of ('Umar b . Sa'd b. Abi
Waggas) 51

qurrd' ("Qur'an reciters") 17
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Qurrah b. Ali b. Malik al-Jushami 78
Qdsan Canal 91
Quss b. Sa'idah al-Iyidi 114

al-Qussas ("storytellers"), Mosque of
19

Qutaybah b. Muslim 18 t n. 649

Medina, fourth of; Band Tamim,
fourth of Tamim and Hamdan;
Rabi'ah, fourth of Kindah and

rump ("spear length") zo n. 8z
al-Rusafah zi6
al-Ruwa' bt. Iyas b. Shurayh al-

Hamdani 126

R

al-Rabi' (secretary to al-Mansur) zig
al-Rabi' b. Ar'arah al-Khushani 2 17
Rabi'ah (tribal group) 15, zo, 30, 49, 50,

81, 93, 15 1, 18z ; fourth of Rabi'ah
and Kindah 5; fourth of Kindah and
67

Rabi'ah b. al-Mukhariq al-Ghanawi

6-9
Rabi'ah b. Najid, slave woman of 125,

iz6

Rabi'ah b. Tharwin al-Dabbi 15
Radhan districts 6
Raja' b. Haywah (rdwi) 179, 216

Raja' b. Sirij 156-57

Rajaz poetry go, 128 , 131, 228-z9

Ramhurmuz zoo, 202

Raqabah b. al-Hun 62, 64
al-Raqim 56
Ra's'Ayn. See Ayn (al-)Wardah
Ra's al-Jalut, bridges of 68
al-Rashid (caliph) 723
al-Rawhi' 37
Raytah (daughter of Caliph al-Saffah)

z18

Raytah bt. Yazid i z6
al-Rayy 191, 203, 204

al-Rayyan b. Muslim z15

Razin Abd al-Saluli 88
Razin b. al-Mutawakkil al-Bakri 126
Riddah, War of 106
Rifa ah b. Qumamah al-Muzani 98
Rifa ah b. Shaddad b. Awsajah al-

Fityini 17, 21, 22
rub', pl. arbd' ("fourth,"division of

Kufan army) 5 n. 24. See Madhhij,
fourth of Madhhij and Asad;

S

Saba'iyyah 13, 70, 71

al-Sabakhah 15, zz, 46, 99-roo

Sibit 14, 15, 82, 125

Sabi' (clan of Hamdan) i z9. See also
Jabbanat al-Sabi'

Sabur 123, 124, zoo
Sidamah. See Sitidami
Safa 208 ; Gate (Mecca) zz9
al-Saffah, Abu al-Abbis (caliph) 218;

secretaries to z 18
Safiyyah bt. Abd al-Muttalib

(grandmother of Abdallah b. al-
Zubayr) zz8

Safiyyah bt. Abi'Ubayd ( sister of al-
Mukhtar) i 1 z n. 409

al-Si'ib b. Malik al-Ash'ari 33, 37, 8z,

93, 98, 103-4
Said b. Abd al-Rahman b. Hassan b.

Thabit (poet) 112
Said b. Amr b. Said b. al= As

166-67
Said b. al `As 193
Said b. Dinar (rdwi) 167
Said b. Muhammad b. Jubayr (rdwi )

152
Said b. Munqidh al-Hamdini al-

Thawri 92-93, 95, 116 n. 421

Said b. Muslim b. Bibak (rdwi) 2o8

Said b. Nimran al-Hamdani 215
Said b. al-Walid b. Amr b. Jabalah al-

Kalbi al-Abrash Abu Mujashi' z, 6

saj (rhymed prose) 4 n. it, 99 n. 370

al-Sakan b. Qatadah (rdwi) 174

Sakinah 71
Silih b. al-Haytham (mawld of Raytah
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bt. Abi al'Abbas) 218
Salih b. Jubayr al-Ghassani (or al-

Ghudani) z16
Salih b. Masud al-Khath'ami 58-59
Salih b. Mikhraq 12.7, 200
Salim (mawld of Said b. Abd al-

Malik) 2.17
Salim b. Yazid al-Kindi 95
$alkhab33
Salmi (wife of'Ubaydallih b. al-Hurr)

138
Salman b. Himyar al-Thawri al-

Hamdini 56, 57, 83

Samahij 176

Sami' (mawld of Maslamah LAW a]-
Malik) 216

Sagar 49, 50
Saga; ("section of rubbish dealers," al-

Basrah) 47
sarafdn 23
al-Sarat 128, 129; bridge of 130
Sarjun b. Mansur al-Rumi 215
Sarsar Canal 142
Sa'sa'ah b. Mu'awiyah 173
Sitidama 25

Sawad 10, 108,109,137-39,146
Sawadah b. 'Ubaydallih al-Numayri

210
Sawrah b. Ashyam al-Numayri 209
Sayf b. Hini' al-Muradi 141
al-Saylahin 9z
Secretaries 213-z3
Shabath b. Ribs al-Tamimi 11-13, 15,

16-17,18,20,70, 83,85 , 128, 130
Shabath Road (al-Kufah) 95
al-Sha'bi. See Amir b. Sharahil
Shaddad b. Abdallih b. Shaddid al-

Jushami 107
Shaddid b. al-Mundhir (brother of

Hudayn)30
Shamm b. 'Abd al-Rahmin al-Juhani

(rdwi) 34
Shahmighad z1o
Shakir (clan of Hamdin) 16,7x n. z8o,

72, 89, 102, 139
Shamir b. Dhi al-Jawshan 12, 15, 16,

24-z6

Sharaf 23
Sharahil, day of 151
sharif. See ashraf
Sharik b. Jadir al-Taghlibi 8o-8 1
Shaykh b. al-Nu'man 177
Shi'ah xiii-xiv, xvi , 1 n. 1, 2. , 18 n. 78,

36,39-4 1, 53, 77, 90, 98. See also
Ali b. Abi Talib; Kaysiniyyah;
Khashabiyyah; Muhammad b. al-
Hanafiyyah; al-Mukhtar;
Saba'iyyah; Turibiyyah

al-Shi'b 152.
Shi'b Ali 62.
Shibim (clan of Hamdan) 18-z1, z9,

71-72, 89, 102.
Shihr z7
Shu'ayb b. Dinar 216
Shu'ayb al 'Umani (mawid of a!-

Walid) 215
Shu'bah b. Zahir al-Nahshali 6z, 64
shura ("consultation") 89
Shurahbil b. Awn (rdwi) 151-52
Shurahbil b. Dhi Buglan al -NA'iti a!-

Hamdani 29
Shurahbil b. Dhi al- Kali' 78, 81
Shurahbil b. Wars al-Hamdini 55-57
Shurayh b. al-Harith al-Kindi 168, 234
shurtah ("picked troops," "police") 36,

57, 71, 77, 79, 8o, 8a , 83, 11 r
Siffin, battle of 81 n. 305 , 94, 135
Simak b. Yazid 129
Sinan b . Anas 43
Sinan b . Dhuhl 178
Sinan b. Mukammil al -Ghanawi 210
Sinjir 83
Si'r b. Abi Si'r al-Hanafi 5 , 7, 30, 3 z

Slave(s) 8, 11-13 , 24, 88 , 89, 9z, 117
Smiths, Street of the (al-Kufah) 1oz
Suda' ( tribe) 43
Sufyan b. al-Abrad al-Kalbi 156, 157

Sufyan b . al-Sh''b b. Malik al-Ash'ari

98
Sufyan b. Yazid b. al-Mughaffal al-Azdi

76,79,81
Suhaym b. Wathi! al-Riyahi (poet) 141

Sulif 134,198
Sulaym b. Yazid al-Kindi 9 2., 93



Index

Sulayman [b. Silih] (rdwi) 69, 71, 81
Sulaymin b. Abd al-Malik (caliph),

secretaries to 215
Sulayman b. Abi Rashid (rdwi) 3 3
Sulayman b . Makhlad z19
Sulayman b. Muhammad al-Ha¢rami

(rdwi) 14

Sulayman b. al-Muhtafiz al-Mizini
(brother of Bishr) 66

Sulayman b. Nu'aym al-Himyari 215
Sulayman b . Sa'd al-Khushani 215, 216
Sulayman b . $urad z n. 8, 4o n. ,6o, 45.

See also Tawwabun
Sunnah of the Prophet 89, 1 10
Sura 5 , 16, 146
Suragah b. Mirdas al-Barigi (poet) 22,

23, 27-29, 83, 127
Suraym b. al-Hirith (clan of Tamim)

zo9
Suwayd b. Ghaflah (rdwi)113
Suwayd b. Manjuf 149
Suwayd b. Ri'ab al -Shanni 48
Syria xiv-xv, 2, 84 , 104, 109 , 110, I2I,

134, 135, 153, 169, 172, 179, 181,
192, 193 , 2o6, 2o9 ; Syrians, Syrian

army xvi , to, 13 , 55, 67, 70, 74, 78,

'07-10 , 179, 181 , 186, 207, 225,

228-29

T

al-Tabari Abu Ja'far Muhammad b.
Jarir (rawi) 1, 45, 53, 59, 6z, 66, 69,

I 15, 116,1.34,147,1511,1153, 197,
192, 198, 23 2; text of Ta'rikh
xvi-xvii

al-Taff 5 z, 179
al-TA'if 176,177,207,208
Takrit 3-4, 144
Talhah b. Abdallih b. Awf 194
Talhah al-Talhat (b. Abdallah b.

Khalaf al-Khuzai) 214
Tamarra 145
Tamastin Bridge 114
Tamim. See Banu Tamim;

Tamimiyyah
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Tamimiyyah 175
al-Tammirin (section of al-Kufah) 15
Tarafah b. al-'Abd (poet) 220
Tarafah b. Abdallih b. Dajijah al-

Hanafi 1105
Tiriq b. Amt (mawid of'Uthmin)

194, 208, 212, 229, 231-32

Tarraf b. Abdallah b. Dajajah al-Hanafi

105

Tawwabun z, 4o n. 160,45
Taybah (Medina) 58
Thibit b. Nu'aym al-Judhami 2117 n.

779
Thibit b. Sulaymin b. Sa'd al-

Khushani217
Tha'j 174
Thaqif (tribe) 5 z n. z15, I r s, t 58 n. 572.

See also Qasiyy
Thawr (clan of Hamdin) 83, 89
Thawr b. Yazid zz8

Thumimah (b. Ashras] z23

Tigris River 97, 125, 171

Tihamah 225

Trjushnas 141
Tirmidh 210
Tizanibidh 85
Trebuchet. See manjaniq
Tubay', son of Ka'b al -Ahbir's wife

158

al-Tufayl b. 'Amir 6o
Tufayl b. Ja'dah b. Hubayrah 69-70,

72

al-Tufayl b. Laqit 75, 76

al-Tufayl b. Mirdas al-Ammi (rawi) 6z
tu'mah ("means of subsistence,

grant") 63,1311, 109-10,112
Turabiyyah 77 n. 2.89. See also Abu

Turib
Turks 64, 90,1107

U

Ubayd b. Aws al-Ghassani 115
'Ubayd b. Malik al-Ash'ari (brother of

al-Sub) 98
'Ubaydallah b. Abdallih b.'Utbah

b. Mas'ud 212
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'Ubaydallah b. Abi Bakrah 173, 176,

192-93
'Ubaydallah b. Abi Rifi' 215
'Ubaydallah b. Ali b. Abi Tilib zoo,

115

'Ubaydallah b. al-Hurt xv, Ioo-z,

116-17, 134-51

'Ubaydallah b. Najiyah al-Shibimi 42
'Ubaydallah b. Nasr b. al-Hajjaj b.

Ala' al-Sulami 215
'Ubaydallah b. Qays al-Rugayyat (poet)

t6z, 187, 205
'Ubaydallah b. al-Qibtiyyah (rdwi) 224
'Ubaydallah b.'UbaydjallahJ b.

Ma'mar r 18, 1 20, 172-75
'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad xiv, 2-3, 6, 9, To,

18 n. 78 , 67,70,74-78, 80-83,

109, 136, 139, 15o n. 543, 179. See
also Marjanah

'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. Abi Layla 220
'Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. Zabyan 174,

184-85
'Ubaydallah b. Zuhayr al- Sulami 81
Ubayy b. Ka'b 214
'Udhrah (tribe) 221, 122 n. 795

'Umar b.'Abd al-'Aziz (caliph),

secretaries to z 16
'Umar b. Abd al-Rahmin b . al-Harith

b. Hisham al-Makhzumi 45,

53-54
'Umar b. Abdallah al-Nahdi 9z
'Umar b. Abi Rabi'ah al-Qurashi

(poet) III
'Umar b. aI-Khattab (caliph) 177, 214;

secretaries to 214

'Umar b. Mikhnaf 22
'Umar b. Musa b. 'Ubaydallah b.

Ma'mar al-Taymi '23 z- 3 3

'Umar b. Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr 178

'Umar b. Sa'd b. Abi Waggas 18,

36-39, 51 n. 211
'Umar b. Shabbah Abu Zayd (rdwi) 84,

1,6, 118 -19, 172- 76, r8o, 182.,

184-86, 188,192-95,231

'Umar b.'Ubaydallah b. Ma'mar al-

Taymi 87, 89, 92-93, 123-25,
144-45,182,232-33

'Umarah b. Amr b. Hazm z3 z

'Umarah b. Hamzah z 19

Umaymah 196
'Umayr (at battle of al-Nukhayl) 151
'Umayr b. al-Hubib al-Sulami 75 -76,

78-80
'Umayr b. Tariq 6o
'Umayr b. Ziyad (rawi) 29
Umayyads, Umayyad family,

Umayyah. See Banu Umayyah
Umayyah b. Abdallah b. Khalid b.

Asid 206; slave girl of 233
Umayyah b. Amr b. Said b. al-As

166
Umm al-Banin bt. al-Hakam b. Abi al-

As 164-65

Umm al-Hakam bt. Abi Sufyan 216
Umm Hini' bt. Abi Talib (sister of 'Ali

and mother of Ja'dah b. Hubayrah)

72

Umm Khalid bt. Yazid (wife of Khalid
b. Barmak) 218

Umm Kulthum bt. al-Fadl b. al-Abbas
b. Abd al-Muttalib 73

Umm Marwin b. al-Hakam al-
Kinaniyyah 165

Umm Musa bt. Amr b. Said b. al As
158

Umm Salamah (wife of Caliph Abu al-
Abbas al-Saffih) 218

Umm Salamah al-Ju'fiyyah Salma
Umm Tawbah (wife of
'Ubaydallah b. al-Hurr) 137-39

Umm Tawbah. See Umm Salamah al-
Ju'fiyyah

Umm Thibit bt. Samurah b. Jundab al-

Fazari (wife of al-Mukhtar) 44, 103,
III

umm walad (slave woman who has
borne a child to her master) 125

Umm Yahya (daughter of Khalid b.
Barmak) z18

Umm Yazid bt. Simak b. Yazid I29
Umm Zayd 21 2
ummah ("community") 59
Upper Ustan I z6
'Uqbah al-Asadi (poet) It 7



Index

Uqbah b. Ashirah al-Shanni 48
Ugbah b. Tariq al -Jushami 16
'Uraynah . See Kaysan
'Urwah ( b. al-Zubayr( (rawi ) 186, 207

n. 727
'Urwah b. al-Mughirah b. Shu'bah

(rdwi) 179
al-'Uryin b . al-Haytham b. al-Aswad

al-Nakhai36-37
Usimah b. Zayd al -Salihi 216
'Uthman b. Affan (caliph ) 21, 114,

118, 135 , 158,195 , 214,232;
secretaries to 214-15

'Uthman b . Bishr b. al-Muhtafiz a1-
Muzani (or al-Mizini ) 62-63, 66

'Uthman b. Khalid b . Usayr al-
Duhmini al-Juhani 34-35

Uthman b . Muhammad (rawi) r86
'Uthman b . Qays (mawld of Khalid al-

Qasri) 217
'Uthman b . al-Walid 233-34
'Uthmaniyyah 135
'Uyaynah b . Asma' 8o

W

Wadial-Qura 53,55-56
Wadi'ah (tribe) 19, 22
Wafid b. Abi Yasir (rdwi) 84
Wahbil (clan of Nakha') 7S, 98
Waki' b. 'Umayrah al-Quray'i z I I
al-Walid b. Abd al-Malik (caliph) 16r,

163; secretaries to 215
al-Walid b.'Ugbah b. Abi Mu'ayt,

house of 79
al-Walid b. Yazid (caliph), secretaries to

217

a!-Wagidi Muhammad b. 'Umar (rawi )

I15-T6,120,151-52,154i 167,
169, 179, 186, z88,193-94,197,
207-9, 224-30, 232, 234

Wagi*ah 23
Ward b. al-Falaq al 'Anbari 62, 66

Wargi' b. 'Azib al-Asadi al-Nakha i 5,

7, 10, 79, 8 It, 98
Warrad (mawld of Banu Abd Shams)
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46-47
wars (ointment) 33
wasi (" legatee") 114
Wasi; 91, 218
Wizi' b. al-Sari (rawi )17
wazir ("helper") xiv, xvi, 1 n. 1, 141
wijddah 2n.4

Y

Yahya b. Abi'Isa (rawi) 98
Yahya b. Damdam 103
Yahya b. Ismail b. AN al-Muhajir

(rawi) 183
Yahya b. Khalid b. Barmak 22.3
Yahya b. Ma'yuf al-Hamdini 192
Yahya b. Mubashshir 181
Yahya b. Said b. al-A^ 159, 161,

r63-65,189
Yahya b. Said b. Dinar (rdwi)167
Yahya b. Said b. Mikhnaf al-Azdi

(father of Abu Mikhnaf, rdwi) 13,
126

Yahya b. Tufayl (rdwi) 209
al-Yamamah 104, 234
Ya'qub b. Abdallah b. Ya'qub 219
Ya'qub b. Dawud 219
Yasir (mawld of Abu Bakr b. Mikhnaf)

127

Yazid b. Abd al-Malik (caliph),

secretaries to 216
Yazid b. Abdallah 216
Yazid b. Anas b. Kilib al-Asadi 4-7,

9-111

Yazid b. al-I;Iarith b. lYazid b.( Ru'aym

al-Shaybani 15, 23, 30, 130, 131 n.

467, 145
Yazid b. Mu awiyah (caliph) xiii, 2 n.

6,3 n. 11, 136

Yazid b. al-Mughaffal 144
Yazid b. al-Muhallab, secretary to 216
Yazid b. al-Riga ' (poet) 185 n. 658
Yazid b. Ruwaym 192
Yazid b. Sharihil al-Angari 38, 98

Yazid b. 'Umayr b. Dhi Murrin al-
Hamdani z1
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Yazid b. al-Walid (caliph), secretaries to
217

Yemen 234; Yemenis, people of Yemen
15-18 ,20,23, 24, 30, 38

Yunus b. Abi Ishaq (rdwf) 16, 24, 27,

129

Yunus b. Haan (or Ahin) al-Hamdini

143
Yunus b. 'Imrin 6o-6T
Yusuf b. Abdallih b. 'Uthmin b. Abi

al `As 174
Yusuf Canal 92
Yusuf b. Mahak (rdwi) 225

Yusuf b. Yazid (raw!) 86

Z

Zabyin b.'Umarah (or'Uthman) al-

Tamimi 38,6o-6i

Zahhak. See Biwarasb
Zahr b. Qays al-lu'fi 14, 18, 22, loo,

102, 174, 178-79
ZA'idah b. Qudamah 54, 184
Zamzam 59-61
Zandaward 177
Zayd b. Rugad al-janbi 42, 43 n. 172
Zayd b. Thabit 214
al-Zayyitin (Street( (al-K(ifah) 105

Zirbi (ghulam) 24

Ziyad (?) 117

Ziyad b. Abi Layli (father of
Ubaydallah b. Ziyad b. AN Layli)
220

Ziyad b. AN al-Ward 217
Ziyad b. Amr al-Ataki al-Azdi Abu

al-Mughirah 47-49, 87, 93, 177,
183

Ziyad b. Malik of BanU Dubay'ah 3 2

Ziyad b. Sumayyah (i.e., Ziyad b. Abi
Sufyan, called Ziyad b. Abihi) 3 5 n.

146, 45
Ziyadah b. Zayd (poet) 222
al-Zubayr b. al Awwam (father of

Abdallah b. al-Zubayr) 84, 175,
195, 228 ; family of 58 , 109, 'TO,
112,230

al-Zubayr b . Khuzaymah al-Khath'ami

9
al-Zubayr b. al-Mahuz 123, 125, 131,

133
Zubayriyyah 173
Zufar b. al-Harith al-Kilibi 15o, 15 5

Zuhayr b. al-Abrad al-Kalbi 155, 156,
161

Zuhayr b. Dhu'ayb al-'Adawi 62-66
Zuhayr b. Hunayd (rdwi) 209
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